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This dissertation studies the use of the epic genre to legitimize totalitarian power.
It focuses on the writings of a group of Dominican authors who worked at the service of
the dictator Rafael Leonidas Trujillo. Most specialists of the period agree that the wealth
of texts produced by these men of letters articulated an ideological system that allowed
General Trujillo’s brutal regime to remain in power for three decades (1930-1961). Their
governmental positions, as well as their prestige as writers and orators, granted them
unrestricted access to the public school system and to the means of mass communication.
They used this access to promote their notions of national identity, while naturalizing
Trujillo’s totalitarian power by building consensus in favor of what came to be known as
“The New Fatherland.” Their work in this respect was so effective that almost fifty years
after the fall of the dictatorship their ideas about what it meant to be Dominican still plays
a significant role in the anti-Haitian sentiment that fills the editorial pages of Dominican
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newspapers. These Trujillista authors and public servants, however, did not constitute a
homogeneous front. An underlying current of texts produced by some them effectively
departed from the main tenets of the official ideology, questioning the basic assumptions
upon which lay its definition of dominicanidad. However, far from generating a unified
discourse, they expressed divergent views on the Dominican racial and national identity.
This fissure in the inner circle of power took the shape of a struggle between two generic
forms in the field of cultural production. Whereas the dominant discourse followed the
linear structure of the “epic of the victors,” identifying the Dominican identity with
Spanish culture and the Catholic faith, the oppositional texts incorporated the digressive
form of an “epic of the vanquished,” highlighting the contributions of the African
diaspora to the emergence of a Caribbean consciousness.
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Introduction

The present study examines the use of the epic genre for the legitimation of
totalitarian power. It focuses on the writings of Joaquín Balaguer (1906-2002), Manuel
A. Peña Batlle (1902-1952), Ramón Marrero Aristy (1913-1959), and Tomás Hernández
Franco (1904-1952)—four Dominican authors who worked at the service of the dictator
Rafael Leónidas Trujillo (1891-1961). Most specialists of the period agree that the wealth
of texts produced by these men of letters articulated an ideological system that allowed
General Trujillo’s brutal regime to remain in power for three decades (1930-1961). Their
governmental positions, as well as their prestige as writers and orators, granted them
unrestricted access to the public school system and to the means of mass communication.
They used this access to promote their notions of national identity, while naturalizing
Trujillo’s power, building consensus in favor of what came to be known as “la Patria
Nueva” (the New Fatherland). Their work in this respect was so effective that almost fifty
years after the fall of the dictatorship their ideas about what it meant to be Dominican still
play a significant role in the anti-Haitian sentiment that fills the radiowaves and the
editorial pages of local newspapers.
The Trujillista authors and public servants, however, did not constitute a
homogeneous front. An underlying current of texts produced by some them effectively
departed from the main tenets of the official ideology, questioning the basic assumptions
upon which lays its definition of dominicanidad. As I argue in the following pages, far
from generating a unified body of thought, the Trujillista intellectuals engaged in what
Fredric Jameson calls the antagonistic relation between two opposite discourses fighting
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each other “within the general unity of a shared code” (Jameson 99). Such rift in the inner
circle of power rarely took the shape of an upfront political confrontation. Instead, the
differences within the Trujillistas’ code were disguised as a struggle between two generic
forms: whereas the dominant discourse followed the linear structure of an “epic of the
victors,” identifying dominicanidad with Spanish culture and Catholicism, the
oppositional texts incorporated the digressive form of an “epic of the vanquished,”
highlighting the contributions of the African diaspora to the emergence of a Caribbean
consciousness.
In order to support my thesis I have adopted an interdisciplinary methodology that
brings together different approaches to cultural theory in order to analyze texts in a
variety of genres, from poetry and fiction to political speeches, journal articles, official
letters, and historiographical essays. The main theoretical assumptions behind my reading
of the Trujillista epic derive from the hermeneutical project set forward by Hayden
White. In his seminal book Metahistory: The Historical Imagination in NineteenthCentury Europe (1973), White postulates a deep level of consciousness on which
historians perform an essentially poetic act (Metahistory x). Although my study will not
be restricted to the field of Dominican historiography, White’s theory enables me to
approach non-literary works from the perspective of literary criticism.
I am indebted to the work of Andrés L. Mateo, who—to my knowledge— was the
first to use the notion of “epic” to describe the Trujillista discourse in Mito y cultura en la
Era de Trujillo (2004). Indeed, Mateo draws on the “epic” label rather frequently in his
study of the Trujillista system of mythical production. For instance, he defines the
Trujillista propaganda as a massive body of work erected on a set of values that were
ritualized “en una palabra que identificaba la epopeya, y ocultaba al sujeto individual”
(Mito 104). He also writes that the Trujillista prose was like a Greek chorus, “el signo de
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una épica ... que hace indiscernible la individualidad de pensamiento” (104), and
characterizes the killings of thousands of Haitians in October of 1937 as a silent epic:
Sin evocarla, en la carpintería del miedo, la masacre tejió en la cultura trujillista
una complicidad nacional y fabricó una épica silente, una conciencia plena de que
no se podía estar en la ribera de un régimen que, como dice el Eclesiastés, ejecuta
la danza sobre las tumbas de los muertos. (123)
Mateo elaborates on this depiction stating that, although it is never mentioned overtly, the
Haitian Massacre was recuperated and turned into the ultimate saga of Trujillo’s “Era,”
and speculates that the epic borderline, “la línea épica,” with Haiti remains one of the
great uncertainties of the formation of the Dominican national State (31).
As all these examples show, the concept of structure is absent from Mateo’s use
of the term “epic.” Behind his description of the Trujillista discourse lies the idea of
genre as mode, “something like the generalized existential experience behind the
individual texts” (Jameson 107). This is what Jameson calls the semantic approach to
genre, as opposed to the syntactic or structural approach, in which “genre is apprehended
in terms of a series of determinate functions” (108). Mateo’s take on the sign of the
Trujillista epic thus makes him liable to the sort of criticism often leveled against the
semantic approach of being too “intuitive and impressionistic” (Jameson 108). I try to
avoid the pitfalls of such an abstract use of the epic label by framing my argument with a
discussion on the epic genre, while resisting the temptation of a too narrow syntactic
perspective. Jameson convincingly argues that the shortcomings of both the semantic and
the syntactic trends can be overcome by a model that would look at genres as the bearers
of codified messages concerning the social world (108). Such a dialectical approach
allows form to be apprehended as content. Hence I apply the concept of epic to a wide
range of texts that, viewed in their dialogical relation as a unified field of study, reveal
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what David Quint considers the constitutive feature of the Virgilian epic tradition: the
capacity to attach political meaning to narrative form (Quint 9).
As I ventured into the wealth of cultural texts produced during Trujillo’s
dictatorship, I found an uncanny similarity between Quint’s account of the two rival
traditions—epic of the victors and epic of the vanquished—and the contradictory
representations of the Dominican national past produced by the Trujillista intellectuals.
Indeed, most of the traits that Quint attributes to the epic of the victors—the end-oriented
plot line, the search for a legitimating origin in a mythical past, the projection of the
present structure of power into the future, and the assimilation of the barbaric Other with
the East, women, nature, irrationality and chaos—appear disseminated throughout the
official discourse. These traits, which can be readily found in the works of Peña Batlle
and Balaguer, define what I call the Trujillista epic. On the other hand, the epic of the
losers—which the Trujillista poets-historians identify with blacks and Haitians—has a
digressive structure and adopts the perspective of the Other. As I soon found out, the task
of isolating the poets of the losers within the Trujillista discourse was not an easy one,
since the struggle between the two genres filtered into the writings of the authors that best
exemplify this trend—Marrero and Hernández Franco—, creating an uncomfortable gap
between their literary works and their nonliterary contributions to the official propaganda.
One way of dealing with the contradictions within the cultural production of
Marrero and Hernández Franco would be to keep their overtly ideological writings apart
from their literary works in the form of two mutually exclusive objects of study. Another
way would be to try to discover a fundamental coherence between their literary and the
nonliterary texts, in order to see their radical difference as allegorical representations of
the Same. From my perspective, a more productive account of the Trujillistas’ perceived
inconsistencies would result from applying the concept of social fields as sites of conflict
4

rather than as homogeneous domains of experience. This concept—a key feature of the
theories of such social thinkers as Raymond Williams (1995) and Pierre Bourdieu
(1991)1—allows us to locate the meaning of a given text not solely in the author’s
position in the structure of power but also in his or her expectations about the audience to
which a particular text is addressed.
Contradictions among different Trujillista poet-bureaucrats and within the
production of a single author can thus be seen as the result of a myriad of possible
combinations involving individuals of diverse social and ethnic backgrounds who
occupied different positions at different moments, and who adjusted their discourse to the
expectations of their audiences. It would be safe to assume, for example, that a speech
delivered at an official event—often in the presence of General Trujillo—was bound to
carry a higher degree of tension and forms of self-censorship than a lecture on poetry, in
which the potential benefit would hardly be accompanied by similar risks of political
sanctions. This is not to say that any of the Trujillista writers was in fact an antiTrujillista in disguise. What I am suggesting is that in spite of the totalizing nature of the
official discourse, there was sufficient maneuvering room within the inner circle of power
for a writer to consider himself a Trujillista and not to share the set of values commonly
identified with the regime.2

1 Arguing that “a social class is by no means always culturally monolithic,” Williams defines “class
fraction” as an important aspect of the process of production and reproduction of culture (74). A similar
view can be found in Bourdieu, who considers that “the different classes and class fractions are engaged in
a symbolic struggle properly speaking, one aimed at imposing the definition of the social world that is best
suited to their interests” (167).
2 This can be attested in a letter written by Marrero Aristy twenty months before his political assassination.
In the letter, addressed to General Trujillo, Marrero, then Minister of Labor, tried to fend the attacks of his
enemies within the government claiming that “no es necesario que todos seamos trujillistas dentro del
mismo molde” (Marrero, “Carta” 249).
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The remaining part of the study will consist of five chapters and a conclusion.
Chapter 1, “The role of epic in Trujillo’s ‘Era’,” introduces my reading of the Trujillista
discourse with a discussion on the epic genre. The chapter offers numerous citations of
texts written by Trujillista poets and bureaucrats to illustrate how the Trujillista archive
appropriates the conventions of the Western epic tradition to legitimize totalitarian
power. I base this approach on the theoretical works of Gregory Nagy, C. M. Bowra,
Thomas Green and David Quint.
The next two chapters are devoted to the epic of the victors. Chapter 2, “From
romance to epic: The twice-told tales of Manuel A. Peña Batlle,” reads Peña Batlle’s
historiographical essays on the figure of Enriquillo against the background of the author’s
shift in ideological positions. I argue that after incorporating to Trujillo’s dictatorship,
Peña Batlle abandoned a narrative in which the Dominican nation was represented as
condemned to the wanderings of romance and adopted the teleological structure of the
epic of the victors. The chapter also examines Peña Batlle’s role in Trujillo’s program to
homogenize Dominican population, and his contributions to the myth of origin of the
Dominican nation, which identified the Dominican consciousness with the values of
Imperial Spain, excluding all contributions of blacks.
Chapter 3, “Joaquín Balaguer and the Foundation of the Eternal City,” focuses on
Balaguer’s book Guía emocional de la ciudad romántica (1944). In this essay, Balaguer
offers a praise and lament of Santo Domingo before drawing a parallel between the
Spanish Governor Nicolás de Ovando, who founded the city in 1502, and General
Trujillo, who—as the legend goes—raised it from the rubble of a devastating hurricane in
1930. In this chapter I establish a connection between Guía emocional and a series of
official documents he produced while working as an Acting Foreign Minister during the
crisis of 1937, and later on in his position as the Dominican diplomatic envoy in Bogotá.
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The connection demonstrates that the purpose of Balaguer’s dynastic epic was to align
the Haitian Massacre with the civilizing project of the Spanish Conquest.
Chapters 4 and 5 examine the subversive tradition of the losers. Chapter 4,
“Tomás Hernández Franco and the origin of the mulatto ‘race’,” focuses on the poem
“Yelidá,” which I read as a narrative that discards the notion of a Catholic and Spanish
Dominican identity in favor of a transnational, Caribbean identity rooted in Afrodiasporic culture. In this poem, one of the most anthologized works of Dominican
literature, Hernández Franco revalorizes blackness and places Haiti at the center of
Caribbean culture, making new ways of understanding Dominican-Haitian relations
possible. I also examine the contradictions between “Yelidá” and Hernández Franco’s
problematic appropriation of the discourse of Peña Batlle in two political essays: “Crisis
y magnitud de un problema” (1943) and “Una política de cultura” (1944).
In chapter 5, “The dystopian narrative of Ramón Marrero Aristy,” I read
Marrero’s works against those of Balaguer and Peña Batlle. The chapter follows
Marrero’s political development and the contradictions between his links with the
working class and his service to Trujillo’s regime. My thesis is that, in spite of his
subsequent assimilation to Trujillismo, in the novel he wrote prior to his incorporation
into the dictatorship Marrero deconstructs the myths of “The New Fatherland.” He does
so by inserting the image of the Father of the People in a dystopian representation of the
nation while offering a scathing criticism of the new forms of slavery created by the
plantation system. The chapter follows Marrero’s gradual shift towards antihaitianismo
ideology, and his adoption of a definition of national identity that is absent from his
literary works. It culminates with the circumstances that preceded Marrero’s
assassination in June of 1959 by Trujillo’s Secret Service.
7

The conclusion deals with the end of the “Era.” It considers Balaguer’s attempt to
erase Trujillo’s name from his major works while preserving the legacy of the
dictatorship. A summary of the arguments deployed in the previous chapters is
accompanied by a look at the interconnections between the works of the four authors
studied. The chapter ends with a brief overview of the course followed by the debate over
the definition of national identity after Trujillo’s assassination.
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Chronology
1916

The United States occupies the Dominican Republic.

1918

Rafael Leónidas Trujillo enlists in the National Guard led by the U.S. occupying
forces.

1922

Representatives of United States and the Dominican Republic sign an agreement
for the withdrawal of U.S. forces and call for general elections to be held in 1924.

1924

Horacio Vásquez and Federico Velázques are elected President and VicePresident for the period 1924-1928. A new Constitution is enacted that forbids
reelection.

1926

Horacio Vásquez’s supporters in the Dominican Congress introduce a
constitutional amendment to extend his presidential term to 1930.

1928

A new constitutional amendment allows Vásquez to seek reelection in 1930.

1930

Vásquez is overthrown on 23 February by a movimiento cívico led by Rafael
Estrella Ureña. Vásquez’s Chief of the Armed Forces, General Trujillo, who took
the presidency on 16 August 1930, had plotted the movement. Tomás Hernández
Franco and Joaquín Balaguer are among the young intellectuals who supported
the new regime.
Hernández Franco publishes La revolución más bella de América.
On 3 September Hurricane San Zenón devastates the capital city.

1935

Cuban actress Eusebia Cosme visits Santo Domingo. Hernández Franco gives his
lecture “La poesía negra.”

1936

The name of Santo Domingo is changed to Ciudad Trujillo.
9

Hernández Franco, Canciones del litoral alegre.
1937

At least seven thousand Haitians living in Dominican territory are killed in the
first days of October. Balaguer, who at the time was Trujillo’s Acting Secretary of
Exterior, writes an agreement with the Haitian government to solve the ensuing
diplomatic crisis.
Manuel Arturo Peña Batlle, “Enriquillo o el germen de la teoría moderna del
derecho de gentes.”

1938

Marrero Aristy, Balsié.
Peña Batlle, “Las devastaciones de 1605 y 1606.”

1939

Marrero Aristy, Over.

1940

Marrero Aristy begins to work for Trujillo.

1941

Peña Batlle, who had remained a desafecto of Trujillo’s regime, delivers his
influential speech “El sentido de una política.” The speech would become the
centerpiece of Trujillo’s anti-Haitian ideology.

1942

Hernández Franco, “Yelidá” and “Apuntes sobre poesía popular y poesía negra en
las Antillas.”

1943

Marrero Aristy, En la ruta de los libertadores.
Hernández Franco, “Síntesis, magnitud y solución de un problema.”

1944

Balaguer, Guía emocional de la ciudad romántica.

1946

Fray Cipriano de Utrera, “Enriquillo y Boyá.”

1947

Balaguer, La realidad dominicana: semblanza de un país y de un régimen.

1948

Peña Batlle, La rebelión del Bahoruco.

1949

Marrero Aristy, Trujillo: Síntesis de su vida y de su obra (1949).

1952

Hernández Franco dies of natural causes.
Peña Batlle is interrogated under suspicion of conspiring against Trujillo.
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1954

Peña Batlle dies of hypertension.

1957

The daily La Nación publishes Marrero Aristy’s confidential report denouncing
the situation of coffee farmers.

1959

An expedition of revolutionaries lands in the Dominican towns of Constanza,
Maimón and Estero Hondo. Trujillo’s forces quickly exterminate them.
The New York Times publishes an article critical of Trujillo’s regime, citing an
unidentified source. Trujillo’s secret service blames Marrero Aristy. Shortly after,
Marrero Aristy is assassinated.

1961

A group of conspirators supported by the CIA assassinates Trujillo. Balaguer, at
the time Trujillo’s puppet-President, remains in power.

1962

The Trujillo family abandons the country. A military coup forces Balaguer into
exile.

1962

Writer and politician Juan Bosch is elected President.

1963

Bosch is overthrown by a sector of the Armed Forces, with the support of the U.S.
government.

1965

A group of officers within the Armed Forces revolt against the provisional
government to return Bosch to power. The situation leads to a civil war and to a
U.S. military occupation.

1966

Balaguer is elected President, after a campaign of terror against the opposition. He
would govern for twenty-two non-consecutive years, from 1966 to 1978 and from
1986 to 1996.
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Chapter 1: The role of epic in Trujillo’s “Era”
Under the regime of Rafael Leónidas Trujillo, the dictator’s image as the
protagonist of the Dominican Republic’s national epic was so amply disseminated within
the state-sponsored and private media that its scope alone conveys the impression of an
overwhelming power. A comprehensive bibliography of laudatory works in prose and
verse published up to 1955, six years before Trujillo’s assassination, contains more than
5,000 entries (Moya Pons 491). This number does not even include all of the
multitudinous events organized to honor Trujillo yearly, many of which did not leave a
traceable paper trail. According to one account, these included four hundred masses,
three hundred spiritual retreats, two thousand and five hundred lectures, and more than
800 political rallies with the participation of up to four million people from all sectors of
society (Cordero 60). The purpose of such massive mobilizations was to portray Trujillo
as a messianic figure who rescued the nation from a long history of political disarray and
economic backwardness. It is a story repeated indefatigably by middle-class intellectuals
who used the conventions of the epic genre to ritualize and justify the violence of
Trujillo’s totalitarian regime and, by implication, to legitimize their own claim to power
as singers of their hero’s feats.
In this chapter, I lay out the theoretical groundwork for the discussion of what I
call the Trujillista epic. Section 1.1, “Uncovering the nation’s historical destiny,” begins
with the consideration of an exemplary narrative poem of the period, in which we can
observe how the epic genre was appropriated to legitimate Trujillo’s totalitarian power.
Section 1.2, “Epic and archive,” offers a definition of the Trujillista epic and establishes
its dependence on the Western oral and literary traditions. Section 1.3, “Trujillista epic
12

norms,” unfolds the main features of the Trujillista epic, following the model set forth by
Thomas Greene in his seminal book The Descent from Heaven, A Study in Epic
Continuity (1963). Section 1.4, “Epic and power,” defines the Trujillista epic as an “epic
of the victors”, underneath which we can find the agenda of eliminating blackness from
the Dominican national consciousness.

1.1

UNCOVERING THE NATION’S HISTORICAL DESTINY
Given the scope of the Trujillista archive, we need a guiding idea to grasp its

central form.3 My hypothesis is that this archive was essentially epic in structure.
Although throughout the study I will argue that the Trujillista epic encompassed a wide
range of genres, it might be helpful to approach the subject through a text that has been
described as an epic poem in the more conventional sense of the word. I found such text
in “En el mapa la Patria redimida,” by Héctor Incháustegui Cabral (1912-1979). The
poem is Incháustegui Cabral’s contribution to Album simbólico, an anthology published
in 1957 as part of a massive editorial project designed to commemorate the silver jubilee
of Trujillo’s rise to power. In the opening section of the poem, titled “Nacimiento en el
mar,” the nation’s journey towards the fulfillment of its historical destiny starts with the
mythical emergence of the island from the bottom of the sea. The island, Incháustegui
Cabral writes, was made of the same matter with which God created angels and men, “los
que cayeron de lo Alto/ y los que hacia Arriba se dirigen/ por el camino de la
Revelación” (“En el mapa” 100). We then get an account of the origins of Santo
3 By “archive” I mean the law that determines what can be said at a given time (Foucault 219) and, in a
more specific sense, “the active act of production that prepares facts for historical intelligibility” (Trouillot
52). The notion of a “Trujillista archive” thus designates the discursive practices that made the emergence
of the Trujillista discourse possible, but also the selection and arrangement of facts into documents used in
the writing of history, a process which—as Trouillot points out—involves a “dialectic of mentions and
silences” (53).
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Domingo’s wildlife and geographical features—birds and palm trees; mangrove, streams,
lakes, and rivers—intended to suggest the deep connection between each part and the
whole, between the island and the universe. The poet’s act of naming replicates God’s
creative work, implicitly endowing his words with sacred authority. Under Incháustegui
Cabral’s gaze, the history of Santo Domingo appears from the outset inscribed in the
Judeo-Christian tradition, as the poet implicitly locates its inception in Genesis.
The narrative goes on to recount the arrival of the aboriginal peoples,
ambiguously depicted in the following stanzas, first as expatriates who have to work the
land to make a living, and then as good savages in perfect harmony with nature:
Por el arco de las islas, sendero del ramo y la piragua,
camino del ave aventurera, por el Sur curvado suavemente,
Hispaniola hasta ti llegaron hombres
que con el sudor de sus frentes fecundaron
la raíz que da almidón,
el verde tallo en que nace el maíz
de melosos estigmas amarillos
Hicieron sus Dioses y sus chozas simples,
pescaron en los ríos y sobre la móvil espalda del mar,
se regocijaron con la fruta y con el sol,
y cuando se encendieron luceros y deseos,
cuando el grillo punzó la sombra naciente con su grito,
engendraron sus hijos y sus sueños. (101)
Several layers of meaning are condensed in these two stanzas. First, we should note that
the island, hitherto unnamed, is now identified not with its native name, but with the
name with which it was christened by the Spanish conquerors. It is as if the natives came
to an island that was already Spanish. In the economy of a text about the origins, such an
anachronism suggests that the island was meant to be Spanish from the beginning—a
proposition strengthened by the poet’s self-proclaimed role as demiurge. Second,
Incháustegui Cabral borrows a well known biblical verse in writing that the natives had to
14

make their living “con el sudor de su frente.” In the context of the Fall of Man story in
Genesis, this line describes Adam’s punishment when he is expelled from Eden for
disobeying God. In the Christian theology that the Spanish brought to the New World,
this is the original sin to which we all are heir. The poet’s implication here is that the
indigenous peoples were in a state of sinfulness or spiritual death, from which, according
to the Christian doctrine, they could only be saved by conversion. In the superposition of
a sacred/Western history over the real chronology of events, one in which the Spanish
were always already there, the natives’ birth in nature thus must be followed by a birth in
God. This logic is made explicit in the section “Nacimiento en Dios, 1492” (101), which
inserts Dominican history in the realm of Christianity:
No basta nacer, la Vida tiene otra dimensión, otro sentido,
los que antes que nos nos precedieron
en la sombra se hundieron para siempre,
las frentes marcadas por el daño
que al género humanal hizo Pecado.
Hay que nacer por el bautismo,
limpiar de telarañas los dos ojos prometiendo
no servir al Enemigo que condujo
al Padre Adán, y a Eva la madre seducida,
a comer de los árboles prohibidos.
Cuando el Español trajo la Cruz
se nació a la vida que no acaba. (101-02)
The arrival of the Spaniards is subsequently narrated as a predestined event meant
to save the children of a race, “que iba a morir transfigurada, / salvada por la Verdad, / y
la Verdad es fuego y es tormento” (103). This constitutes a significant moment in the
poem’s ambivalent treatment of violence. In defining truth as “fire and torment,”
Incháustegui Cabral explicitly justifies the use of violence (under a form that implies the
kind of aggression that was historically applied to the Tainos) for the achievement of a
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higher end. Violence is endowed with meaning as it clears the path to the salvation of the
aborigines’ souls. In dying as Christians, they are born into the true life.
The poem continues with a reconstruction of Dominican history as a series of
events caught up in a spiral-like structure, with each new turn marked by times of the
day. The overall structure of the poem, however, traces a linear trajectory from the
colonial period to Trujillo’s New Fatherland. The first stage of the cycle, “La mañana,”
begins with the rebellion of Enriquillo, the sixteenth century Cacique whom Manuel de
Jesús Galván (1834-1910) turned into a symbol of the Dominican people in his novel
Enriquillo (1879). The dates that form the title of the second stage, “1605—1821,”
bracket the period between the depopulation of the northwestern region in 1605 and
1606—a historic event known as “Las Devastaciones”—and the beginning of the Haitian
occupation, in 1821. Incháustegui Cabral depicts this time, encompassing over two
hundred years, as an unheroic period in which not a single man rises over the multitude:
“Morirán hombres y mujeres / y los niños con los ojos muy abiertos, / y la Historia
seguirá sin apuntar un hombre” (104). The sentiment of hopelessness that prevails in this
section of the poem is captured in the topographical image of a desolate landscape:
En donde está el basurero, el hombre estuvo
en donde árboles no crecen se alzaron sus hijos y su sueño,
piedra sobre piedra, ese es el mensaje,
sin círculo de pájaro agorero,
sin lápida en latín,
todo abandonado. (104)
It was during this period that the French took over the western side of Santo Domingo,
while the fate of its Spanish population was decided by “los grandes de la Tierra” (104).
Condensing the complex history that led to the emergence of two colonies within
the same island, Incháustegui Cabral lays out the defining features that separate the two
peoples and thwarts their ability to communicate with each other. The inhabitants of the
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western side, which later became the Republic of Haiti, are depicted as savages who grill
wild boar meat while singing a song no one understands (“asará su carne con canción que
nadie entiende” 104). Half of the island turns into a new Babel (“media isla será Babel
entera” 104). For Incháustegui Cabral, Haiti from its colonial beginning is equated to
nature and chaos. So it is only logical that, in the final stanza of this section, the Haitian
invasion of the eastern side of the island is portrayed not as a historical event, but as a
natural disaster, further stressing the incompatibility between the enlightened
(Dominican) Self and its unintelligible Other:
Hasta que una noche, río que rompe las orillas,
desbordará hacia donde nace el sol todos los días
y se apagará la luz
y hablará, mal, por la nariz,
y esconderá su vergüenza en los rincones
y llorará su dolor con lágrimas de sangre. (105, my emphasis)
Incháustegui Cabral seems to identify the Haitian invasion with a collapse in the
capacity to understand and to communicate, which may explain the occurrence of a
conspicuous gap in the poem’s teleology. Indeed, the section “1605—1821” is followed
by “Mediodía 1844—1865,” thus effectively erasing the twenty-two-year Haitian
occupation, from 1821 to 1844, when, in Incháustegui Cabral’s view, the nation’s
preordained process of becoming was so devastatingly interrupted that it had to be passed
over in silence. The disruption of the underlying linear temporality constitutes in itself a
metaphoric equivalent of the image that links Haiti with darkness. The narration comes to
a halt because a mantle of darkness momentarily covers the national Self that the
sequence of events brings to fruition. It is as if Incháustegui Cabral’s epic had repressed
the traumatic memory of the Haitian occupation and relegated it to the unconscious, from
which it would return to haunt the nation’s dream of self-discovery.
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“Mediodía 1844—1865” marks a drastic shift in the tone of the poem, which
becomes heroic and celebratory as the wars of independence signal the triumph of light
over darkness. In a verse that echoes Virgil’s Aeneid,4 the poet sings the hardships of
nation-building: “Qué difícil es hacer naciones!” (105). War alone is not enough. The
hero’s actions must be accompanied by the works of the farmer, the administrator, the
lawmaker...
Necesitan sacrificio, y la reja del arado,
el administrador detrás de los quevedos,
y el Libro de la Ley,
los árboles creciendo,
el maestro hambriento y el soñador con sus absurdos,
y una fe que todo una,
un aire común de confianza,
un nexo más potente que nudos y cadenas,
un sentimiento que es luz que en todo pecho arde. (105)
But this feeling of optimism, symbolically represented by an excess of light, is
short-lived, and “Atardecer y noche ... 1916” recreates the nation’s despair as it is
plunged into civil war. The nation’s political uncertainty translates as a fissure in the
capacity of language to register the human experience. In terms of the aestheticized moral
framework Incháustegui Cabral uses, it is hard to tell whether he is more disturbed by the
pointless nature of the caudillos’ acts of violence or by the fact that these unlikely heroes
did not have a poet who would put their deeds into writing:
¿Qué haremos de estos héroes sin Homero,
del Aquiles jinete que acuchilla
el rebaño de cordero de los suyos
para ponerse una cinta en su sombrero,
para que la vida se quiebre cuando es tierna
y sobre la sabana caiga para siempre?

4 “So hard and huge/ A task it was to found the Roman people” (Aeneid I.45).
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¿Qué haremos de un Centauro que no siembra,
qué del fuego que su mano esparce,
qué del grito de dolor y de triunfo,
si detrás de la victoria se levanta,
con sus manos y sus hijos flacos,
la mujer del hermano,
y con la columna vertebral quebrada
la casa sin jardín, heridos los caballos,
la impiedad?
Tanta espuela de plata ensangrentada,
tanta silla crugidora (sic),
tantos revólveres violentos,
el fino panamá, las cartucheras
relucientes de balas y color,
tanta marcha en la noche,
tanto agobio bajo el sol,
¿adónde vamos,
qué meta nos atrajo,
cuál es el premio que la muerte busca,
quién ofrece coronas de roble y de laurel? (106-07)
The final verses of this segment convey the feelings of a people wandering like a vessel
adrift, with no sense of direction. Aimless violence throws the nation into an endless
spiral of self-destruction, which was followed by the U.S. occupation of the Dominican
Republic, inaugurating a new period of darkness. Once again, the loss of sovereignty is
expressed as a collapse of the sense of seeing and the capacity for understanding:
Se apaga la luz,
y se bajan tristes las banderas.
Un idioma que no es nuestro
enciende sus insultos
y estrellas de una noche de ignominia
afilan sus puntas en la sombra. (107)
As in the case of the Haitian occupation, the absence of light signals a gap in the historic
sequence of events, in which not only the whole period of the U.S. occupation, from 1916
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to 1924, but also the subsequent six years of Horacio Vásquez’s government are
swallowed up. The narrative abruptly moves forward to September of 1930.
“Nublado amanecer —3 de septiembre de 1930—” marks a turning point in the
Incháustegui Cabral’s reconstruction of Dominican history, setting the scene for the
poem’s ideological closure. The date refers to the hurricane that ravaged Santo Domingo
shortly after Trujillo took the presidency. However, in the poem the sequence of events is
altered to present the storm as having occurred before Trujillo’s rise to power, thus
making it appear as a prophetic event:
¿Quién que viene a salvar
no llega precedido
de terrible presagio,
de la señal con que el cielo va anunciando
un doloroso parto de gigante?
¿Quién que viene el orden a poner,
a reunir las fuerzas de los pueblos,
a clavar una luz en medio de la noche,
a unir con las manos poderosas
los polos eternos de la acción,
no llega proclamado
por las trompetas de Dios,
por la voz del trueno y de la lluvia,
por el grito frenético del viento,
por la muerte que enciende la vida con su podre fría,
por el llanto quebrado de los niños
que convoca ángeles y santos asustados,
y entre los dientes apretados de los grandes
la blasfemia que entristece al Hacedor
y el rezo temblón de las ancianas
que llena la atmósfera de alas? (108)
The distortion of historic time recapitulates Incháustegui Cabral’s gesture at the
beginning of the poem of showing the Arawaks coming to an island named by people
who arrived after them. In both cases, a mythical (and ideological) time is superimposed
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to the time of history. The reversal endows the storm with the meaning of a premonition,
a sign from God that a “giant” is coming who will dissipate the shadows of the past to
save Dominicans from chaos. The passage is charged with violent dynamism. The hero
appears in a frenzy of action, gathering his people like a warrior gathers his army, uniting
the opposite forces of society by the strength of his hand—a hand that would restore
order and would pound the light (of civilization) into the darkness as a nail is hammered
into a wall. We may surmise from this description that the hero’s power to put an end to a
state of chaos is based on his capacity for violence. However, this is not the same kind of
violence that the poet rejected in his portrayal of the caudillo wars. It is a violence of a
higher sort, endowed with divine authority. The devastation that heralds the arrival of the
hero highlights the enormity of the task assigned to him by God himself.
Trujillo’s entry into the political arena tops the deeds of all the other heroic
figures of the past. His name is inscribed, first, in the ranks of Santo Domingo’s
illustrious dead; then, in that of legendary warriors of the Western tradition:
El ciclón limpió, Trujillo, el solar para tu planta
“no basta cuanto debes hacer
—dijo rugiendo—
aquí tienes la espada entre las piedras,
el caballo sin domar que nadie monta,
tu río que vadear,
ruinas para levantarte, fabricando, entre los hombres;
la fuerza de tu brazo
la probará cuanto hagas, y tu estrella.” (110)
Dramatized by the voice of the hurricane—which is the voice of God—Trujillo thus
reenacts the scenes in which young Arthur pulls the sword from the stone, Alexander
tames his horse Bucephalus, and Julius Caesar crosses the Rubicon. However, the
remaining sections of the poem, “La mañana” and “Mediodía ...1955,” sing of Trujillo’s
“feats” not as a warrior, but rather as an administrator. He is represented as both a
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paternal figure and the Captain of the ship of state. In sharp contrast with the warlords
that preceded him, “héroes sin cantor, / causa sin destino” (110), Trujillo achieves heroic
stature by the way in which the work of representation itself—the work of the poet—is
assimilated to the history of the nation. The very fact that the poem celebrates Trujillo as
a hero shows that Trujillo is a hero—since, according to the poet, heroes do not exist
without poems. The poet thus not only guarantees the perpetuation of the hero’s power
but, by virtue of this self-reflective move, also secures a niche for himself—and for the
middle-class intelligentsia he represents—as the indispensable singer of hero’s glory.
A student of the epic genre will recognize in Incháustegui Cabral’s poem many of
the themes and motives consecrated by the Western tradition. In the tradition of the
Virgilian epic of nation founding, its narrative imposes a pattern that unites the fragments
of the past and projects Trujillo’s power indefinitely towards the future, endowing it with
a sense of inevitability. To be sure, only in a handful of texts does this pattern surface as
completely as it does in this poem. We may see them as the singular achievements of a
group of men of powerful imagination or we may dismiss their recycling of mythopoetic
conventions and commonplaces as a sign of mediocrity.5 My perspective is that the
Trujillista texts are revealing precisely because their political implications can be linked
to a specific genre—a genre in which the repetitive nature of stock images and phrases
fulfills ritual and ideological functions. The relation between these functions and the epic
genre is the main concern of the remaining sections of the chapter.

5 This seems to be the approach adopted by Andrés L. Mateo in Mito y cultura en la Era de Trujillo (1993).
After acknowledging that Incháustegui Cabral was a great poet and an outstanding Trujillista intellectual,
Mateo dismisses his poem by arguing that there is nothing new in it: “El poema ... no devela nada. Estos
registros ya estaban escritos; en el Mito, impregnados en el gesto ritual que la escena ideológica del
absolutismo forzosamente impone a toda habla” (190).
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1.2

EPIC AND ARCHIVE
Commenting on a passage of The Singer of Tales (2000) in which Albert Lord

refers to the ambiguity usage has instilled into the term “epic,” Gregory Nagy suggests
that recent comparative studies of different epic traditions have cleared the way for a
working definition in which the classical Greek idea of the genre “may continue to serve
as a useful point of comparison, but ... cannot any longer be imposed as some kind of
universal standard” (Nagy 24). After examining these different perspectives on the epic
genre, Nagy concludes that the epic is a comprehensive category subject to different
developments induced by different cultural and historical conditions. He bases his
approach on a distinction drawn by Joyce Fluekiger and Laurie Sears between “oral
traditions” and “performance traditions,” that is, between the whole story as it has been
preserved by the community and the enactment of a fragment of that story by a singer
(qtd. in Nagy 28). This distinction, Nagy observes, may explain the all-encompassing
nature of epic, its capacity for incorporating an array of other genres. To illustrate his
point, Nagy reminds us of the inclusiveness of Homeric poetry:
Here is a genre that becomes a container, as it were, of a vast variety of other
genres, realized in varying forms of performance and in varying degrees of
formality in performance. Here is a repertoire shared by men and women, replete
with stories suitable for a broad spectrum of different performances, ranging from
the songs of Sappho to the declamations of rhapsodes who claim, at the very start
of their performances, to be Homer himself. Here, finally, is a medium of
discourse that sees itself as all-embracing of the society identified by it and
identifying with it. (28)
As I have suggested above, the Trujillista epic is one such collective enterprise, in
which the commonplaces of heroic poetry appear disseminated across different genres,
giving an aesthetic and political coherence to a myriad of discursive practices, from
poetry to fiction to political speeches to journal articles, as well as being a constant
presence in official letters, biographies and historiographical essays. To further validate
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this approach, I would like to make reference to an illuminating essay published in 1959
in Renovación, the journal of the Instituto Trujilloniano.6
In his essay “Las letras en la Era de Trujillo,” Carlos Federico Pérez y Pérez
observes that Trujillo’s influence on the Dominican literary world covered all areas, from
science to poetry. According to Pérez, however, nowhere was it more intense than in the
field of historiography (Pérez 22). Pérez’s comments emphasize the conscious effort
made by the regime to promote historiography as a means to inject the Trujillista epic
into the mainstream of the Dominican consciousness. These efforts, Pérez adds, included
not only the reconstruction of the Dominican archive, but also the interpretation of
Dominican reality from a viewpoint which sees, in Trujillo, the telos that gives
Dominican history its total meaning: “Escaso sería ... el significado de este acarreo de
materiales si parejamente no se hubiese emprendido una interpretación de la realidad
dominicana según la han acondicionado sus lineamientos pretéritos” (23). Pérez goes on
to state that Trujillista historiography would prove an invaluable source for future
researchers interested in deciphering Trujillo’s ideology:
A ese minero inagotable, incorporado al acervo de nuestras letras, habrá de
recurrir siempre el investigador que desee fijar la estructura ideológica de la
grandiosa epopeya y adentrarse en el secreto de como las soluciones de la misma
conciertan maravillosamente con las demandas de nuestras realidades. (23, my
emphasis)
6 Founded in 1953 by a group of prominent Dominican intellectuals led by Joaquín Balaguer, the mission
of the Instituto Trujilloniano was to compile, publish and promote works devoted to aggrandize Trujillo’s
administration. In the inaugural speech, Balaguer states: “Mucho se ha escrito y se ha hablado sin duda
acerca de Trujillo y de su obra de gobierno. Pero la mayor parte de esa literatura de carácter político se
reduce a ditirambos calurosos o a loas inspiradas por el natural asombro que la magnitud de las ejecutorias
del incomparable estadista ha producido en el pueblo dominicano, testigo silencioso o espectador atónito de
esas empresas verdaderamente colosales. Ya ha llegado, sin embargo, la hora de emprender, con toda la
seriedad necesaria, el análisis de lo que en el país se ha realizado en los últimos veinte años; y esa es
precisamente la misión que tendrá a su cargo el Instituto que en este momento vamos a dejar constituído”
(“Discurso 1953” 7).
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Pérez’s suggestion that the keys to the ideological structure of Trujillo’s
“grandiosa epopeya” can only be found in the archive is clearly at the core of the present
work. Pérez also forecasts the outlines of the research of such Dominican scholars as
Diógenes Céspedes and Andrés L. Mateo when he states that to understand the Trujillista
Era, future scholars would need to analyze Trujillo’s speeches as well as the mountain of
texts written on the Dominican ruler. And in remarks that bear a striking resemblance to
Hayden White’s theory of the poetic or figural nature of the historiographical
imagination,7 Pérez establishes a link between history and literature, arguing that the
writing of history goes far beyond the collection of data in as much as arranging the
events in a logic sequence implies endowing them with meaning:
Especular sobre la historia es empresa que pertenece de pleno derecho a la
literatura de pensamiento, esto es, comporta interpretación de los datos que se
aleja ya de su mero recuento informativo. Interviene por tanto la ordenación
lógica mediante la cual el escritor atribuye a los aconteceres un determinado
sentido y una apropiada significación. Sin dificultad es posible advertir que ello
implica superar la etapa rudimentaria de recolecta de los materiales y su engarce
en el hilo de la narración. (25)
Moreover, Pérez indicates that the dominance of history during Trujillo’s Era extended to
the domain of poetry, which suggests the existence of a fundamental connection between
the poetic and the historical imaginations in the Dominican Republic. To deny the
historical impulse in Dominican poetry would be “un atentado contra la integridad de
nuestra cultura que no resiste la menor confrontación con la verdad que los documentos
atestiguan en tono categórico” (26-27).
Pérez’s observations testify to the metanarrative order of the Trujillista archive, as
well as to that “consciousness of history” which is “one of the most basic elements of
7 See the introduction of White’s book Metahistory: The Historical Imagination in Nineteenth-Century
Europe (1973). Also Tropics of Discourse: Essays in Cultural Criticism (1978), especially “The historical
text as literary artifact” (81-100).
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epic from Virgil onward” (Fichter 2). The story that the Trujillista epic tells is one in
which Trujillo’s power emerges out of the essence of Dominican history as its preordained end. The writer has to perpetuate its image if the Dominican Republic is to
fulfill its historical destiny. If, as David Quint suggests, “epic draws an equation between
power and narrative” (Quint 45), then there is no wonder that the story of Trujillo’s rise
to power is told in the epic mode. “Trujillo,” in the words of one of his scribes, “no cabe,
para pintarlo, sino en el marco de la epopeya” (Lamarche, “El sentido” 78).
To put Trujillo’s portrait in epic terms, the Trujillista poet borrows his forms from
both the oral and the literary traditions. After all, as C. M. Bowra points out, the
difference between these two traditions lies not in their intrinsic quality but in their form
of composition: “The distinction between Beowulf and Paradise Lost, to take two
extreme examples, is mainly that between oral and written epic, between what is meant to
be heard and what is meant to be read, between what is recited and what is put down in a
book” (Bowra 2). The oral poet improvises drawing from a large stock of formulas and
phrases:
To tell a tale in this way he [the poet] must have at his complete command a large
number of lines and phrases to deal with any situation in his story; he may have
stock passages for such recurring themes as the throwing of a weapon, the putting
of a boat to sea, the coming of morning or evening, and all the other machinery of
story-telling. (2)
Oral epic is produced by “heroic” (warrior) cultures, that is, by societies that value
“heroic standards of conduct” (9). Literary epic, on the other hand, reflects the values of
societies far removed from this individualistic kind of heroism. To this latter, Virgilian
tradition belong such poets as Camoes, Tasso and Milton, all of whom “lived in highly
organised societies where unfettered individualism had no place” (12). Furthermore, the
hero of the literary epic is at the service of a collective cause, higher than himself: the
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nation, the state, the empire. Thus, the literary epic places more emphasis on the hero’s
administrative skills than on his physical strength: “The great prince was not the warrior
who defeated his enemies in hand-to-hand encounter but the organiser of victory and the
administrator who imposed his will upon other men” (12). The hero of the oral epic is
willing to sacrifice his life for personal glory, while the hero of literary epic acts in the
name of something outside of himself: “Virgil abandons the scheme of life by which the
hero lives and dies for his own glory, and replaces a personal by a social ideal” (13). The
author of literary epic, according to Bowra, would feel nothing but disgust for the violent
kind of heroism the oral epic celebrates.
With a Dominican literacy rate of just about twenty per cent in 1936 (Cordero
106), it is fair to say that Trujillista poets were highly educated individuals who lived in a
mostly oral society—a society in which knowledge was synonymous with good memory
and in which access to a governmental position was frequently gained and secured by a
person’s oratorical abilities. This may explain why the Trujillistas’ writings show many
of the marks of the oral tradition. Here was a discourse “meant to be heard,” yet peppered
with literary references. As a consequence, a deep ambiguity characterizes the Trujillista
hero, whose contradictory nature is captured in a lecture Balaguer gave by radio:
Avanzando en medio de aquella cerrazón, caminando bajo la confusión de aquella
balumba de tinieblas, un hombre, un predestinado, un triunfador se abrió paso:
Rafael Leonidas Trujillo Molina encarnó y encarna, desde aquel supremo instante
el progreso y la reacción, el triunfo de la fuerza y la inmortal apoteosis del
derecho, porque con una mano blande el rayo de la espada y con la otra levanta la
estrella de los códigos escritos. (“Conferencia” 41)
In most cases, Trujillo is portrayed as a great administrator who put an end to the
civil wars, in the same way that Virgil’s patron, Octavius, did: “Octavio fué la paz de
Roma, hasta el extremo que le dieron su nombre, como los dominicanos debemos decir
‘la paz trujilloniana’” (42). However, Trujillo’s accomplishments as administrator are
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praised with a rhetoric laden with martial imagery, which reflects the bifurcated origins
of the Trujillista epic: the oral and the literary. Take, for instance, Juan Bautista
Lamarche’s “El sentido heroico en la vida y en la obra de Trujillo,” in which Trujillo’s
picture appears drawn in high contrast, endowed at once with the sophisticated attributes
of the tribune and the bold nature of the warrior, fearless in the face of danger:
¡He ahí al Héroe!
Escala un día la tribuna del Ateneo y expresa, en el lenguaje de los dioses, su
amor al culto griego de la forma y sus desvelos por las grandes conquistas de la
civilización, de la cultura y del progreso. Salta otro día sobre el lomo de su bridón
y corre a beberse el vasto aliento de los bosques, o embriagarse, en las
estribaciones de la serranía, con el vino áspero de la ascensión, sin que flaqueen al
borde mismo de la pavorosa escarpadura sus nervios de acero. (“El sentido” 77)
In the mind of his propagandists, Trujillo was supposed to represent the country’s final
ascension to modernity, but he is nevertheless shown riding his horse like a warrior
because that is the way true heroes enter history:
Porque hay hombres que entran a caballo en la historia como Trujillo. Así, en esa
actitud, tiene que sorprenderlo el cincel. La pierna ceñida al vientre del bruto. El
talón, no vulnerable como el de Aquiles, sino incisivo, como el de César, donde
fulge—estrella de oro—el aguijón de la espuela. El busto enhiesto sobre la silla.
El brazo firme. Tirantes las riendas. La boca fruncida, para el mando imperativo y
la cabeza aureolada bajo un doble nimbo de luz, la que baja en límpida cascada
solar y la que brota de adentro en haz de vivo centelleo, salpicando con ampos de
plata el enlunecido cabello.(“El sentido” 78)8
The statue of Trujillo, in Lamarche’s exalted imagination, invites parallels between the
Dominican ruler and heroic characters from Homeric epic poetry as well as from Roman
history. The poet elevates the hero’s stature by endowing his figure with the powers of a
8 Lamarche returns to this image of Trujillo’s equestrian statue in his poem “Gesta epónima”:
¿Quién como tú para empuñar la rienda
sobre el crinado potro embravecido
y ser en duro mármol esculpido
o cincelado en bronce de leyenda? (146)
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god. This series of comparisons inserts Trujillo in that epic lineage of heroes who, in
themselves, embody the powers of myth and history- and thus become, in the moment of
their junction, unassailable.

1.3

THE NORMS OF THE TRUJILLISTA EPIC
This section of the chapter is concerned with the following question: how closely

do Trujillista poets follow or deviate from the norms of the Western epic tradition? To
answer this question I rely on Thomas Greene’s work The Descent from Heaven, a Study
in Epic Continuity (1963), which sheds light upon the imagery, the hero, the structure and
the language of epic, and David Quint’s Epic and Empire: Politics and Generic Form
from Virgil to Milton (1993), which focuses on the relation between epic narrative and
the legitimation of power.

1.3.1. The image
In isolating the main characteristics of the epic image, Greene calls attention to
what he terms the “expansiveness” of epic imagination. By this, Greene means the way in
which epic tends to extend its domain from a specific area of experience to the whole
universe: “Epic,” Greene says, “characteristically refuses to be hemmed in, in time as
well as space; it raids the unknown and colonizes it. It is the imagination’s manifesto,
proclaiming the range of its grasp, or else it is the dream of the will, indulging its
fantasies of power” (Descent 10). The epic totalizing image, or “arch-image” as Greene
calls it, releases a trope within the culture that can colonize all the domains of experience
and, in so doing, impose a controlling unity. Every element is tied to the whole, and is in
itself a whole, a complete unit (12).
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We have already seen in some of the examples cited above how the Trujillista
image extends beyond the specific area of the Dominican experience to establish
connections with universal history. The expansiveness of the Trujillista epic can be
attested in a number of texts about Trujillo’s “Era.” For instance, in Guía emocional de la
Ciudad Romántica (1944), an essay that locates the mythical origin of Trujillo’s “Patria
Nueva” in the sixteenth century, Joaquín Balaguer describes Santo Domingo as the last
bastion of the Western civilization in a centuries-old battle against the barbarians.9 A
similar spirit animates Carlos Sánchez’s seventy-two-page essay, “Contribución
Dominicana a la preservación espiritual de Occidente,” in which the Dominican Republic
and its President Trujillo are portrayed as repositories of the “universal” values of
Christianity and offered as models to preserve the West from the danger of communism
(56-57). For Henríquez Castillo, Trujillo turned the “Revolución Cívica” that brought
him to power into the fulfillment of the Dominican forefathers’ dream of bringing “a feliz
puerto de admiración universal, la bandera que simboliza el espíritu y el sueño de
nuestros antepasados, y el sueño y el espíritu del presente y del porvenir de nuestros
compatriotas” (Henríquez Castillo 8), while Lamarche represents Trujillo as the link
between the Dominican nation and the rest of the world, a disembodied matter that unites
the fragments of Dominican life:
He ahí la escala del amor, que va del egoísmo al heroísmo. Que hace brotar el
germen bienhechor en el hueco de la piedra. Que pone en la geometría del panal
el aroma de la flor y la suavidad de la cera. Que hace girar a los astros en sus
órbitas celestes. Que vibra en los violines del viento, en el murmullo de las
espigas y en el rezongo de las mareas ... Trujillo ha recorrido la gama del amor,
desde la patria chica a la patria grande. Sabe que lo que en una es limitación
forzosa, en la otra es amplitud sin término y que así se pasa del amor al terruño al
amor continental, del apego de la familia a la solidaridad de la raza, del pundonor

9 This text is discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
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nacional al orgullo de la estirpe, de la rutina de la costumbre al poder avasallador
de los principios invariables y eternos. (Lamarche, “El sentido” 80)
As these examples show, the Trujillista imagination moves with ease over the axis of
time and space—from past to present, from the natural to the supernatural, from the
microcosm to the macrocosm—joining all aspects of reality with a single, overarching
movement. No domain of experience is either too large or too small for Trujillo’s
overwhelming power.

1.3.2. The hero
Greene’s account of the epic hero seems to depart from that of Bowra in one
important respect. Unlike Bowra, Greene makes no distinction between the
characterization of the hero in oral and literary epic. To Greene, the hero’s actions are
always meaningful, inasmuch as they alter the life of the community. This does not mean
that the hero lacks individuality. On the contrary: “The Hero must be acting for the
community, the City; he may incarnate the City, but he must be nonetheless an individual
with a name” (Descent 15). The significance of the hero’s name should not be
underestimated. “A man’s name,” Greene points out, “is very important in heroic poetry;
it becomes equal to the sum of his accomplishments” (16). Furthermore, it can be said
that the hero performs heroic actions to endow his name with meaning.
Greene also calls attention toward the tragic aspect of epic—an aspect, he says,
that derives from the hero’s recognition of his own mortality. Pondering the profound
affinity that links the two genres, Greene posits a dialectical struggle between the
elements of epic and tragedy within every epic poem, even if in some poems one element
outweighs the other (17). The tension arises from the fact that the epic hero, while
endowed with divine traits, is subject to death. Ultimately, he derives his power from a
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divine source but he is not a god. He is a mortal man who performs supra-human deeds.
It is precisely because of his limitations as a human being that his actions induce awe:
“The epic is the poem which replaces divine worship with humanistic awe, awe for the
act which is prodigious but yet human”10 (14). However, a heroic deed reaches its highest
level of prestige when it is sanctioned by the divine world (18).
The intervention of divine forces in human affairs falls within the expansive
character of the genre. Hence, Greene asserts that politics in the epic is not limited to the
struggles of powerful humans in society, but rather encompasses the struggle for power
among agents in the natural and the supernatural worlds. Epic expansiveness makes
possible for the gods to intervene in human affairs by assuming the role of givers. This is
the case with the Iliad, in which the function of the gods is to serve “as undependable and
inexplicable sources of blessings” (Descent 43). As Greene observes, “it is they who give
strength and courage and happiness, they who infuse a fighter for an hour or a day with
extraordinary prowess; it is they frequently who save a man’s life by stopping a spear in
his shield, and they who counsel or inspire with exceptional wisdom” (43). This is not to
say that the role of the gods is merely positive, since the blessings that are given to one
character are almost always at the cost of some other character. It would be a mistake,
however, to believe that the poet holds them as ironic givers, “for the deepest wisdom of
the poem lies in a noble and paradoxical reverence for the gods and in gratitude even for
their ambivalent gifts” (44).
To say that for the Trujillista epic poet, Trujillo is no ordinary man, should by
now strike the reader as self-evident. Thousands of pages were written to praise Trujillo’s

10 Greene remarks echo Voltaire’s assertion that the action of the epic poem “should be great, to strike us
with Awe” (84, emphasis in the original).
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heroic feats: the nation’s long-awaited entry into modernity, the preservation of
Dominican sovereignty against the danger of a Haitian invasion, and the payment of the
national debt (Mateo, Mito 115-32). The most celebrated of Trujillo’s “heroic” actions is
the reconstruction of the city of Santo Domingo after hurricane San Zenón, which Mateo
considers the foundational myth of the “Era” (116).11 Out of Trujillo’s response to the
hurricane sprang the epic motifs that were recycled again and again by Trujillista poets.
Incháustegui Cabral, as we have seen, depicted San Zenón as a prefiguration of Trujillo’s
rise to power. Over a decade earlier, Balaguer had seen it as the fulfillment of a previous
prophetic event, linking the hurricane to the one that ravaged the city in 1502 (Guía 111).
For his part, Pedro René Contín Aybar recasts Trujillo’s response to the hurricane as a
struggle between the hero and the forces of nature: “La lucha es desigual: un Hombre
contra la Naturaleza, como en las antiguas fábulas de las antiguas mitologías. Y,
semejantemente, vence el héroe” (Contín 99). The political myth that emerges in all of
the Trujillista versions of this foundational story is that the Trujillista hero becomes one
with the city as it is reconstructed, in a moment consecrated in the move to change the
name of Santo Domingo to Ciudad Trujillo. The reconstruction endows Trujillo’s name
with meaning and signals de beginning of a new page in the history of the Dominican
Republic: “La época ideal con que Rafael L. Trujillo iba a desposarse para siempre con la
gloria y a la que daría su apellido inmortal: la Era de Trujillo” (Jiménez 15). The epic
possibilities of the storm imagery are exploited in other Trujillista myths, such as the
myth of the pacification of the country. For example, in his account of Trujillo’s rise to

11 According to Mateo, the government’s efforts were limited to the capital city, which lost 50% of its
buildings, but Trujillo’s propaganda campaign turned La Reconstrucción into a symbol of the nation’s
passage to modernity (Aybar 74).
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power, Henríquez Castillo employs the storm metaphor to turn the coup against Horacio
Vásquez into a heroic action that saved the country from disaster:
Los monstruos de la discordia, que estaban prestos a desatar rayos y truenos bajo
el cielo de nuestra amada patria, vieron deshacerse la tormenta que nos
amenazaba, como una tempestad que se volviera lluvia benéfica, por la influencia
bienhechora de un dios. Ese dios, superhombre, héroe, o genio, como queráis
llamarlo, por el momento de Hércules en que paró el carro de la muerte, fué
Rafael Leonidas Trujillo Molina. (Henríquez Castillo 8)
Trujillo’s pacification of the country thus replicates his victory over nature, which is
subdued as if it were under the influence of a god, “ese dios, superhombre, héroe, o
genio.” This choice of epithets gives us occasion to ponder Greene’s assertion that the
epic hero is not a god. If Greene is right, how can we explain Henríquez Castillo’s
characterization of Trujillo?
There seems to be a duality in the Trujillistas’ representation of their hero. One of
Trujillo’s personae appears as warrior, with a warrior’s necessarily limited power; the
other has the attributes of a divine character, with potentially unlimited power; one
performs acts of bravery—like walking unarmed into an enemy camp12—, the other
behaves like an omniscient, omnipotent administrator. As a warrior, Trujillo is a mortal

12 The incident is related to the uprising of the caudillo General Desiderio Arias in the Cibao region.
According to one account, after being informed of the rebellion, Trujillo sent a team of negotiators to meet
with Arias. The warlord, however, demanded to meet with Trujillo in person: “Trujillo aceptó las
condiciones y, sin Estado Mayor, con la sola compañía del Sr. Manuel Evertz, Diputado al Congreso
Nacional y hombre de la más absoluta confianza del levantado cabecilla, entró serenamente al pueblo de
Mao, caminando a pie por entre los grupos insurrectos, hasta llegar a la casa que ocupaba el General
Desiderio Arias, convertida en cuartel general de operaciones y fuertemente custodiada por sus prosélitos
armados. Desde el interior, Trujillo podía oír claramente amenazas como ésta: ‘no lo dejemos salir vivo’,
‘matémosle ahora que está en nuestras manos’; pero el sereno Pacificador del pueblo dominicano, en un
solemne gesto de valor, se despojó de su arma y la tiró al suelo” (Aybar 74). Impressed by this display of
bravery, Arias swore to respect and obey Trujillo, but soon after he rebelled again and fell in combat
against a contingent led by Trujillo himself: “Con la pacificación de la Línea Noroeste, quedó pacificado el
Cibao; y con el Cibao, todo el territorio nacional. Así comenzó la Era de lo que es hoy el prestigio
internacional y la grandeza de un pueblo” (74).
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man whose actions are sanctioned by the divine world; as a god-like guardian figure, he
is a giver, a benefactor. In fact, the role of giver ascribed by epic to the gods is one of
Trujillo’s most recurrent attributes. Trujillo gives generously to the people. His
generosity is amplified by the fact that he gives the people what they need, without the
people having to ask him.
Following a logic that transforms the most basic services into tokens of Trujillo’s
innate kindness, Ramón Emilio Jiménez says that Trujillo feels pleasure in giving
spontaneously. As proof, he reminds the reader that Dominican workers were showered
with such benefits as hospitals, schools, day-care facilities, theaters, sports and recreation
centers, etc, “sin que ellos tuvieran que reclamarlos en periódicos, mítines y demás
formas de campañas sociales” (Jiménez 19). Similarly, Dominican women did not have
to fight for the right to vote, as was the case in other countries, for Trujillo surprised them
with a constitutional reform that gave them the same political rights, and almost the same
civil rights, enjoyed by men. Jiménez describes Trujillo’s “gifts” as sublime, adding that
they are the reward for the people’s silence: “La ayuda que se ofrece respondiendo a una
demanda es noble, y como noble, bella; pero la ayuda que se ofrece sin necesidad de
demanda es sublime, porque además de ser ayuda, es premio al silencio virtuoso de la
necesidad” (19). Trujillo’s ultimate gift, however—the one that brings him even closer to
the gods—is the gift of sparing his enemies’ lives. As Jiménez makes clear, he will act
with all necessary energy to defend the moral patrimony of the Fatherland for future
generations, but once order has been reestablished, “reaparece en él su disposición a
perdonar a los vencidos, presto a tenderles, sobre el abismo que de él los separa, un
puente de salvación” (25). In spite of this merciful magnanimity, it would not be hard to
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imagine that, in actual fact, the Trujillistas’ greatest personal fear was that of being
found, somehow, on the side of the vanquished.13
In the epopeya trujillista, the protagonist is thus characterized following the two
most representative models of the classic epic: the human hero and the divine giver, a
warrior and a god, depending on the nature of the episode in which his action takes place.

1.3.3. The structure
Trujillo’s dual representation as hero and god, as warrior and administrator,
responds to two different moments in the structure of the Trujillista epic. According to
Greene, an epic poem consists of a series of episodes that fall into two categories:
executive and deliberative (Descent 19-20). These categories, Greene explains,
correspond to the distinction between violence and its consequences. Executive episodes
relate the occurrence of violence, either on the part of the hero or of his enemies. They
contain “the crisis in which violence occurs, virtus is tested, the deed is accomplished, the
terror confronted, the name enhanced” (20). Trujillo’s battle against the forces of nature,
or against chaos and anarchy, are good examples. Deliberative episodes, through the
voice of a “well-informed character,” place these actions in context to make apparent the

13 The terror that Trujillo’s power inspired is captured in the introduction of an interview for Listín Diario,
on 17 July 1935. Upon arriving at the presidential office, the journalist seems stunned by Trujillo’s
presence: “Otro salón y de súbito, la mirada enigmática del Generalísimo nos desconcierta. Reaccionamos
haciendo una genuflexión discreta y nos invita a sentarnos en un sillón amplio y confortable. Ya no
podemos retroceder, nos encontramos frente a frente al ilustre dominicano, que en su incesante obra de
buen gobierno, por esencia y presencia llena el siglo en que actúa, proyectando su formidable personalidad
sobre un pasado intrascendente y hacia un porvenir que él está forjando con voluntad de cíclope y anhelo
de patricio ... La empresa de entrevistar a este gran dominicano, es tan levantada, que entramos en ella
derrotados a priori” (Trujillo, “Trascendentales” 55).
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purpose of violence. Thus the destruction of Santo Domingo by Hurricane San Zenón is
interpreted as a sign from God, the fulfillment of a prophecy or a test of Trujillo’s
virtue.14
In a poem dealing with many heroes, there is a division of labor between
executive episodes that tend to focus on the warrior figure and those that focus on the
deliberative function of the administrator. In the Iliad, this split is exemplified in the
conflict between Agamemnon, who endows the warrior’s violence with political
meaning, and Achilles, who fights for glory. Odysseus, who functions as the mediator
between the two, seeing both sides, becomes the ambiguous hero of the Odyssey. In the
Trujillista epic, Trujillo functions as the protagonist of both executive and deliberative
episodes, for his life contained this duality, as Lamarche states in relating how Trujillo
rescued the Dominican Republic from a history of horror and defeat:
De la entraña misma de los acontecimientos, en el devenir del tiempo, brotó el
milagro de la historia, que se incubó al calor de una gesta y encarnó en la dualidad
de un héroe y de un prócer: el héroe de la paz y el prócer del civismo, fundidos en
un mismo molde, porque Trujillo es, por encima de todo, la manifestación de un
principio, y la concreción de un ideal, el principio, inmanente y eterno, de la
sangre y de la tierra, y el ideal supremo y consagrador, de la patria redimida y
purificada, libre de cadenas y exenta de humillaciones. (“Discurso” 122)
This passage exemplifies the Trujillista intellectual’s desire to strike a balance
between “action as spectacle, as geste, as object of awe, and action as political event,” a
balance which Greene seems to regard as necessary to every epic poem (21). Such
balance, however, is rarely achieved in the epopeya trujillista for two main reasons. First,
the Trujillistas’ commitment both to the ideology of progress and the myth of the new
“Era” forced them to emphasize the work of the administrator over that of the warrior;
second, Trujillo’s career in the army offered little material basis for the warrior trope.
14 This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.
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Thus the heroic condition had to be separated from success in the battlefield. Hence
Lamarche’s insistence elsewhere that heroes are not only those who stand out in battle
but also those with the capacity to inspire awe in any human endeavor. Not only the
warrior deserves the label of hero: “También merecen incluirse en esta categoría los que
sobresaliendo de entre el común de los hombres se han impuesto a la admiración de las
épocas” (“El sentido” 76). Trujillo is a true hero because he rises to the highest summits
of civility “y funde, sin proponérselo, el mármol olímpico de las consagraciones eternas”
(77).
The Trujillistas’ emphasis in Trujillo’s administrative skills may well express the
kind of abhorrence of violence that Bowra finds in literary epic. Such disgust is apparent
in Incháustegui Cabral’s condemnation of the caudillo wars that kept the nation in a state
of constant turmoil after the assassination of President Ulises Heureaux in 1899 and the
political chaos that led to the U.S. occupation. Yet, for Incháustegui Cabral, as for most
Trujillista writers, violence remains a constant possibility, for in the end what the epic
poet abhors is not violence itself but aimless violence. For the Trujillista poet Trujillo’s
violence was a means to advance the works of civilization. The most dramatic example of
this is the massacre of thousands of Haitians living in Dominican territory in October of
1937, which Trujillista intellectuals recast as the last battle in the Western war against the
barbarians. In many cases, however, violence is displaced to the past, and Trujillo’s
innate stature, as an epic figure representing the essence of the Dominican self, is only
genealogically engaged in it.
The Trujillista authors believed to have found the purported hereditary traits of
Trujillo-qua-warrior in their hero’s grandfather, José Trujillo Monagas. Stressing the
significance of determining Trujillo’s lineage, Emilio Rodríguez Demorizi declares that:
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El estudio de la obra y del carácter de José Trujillo Monagas servirá para
descubrir en Rafael Leonidas Trujillo Molina, por encima de su privilegiada
posición política, de su actuación presidencial, una herencia dinámica, una
voluntad altruista anterior al 1930, un legado que, asombrosamente enriquecido,
más que usufructuado, es hoy como un milagro que ya pide cumplida exégesis.
(“La familia” 124)15
Genealogy, which Greene isolates as one of the forms of continuity introduced by the
Homeric poems (Descent 47-48), is a recurrent theme of the Trujillista epic. One of
Trujillo’s eulogists suggested that the Benefactor’s greatness derived from two sources:
“La que adquirió en el linaje de su nacimiento, y la que él se hizo, moldeándose,
engrandeciéndose, con las cualidades excepcionales que Baltasar Gracián le atribuyó a
los héroes” (Henríquez Castillo 5). Besides using genealogy as a way of displacing the
discontinuities introduced by violence into the Dominican national narrative, the
Trujillista poet found, in Trujillo’s ancestry, a link to the very origins of the nation. In
Emilio Rodríguez Demorizi’s Cronología de Trujillo, for example, Trujillo’s lineage is
traced as far back as the year 1514 and linked to the Spanish nobility, while the Haitian
origin of his mother is concealed under a claim that she was the descendant of a certain

15 The “miracle” of Trujillo Monaga’s legacy produced a wealth of exercises in genealogical
reconstruction that linked Trujillo’s ancestry to key moments of Dominican history. According to historian
Vetilio Alfau Durán, Trujillo’s grandfather was a hero of the War of Restoration, in which he fought on the
side of the Spaniards. In Alfau Durán’s depiction Trujillo Monagas was such a brave man that the leader of
the revolutionary forces, Gregorio Luperón, was not content with having him captured and asked for his
head, “diciendo en pleno consejo que mientras no se fusilara al joven audaz la revolución no podría triunfar
por completo” (65). Alfau Durán offers a theory on the hereditary nature of courage in a footnote, in which
he argues that the bravery of the American independence leaders was a legacy of the native American
ancestors: “Así, y solamente así, fué posible abatir al aguerrido y valeroso ejército español en tantos
combates gloriosos” (59). He goes on to say: “Acaso sea verdad que los rasgos hereditarios del guerrero
americano, de esos campeones que con la lanza y el machete deshicieron muchas veces la flor y nata de los
ejércitos europeos, provengan ciertamente de la antigua raza pobladora, cuyas tácticas solían llevar la
desesperación al ánimo de los militares más serenos” (59).
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Marquis of Philbourou, who allegedly came to the island with Napoleon’s troops in 1802
(11-12).16

1.3.4. The language
Greene describes heroic language as “the ultimate epic quality,” an unrestrained
flux of energy which runs through the poem and which resists analysis (Descent 22). The
purpose of epic language is not just to make a statement about a certain domain of
experience: “It can do more than denote ... it can possess, exorcise, invoke, blind with a
spell” (23-24). This amounts to saying that the epic poem is concerned with transcending
the limits of reason. The ritual nature of its language—its repetitive patterns, the
recurrence of certain images and motives—appeals to the reader’s emotions, to his or her
sense of being part of a community. Herein lies its ideological power. A second quality of
epic language is its capacity to endow the story with a sense of the extraordinary. Epic
language, Greene says,
must become, in whatever way the poet finds, the language of awe; it must itself
register awe, and it must invite the audience to awe. It must remind the audience
that the story told is no ordinary story, concerning no ordinary men; it must
withdraw into its heroic remoteness, with its own uncommon rhythms and diction
and tropes. (24)
Greene’s remarks about the capacity of epic to induce awe concern not only the
language of epic itself but, as can be deduced from the examples above, may be related to
all the other aspects of the genre. The action of the epic poem, as Voltaire wrote, “should
be great, to strike us with Awe” (84, emphasis in the original). According to Quint, this
16 See also Pedro González Blanco, Genealogía de los apellidos Trujillo, Molina, Valdez, Monagas y
Chevalier (1956).
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sense of awe derives from the mastery of language the poet displays as much as from the
“concentration of power” in the person of the hero (3-4). Quint further explains the
ideological implications of the hero’s power as he comments on a scene in the Iliad in
which a terrified Hector flees from Achilles’ rage. “The stakes in the Iliad and in the epic
genre it founds,” he writes, “are higher than the aesthetic pleasure that the display of the
poet affords. For the utmost expression of this power is to kill, and on the fate of the
individual fighter Hector hangs the doom of a city and a people” (4). This observation,
predicated on a poem which, as Quint himself concedes, “does not seem to be identified
with a given regime” (4), becomes a defining feature of Virgil’s Aeneid, a text that sings
the praise of Augustan Rome.
The Trujillistas’ ritual language does indeed make a display of heroic energy. It
relies on hyperbole and repetition to incite in the audience a sense of Trujillo’s
extraordinary concentration of power. The intensity of this energy is heightened in the
executive episodes, in which the poet’s language replicates the immensity of the deed, the
feverish pace of the hero’s call to action:
Después vimos, asombrados por lo inusitado del espectáculo, que por la escala del
éxito ascendía un hombre, el hombre, a pasos firmes por la senda peligrosa del
comienzo, que es la mitad del camino, según piensan los griegos (...) Era él. El
que esperábamos y apenas vislumbrábamos. El que atravesaba por entre los
irresolutos, avanzando tan rápidamente, como avanzaban las nubes del huracán
que aún eran signos de un nuevo ímpetu destructor. Pero lanzaba desde sus labios,
en fiebre de acción, un credo que nunca se había oído. (Henríquez Castillo 9)
The hero is not just a man, but is the man the community awaited, moving resolutely with
the urgency of the storm. Transforming a man into a natural event, the poet’s language
conveys the sense of disbelief, the amazement the community felt at the moment the hero
revealed his power. It is, as Greene would have it, the language of awe, a language meant
to excite the same feeling of unrestrained admiration in the reader that is being registered
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in the poet himself. To keep his audience from taking any critical distance from the action
being unfolded, the poet uses the first person plural, which has the effect of both
addressing the reader and dissolving the boundary between himself, as the poet, and the
reader. It is as though the poet were speaking in the name of a collective subject.
Every dictatorship needs to be legitimated by a national epic to link the present
power to an idealized past. The role of the poet-bureaucrat thus coincides with the role of
the epic poet, since both work to identify the ruler with the Nation or Empire, and to
create the illusion that the ruler’s power has been preordained by a divine force. The poet
also works as the link between the hero and the audience: “He is the amphibian, the
mediator, the messenger, the guide, who is inspired and inspires in turn. He is the
Knower of the Names, the speaker to those who cannot speak of high things” (Descent
25). The epic poet sees himself as a “well-informed character,” someone with privileged
access to a kind of knowledge remote to ordinary people:
Through the speech of the well-informed character (well-informed through
accident, wisdom, or divinity), we are given that sense of the passage of greater
time which action needs to assume its full resonance; we are moved backward and
forward in history, through reminiscence and prophecy, with the same free
expansiveness that we are moved in space. (20)
As a messenger of the divine world, the Trujillista poet-bureaucrat must inform the hero
of his historical mission and explain to the audience the place of the hero’s actions in the
universal order of things. Even the Trujillista hero expects the poet to know what is in his
mind better than the hero himself, as can be observed in the following passage by
Jiménez:
Escritor que para enjuiciar determinado paso dado por aquel gran hombre público
necesita cuestionarlo sobre lo que se ha propuesto alcanzar con ese paso, en vez
de captar el contenido de esa actitud del gran reformador para enjuiciarla según la
impresión que ella le haya producido, para él [para Trujillo] no es escritor. (18)
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The self-conscious role of the poet as a well-informed character in charge of
putting the hero’s actions into historical perspective remains one of the most interesting
aspects of “En el mapa la Patria redimida.” The poem’s self-referentiality is established
early in the poem, when the narrator suspends his version of the Genesis to capture his
own image in the act of writing history:
La Historia se escribe con palabras
que la soledad del gabinete engendra,
después que se huele la roca transformada,
luego de sonar las viejas monedas en el piso,
cuando el documento se ha pesado y sopesado,
borrado del oído el eco de cuanto los muertos nos dijeron.
(Incháustegui, “En el mapa” 100)
In this stanza the role of recorder of history that the poet adopts is based upon his ability
to hear the voices of the dead. This talent affords him first hand information about the
true meaning of past events, since it is a fact well established by the Western tradition
that the dead also have privileged access to the future. As a well-informed character, the
epic poet thus moves with ease between past and future, between the immaterial and the
material worlds. To the unsympathetic reader, the poet’s familiarity with divine matters
may lose part of its credibility by the fact that he is paid to do his job—and paid, although
he does not say it, by none other than the hero! Yet this discrediting fact only sets up the
next scene, in which the poet, alone, throws the coins to the ground, as if revolted by this
reminder of his earthly condition. Only after he no longer hears the sound of the coins
does he set himself to the task of writing history with a heightened sense of moral
responsibility.17
17 There is a double aspect to this scene that we should mention—and that have to do with the shifting role
of la soledad. On the one hand, real solitude would render this episode inaccessible to the reader, while, on
the other hand, describing it renders it inauthentic. I have already noticed the relationship of mutual
dependence between the poet and the authenticity of the hero in Incháustegui Cabral’s verse, when “the
existence of heroic figures without a poet” strips them of their heroism. Here, on the contrary, it is the
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1.4

EPIC AND POWER
The distinction between executive and deliberative episodes that Greene makes in

his analysis of epic structure may be conveniently complemented by Quint’s
understanding of that structure as a mechanism of political legitimation. According to
Quint, the Virgilian tradition tells the story of a power capable of putting an end to
uncertainty and chaos, demonstrating that victory was predetermined from the outset
(45). The structure of epic imposes a teleology, organizing the dispersed events of history
into a coherent narrative that traces the victors’ origin to a mythic past while projecting
their power prophetically into the future in a continuing story of imperial or national
destiny. This linear, end-directed story establishes an antagonistic relation with the
episodic structure of many romance narratives, a structure that is linked to the condition
of defeat in epic narratives. In addition, the Virgilian tradition ostracizes the losers of
history, establishing a permanent distinction between “them” and “us.” Such distinction,
Quint adds, effectively reproduces the power structure and the class conflicts of the
present. On the other hand, the epic of the losers, which Quint identifies with the
structure of romance, valorizes “the very contingency and open-endedness that the
victors’ epic disparages” to destabilize the victors’ representation of the past (9). The
romance digressive structure subverts the linearity of epic and opens the possibility of
different viewpoints (34).
As I suggested in the introduction, I read the Trujillista epic as an epic of the
victors, a teleological narrative that seeks to re-inscribe Trujillo’s “Era” in the heroic

presence of the poet, the willingness to represent a private act and thus annul its privacy that seems to
ironize the historian’s deed. This element of irony indicates a latent level of resistance to the Trujillista
teleology, which ultimately makes the poem ambiguous.
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representation of Empire. It is thus a narrative in which we would expect to find the
conventions of the imperial epic tradition. What makes it unique is the unexpected locus
of enunciation of a discourse that sees itself as the center of Western civilization—which,
outside the Dominican sphere, may appear ludicrous and grandiose if it were not for the
fact that this delusion cost so many lives. The Trujillista epic narrates the story of a
power capable of ending a depressing history of poverty, political corruption, economic
stagnation and civil war. Its linearity imparts coherence to Dominican national history,
joining the nation’s mythical past in the sixteenth century to the birth of the New
Fatherland.
Among the many variations of this story, a few stand out for the elaborate way in
which they glorify Trujillo’s power as the culmination of Dominican history. One of
them is “Trujillo en función de la historia,” a text by Pedro Troncoso Sánchez that
compares Dominican history to a Via Crucis, with a series of falls and rising movements
taking place every hundred years, after mid-century:
Por alguna razón, cada cien años más o menos, como si fuera la culminación de
un ciclo, una onda se levanta en el curso de nuestra historia y sobre ella se
advierte la actuación de un hombre, y al cabo de cuatro movimientos, como si
éstos hubieran sido los preludios del gran acontecimiento de la actualidad, surge
en la persona de Trujillo el instrumento formal y eficiente que da consistencia
definitiva a la realidad dominicana después de una existencia vacilante en que
varias veces, también cada cien años, estuvo a punto de sucumbir. (81)
By focusing on the upward movements, Troncoso Sánchez’s philosophy of history gives
Trujillo’s rise to power the logic of a natural law. Each upward cycle lasts for a few
decades before a new fall plunges the country into a state of chaos and anarchy. Trujillo’s
power, which appears at that moment in time when other great leaders rescued the nation
from its miseries, puts an end to this eternal return of the Same. As proof, Troncoso
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Sánchez observes that after surpassing the mid-century mark the country is stronger than
ever:
Pasados los primeros cincuenta años del siglo, el ritmo de creaciones sigue con
mayor intensidad y el índice de progreso en el ideado gráfico no es ya una
eminencia más, igual a las anteriormente trazadas, sino una imponente cumbre
que simboliza la definitiva consolidación de la antes macilenta nacionalidad. (87)
The magnitude of Trujillo’s work can only be measured when contrasting it with the
nation’s past (88). Trujillo protected the Dominican Republic from its external enemies
and toppled the internal hurdles to its progress. The logical conclusion that Troncoso
Sánchez derives from his observation is that the Dominican people needed to keep
Trujillo in power to secure these achievements: “Aleccionados por la historia, debemos
conservar a todo trance en el futuro las realizaciones de la presente Era, haciendo de este
empeño una cuestión de vida o muerte” (89).
Other than its teleological narrative, what the Trujillista epic found most
congenial in the Virgilian tradition was the gesture of ostracizing the losers of history. In
the Dominican Republic’s case, this was translated into justifying the violence against
Haitians and against the black sectors of the Dominican population.18 Invariably depicted
as alien enemies of the nation’s “eternal” values (embodied by Trujillo), these groups are
assigned the antagonistic role played in the Virgilian tradition, according to Quint, by the
East, woman, nature, irrationality, and chaos. In the following chapter I analyze how this
goal to banish the losers from the definition of a Dominican nationhood is achieved in the
works of Manuel A. Peña Batlle, who after eleven years as a desafecto of the regime,
became one of Trujillo’s most valuable sources of legitimation, providing the theoretical

18

From the late 1940s, “communists” began to share with blacks the role of the Other of the Trujillista
epic.
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framework for the implementation of a campaign designed to homogenize the Dominican
population.
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Chapter 2: The twice-told tales of Manuel Arturo Peña Batlle

La historia y la epopeya son hermanas, arraigan en los sentimientos y persiguen
fines análogos ... cada una a su modo, son el doble enlace que anuda el pasado
con el presente y el futuro.
Ramón Menéndez Pidal, Estudios literarios

Manuel Arturo Peña Batlle, in the admiring words of one of his contemporaries,
“el más sagaz y decidido intérprete de las ideas políticas de Trujillo” (Rodríguez
Demorizi, “Prefacio 1954” 8), stands also as the most influential of the Trujillista
intellectuals, having achieved a rare level of coherence in his theoretical effort to
legitimize Trujillo’s totalitarian rule. Such a feat is ever more striking if one considers
that prior to his incorporation into the dictatorship Peña Batlle had made a reputation as a
champion of a long-standing liberal tradition. The following pages propose that the deep
structure of Peña Batlle’s work reflects this ideological shift, as he abandoned the
perspective of the losers for the celebratory narrative of the victors that the Trujillista
machinery needed to perpetuate its grip on power.
Central to my argument is Peña Batlle’s treatment of Enriquillo, the Taino
Cacique who led a thirteen-year rebellion against the Spaniards in the mountanous region
of Bahoruco, from 1519 to 1533. Although in the two essays he devoted to the subject
Peña Batlle does not make any reference to Manuel de Jesús Galván, I will argue that his
representation of the cacique betrays the influence of Galván’s novel Enriquillo (1879).
The Bahoruco uprising takes place in the last chapters of the novel, as Galván sets the
stage for a resolution loaded with symbolic connotations. In those dramatic pages, a
larger-than-life Enriquillo—who the author portrays as a devout Christian endowed with
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the education of a Spanish nobleman19—rebels against his masters in what constitutes “el
preludio de todas las reacciones que en menos de cuatro siglos hubieron de aniquilar en el
Nuevo Mundo el derecho de conquista” (Galván 513). Spurred by an escalating series of
mistreatments for which he received no justice, Enriquillo’s rebellion thus rises to the
category of a prophetic event, a figura not only of the birth of the Dominican Republic
but of the revolutionary movement that swept the continent throughout the nineteenth
century.20 Four hundred years later, Galván says, the Spanish-American peoples would
react in the same manner against Spain’s imposition of a right they no longer considered
legitimate.
The transformation of Enriquillo’s uprising into a foundational myth is not a
figment of Galván’s imagination alone. It had begun in the main historical source of the
novel, Fray Bartolomé de las Casas. In his Historia de las Indias, published for the first
time in 1875-76, just a few years before the first edition of Enriquillo, Las Casas

19 According to Galván, Enriquillo received the best education available at the time: “Desde la edad de
ocho años aprendía la equitación con el diestro picador que tenía a su cargo el hato de su padrino y
protector [Las Casas], situado a media legua del convento. Dos años más tarde comenzó a ejercitarse en el
arte de la esgrima, al que manifestaba la mayor afición” (90). The young Cacique was also attracted to the
history of Greece and Rome, as well as to the Sacred Scriptures: “Mientras que los demás niños escuchaban
con igual indiferente distracción las animadas narraciones de Quinto Curcio, Valerio Máximo, Tito Livio y
otros célebres historiadores, el precoz caciquillo del Bahoruco sentía los transportes de un generoso
entusiasmo cuando leía la proezas ilustradas en aquellas páginas inmortales” (92).
20 I use the term figura in the sense of prefiguration. As Erich Auerbach states, a figura is not a metaphor
but a phenomenal prophecy, “something real and historical which announces something else that is also
real and historical” (29). The relation between the two is revealed to the interpreter by a similarity. Thus
Moses would be a figura of the Messiah, and Jesus’ redemption, a repetition of the exodus from Egypt. One
fulfills the phenomenal prophecy contained in the real history of the other: “Figural interpretation
establishes a connection between two events or persons, the first of which signifies not only itself but also
the second, while the second encompasses or fulfills the first. The two poles of the figure are separate in
time, but both, being real events or figures, are within time, within the stream of historical life” (53).
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portrayed the Cacique as an epic figure comparable to Pelayo, the Christian warrior who,
as the legend goes, set off the wars of Reconquest against the Moors—a comparison that
likens the Spanish conquerors with the enemies of Christianity. As Concha Meléndez
observed, so moving is Las Casas’s rendition of Enriquillo that Galván only needed to
expand it in his novel (10). However, to equate the Spanish colonists with the “infidels”
could not be an easy task for a man who gained notoriety as a strong supporter of the
1862 Annexation of the Dominican Republic to the waning Spanish Empire,21 and who
was not ready to sever the nation’s spiritual links with the Motherland. Consequently, in
his appropriation of Las Casas’s discourse Galván simplifies history condensing all the
vices of the Spanish administrative system in a few emblematic characters led by the
“sanguinario comendador” Nicolás de Ovando (12), whose cruelty may have responded
to a “cierta deformidad moral que la naturaleza tiene en reserva para vengarse cuando
siente violentados y comprimidos, por ideas convencionales, los afectos más generosos y
espontáneos del alma” (13). By contrast, the character of Padre Las Casas becomes the
embodiment of the Spanish values that the new American nations needed not renounce.
Having solved the dilemma of justifying the uprising without condemning Spain,
how to bring Enriquillo’s thirteen-year rebellion to a satisfactory ideological closure?
Galván does it masterfully in the episode in which the Cacique meets the old captain
Hernando de San Miguel, an envoy of the Spanish Governor of the island, the Bishop
Don Sebastian Ramírez. In a scene loaded with political symbolism, the two warriors
face each other across a ravine:

21 Worried that the Haitian forces would launch a new invasion, Dominican President Pedro Santana
annexed the republic to Spain on 18 March 1861—a measure Galván supported from the pages of the
journal La Razón. The Annexation triggered what is known as the War of Restoration, which ended with
the departure of the Spanish troops in July of 1865.
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Hernando de San Miguel reparó en el cacique, desde la cumbre a que
trabajosamente acababa de ascender, y permaneció un rato suspenso ante la
marcial apostura de aquella inmóvil estatua, que tal parecía Enriquillo, medio
envuelto en su lacerna, empuñando en la diestra una lanza de refulgente acero,
cuyo cuento reposaba en tierra; la mano izquierda impuesta sin afectación sobre el
pomo de su espada. Tranquilo y sereno contemplaba los esfuerzos que hacía la
tropa castellana por llegar al escarpado risco donde estaba su infatigable jefe. El
sol, un sol esplendoroso del mediodía, bañaba con ardiente luz aquella escena,
prestaba un brillo deslumbrador a los hierros de las lanzas de los guerreros indios
y a las bruñidas armas de los soldados españoles. (522)
After introducing themselves, and once San Miguel informs him of the mission he has
been assigned—either to persuade the Cacique to depose his arms or to put an end to his
rebellion by cruel war—Enriquillo asks the Spanish warrior to move his people away so
that they can be closer together and chat under the shadow of a tree: “Convenido,
Cacique—dijo San Miguel; y pocos minutos después Enrique, al pie del alto risco,
apoyándose en su lanza, saltaba audazmente a través del profundo barranco, yendo a
corta distancia del caudillo español” (522). This is a significant departure from Las
Casas’s version of the story, according to which the whole conversation took place across
the ravine.22 Once on the other side, Enriquillo responds favorably to the Spanish
proposition:
Dijo que él no aborrecía a los españoles; que amaba a muchos de ellos a quienes
debía beneficios; pero que como los malos eran mayor número y los más fuertes
él había debido fiar su libertad y su justicia a la suerte de las armas y a la
fragosidad de aquella hospitalaria sierra, donde no había hecho cosa d que tuviera
que arrepentirse. Agrego que él no estaba distante de avenirse a las proposiciones
del señor obispo, que le parecían dictadas por un espíritu de concordia y rectitud,
y sólo pedía tiempo para allanar las dificultades que se oponían a la sumisión, que
22 Las Casas symbolically construes Indians and Spaniards as equal by portraying them at the peak of two
mountains: “Un día halláronse los unos de los otros tan cercanos, que, ninguno pudiendo dañar al otro, se
hablaron y oyeron las palabras los unos de los otros; ésto se pudo así hacer porque los unos estaban en un
pico de una sierra y los otros en el pico de otra, muy altas y muy juntas salvo que las dividía una quebrada
ó arroyo muy profundo que parecía tener de hondo sobre 500 estados. Sintiéndose tan cercanos los unos de
los otros, pidiéronse tréguas y seguros para hablarse; concedidas de ambas partes para que ninguno tirase al
otro con que le dañase, dijo el Capitán de los españoles que pareciese allí Enrique para le hablar; pareció
Enrique, y díjole el Capitán...” (Las Casas 20).
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nunca haría sin contar con la seguridad de las ventajas con que a él se le
convidaba habían de alcanzar igualmente a todos sus compatriotas. (523)
By having Enriquillo jump over the abyss, Galván erases the distance separating the two
races—the only ones, from the perspective of the novel, that could claim to be legitimate
occupants of the island. In the narrative economy of the text, that prodigious leap, which
puts an end to the uprising, marks the beginning of the restoration of the symbolic order,
and foretells the Nation’s return to the flock of Spanish “civilization.”
Enriquillo’s story provides a suitable model for my reading of Peña Batlle’s
historiography as a founding moment of the Trujillista epic discourse. One could even
speculate that Peña Batlle’s own ideological trajectory, and his way of understanding
history, mirrors the Cacique’s drama of love, separation and reconciliation with Spain.
Thus it is perhaps not by coincidence that Peña Batlle wrote two essays on Enriquillo’s
rebellion—the first of which corresponds to what Vega refers to as his etapa liberal while
the second falls within the frame of his “conservative stage.” In “Enriquillo o el germen
de la teoría moderna del derecho de gentes,” published four years prior to his 1941
incorporation into the dictatorship of Rafael Leónidas Trujillo, Peña Batlle defends
Enriquillo from the “cargo tan severo” (75) that his agreement with the Spanish
authorities effectively turned the Cacique into a feudatory sovereign and consequently
legitimated the Spanish presence in the island. Recurring to the arguments put forward by
Fray Bartolomé de las Casas to portray Enriquillo’s rebellion as a guerra justa, Peña
Batlle reaches the conclusion that the agreement acknowledged Enriquillo’s status as the
head of a sovereign State and that the Spanish “occupation” of the island only became
legitimate after the total extinction of the native population (80).
The second essay, the book-length La rebelión del Bahoruco, appeared in 1948 in
reaction to what he perceived as an assault on Enriquillo’s character, this time a lecture
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delivered in 1946 by the historian Fray Cipriano de Utrera that thoroughly deconstructed
the representation of the Cacique as a heroic figure. In this essay, however, Peña Batlle
would reverse his findings of 1937 to conclude that with the agreement with Charles V
Enriquillo had renounced “al estado de naturaleza (libertad incondicionada respecto de
España) para aceptar el dominio político de la Corona y legitimar la conquista de la Isla”
(184, emphasis in the original). Furthermore, in his new reading of Enriquillo’s story,
Peña Batlle suggests that the rebellion that came to symbolize the origin of the
Dominican nation was indeed an attempt to preserve the values of the Spanish culture:
“La guerra se sostuvo en el Bahoruco con el único fin de obtener, por esa vía, el cese de
procedimientos sociales opuestos al principio cristiano de la confraternidad humana”
(174). From the viewpoint being developed here, such interpretation amounts to an
ideological leap similar in scope to the one performed by the protagonist of Galván’s
novel, as it bridges the gap between the liberal school of thought that informed Peña
Batlle’s first meditations on national identity and the conservative ideology of hispanidad
he would adopt in his later works.
In the present chapter, I read Peña Batlle’s about-face as resulting from a change
in subject positions, from a desafecto to a high-ranking bureaucrat of the dictatorship. My
approach elaborates on Pedro Luis San Miguel’s characterization of Peña Batlle as one of
the principal exponents of a tragic vision of history whose roots can be traced back to the
late eighteenth century (24). According to San Miguel, Peña Batlle’s historical thought
belongs to a tradition that understands the history of the nation “as a ‘fall,’ that is, as the
loss of ‘paradise’ or the decline of a ‘golden age’” (23). In contrast to San Miguel, I will
argue that in the larger picture of Peña Batlle’s work tragedy is only one part of the story.
In the pages that follow I will try demonstrate that after bowing to the pressure of
Trujillo’s regime, Peña Batlle recast tragedy and the wanderings of romance as phases
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already overcome by Trujillo’s administration. In Peña Batlle’s narrative, tragedy gives
way to an epic of the victors in which the Dominican people, much like Virgil’s Aeneas,
wanders aimlessly until it “comes to understand that the journey has been directed all
along” (Fichter 7).
The chapter consists of five sections. In section 3.1, I briefly examine a selection
of articles published between 1922 and 1930 to reconstruct Peña Batlle’s “liberal stage.”
Section 3.2 focuses on “Enriquillo o el germen de la teoría moderna del derecho de
gentes” (1937), written during the period in which Peña Batlle was seen as a “desafecto”
of Trujillo’s regime. Section 3.3 deals with Peña Batlle’s Trujillista phase, including a
discussion of the 1942 speech “El sentido de una política,” in which Peña Batlle defends
Trujillo’s nation-building project. Section 3.4 consists of a comparative analysis of Peña
Batlle’s two essays on Enriquillo to highlight what I consider a radical shift in the plot
structure and the ideological implications of his narrative. Finally, in section 3.5 I read
Peña Batlle’s discourse as an epic of the victors that draws from the hispanista ideology
to alienate a segment of the population and legitimate Trujillo’s totalitarian power.

3.1

PEÑA BATLLE’S LIBERAL STAGE OR THE TRIALS OF SOVEREIGNTY
Peña Batlle is widely considered the main ideologue of Trujillo’s dictatorship.

The influence of his historiographical works, however, transcends his Trujillista period,
as it remains a constant source of inspiration for most Dominican conservative thinkers to
this date.23 As the historian Bernardo Vega points out, Peña Batlle’s image has been
23 As I was doing the research for this chapter, Manuel Núñez, author of the prize-winning essay El ocaso
de la nación dominicana (1990, 2001), published a 961 page eulogy titled Peña Batlle en la Era de Trujillo
(2007). In this new book, Núñez uses Peña Batlle’s work to validate his thesis that Haiti represents a
permanent threat to the survival of the Dominican Republic as an essentially Catholic, Spanish nation. In
this respect, Peña Batlle en la Era de Trujillo is more of an exercise on ideological appropriation than a
scholarly work. Yet, it pointed me to some important documents related to Peña Batlle’s contribution to the
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distorted because most studies tend to ignore the works he wrote before his assimilation
to Trujillismo (“El Peña Batlle...” 323).24
Peña Batlle gained notoriety as a nationalist figure for his opposition to the 19161924 U.S. occupation. His nationalist reputation grew in stature under the government of
Horacio Vásquez after he was sent to prison for a speech against the Convention of 1924
that put an end to the U.S. military presence in the country (Vega, “Comentarios” 57).25
The treaty, signed by Vásquez’s government, angered the nationalist groups because it
extended U.S. control over Dominican customs for another eighteen years. Speaking
before a group of protesters in May 1925, the twenty-three year old Peña Batlle and
Rafael Estrella Ureña allegedly insulted President Vásquez and accused him of treason
for having signed the Convention. According to one witness, in his speech Estrella Ureña
even said that Vásquez deserved to be stabbed. Several people were arrested, including
Peña Batlle, who was charged with inciting others to commit a crime. Released on bail
three days later, Peña Batlle fled the country, and while in Europe was sentenced to six
months in prison. He returned to Santo Domingo in January of 1926.26
Upon his return to Santo Domingo, Peña Batlle favored a move to extend
Vásquez’s term. The idea had been aired in a series of articles by the nationalist
“Dominicanization” campaign, which Núñez defends from its “detractors” (682). Needless to say, my
reading of such contribution could not differ more from Núñez’s.
24 One notable exception is Raymundo González’s article “Peña Batlle y su concepto histórico de la nación
dominicana” (1991), to which I will return later in this chapter.
25 Nationalists had been demanding the unconditional evacuation of U.S. troops as part of a movement that
came to be known as the “Pura y Simple.” The movement–led by such reputed intellectuals as Américo
Lugo, brothers Federico and Francisco Henríquez y Carvajal, novelist Tulio M. Cestero, and poet Fabio
Fiallo–would eventually turn into the Partido Nacionalista. Peña Batlle, who was in his early twenties,
embraced the nationalist ideals when the “Pura y Simple” was about to disintegrate.
26 None of the sources that I have reviewed explains what happened to the sentence.
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intellectual Enrique Apolinar Henríquez, who suggested that the Constitution of 1908 had
been in force when Vásquez was elected president in 1924. That Constitution established
a presidential mandate of six years instead of four. In an article titled “Al margen de una
tesis trascendental,” published in May 1926, Peña Batlle expressed his “más encendido
voto de admiración al autor que de un modo tan claro y tan ecuánime ha puesto en cuerpo
de doctrina, asunto de tanta trascendencia política, científica y administrativa como es el
que en esta ocasión ha ocupado la competencia y la autoridad de su pluma.”27 In support
of Henríquez’s thesis, Peña Batlle argued that the four-year presidential term had been
established by the “abnormal circumstances” surrounding the withdrawal of the U.S.
troops, adding that:
Por incomprensible debilidad de algunos jefes de partidos dominicanos, quienes
no obstante la advertencia continua de los nacionalistas comprometieron la
República en su sinuoso instrumento imperialista, el origen del mandato con que
actuaron los Colegios Electorales hay que ir a buscarlo en los términos del Plan de
Evacuación. (Etapa 121)
The logic behind this line of argument entails a paradox: Peña Batlle based his support of
Vásquez’s “continuación” on the alleged illegality of an agreement that Vásquez himself
had signed. He insisted, however, on the “scientific” nature of his commentary and
dismissed any possible criticism stating that if his words carried consequences “que
puedan favorecer las miras o la posición de un caudillo o perjudicar las de otro, no quiere
decir esa circunstancia fortuita ... que estemos empeñados en favorecer o en perjudicar
conocidos elementos de la política militante” (124).
Peña Batlle reiterated his position in an article published on 7 and 29 April 1927,
in which he refuted the argument that the Constitution of 1908 could not have been the
basis for the elections of 1924 because it had been suspended by the U.S. occupation.
27 The article appeared in Listín Diario on 3 and 10 May 1926.
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Quoting Arthur Lorriot’s book De la nature de l’occupation de guerre (1903), Peña Batlle
argued that the essence of a nation is its sovereignty, which does not die during an
occupation:
Es un hecho constantemente aceptado en doctrina, que la ocupación militar no
afecta la soberanía del país ocupado, la cual si no se ejercita legítimamente
durante el período de ocupación, se mantiene latente sin embargo, dentro de su
absoluta integridad, para entrar en actividad—automáticamente—tan pronto como
cesa la ocupación. (Etapa 164)
From this principle, in line with the predominant interpretation of international law that
regulated military occupation at the time, Peña Batlle draws the conclusion that neither
the occupation nor the Convention of 1924 that established a four-year presidential term
superseded the Constitution in force when the U.S. troops took over Santo Domingo.28
Seemingly aware of the controversial nature of this position coming from a member of a
party opposed to Vásquez’s government, Peña Batlle insisted that he would not desist
from his attempts to find the “scientific” truth of the matter only because that truth
favored one of the groups competing in the political arena (168).
Speculating on the motives behind Peña Batlle’s stance in the “prolongación”
debate, Vega suggests that it was a matter of principles rather than political opportunism
(“Comentarios” 59). As a proof of Peña Batlle’s good faith, Vega cites an article of
October 19, 1926 in which he lashed out against a legislative move to curb criticism of

28 The 1907 Hague Regulations was the most important document regulating the conduct of occupant
forces before the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949. The framers of the Hague Regulations unanimously
believed that an occupant could not claim sovereign rights over the occupied territory However, the
article’s dealing of the scope of the occupant’s authority was so vague that it is still a matter of debate
(Benvenisti 9). Lorriot defended the predominant view that the occupant could not be the true sovereign of
an occupied territory because sovereignty can only rise from the consent of the people. As I will show later,
this principle looms large in Peña Batlle’s 1948 approach to Enriquillo’s rebellion.
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the government (60).29 Literary historian Andrés L. Mateo is not convinced. In his view,
Peña Batlle’s attempt to portray the extension of the presidential term as an act of
sovereignty constituted an intellectual sophism meant to conceal his “acercamiento
vergonzante a Horacio Vásquez” (Mito 168). According to Mateo, Peña Batlle mined the
“heroic” past of the nationalist movement for his own benefit, using his superior intellect
as a tool to carve himself a position of power (169).
Regardless of the motives, the fact is that in the months that followed Peña Batlle
visibly moved away from his party and towards Vásquez’s government. In July of 1926,
Peña Batlle, Henríquez and two other members of the Partido Nacionalista signed a
political agreement with Vásquez’s Partido Nacional to join forces in the municipal
elections of 1927 (Etapa 132-35). The agreement led to a reprimand from the leaders of
their own organization, who accused them of acting without their consent (Vega,
“Comentarios” 59). Peña Batlle’s relationship with the declining Partido Nacionalista
finally came to an end when the Senate approved the “prolongación,” thus cancelling the
elections scheduled for 1928. The National Assembly of the Partido Nacionalista opposed
the measure. In his resignation letter, Peña Batlle claimed that the protest by the Partido
Nacionalista ran against the organization’s fundamental objective:
No puede llamarse Nacionalista la agrupación que reconoce destruída la soberanía
de la República y su Constitución original, a causa de la Ocupación Militar, para
adherirse al absurdo jurídico de que un Entendido convenido en país extranjero y
con nuestros detentadores, para poner fin a la ocupación, puede tener en algún
momento, mayor fuerza de interpretación que la Constitución del Estado. (Etapa
171)
Peña Batlle’s drift towards Vásquez’s government can also be perceived in his
reaction to an announced visit by the Haitian President Louis Borno in 1927. Calling the
29 In the article, titled “Demagogia,” Peña Batlle described the bill as “monstruoso por antijurídico y por
ilógico,” adding that the government was moving rapidly toward a dictatorship (Etapa 140).
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invitation by the Dominican President a “gravísimo error de protocolo” that could cause
great inconvenience at a time when both countries were immersed in a territorial dispute
(Etapa 159), Peña Batlle suggested that Vásquez should have surrounded himself with
people trained to deal with such matters: “Estoy bien seguro de que si el Presidente de la
República hubiera encontrado oportunamente una persona, que lo advirtiera del error en
que iba a incurrir, su actuación personal no se hubiera hecho ostensible en la confección
de un programa de festejos” (161). Borno, Peña Batlle warned, was an expert in border
issues. Should the Haitian President visit the country, who would advise Vásquez? Did
the Dominican President have a solid understanding of the legal aspects of the problem?
Did he possess a commanding knowledge of the historical and geographical development
of the Haitian-Dominican border? Peña Batlle, who was only twenty-five years old at the
time, conceded that the Dominican Secretary of Exterior had the “scientific” preparation
but was too young; therefore he lacked the necessary experience to deal with the sagacity
of Borno (162). By the end of that year Peña Batlle had become a member of a subcommittee of the Department of Exterior in charge of negotiating a border agreement,
thus breaking a 1926 promise never to accept a paid job from Vásquez’s government.30
Once an agreement was signed, in 1929, President Vásquez appointed Peña Batlle chair
of the bilateral commission in charge of placing the mark posts along the border (Vega,
“Comentarios” 67).

30 In an open letter published in Listín Diario on 3 August 1926, after the political agreement signed with
Vásquez’s Partido Nacional, Peña Batlle vigorously denied a story according to which he had taken a highranking position in the government, stating: “He hecho la resolución irrevocable de no aceptar el
desempeño de función ninguna, asalariada, durante este período gubernativo, y mientras yo crea, tal
aceptación incompatible con mi actual posición política y con la posición personal que me obliga a
permanecer alejado de la situación imperante” (Etapa 136).
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The annulment of the elections gave way to a period of increased political
instability. In early 1929, Vásquez’s followers in the Senate moved to open the way for
the old caudillo to seek the reelection. The proposed change to the Constitution, which
was approved in June of that year, set off an outright conspiracy against the government.
In September a coalition of parties in the opposition including the remains of the Partido
Nacionalista announced a ticket formed by Vásquez’s own Vice-President, Federico
Velázquez for President, and Peña Batlle’s former nationalist colleague Rafael Estrella
Ureña, for Vice-President. At the time, Estrella Ureña, who had been Vásquez’s
Secretary of Foreign Relations, was already conspiring with General Trujillo, then chief
of the Army, to oust the government. The situation became even more volatile due to the
impact of the worldwide economic crisis of 1929 on the salaries of Dominican workers,
which triggered a series of protests against the government. As in the case of the debate
around la prolongación, Peña Batlle threw his prestige behind Vásquez’s plans for
reelection. He argued that the Constitution did not proscribe the reelection altogether but
only the reelection for two consecutive terms, thus an amendment to allow President
Vásquez’s reelection was only a matter of form, not of substance (Peña Batlle, Etapa
195). Since the Dominican people had expressed “de una manera inequívoca el deseo de
que su actual mandatario continúe en el poder por un nuevo período constitucional,” the
Constitution needed to be amended to adopt the system in place in the United States,
where reelection was limited to one term (197).
On October 31 of 1929, an extremely ill President Vásquez traveled to the U.S. to
receive medical treatment, leaving a country swarming with rumors of an impending
coup d’état. When he returned on 9 February of the following year, the plans to
overthrown him were under way. A “civic movement” led by Estrella Ureña took over
the San Luis Fortress on 23 February. The rebels, armed by General Trujillo who
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oversaw the plot from the Ozama Fortress, faced no resistance and marched on the capital
city, where they arrived three days later. Realizing that he had been betrayed by Trujillo,
Vásquez resigned on 2 March and left for exile to Puerto Rico. With Vásquez out of the
country, Trujillo took over the reigns of power and launched his candidacy for the
elections of May, with Estrella Ureña as Vice-President. He then unleashed a series of
terrorist attacks against the candidates of the opposition, prompting the resignation of all
the members of the Junta Central Electoral—who were immediately replaced with
Trujillo’s supporters—and the withdrawal of the Alianza Nacional Progresista on the eve
of the elections. With no opposition to their candidacy, Trujillo and Estrella Ureña were
declared winners of the elections and subsequently proclaimed President and VicePresident of the Republic.
Twelve days after the coup, Peña Batlle resigned his position as chair of the
Sección Dominicana de Comisión Delimitadora de Fronteras. However, he was soon
persuaded to reconsider his decision, and remained a member of the commission until
1934.31 Peña Batlle published 29 articles dealing with political issues during Vásquez’s
government (Vega, “Comentarios” 69). Most of those articles were imbued with the
liberal ideas of the Puerto Rican positivist thinker Eugenio María de Hostos (1839-1903),
and to a lesser extent, with the alternative anti-imperialist discourses developed by
Uruguayan essayist José Enrique Rodó (1872-1917) and Mexican intellectual and
politician José Vasconcelos (1882-1959). In this respect, Peña Batlle was not very
different from most Latin American men of letters of the late nineteenth and early

31 Vega suggests that Peña Batlle may have acted under the false impression that Estrella Ureña was the
new holder of power. This means that Peña Batlle presented his resignation not to Trujillo, who had not
announced his candidacy yet, but to Estrella Ureña, with whom he had engaged in a noisy polemic over the
subject of the border delimitation (“Comentarios” 209-10).
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twentieth century who had adopted the liberal agenda to modernize their countries. In the
Dominican Republic the advocates of modernization converged around the figure of
Hostos, who championed “the most radical social transformations Dominicans had yet to
come across” (Martínez-Vergne 7). Dominican intellectuals had been exposed to
positivism long before Hostos’s first arrived in Santo Domingo in 1875, but the devotion
the Puerto Rican thinker inspired in his “disciples” gave hostosismo the characteristics of
a social movement that would outlive its creator (Hoetink, Dominican People 144).
Hostos’s most direct and significant contribution to Dominican society took place
in the field of education. Convinced that a modern State could only be built from the
bottom up by a civil society, Hostos set his followers to the task of forging new citizens.
The goal was “civilization” understood as the rationalist moralization of society; the
means to achieve this goal was the creation of free spirits based on scientific knowledge
(González, “Notas” 11-12). Hostos brought about an overhaul of public education,
establishing a school system free from the constraints of religion and committed to
scientific methods. As Hoetink observes, his work had quantitative as well as qualitative
repercussions. The quantitative impact can be seen in the number of teacher training
colleges established after Gregorio Luperón’s provisional government passed the
legislation drafted by Hostos in 1879. As for the qualitative impact, Hostos advocated the
version of positivism he had received while living in Spain from his Krausista teachers,
whose main ideas Hoetink summarizes in a set of binary oppositions: “Evolution opposed
to the Creation, reason opposed to revelation, experiment opposed to dogma, rationalism
opposed to traditional rhetoric” (Hoetink, Dominican People 142).32

32 These teachings set Hostos and his disciples on a collision course with the Dominican conservative
circles led by Archbishop Fernando Arturo de Meriño. After having supported the spread of the teachertraining colleges during his presidential term (1880-1882), Meriño waged a relentless attack against
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Hostos’s ideas also affected the way Dominican intellectuals reflected upon the
issue of nationhood, since he introduced the concept of social evolution as the foundation
of national development (González, “Peña Batlle” 593). Hostosian men of letters
embraced the positivist conception of society as a complex organism that evolved in
accordance with the laws of nature (Mateo, Mito 69). After the breakdown of the liberal
project became apparent at the turn of the century, intellectuals influenced by this
organicist view of the social field attributed the elite’s failure to build stable institutions
to intrinsic insufficiencies in the Dominican people (81). A number of theories within this
current emerged that blamed the country’s perceived backwardness on a variety of
material factors, including racial mixing, depopulation, climate, geography, and poor
nutrition.33
Dominican historian Raymundo González has traced the Hostosian roots of Peña
Batlle’s attacks against the Spanish colonial system, particularly in two historiographical
works published in 1931 and 1938 to which I will return later in this chapter. A similar
link can be readily established between hostosismo and the emphasis on a “scientific”
interpretation of law we have seen in some of the articles Peña Batlle wrote during the
government of Vásquez. Commenting Peña Batlle’s essay on the Dominican public debt,
Mateo highlights “su lenguaje cientificista y la frialdad del distanciamiento teórico,
positivism and liberalism, “equating materialism with sensualism and therefore with concupiscence”
(Hoetink 142-43).
33 The most notable of these theories, commonly known as el pesimismo dominicano, is the one put forth
by José Ramón López in his book La alimentación y la raza (1896). Drawing from the “scientific”
arguments of positivism, López painted a bleak future for the Dominican nation, whose “race” had been
debilitated by malnutrition: “Se pregunta uno, lleno de dolor, qué será en lo venidero de esta raza de
ayunadores, hundidas en las tinieblas de su miseria física y moral, aproximándose más cada día a la
animalidad, naciendo toda generación con menos vigor mental que su predecesora, reducida ya casi al
instinto y no siempre al instinto bueno; nutriéndose apenas lo suficiente para mantener la vida vegetativa de
los músculos” (269).
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suficiencia que se completa con el manejo de una bibliografía enjudiosa, lejos de la
palabra-aventura que la simplicidad maniquea de la épica trujillista impone” (Mito 166).
Little has been said, however, about the influence of Vasconcelos, which would permit us
to situate Peña Batlle’s early works within the context of an ongoing debate on both sides
of the Atlantic on the relations between Latin America and the United States, on the one
hand, and those between Spain and its former colonies, on the other.
In “Una carta del nacionalista dominicano Peña Batlle al nacionalista
puertorriqueño Acosta Velarde”, Peña Batlle takes Vasconcelos’ss theory of mestizaje as
a point of departure to reinvigorate the nineteenth-century ideal of an Antillean
Confederation that would bring together the peoples of Cuba, Puerto Rico and the
Dominican Republic. The letter, addressed to President of the Partido Nacionalista de
Puerto Rico, Federico Acosta Velarde, offers an enthusiastic portrait of Vasconcelos,
whose tour around the region, according to Peña Batlle, had brought hope and optimism
for the Spanish-American peoples:
El bien que la visita de Vasconcelos nos ha hecho, no podemos medirlo todavía.
Es un Maestro en la genuina acepción de la palabra, es un verdadero forjador de
sentimientos, de aspiraciones colectivas, es el hombre capaz de construir o de
unificar la vocación de un pueblo, es el único apóstol, tomando la palabra en su
significación ilustrada, con que cuenta el continente en la actualidad. (Etapa 130)
Borrowing Vasconcelos’s ambiguous definition of raza, Peña Batlle imagined a
homogenous Spanish America vis-à-vis the threat that the United States posed for the rest
of the Continent. All the peoples of the region should recognize the fact that they faced
one and the same problem: “La incógnita que nos ha planteado el imperialismo y la
ambición de los Estados Unidos” (130). The nationalist groups of Spanish America thus
needed to work together in order to find a unified solution to that problem:
El verdadero nacionalismo hispano americano debe propender a una difusión
constante de las fronteras materiales y espirituales que nos dividen. Así podremos
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constituir en el porvenir un frente uniforme que oponer a la única influencia que
debe resguardar nuestras fronteras de sangre, de sentimiento y de pensamiento, la
influencia expansionista y absorbente de los americanos del Norte. (130)
This was particularly true for the Spanish Caribbean islands who shared the constitutive
elements of nationalism: “la raza, la historia, el enemigo común” (130). Peña Batlle
emphasizes the need for Puerto Rico, Cuba and the Dominican Republic to consolidate
their efforts against the North American influence, as he warns that such project had to be
carried out from the bottom, not from the top of the social structure as it had been
attempted before by men such as Hostos, who conceived the idea of an Antillean
Confederation, and Puerto Rican poet and politician José de Diego (1866-1918). Those
men failed because they tried to unite established powers, governments and institutions—
a project Peña Batlle considered a fanciful dream at that point in history:
Esa función no podrá producirse nunca inspirada y estimulada por el elemento
oficial, por los intereses políticos, por los hombres y los partidos que hasta ahora
han dirigido la vida de nuestros pueblos ... La confederación antillana debe
realizarse primero en el corazón de los tres pueblos isleños; precisa que ese ideal
se haga obra tangible dentro de las relaciones naturales y espontáneas de esos
pueblos; es necesario actuar de abajo hacia arriba y no de arriba hacia abajo. (132,
emphasis in the original)
The suggestion that an alliance of Spanish-Caribbean nations should begin at the lower
levels of the populations is a far cry from the authoritarian perspective that would shape
Peña Batlle’s discourse during his Trujillista period. The same can be said of the total
absence of Catholicism as a fundamental ingredient of cultural identity one notes in his
description of the Spanish “race.” Nowhere in the letter does he refer to a common
religion as a unifying factor, focusing instead on the effects of “las circunstancias, la
historia y las razas” (130).
The absence of Catholicism and the disregard for hierarchical order distance Peña
Batlle’s thought from conservative hispanismo as it was practiced at both sides of the
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Atlantic since the late nineteenth century. The hispanista movement, which dates back to
the time of the Spanish-American independence in the 1820s, was based on the belief in
the existence of a transatlantic Hispanic community or raza defined in terms of culture,
history, traditions and language rather than blood or ethnicity (Pike 1-2). Disagreement
over the need to give the masses some participation in the decision-making process
divided Spain politicians in two camps: liberals and conservatives. Spanish liberals’ main
objective was the secularization of society (7). They stressed the importance of Spanish
spiritual values but separated these from the institution of the Catholic Church. Spanish
conservatives, on the other hand, strongly advocated the influence of the Church on
society. As Fredrick Pike explains, conservative hispanistas were anxious about the social
upheaval in Latin America and believed that it was Spain’s mission to provide their
former colonies with a model based on respect for hierarchy and religion:
Spain, they maintained, through the Laws of the Indies, had demonstrated a
unique ability to devise an institutional structure that guaranteed social peace and
hierarchical organization, keeping the Indians and the various castes contentedly
in their assigned places. Twentieth-century Spain, the authors agreed, knew how
to repeat its success of the colonial period. (139)
Convinced that civil unrest resulted from the abandonment of spiritual values in favor of
materialistic pursuits, conservatives linked social stability to a Catholic revival (139-40).
In contrast, Spanish liberals considered their country’s religious zeal as the main cause
for Spain’s perceived backwardness and hoped that closer relations with the young
nations of Spanish America would accelerate material development in the peninsula
(148).34
34 Pike’s book covers the development of hispanismo from 1898 to 1936. For an account on the
institutionalization of hispanidad as the official ideology of Francoism see Raúl Morodo, Los orígenes
ideológicos del franquismo: Acción Española (1985). Also, Ricardo Pérez-Montfort, Hispanismo y
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We should examine the shifting boundaries of the concept of nationalism that
Peña Batlle advocates in his letter to better understand the meaning of the non-Catholic
hispanista stance he adopted during his liberal stage. Spelling out the nature of his
proposed confederation of Spanish peoples, Peña Batlle makes the following statements:
Mi concepción del nacionalismo ... llega hasta el punto de abarcar en su expresión
territorial a la misma madre España, que ha de ser, con toda seguridad el elemento
de reacción que nosotros opondremos a la acción de los Estados Unidos. Todo
debemos ir a buscarlo allá. En el orden comercial e industrial, como en el orden
intelectual. (Etapa 131)
All the Spanish peoples of America, Peña Batlle adds, should strive to establish closer
relations with the Madre Patria, which is “una fuente viva, inagotable, de amor y de
espiritualidad” (131). Hence his call for an alliance that would increase its field of action
to include, first the small Caribbean and Central American States, then all the Spanish
speaking peoples of South America, and finally the Motherland herself, arguing that this
progressive movement of Spanish American relations is the only way to resist U.S.
expansion in the region (131).
Peña Batlle’s move to include Spain in his anti-U.S. spiritual community suggests
that the idea of Spanish culture as the foundation of Dominican identity—a notion he
would fully develop during the 1940s—was in the making as early as 1926. However,
there are significant discontinuities between the form of identity politics operating in
“Una carta” and the one Peña Batlle embraced as a founding figure of the Trujillista epic.
Despite all the enthusiasm for the values of hispanismo Peña Batlle displays in “Una
Falange: Los sueños imperiales de la derecha española y México (1992). Eduardo González-Calleja and
Fredes Limón Nevado, in La hispanidad como instrumento de combate: raza e imperio en la prensa
franquista durante la guerra civil española (1988), focus on the spreading of hispanidad in the Francoist
Press during the period of the civil war. For a concise discussion on conservative hispanismo as the
ideology of choice for Latin American dictatorships throughout the twentieth century, see Miguel RojasMix, “El hispanismo: ideología de las dictaduras en ‘Hispanoamérica’.”
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carta,” Spain is conspicuously located not at the center but at the outer limit of the
spiritual community, where it plays a relatively marginal role in the fight against U.S.
hegemony. Besides, one could make the argument that in lieu of “an unmediated and
transparent” notion of identity (Hall 2), the guiding principle behind “Una carta” is the
concept of identification, here understood in Stuart Hall’s sense as “a construction, a
process never completed” (2). As Hall explains, although based on a discursively
constructed common origin or on the recognition of shared characteristics, identification
does not carry the same transcendental, essentialist value as identity. Identification “is not
determined in the sense that it can always be ‘won’ or ‘lost’, sustained or abandoned ...
Once secured, it does not obliterate difference” (2-3).
It is the contingent nature of Peña Batlle’s identification with the hispanista cause,
in the face of what he recognizes as the raza’s common enemy, that ultimately permits
him to widen the symbolic boundaries of his “imagined community” in an everexpanding alliance against U.S. imperialism. Should the circumstances warrant it, even
the prerequisite of language could be easily omitted or manipulated, as Peña Batlle shows
us in an article in which in lieu of the prefix hispano, the more inclusive term latino is
used to define “race” in order to make room for France, “madre ubérrima de todos los
altos designios de la civilización occidental” (Etapa 128).35 I see this as evidence that,
before his incorporation into Trujillo’s regime, Peña Batlle’s hispanismo, inspired in the
tradition of Lugo, Rodó, and Vasconcelos, worked as a discursive strategy at the service
of the liberal agenda. Later on, in a more conservative vein, he would make hispanidad
35 “¡Ayudemos a Francia!” Listín Diario, 7 June 1926. In this article Peña Batlle quotes Rodó and
Vasconcelos to articulate his identification with France around the notion of a centuries-old struggle
between two races: the Anglo-Saxon and the Latin: “Ayudando a Francia nos ayudamos a nosotros
mismos, tenemos un enemigo común; ayudamos la definitiva consagración de la civilización latina, del
imperio divino de Ariel sobre los destinos de la humanidad” (Etapa 128-29).
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the prevailing cultural resource upon which Trujillo’s elite would draw to mark out the
moral boundaries of the sovereign state, and to establish who was accepted and who was
excluded from the political community.

3.2

ENRIQUILLO, FATHER OF THE LIBERAL REVOLUTION
Trujillo’s rise to power in 1930 dealt a deadly blow to the liberal project and

automatically placed Peña Batlle on the side of the defeated. Unlike other liberal
intellectuals who did not hesitate to abandon their principles and joined the dictatorship,
Peña Batlle steered away from current political affairs and for the next eleven years lived
in an internal exile. His publications during the first years of the dictatorship were limited
to an essay on the Discovery of America in 1931, and the preface to a book entitled Sobre
Economía Social Americana (1932) by Enrique Jiménez, in which Peña Batlle assumes a
proto-socialist stance.36 He would not print one single article until 1937, when his
“Enriquillo o el germen de la teoría moderna del derecho de gentes” was published. His
reputation as an enemy of the regime also grew that year after a local paper published a
public letter in which he congratulated the dictator for rejecting a motion to change the
name of the capital city from Santo Domingo to Ciudad Trujillo (Vega, “El Peña
Batlle...” 324).37 In addition, he refused to be part of the group of intellectuals who

36 In his introduction Peña Batlle makes the following prediction: “De este libro, profundamente espiritual,
dolorosamente humano, derivará mañana el proletariado dominicano una verdadera enseñanza,” although
he speaks in favor of a socialism that would offer a compromise rather than a violent solution for the
problems of the working class: “De ahí que ara Enrique Jiménez como para mí, sea factible orientar nuestra
evolución proletaria por una vía de entendido entre el capital y el trabajo que evite el acceso a una situación
dilémica” (qtd. in Vega, “El Peña Batlle...” 324).

37 Trujillo had rejected the measure in a gesture of false modesty. The Senate approved the bill, and the
name of the city was changed on 11 January 1936. In his doctoral dissertation on Trujillo’s regime, Spanish
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represented the government during the diplomatic negotiations that followed the 1937
Haitian Massacre (325).
The bearing of these circumstances on Peña Batlle’s interpretation of history can
be seen in his first essay on Enriquillo, as well as in “Las devastaciones de 1605 y 1606,”
published a year later. In both texts, Peña Batlle engages in what could be read as a
figural interpretation of the past as a way of accounting for the failures of the present.
Distancing himself from the favorable view of Spain displayed in his letter to Acosta
Velarde, Peña Batlle resorts to the legal arguments he developed in his analysis of the
1916-1924 U.S. occupation to portray the history of the Spanish colonization as an
illegitimate act of force. Instead of a living source of love and spirituality, in these essays
Spain is portrayed as colonial power with no other motivation for occupying the island
than an unquenchable thirst for profit (“Enriquillo” 52). Speaking from the perspective of
the defeated, Peña Batlle strives to write a national history that would rescue the story of
the aboriginals’ resistance while stripping the Spanish conquerors of all heroic attributes.
He adopts the linear structure of the victors’ epic, except that the hero never reaches the
telos towards which his actions were directed. Instead of an eternal empire, all that is
standing at the end of the story is a feeble, unviable nation.
Peña Batlle’s negative teleology begins with Enriquillo’s rebellion, which he
depicts as a figura of the liberal revolution that would spread centuries later in France and
in America. In his emplotment, Enriquillo’s resistance is seen as part of a wider
movement that reached its peak in Francisco de Vitoria’s Releccion de Indis and laid the
foundations for the modern theory of derecho de gentes. Establishing a sharp distinction
between the “scientific truth” of Vitoria’s piece and the “sofisticado derecho de conquista
exile Manuel de Jesús Galíndez writes that, according to Peña Batlle, the letter almost got him killed (Vega,
“El Peña Batlle...” 324).
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mantenido por la España imperialista de Carlos V” (“Enriquillo” 52), Peña Batlle states
that: “Ante las miras absorbentes del imperialismo en América se levantó el opuesto y
generoso criterio de los que defendieron la libertad de los indios y abogaron por ella y
aún por la autonomía política de los pueblos recién descubiertos” (52). Peña Batlle is
unambiguous in his position on the issue of the Spanish “occupation,” as he categorically
declares that:
Esa es una cuestión resuelta—teóricamente—desde los mismos tiempos en que se
inició la ocupación mencionada: no tenían títulos los españoles para adueñarse de
los territorios americanos por su propia y exclusiva determinación y sin el libre
consentimiento de sus legítimos dueños. Los indígenas eran, por las condiciones
favorables de organización en que vivían, aptos para el manejo de sus propios
asuntos y para el ejercicio de la soberanía autóctona. (54)
Vitoria had arrived at this conclusion after forty years of unrelenting struggle. However,
neither “scientific” reasons nor good intentions could prevent the Spanish Empire from
taking over America, and its illegal occupation remained with little change for three
hundred years: “Las concesiones que en veces hacía el Consejo de Indias, no
determinaron nunca una transformación profunda de la situación creada por la conquista,
y las leyes que de cuando en cuando se destinaban a mejorar la suerte de los indios no se
aplicaron jamás en un sentido integral” (54).
Peña Batlle singles out the case of the Hispaniola Island, where the levels of
cruelty reached by the colonization prompted the indigenous population to rebel against
the Spanish authorities. Following Las Casas’s version of Enriquillo’s story, he argues
that the Cacique’s actions were motivated by “un claro anhelo de redención para su raza
y un propósito definitivo de proporcionarles a los suyos condiciones de vida más
favorables y dignas” (56). According to Peña Batlle:
Enriquillo se levantó en armas cuando comprobó, con su propio caso, que la
justicia española de la isla no era bien que se daba a los indios y cuando se
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convenció de que entre indios y españoles no existían ni podían existir vínculos
superiores de ninguna clase. (56, emphasis added)
Thus en 1937 Peña Batlle understood Enriquillo’s uprising as the expression of a desire
to sever all links between the native population and a cruel, illegitimate colonial power.
He appropriates Las Casas’s version of the story to support his argument that the struggle
against the Spanish hegemony over the island was triggered by an unsatisfied desire for
justice (57). Enriquillo’s failure to receive justice from the Spanish authorities after
having exhausted all the legal means available to him, revealed “todas las lacras de la
incipiente colonización española” (57). From such a discovery the Cacique could only
derive the logical conclusion that “no era posible un entendimiento entre indios y
españoles si éstos miraban a los primeros como a simples bestias de carga” (57). Hence
the decision to separate his people from the Spanish crown, to bring about “el alejamiento
definitivo entre indios y españoles, para sustraer a los primeros de la autoridad y el
dominio de los segundos y crear, como consecuencia de este alejamiento, un estado a la
raza indígena que le permitiera vivir dentro de organización propia” (58).
Key to Peña Batlle’s arguments is the idea that, as Las Casas had maintained in
his Historia de las Indias, Enriquillo’s uprising fit into the category of guerra justa. To
support this assertion, Peña Batlle traces the origin of the concept of guerra justa to the
Middle Ages, when it emerged as a mechanism to refrain the ferocity of war and to
encourage alternative ways of solving international conflicts (62). After being on the
verge of disappearing under the impact of the Renaissance, the notion survived thanks to
the Spanish theologians of the sixteenth century, who adapted it to the new realities of the
times. At the time of Enriquillo’s rebellion, the theory of guerra justa was commonplace
among the theologians and men of law. To be considered justa, it sufficed for a war to be
launched in self-defense, and to make “reasonable” use of force (64). Such is the case of
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Enriquillo, “quien, en verdad, sólo realizó un último y supremo esfuerzo para salvarse y
salvar a su raza de la brutalidad de los españoles” (65). Following Las Casas’s version of
the story, Peña Batlle states that Enriquillo’s rebellion constituted an act of defensa
razonable, a desperate effort to preserve the aboriginal population against the Spaniards’
brutality (64-65).
Having established the nature of the uprising as a guerra justa, Peña Batlle turns
to its political and economical consequences. The damages that the thirteen-year war
caused to the economy of the colony persuaded Charles V of the need to put an end to it,
sending an expedition of two hundred soldiers headed by Captain Francisco de
Barrionuevo:
Las órdenes que recibió el Capitán Barrionuevo fueron categóricas en cuanto a la
terminación de la guerra, pero estuvieron precedidas de una formal proposición de
paz que el soberano de la más fuerte nación del siglo dirigía al invicto cacique de
La Española. Antes de empeñar nuevamente sus armas en lucha con Enriquillo,
Carlos V, lo invitó a ajustar en un tratado solemne de paz las diferencias que lo
separaban de los españoles. (67-68)
In a letter addressed to Enriquillo, Charles V implicitly acknowledged both the Cacique’s
status as a belligerent party, and the fairness of the natives’ claims (68). The letter offered
a practical solution to the economic problems the rebellion posed for the colony, although
“en punto de honor ... implicó una gran derrota para España” (69). Peña Batlle proceeds
to comment on the four-article agreement signed between Enriquillo and Barrionuevo, as
summarized in the following passage of Del Monte y Tejada’s Compendio de Historia de
Santo Domingo:
Por el primero se obligaba a Enrique a que haría cesar la guerra en la isla
intimando oportunamente a todos, que para lo adelante ya eran amigos. Por el
segundo se obligó el indio a mantener capitanes que anduviesen por la isla y
prendieran a todos los negros fugitivos que habían desertado de sus amos,
pagándosele un tanto por cada negro aprehendido. Tercero se obligaba el Cacique
que haría volver a los lugares y a los repartimientos todos los indios fugitivos
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después de su pronunciamiento; y por último, que cuando bajase de la sierra se le
proveería de ganados y mantenimientos para su familia (qtd. in “Enriquillo” 7172).
His commentary opens with a discussion of Enriquillo’s right to negotiate the agreement
in representation of his people. He reminds the reader that upon the Spaniards’ arrival,
the sovereignty of the island was divided into five independent “kingdoms” or
“cacicatos”. None of the heads of these cacicatos had sovereignty over the whole island,
since they did not represent the rights of the whole indigenous race (72). By 1533 (the
year of Enriquillo’s meeting with Barrionuevo), the original “kingdoms” and their
population had already disappeared:
No es arriesgado, pues, afirmar que para la fecha en que se concertó el tratado de
paz, la soberanía primitiva se había concentrado en la escasa población que
gobernaba—por legítimo abolengo—el jefe insurrecto, quedando éste como el
mejor instrumento de su ejercicio. (72)
At this point Peña Batlle introduces the passage in which the historian Emiliano
Tejera asserts that Enriquillo’s agreement with the Spaniards effectively legitimated
Spain’s occupation of the island. According to Tejera:
Mucho en verdad, con relación a sus escasos recursos, logró en su lucha de 14
años, el primer guerrillero de Santo Domingo y uno de sus más ilustres hijos, si
bien España, al tratar con el último Cacique indígena, representante autorizado de
los derechos de su raza, obtuvo lo que antes no tenía en realidad: el derecho de
ocupar legítimamente la isla, teniendo a Enriquillo como a una especie de
soberano feudatario. El convenio con Enriquillo convirtió en derecho lo que antes
era sólo hecho fundado en la conquista. (qtd. in “Enriquillo” 73-74)
Peña Batlle counters Tejera’s conclusion, saying there is no evidence that Enriquillo ever
renounced the rights of his race or engaged in any action that legitimized the Spanish
occupation (74). After thoroughly examining the case, he can still see no reason for such
a grave indictment. He thus revisits the four clauses, one by one:
Por la primera de las cláusulas ... se le puso término a la guerra existente y se
crearon relaciones de amistad entre las autoridades españolas y el jefe indio. La
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segunda de la cláusula constituye una verdadera alianza entre indios y españoles
contra los negros fugitivos. La tercera cláusula contiene la obligación para
Enrique de reconducir los indios alzados a los lugares de donde se habían fugado.
La cuarta cláusula obliga a los españoles a suministrar alimento y mantenimiento
al Cacique y a su familia. (74)
Peña Batlle interprets the clauses of the settlement as further evidence that each of the
two parties considered the other to be an equal: “Estas estipulaciones están concertadas
por dos poderes que se miran iguales entre sí y que se sienten colocados en un mismo
plano” (75). Both had made concessions and their obligations were compensated: the
Cacique renounced his rebellion and, in exchange, the Spaniards agreed to allow the
natives to live in peace with Enriquillo as their chief. This meant that the Spaniards
accepted Enriquillo as “una fuerza paralela y extraña al poder español de la colonia” (75).
Contrary to Tejera’s interpretation, the settlement amounted to a total vindication of the
rights of the indigenous race (75).
Peña Batlle dismisses Tejera’s suggestion that the agreement effectively turned
Enriquillo into some sort of soberano feudatario, pointing out that the juridical condition
in which Enriquillo and his subjects were inserted after the end of the war did not
correspond to the nature of feudalism (77). Enriquillo’s jurisdiction over the people that
followed him was not tied to the Spanish authorities, nor was it subject to a contract of
any kind that would limit his power over his men as was the case in feudal societies. In
this respect, the relation Enriquillo had with his subjects was very similar to the one the
Spaniards found upon their arrival in the island, which due to the natives’ “primitive”
nature could not be compared to those of feudalism (78). Therefore Tejera’s conclusions
were totally inappropriate and lacking all historical foundation:
No veo en ninguna parte los rastros de la renuncia de Enriquillo a los fueros de su
raza, ni veo tampoco los vínculos que pudieran convertirlo en un soberano
feudatario de España después que a instancias de las mismas autoridades
españolas se hizo la paz entre ellas y los indios alzados. (79)
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Finally, Peña Batlle sees Enriquillo’s rebellion as the origin of the concept of
sovereignty, although such a concept was “apenas una nebulosa en la mente de los
hombres de gobierno y de los estudiosos del primer tercio del siglo XVI” (75). The
modern notion of sovereignty is a byproduct of the French Revolution, thus “entre el
concepto que Vitoria y Las Casas pudieran mantener sobre la soberanía de un pueblo y el
que sobre el mismo asunto crearon Rousseau y Robespierre hay una distancia
astronómica” (75, emphasis in the original). However, the fact that Charles V decided to
find a negotiated solution to the war amounted to relinquishing Spain’s right to conquest,
“que era entonces y lo es todavía el anverso del derecho de soberanía” (76). Furthermore,
the philosophers of the French Revolution based their theory of sovereignty on the
experience of the discovery, colonization and conquest of America, of which Enriquillo’s
case was a defining moment:
Para quien sepa ver el sentido de los hechos más allá de su expresión literal, será
fácil encontrar en la entrevista de Enriquillo y Barrionuevo y en el tratado que uno
y otro concertaron la confrontación inicial de dos grandes conceptos, de dos
tendencias capitales en la historia de América: el derecho de conquista traído por
España junto con toda la ideología medieval que ésta transportó al Nuevo Mundo
y el concepto individualista, absoluto y teórico de la soberanía que germinó y
evolucionó en América de donde lo captaron los maestros de la Revolución. (77).
In seeing in the indigenous uprising the source of the ideas that led to the French
Revolution, Peña Batlle mirrors Galván’s reading of the episode as the prelude of the
movement that four centuries later put an end “en el Nuevo Mundo al derecho de
conquista” (Galván 513). He closes his case stating that as long as there lived an
indigenous Cacique, Spain’s presence on the island amounted to a usurpation of the rights
of the autochthonous people. It only became legitimate after the whole indigenous people
was extinguished: “Aunque este último hecho no puede precisarse a fecha cierta es justo
pensar que con la muerte del Cacique, mermada como estaba ya la población autóctona
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hasta términos desoladores, perecieron también los derechos de esa raza” (80). Once
Enriquillo and the native population disappeared the island belonged to nobody, thus
Spain could display its sovereignty over the territory “sin una fuerza concurrente y
legítima que contuviera su acción y la encerrara en el marco de los hechos” (81). While
the Cacique was alive, Spain’s presence remained based on the hechos. With Enriquillo’s
death, “el derecho de la ocupación se adentró en la esfera del derecho” (81).
The line of argument Peña Batlle follows in this essay invites a comparison with
his article “El período presidencial,” in which he maintained that the Dominican Republic
had not lost its sovereignty during the first U.S. occupation. His use of the term
“occupation” to define the Spanish presence on the island, and the link he establishes
between Enriquillo’s uprising and the concept of “sovereignty,” suggest that Peña Batlle
was approaching the Bahoruco episode from the same theoretical framework he had
employed in the 1926 article. In “El período presidencial” he observed that under
international law when a country is occupied its sovereignty survives in a latent state
“para entrar en actividad—automáticamente—tan pronto como cesa la ocupación” (Etapa
164). If the same principle applies to the case of Bahoruco, what can we make of the fact
that the Spanish occupation did not cease but became legitimate with the extinction of the
native population? Peña Batlle does not offer a clear answer to this question. However, he
persists in characterizing Spain’s presence in the island as a military occupation—even if
one sanctioned by legal principles. It should follow from this that as any other occupation
this one remained subject to being overturned one day or another, thus allowing for the
reemergence of the country’s sovereignty.
I propose that in reading the Bahoruco episode as a rebellion against the Spanish
“occupation” of the island, Peña Batlle symbolically identifies the native population with
the Dominican people. From this perspective, Enriquillo’s story marks not only the origin
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of the concept of popular sovereignty as a universal principle but also the spiritual birth
of the Dominican pueblo-nación. Implicit in Peña Batlle’s narrative lies the suggestion
that the Dominican people arose the very moment the natives expressed their will to
separate from Spain and to govern their own matters. Such identification, however,
proves deeply ambiguous, since it locates the origin of the people in a race with no
descendants. Even if, as Peña Batlle argued in “El período presidencial” the people’s
sovereignty could not be alienated nor transferred, the fact remains that at the end of his
version of Enriquillo’s epic, the hero and the whole native population he represents have
died, leaving behind a disembodied concept: not a Nation, but the specter of a Nation, a
will with no subject, with no referent in the material world.
Lacking a material basis, a genealogy of the Nation that has the Rebelión del
Bahoruco at its starting point can only be claimed by way of figural interpretation.
Enriquillo thus initiates a pattern in which all heroic acts of resisting imperial hegemony
are met with eventual defeat. That is the case in the essay “Las Devastaciones de 1605 y
1606,” the last work in which Peña Batlle upholds the principles of the liberal tradition
(González, “Peña Batlle” 591). Published in 1938, “Las Devastaciones,” which reads as a
sequel to Enriquillo’s story, deals with Spain’s efforts to curb the practice of smuggling
in the northern and western part of the island during the sixteenth century—a policy that
triggered the dramatic episodes designated with that name.38 By the end of the fifteenth
century, smuggling was seen as an ideological challenge to Spain’s jurisdiction over the
colony. Trying to eradicate it, the Crown issued an order on August of 1603 to transfer
the inhabitants and the cattle of the area to the vicinity of Santo Domingo. The order was
executed between the years 1605 and 1606 by Governor Antonio Osorio, whose violent

38 What follows is based on Moya Pons (45-50).
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means exceeded the provisions contained in the royal mandate. Ignoring the protests of
the majority of the population, the Spanish authorities forced the inhabitants of the region
to abandon their homes, and burned their houses, ranches, churches and crops. The
drastic measure not only impoverished the colony but proved counterproductive, since
the lands vacated attracted the same Europeans who Spain had tried to keep away.
Peña Batlle suggests a connection between the “devastaciones” and the Bahoruco
episodes from the outset, stating that:
Por espacio de casi un siglo ocupó España la isla Española y la mantuvo bajo su
dominio sin que sucediera ningún acontecimiento suficiente para quebrantar, por
su fuerza, la estructura de la situación creada con la muerte de Enriquillo y el
aniquilamiento de la aptitud indígena al gobierno propio. (Peña Batlle, Obras 145)
In this opening sentence almost a century of colonial experience is dealt with, as Peña
Batlle uses the consequences of Enriquillo’s death to frame a new tale of the origin. Once
again, he adopts the perspective of the vanquished and further deconstructs the epic of the
victors by emphasizing their economic motivations. As in the case of Enriquillo, the
Dominican people are identified with the enemies of the Spanish Empire. In the uprising
against the order to depopulate the rebels used weapons afforded by the French and the
Netherlanders (205). This fact, Peña Batlle argues, shows “hasta donde había comenzado
ya a definirse y precisarse en la colonia un espíritu social y económico independiente”
(205). Noting the racial diversity of the rebels—which included whites, mulattos, blacks,
and grifos—Peña Batlle goes on to say: “Lo cierto es que se estuvo en presencia de un
verdadero movimiento revolucionario que determinaron causas puramente criollas,
intereses puramente dominicanos” (205-06). Therefore, in destroying the revolutionary
movement, Spain also destroyed what should have been the foundation of a strong
nationality.
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Peña Batlle also blames Spain for what he portrays as two undesired
consequences of Governor’s Ossorio’s actions: the existence of the two nations within the
same island, and the “flawed” composition of the Dominican population. Without
Ossorio, “es muy probable que nosotros fuéramos hoy un país de naturaleza muy distinta
ya que, cuando menos, seríamos dueños de la totalidad de la isla y nuestra población sería
de tipo muy superior al actual” (206). The devastaciones thus thwarted what should have
been the natural development of the national history. Spain’s decision to depopulate the
northwestern region “fue el factor que decidió el establecimiento de pueblos extraños a la
cultura hispánica en el territorio de la primera colonia del Nuevo Mundo” (233). Hence
Peña Batlle’s depiction of Governor Ossorio as “el padre de la dualidad social y étnica”
that divided the Hispaniola island, and as the one responsible for the “la languidez y el
abatimiento con que se ha desarrollado la nacionalidad dominicana” (172).
There seems to be a contradiction between the notion of an ethnic duality within
the Hispaniola island and Peña Batlle’s comment on the defective nature of the
Dominican population, which implies a recognition of blackness if only to deprecate it.
However, his intention might have been to establish a contrast between a homogenously
black Haiti and a racially mixed Dominican Republic. In other words, Dominicans are
racially superior because they are not a hundred percent black. How the devastaciones
introduced blackness into the Dominican racial mixing, or how blackness came to be
perceived as a negative element, is anything but clear considering that Peña Batlle had
already mentioned blacks and mulattos among the members of the very “national”
movement that the devastaciones destroyed. In any case, this line of thought, which
locates him within the liberal tradition of Dominican pesimistas, announces what will
become a main aspect of Peña Batlle’s contribution to the Trujillista epic: the
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characterization of Haiti as an irrational force meant to the destroy the Spanish essence of
the Dominican nation.
Thus far I have followed the development of Peña Batlle’s political thought, from
his participation in the nationalistic movement to his rapprochement to Horacio
Vásquez’s government. During this period Peña Batlle drew upon the liberal tradition to
articulate an anti-imperialist discourse and to substantiate his positions in current political
affairs. Trujillo’s rise to power, however, saw a dramatic reduction in the number and the
scope of Peña Batlle’s publications, as he shifted his attention to Santo Domingo’s
colonial history. I have suggested that Peña Batlle’s interest in the national past was
driven by a deeply felt need to understand the present; that the tragic vision of history San
Miguel has identified in his work stemmed from an urgency to understand what had gone
wrong in his own time. Why had the liberal project in which he and other nationalist
intellectuals invested so much effort failed to build a viable society?
Profoundly disillusioned, Peña Batlle turned to Santo Domingo’s past in search of
answers. He interpreted the Bahoruco rebellion in terms of a legitimate response to an
illegal occupation, thus turning Enriquillo and his followers into a symbol of the birth of
the Dominican people. The total extinction of the indigenous population left that symbol
without any material basis. The Dominican people would exist only as “spirit” until it
incarnated into a new act of resistance against the Spanish hegemony. Such an act came
about with the Crown’s plans to depopulate the northwestern region of the island. By
destroying those towns, Spain obliterated what could have been the foundation of a
strong nationality. From that moment on, the Dominican collective life would be little
more than “un caso de patología social” (Obras 194).
In the following sections of the chapter I argue that the pessimistic view of history
Peña Batlle developed during his “internal exile” was incompatible with Trujillo’s
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totalitarian project. Therefore, after his assimilation to the dictatorship Peña Batlle had to
introduce substantial changes into his reconstruction of the national past. These changes
entailed a major transformation in the deep structure of his narrative. In his successive
reflections on Dominican history, Peña Batlle strives to make the cyclic pattern of rise
and fall he had traced in his previous essays into the first of a two-part story: before and
after the New Fatherland. In this new narration of the Dominican past, Enriquillo remains
a symbolic figure at the origin of the nation. Except that instead of rebelling against the
Spanish Empire, he is now refashioned as a precursor of conservative hispanismo, which
Peña Batlle placed at the center of the Trujillista state-building project.

3.3

LEAPING OVER THE ABYSS: PEÑA BATLLE’S TRUJILLISTA PHASE
Vega traces Peña Batlle’s first approach to the dictatorship back to 1935, when

Peña Batlle joined Trujillo’s Partido Dominicano (“Comentarios” 247). According to
Vega, Peña Batlle had been one of the few public figures who had refused to register in
the party, until in February 1935 he was separated from his position as member of the
Comisión Delimitadora de la Frontera. His expulsion took place shortly after the
authorities unveiled an alleged plot to assassinate Trujillo. As a response, Trujillo
increased the repression against the opposition and fired the few desafectos who still
received a salary from the government. On 8 April 1935, just a few days after his
incorporation into the Partido Dominicano, Peña Batlle took part in a meeting of support
of the Benefactor, in which he expressed his “interest” in the “sentido francamente
Nietzscheano que (Trujillo) ha impreso al Gobierno” (Peña Batlle, Etapa 251). Painfully
conscious of the incompatibility between Trujillo’s dictatorial ways and the liberal ideas
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he had embraced throughout his youth, he stated that the circumstances that brought
Trujillo to power:
no habrían podido conjurarse con éxito dentro de la ideología que hasta entonces
sostuvieron nuestros hombres de Estado, sino mediante la adopción de un sentido
nuevo y extraordinario de gobierno, que sólo un hombre singular, hubiera podido
imponer. Ese hombre fue Trujillo. Comprendo sin esfuerzo que era necesario
reprimir ambiciones para contemplar el paso de aquel hombre, a quien las
circunstancias mismas habían tomado de la mano para colocarlo a la cabeza de los
dominicanos en los precisos instantes en que la República, frente al cuadro
pavoroso de la crisis, necesitaba fuerzas supremas y energías inagotables. (251)
In spite of this ambiguous expression of support to Trujillo, Peña Batlle remained another
six years away from a governmental position.39
Peña Batlle’s complex history proves the validity of Bourdieau’s thesis that the
often unconscious anticipation of symbolic profit acts upon the process of production of
discourse (76-77). We have already seen Peña Batlle’s talent for assessing the conditions
of reception in his handling of the planned visit by the Haitian President during Horacio
Vásquez’s government. But the benefits of adjusting his position to the current political
reality became ever more evident once Peña Batlle gave in to Trujillo’s pressure, as he
mastered the art of exploiting language to build a political career. One only needs to
consider that his induction as a faculty member of the Universidad de Santo Domingo in
September 1941 took place a few days after a lecture in which Peña Batlle praised
Trujillo for having achieved the country’s financial independence from the United States.
Likewise, he was appointed Secretary of the Interior and Police, a job which put him in
charge of the campaign to “Dominicanize” the border, just a three weeks after his
infamous speech “El sentido de una política” (1942). In that speech, Peña Batlle

39 Vega attributes the delay to Peña Batlle’s letter congratulating the Generalísimo for rejecting the
proposal to change the name of the capital city to Ciudad Trujillo (“Comentarios” 249).
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commended Trujillo for having solved the long-standing border dispute with Haiti, while
warning that Dominicans needed to put a stop to “la corriente de una expansión social y
biológicamente encauzada contra nosotros” (Política 62). Given the importance analysts
have placed on “El sentido de una política,” and the influence it exerted on other
Trujillista intellectuals covered in the present study, I will summarize its main arguments
before proceeding with my discussion of Peña Batlle’s shift from tragedy to epic.40
“El sentido de una política” is arguably Peña Batlle’s most decidedly racist
work.41 As he strives to situate the border dispute in historical perspective, Peña Batlle
distances himself from the criticism against the Spanish colonial policy and enters in the
realm of myth, calling the Hispaniola “la isla maravillosa y encantada en que afincaron el
genio de Colón y el de la España constructiva del siglo XVI, la conquista y la
colonización del continente americano” (61). He blames eighteenth-century Spain—the
Spain influenced by rationalist philosophy—for the failure of the 1777 Aranjuez Treaty
to stop the penetration from the western side of the island, leaving the republic an even
more complicated border situation than that of the colonial period (62). Throughout the
years Dominican leaders had ignored the social aspects of the border, which Peña Batlle
defined as “una valla social, étnica, económica y religiosa absolutamente infranqueable”
(63). Realizing that the Haitian population grew at an alarming rate, and that the ethnic

40 Especially on Balaguer’s La realidad dominicana and Tomás Hernández Franco’s “Síntesis, magnitud y
solución de un problema” (1943).
41 As Mateo observes, in this speech Peña Batlle stresses race, in contrast with the emphasis he places
elsewhere on cultural difference: “‘El sentido de una política’ es decididamente racista. Peña Batlle hablaba
en representación de Trujillo, delineando una política de fronteras, que envolvió en un lenguaje organicista
tomado del componente racista del positivismo (Mito 173 n.24).
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constitutions of the two peoples were incompatible, General Trujillo had implemented the
only policy that made sense:
Que cada uno haga su vida en el límite material de sus posesiones sin que seamos
nosotros los llamados a sufrir las consecuencias de la fatalidad geográfica e
histórica del dualismo en que se reparte la isla, que una en indivisa halló y una e
indivisa debió transmitirnos España. (65-66)
Nobody could persuade Trujillo and the Dominican people to remain indifferent as the
sources of the Dominican nationhood were contaminated with elements foreign to its
essence:
No olvidemos que esta nación española, cristiana y católica que somos los
dominicanos, surgió pura y homogénea en la unidad geográfica de la isla y que así
se hubiera conservado hasta hoy a no ser por el injerto que desde los fines del
siglo XVII se acopló en el tronco prístino para inficionar su savia con la de
agentes profunda y fatalmente distintos de los que en el principio crecieron en la
Española. (66)
The passage is rich in implicit meanings, as can be seen in the use of the adjectives
“española,” “cristiana” y “católica” to describe the Dominican nation. It assumes that in
its origins the nation was geographically, culturally and—as it will become more clear
later in the text—biologically pure and homogeneous, which by inference identifies the
non-Spanish, non-Christian and non-Catholic members of the population as outsiders.
Ideology is also codified in the choice of words and the use of tropological language. The
words “pura,” “homogénea,” “prístina” are located in opposition to “injerto” (grafting)
and “inficionar” (to infect, to contaminate), and the metaphor that compares the nation to
a tree leads to the metaphorical representation of the outsiders as a disease endangering
the health of the Dominican society.42 Meanwhile, the first person of the plural in the
42 As Fairclouth observes, the disease metaphors “tend to take dominant interests to be the interests of
society as a whole, and construe expressions of non-dominant interests ... as undermining (the health of )
society per se” (Language 100). For a discussion on the process of naturalization see Fairclough, Language
76-77. Also see the chapter titled “Rites of institution” in Bourdieu 203.
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verb forms “olvidemos” and “somos” leaves no room for dissent: the receivers of the text
are expected to share these beliefs, which appear ritualized to the point of rendering their
arbitrary nature indiscernible.
Peña Batlle states that Trujillo’s actions to defend the Dominican culture from the
Haitian threat was just a new chapter in an old struggle with no predictable end, thus
attributing to the Haitian-Dominican conflict the proportions of a long-standing global
struggle:
Nosotros los dominicanos ponemos a prueba en esa lucha el sentido de una
civilización, de un capítulo principalísimo de la historia humana. El problema no
es, por tanto, todo nuestro; con nosotros está comprometido el valor entero de los
vínculos de la solidaridad interamericana que se fundan en la identidad de origen
de los pueblos del continente y en el sentido homogéneo de su civilización
común. (67)
Just as he had done in his 1926 letter to Acosta Velarde, in which he offered
hispanismo as a common ground for a Latin American alliance against U.S. imperialist
expansion, Peña Batlle appeals to the shared values of Western civilization, this time to
rally the nations of the continent against the Haitian Republic. The new strategy implies a
realignment in his politics of identification, since rather than being perceived as the
enemy the United States is invited to be part of the community of nations endangered by
the Haitian threat; hence the call for inter-American—instead of Spanish-American—
solidarity. In yet another departure from “Una carta,” Peña Batlle abandons the antihierarchical stance he had exhibited in 1926 when he makes clear that he does not bear
any grudges against the Haitian upper classes because the members of the Haitian elite
never migrates:
El haitiano que nos molesta y nos pone sobreaviso es el que forma la última
expresión social allende la frontera. Ese tipo es francamente indeseable. De raza
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netamente africana, no puede representar para nosotros, incentivo étnico ninguno.
Desposeído en su país de medios permanentes de subsistencia, es allí mismo una
carga, no cuenta con poder adquisitivo y por tanto no puede constituir un factor
apreciable en nuestra economía. Hombre mal alimentado y peor vestido, es débil,
aunque muy prolífico por lo bajo de su nivel de vida. Por esa misma razón el
haitiano que se nos adentra vive inficionado de vicios numerosos y capitales y
necesariamente tarado por enfermedades y deficiencias fisiológicas endémicas en
los bajos fondos de aquella sociedad. (67-68)
The passage not only dehumanizes the Haitian lower classes but makes clear the
role played by ethnicity in the drawing of the nation’s moral boundaries: blacks, Peña
Batlle suggests, are not welcomed members of the Dominican imagined community. The
constraints imposed by ethno-racial considerations to the definition of nationhood extend
to the religious practices of African origins, as can be attested in Peña Batlle’s call to halt
the presumed penetration of Haitian Vodou among the lower levels of the Dominican
population:
Si no actuamos con mano dura y ánimo fuerte, llegará el momento en el que el
mal será irremediable entre nosotros, tal como lo es del otro lado. No hay
gobierno en el mundo genuinamente culto y civilizado, que no tome providencias
decisivas contra amenaza tan seria, tan vital. ¿Es posible que se nos censure a
nosotros los dominicanos el que, urgidos por un simple dictado de propia
conservación, nos dediquemos a combatir elementos subversivos de nuestra
misma esencia nacional? (69-70)
Once again the use of the inclusive nosotros implies that the interests of the dominant
group are coterminous with those of the whole population. The magnitude of the dangers
allegedly posed by Haitian religious practices justifies the use of violence as a means of
safeguarding the nation’s essence. Thus Peña Batlle urges the government to act with
“mano dura” to solve the Haitian “problem.”
“El sentido de una política” has been considered an a posteriori justification of the
Haitian Massacre (Céspedes, Lenguaje 257), since the speech took place five years after
the killings. I agree with that characterization, but if one considers Peña Batlle’s
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subsequent role in the program of “Dominicanización de la frontera,” the speech appears
less a reflection on past events than a call to action for the present. It constitutes a clear
example of what Heather Rae calls “pathological” homogenization, namely, the methods
and strategies used by state-builders to construct national identity and to legitimate their
claim to power through the targeting of those singled out as outsiders (Rae 4-5).43
According to Rae, the construction of national identity involves the translation of
“difference” into “otherness” as a preliminary step towards the removal of difference by
forced religious conversion, expulsion or extermination (11). Herbert Hirsch makes a
similar claim, as he argues that state violence against a group of people is usually based
on “myths of the origin.” Once those myths identify the outsiders, that group is no longer
protected and becomes a legitimate target of aggression (99). Myths of the origin
dehumanize those outside the mythical boundaries, justifying their eventual
extermination, in a process that can be divided in four stages:
First, they define the out-group ... Second, they call for certain actions on the part
of the in-group that are justified by the myth. Third, they require unquestioning
obedience to the leaders, who will function, if they are obeyed, as the saviors of
the people. Fourth, the disguise the reality and justify the acts of destruction.
(100)
All these elements are present in “El sentido de una política”. After thoroughly
dehumanizing the Haitian population, Peña Batlle implicitly justifies the Haitian
Massacre, portraying Trujillo as the savior of the Spanish essence of the nation, and urges
the government to take new harsh measures against the “outsiders.”
On 6 January 1943, three weeks after the speech, he was appointed Secretary of
the Interior and Police, a position that granted him the power to implement the kind of
43 In explaining the use of the term “pathological,” Rae argues that “such practices have without exception
damaged the body politic, despite the benefits that state-builders may perceive, and they have invariably
caused human suffering on a vast scale” (4).
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actions he had called for. His responsibilities included supervising the security forces and
the propagandistic work oriented to shore up the regime, in addition to such pedestrian
duties as collecting the membership fees of Trujillo’s Partido Dominicano (Núñez 689).
More attuned with his intellectual competence he embarked on an ambitious program to
refashion the Dominican archive with an eighteen-volume collection commemorating the
centenary of the independence from Haiti.44 But the highlight of Peña Batlle’s term as
Secretary of the Interior and Police is his contribution to the “Dominicanization of the
Border,” a settlement program oriented to erase all traces of Haitian presence from the
borderlands and to incorporate the region into the national mainstream. As Ernesto Sagás
observes, the project to establish new colonies along the borderline had been launched by
Horacio Vásquez. Trujillo tried to maintain Vásquez’s policies, but his efforts failed. The
Haitian Massacre drastically changed the situation, as the government made plans to
transform the border by increasing the population and agricultural production (Sagás 5758).
As soon as he took office, Peña Batlle used his influence to “impregnarle al
régimen los valores de su enorme patriotismo” (Núñez 686). According to Núñez, that
work “halló su máxima expresión en la dominicanización de la frontera, en la vinculación
de las poblaciones entronizadas en aquellas soledades al sentimiento de la patria” (686).
Among his achievements, Núñez cites two bills approved by the Chamber of Deputies to

44 The Colección del Centenario, which came to be known also as Colección Trujillo, included works on
history, politics, law and literature. The Spanish literary historian Vicente Lloréns, who took part in the
project, writes that the people chosen by Peña Batlle for this task included several Spanish immigrants. The
most important of them, Javier Malagón, was in charge of compiling, organizing and editing the country’s
political Constitutions and legislative documents, with the help of Dominican legal expert Joaquín Salazar,
and the Spanish archivist María Ugarte de Brussiloff. The historiographical works were assigned to
Dominican authors Carlos Larrázabal, Sócrates Nolasco, Rufino Martínez, and Máximo Coiscou (qtd. in
Núñez 684).
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shore up the “Dominicanization” program. Law 319 replaced the “exotic” names of over
a hundred towns for names of Castilian origin—a measure that Núñez praises as a
“política lingüística de designación toponímica enraizada en la historia y en la lengua”
(680). Law 391 banned the practice of Vodou or luá (Vodou dances) under penalty of
deportation, two years of prison and fines of up to five hundred pesos (Núñez 687, Sagás
62).45 The measures created a legal framework for the government’s anti-Haitian
ideology and were aimed at controlling the influence of Haitians and blacks in the border
region (Sagás 62-63). In addition, Peña Batlle strengthened a body of Agentes Culturales
Fronterizos in charge of documenting the state of the Spanish language, the school
system, and the habits, traditions, and religious practices of the population, as well as the
movement of Haitians living within the borderland (Núñez 682).46
It should be clear by now that Peña Batlle’s involvement in the government’s
homogenizing project demanded a radical revision of his historical thinking. Having
participated in the demarcation of the border, he now took upon himself the task of
drawing the nation’s moral boundaries, of creating a clear-cut distinction between “them”
and “us” based on history. To achieve this goal, the past had to be “reinvented in the
‘memory’ of the present” (Quint 62), the way he did during his “internal exile,” when he

45 Peña Batlle was dismissed as Secretary of the Interior and Police and appointed Secretary of Foreign
Relations in October 1943, the eve of its implementation of the law 391, but he had time to send a memo to
all governors, mayors and other officials instructing them on the new regulations (Núñez 687 n.61). His
stint as Secretary of Foreign Relations marked the beginning of his most influential role within Trujillo’s
dictatorship (692). This position not only granted Peña Batlle the power to shape the country’s foreign
policy—including the Haitian-Dominican relations—but placed him at the head of a team of diplomats that
included the most brilliant minds at the service of Trujillo, among them Joaquín Balaguer and Tomás
Hernández Franco.
46 According to Núñez, a number of writers initiated their collaboration with Trujillo’s regime as cultural
agents, among them Ramón Marrero Aristy and Freddy Prestol Castillo, author of El Masacre se pasa a pie
(1973), a novel that relates the horrors of the Haitian Massacre (682).
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found in the history of colonial Santo Domingo an appropriate explanation for the
shortcomings of the nation. Wasn’t the death of the liberal project already inscribed in the
tragic end of Enriquillo’s people, or in the crimes of the Spanish state against the Creole
population at the turn of the sixteenth century? Tragedy, however, is not the genre of
victors. Power has a different way of looking back, of organizing the dispersed events of
the past and endowing them with meaning.
In the next section, I contrast Peña Batlle’s 1937 reading of Enriquillo’s story to
the one he articulates while in office as a high-ranking bureaucrat of Trujillo’s
dictatorship. I argue that in his new version of the story, Enriquillo remains a symbolic
figure at the origin of Dominican nationhood, but instead of rebelling against the Spanish
Empire, he is turned into a precursor of the hispanista ideology, which Peña Batlle redeploys at the center of the government’s efforts to homogenize the Dominican
population.

3.4

RECONSTRUCTING THE NATIONAL HERO
On 7 June 1946, the Jesuit priest Fray Cipriano de Utrera, an expert in the history

of colonial Santo Domingo, delivered a lecture at Casa de España on Enriquillo. The
lecture, entitled “Enriquillo y Boyá,” was commissioned by the Junta pro Día de la Raza,
and the audience included leaders of the Catholic Church, government officials,
diplomatic envoys, professionals, intellectuals, and students. After warning that some
people would not be happy with what he was about to say, Utrera thoroughly
deconstructed the myth around the figure of Enriquillo, arguing that the Cacique’s heroic
stature had been the result of “un artístico proceso de elaboración” (Utrera 22). To
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illustrate his point, Utrera sarcastically compared the history of that process of
elaboration with a painting that he describes in the following terms:
En el centro del lienzo, Enriquillo está de cuerpo entero; tiene en su mano derecha
un pergamino enrollado que muestra a guisa de cetro; con el brazo izquierdo
extendido, da protección paternal a un pequeño grupo de indios, cuyas diversas
edades y distintos sexos parecen simbolizar la raza aborigen de la Isla. Hacen
fondo a este grupo, completando el cuadro, en un lado la iglesia de Boyá y en el
otro la Sierra del Bahoruco, y del Bahoruco a Boyá multitud de indios proceden a
modo de caravana. Una banderola monta sobre todas las figuras y en ella se lee:
“El último Cacique de Haití.” (22-23)
Subsequently, Utrera first explains and then erases one by one all the elements of his
allegorical painting. He begins by the church of Boyá, where according to tradition the
tomb of Enriquillo was located, offering evidence that the people who first inhabited the
village had no relation with the rebels of Bahoruco: “Borremos, pues, del cuadro la
iglesia de Boyá ... y borremos también esa caravana de indios que baja y se aleja del
Bahoruco, asegurados ya de no haber de volver a pintarse en el lienzo” (26).
Utrera then turns to the roll of paper in Enriquillo’s hand, in which he fancies the
title “Primer Tratado Internacional celebrado y firmado en América” (26). Such is the
title employed by the historian José Gabriel García, who ascertained that the treaty
stipulated the abolition of the slavery of the indigenous population. This, Utrera argued,
was an echo of “la fantasía tropical del romántico haitiano Emile Nau, quien a su vez
recogió del ambiente local dominicano lo que nunca hubiera podido reconocer igual en
las fuentes ajustadas de la Historia” (27). Enriquillo did not fight for almost fourteen
years for the freedom of the Indians that were not with him in the mountains, nor for the
freedom of those who were soldiers or servants of the Spaniards (33). The abolition of
slavery was not a clause that could have been negotiated between a Spanish soldier and
someone who had just chosen between the royal pardon and an all-out war: “Por cuya
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razón ese título que se ha puesto en el rollo de la pintura, necesariamente queda borrado.
Borrado como si antes no se hubiera hecho lo mismo con el dibujo simbólico de Boyá,
por nonexistente” (34).
Proceeding with his deconstruction of Enriquillo, Utrera discusses the four points
of the “treaty” as summarized by Del Monte y Tejada. It is at this point of his arguments
that the friar deals the hardest blows to Enriquillo’s presumed heroism. Stating that the
reconciliation was not subject to any legal instrument, Utrera levels his gravest
accusation against Enriquillo when he ventures that with the agreement the Cacique and
his men were reduced to a “cuerpo de policía rural contra indios y negros desmandados
de sus amos y señores para buscarlos, vencerlos si resistían a su captura, y entregarlos a
sus amos, mediando cierto premio por el trabajo y exposición personal a que en tal
empresa y lances arriesgaban” (36). This settlement exhibited all the traits of an
arrangement between vassals at the service of the king, and in no way a peace treaty.
Furthermore:
Pues Enriquillo (asiente y) propone, para en causa propia de avenencia a la paz,
correr a todo indio extraño al propio bando que hayan huido de sus amos, sin
prejuzgar si huyeron por agravios, malos tratos y desafueros menores, iguales o
mayores que los que él padeció insufriblemente, es positivo que ese grupo de
indios, que en el lienzo está debajo el brazo protector del Cacique, no simboliza a
la raza indígena. (36, emphasis in the original).
Utrera quotes a letter written by the Audiencia on September 1, 1533, according
to which Enriquillo agreed to transfer all the blacks and Indians that were with him, and
was offered four linen shirts for each negro delivered. That, Utrera suggested, must have
included even the Indians not subjected to him, which further limited the number of that
group “sobre el cual extiende un brazo el Enriquillo” (36). Commenting on other
documents according to which Enriquillo traveled with twenty of his people to the city of
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Santo Domingo, where they were showered with gifts and attentions, Utrera observes
how the Cacique and his men lose their physiognomy as they approach the city:
No vienen desnudos, y en el cambiar de ropaje para majamente entrar en la
ciudad, lucen los talles con flamantes camisas; cada cuatro camisas representan un
negro entregado que antaño peleó creyendo que así tenía hermanada su suerte con
la de estos indios ... Ya el cacique es “Don Enrique” por nominación real: ha
sustituido el muy traído morrión que tomó a español vencido por el gorro señoril
de seda que recibió de regalo con muchas preseas; viste de seda y está hecho un
“pepillito”, elegante galán con tantas joyuelas, brinquiños, encajes y flecos
engalanado, y su porte es tan de español como puede sufrirlo el estudio de
acomodación en indio de entendimiento. Y en la ciudad consigue, por solicitud
tercera vez hecha, el ejercicio de funciones policiales contra negros e indios ... Su
pasado borróse ya en esa real carta de perdón: su presente está asegurado bien con
funciones de Jefe de policía rural: su futuro es incierto, pero si no ajusta la vida a
ser de provecho contra indios y negros huídos de sus amos, cierto será que irá a
dar un paseo a España, de donde nunca más le permitirán volver. (39-40)
Commenting on Utrera’s lecture, Doris Sommer wonders why, out of the many
improbable stories written by Las Casas, the historian decided to challenge precisely
Enriquillo’s (Foundational 256). His choice, according to Sommer, was dictated by
Galván’s novel, which turned Enriquillo into a symbol of the Dominican people.
Explaining the impassioned reaction caused by Utrera’s lecture, Sommer suggests that
the Trujillista ideology depended on Enriquillo’s myth; hence the impassionate reaction
that the lecture caused (256). If this is true, nobody saw it more clearly than Peña Batlle,
whose second foray into the subject of Enriquillo gives at times the impression of having
been written by Galván himself. Complaining that Utrera had left “muy rebajada y
desmirriada la humanidad de Enriquillo y muy apagado el hálito de su heroísmo,” Peña
Batlle warns that the Cacique’s figure should be revered, not destroyed, because the very
survival of the nation depends on its historical tradition: “La patria, como la concibe y
define Renán depende mucho de los sentimientos y afectos de la comunidad hacia el
pasado. Por patriotismo debemos guardar y defender el buen acervo de la historia
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nacional” (La Rebelión 49). Peña Batlle, thus, appears more deeply concerned with the
performative aspect of historiography than with finding that putative “scientific” truth he
had untiringly claimed to be in search of in his previous works. What matters, he seems
to believe now, is not what history can reveal about our past but what our perception of
the past can do to us as a community.
Utrera’s lecture offered Peña Batlle an opportunity to revise his tale of the origin
of the Dominican people, radically reversing the direction of his teleological view of
history. Convinced of the need to establish a conservative foundation for Dominican
nationality, Peña Batlle abandoned his interpretation of Enriquillo’s rebellion as a figura
of the liberal revolution, and rewrote it as what Raymundo González considers the
inaugural event of a conservative nationalistic enterprise free of the influences of French
rationalism (“Peña Batlle” 607). Instead of a movement of resistance against the Spanish
Empire, the 1948 essay suggests that Enriquillo’s revolt was meant to reaffirm the
principle of authority, and to preserve the eternal values of the Spanish culture.
Interestingly, Peña Batlle pursues this argument while suggesting he had not abandoned
his position of 1937. Indeed, he writes that Utrera’s analysis forced him to reread
everything he had written on the subject to discard it if the evidence offered by the friar
resulted irrefutable. However:
De la lectura de la conferencia sacamos el convencimiento de que, contrariamente
a lo que se propuso el historiador, tanto los documentos nuevos aportados, como
las deducciones que de éstos se desprenden, concurren a confirmar la tesis clásica
sobre la cuestión Enriquillo. (La Rebelión 50, emphasis in the original).
What Peña Batlle fails to say here is that his earlier foray into the matter was itself a
denial of the “tesis clásica sobre la cuestión Enriquillo.” Which means that the twelve
sections of La rebelión del Bahoruco constitute as much a pointed rebuke of Utrera’s
lecture as a skilful exercise of erasure of Peña Batlle’s own interpretation of the episode.
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Abandoning the viewpoint of the vanquished he had adopted before, Peña Batlle
concentrates his intellectual powers on inserting Enriquillo into a spiritual genealogy that
has Queen Isabella at the starting point and identifies the Bahoruco revolt with the values
of the Spanish State and Catholicism. To achieve this goal, Peña Batlle follows the path
trod by Galván, as he posits the existence of two Spains: one of them, moved by an
insatiable greed, subjected the native population of the Caribbean to the cruel system of
encomiendas and repartos; the other, moved by religious piety, did all that was in its
power to save the Indians (La Rebelión 62). Peña Batlle reminds us that Queen Isabella
had thwarted Christopher Columbus’s plans to subject the natives to slavery, and
declared them vassals of the Spanish Crown (52). Things would change drastically after
the Queen’s death:
Se recurrió nuevamente, por exigencia de las circunstancias, al desdichado
expediente de las encomiendas y repartos fijándose y organizándose sus alcances
y su estructura social. Se encomendó a los españoles la conversión y la
instrucción de los indios, a cambio de que éstos dedicaran algunas horas del días a
trabajar en beneficio de aquéllos. De esta manea se retribuía España los esfuerzos
que hacía para sacar a los naturales de la barbarie. (53, emphasis in the original)
I would like to call attention to how Peña Batlle separates the spirit of the law from its
practical results. Indeed, his criticism of the encomiendas and repartos system, which he
characterizes as “desdichado,” seems mitigated by the description that follows. The
natives were supposed to work just a few hours a day in payment for Spain’s efforts to
“civilize” them—a logic Peña Batlle does not dispute. As it was designed, he adds, the
system did not constitute slavery because the natives retained their freedom, “y con ello
se cumplían los expresos deseos de la Reina de Castilla” (53). Therefore, in theory it was
perfect, although its implementation turned it into the same form of slavery the Queen
had tried to avoid (54).
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The distinction between the spirit of the law and its application reinforces Peña
Batlle’s strategy to separate the Spanish State and the religious orders that advocated for
the rights of the native peoples, on the one hand, from the Spanish settlers and their
administrators, who were to be blamed for the failure of the system, on the other. The law
established that the natives could not be ruled as slaves, but as “vasallos libres del Rey,
esto es, con dominio simplemente político, en la misma forma que si fueran españoles”
(61). It is to claim the rights that the Spanish legal system afforded the indigenous
population, and only after having exhausted all the legal means available to him as a
vassal of the Spanish Crown, that Enriquillo rebelled. Therefore, rather than challenging
the Spanish hegemony over the island, his actions were meant to question the settlers’
deviation from the legal system, and in consequence from the royal authority, which was
the legitimate source of the Law.
Peña Batlle’s two Spains seem to correspond also to two different phases in the
Spanish colonization. During the first one, Spain arbitrarily imposed itself on the
American territories: “En este período inicial fueron razón de primer orden el capricho y
el interés de los colonos, frente a quienes pudo muy poco la autoridad central de la
Metrópoli” (76, emphasis added). During the second phase, many of the flaws of the
system governing the relations between Spaniards and Indians disappeared, “a medida
que la influencia organizadora del Estado español fué asentando sobre normas jurídicas la
convivencia indiana” (76). The emergence of the New Laws of 1542—a legal code that
regulated life in the new territories—meant a return to the viewpoints of the religious
friars who opposed the practices of the first administrators, harmonizing the Spanish
government with the political system of the native populations (77). According to Peña
Batlle, the horrible social conditions that triggered Enriquillo’s rebellion in 1519 were not
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replicated outside the Antilles in any other region of what would become SpanishAmerica (80).
As in his earlier essay on Enriquillo, Peña Batlle offers a detailed account of the
role played by the religious orders in the process that laid the foundations “del imponente
edificio moral y jurídico que luego construyeron los más nobles espíritus españoles de la
época” (81). However, this time he only mentions in passing Francisco de Vitoria’s
challenge to the legitimacy of Spain’s presence in America (85), focusing instead on the
ordeals of the “pobrecitos frailes que con tanto denuedo como entusiasmo cruzaban el
mar tenebroso para impetrar, de rodillas, el bien de los indios explotados” (75). The same
friars inculcated good habits and sentiments in the young Enriquillo, who became a man
“a la sombra espiritual del monasterio” (95). Enriquillo’s Catholic upbringing is
emphasized in the following excerpt in which Peña Batlle offers a moral portrait of the
Cacique:
Las condiciones morales del indio eran, más que corrientes, relevantes. Religioso
a carta cabal, no abandonó sus hábitos culturales, ni aún en los años de rebelión,
porque en el Bahoruco cumplía, hasta donde las circunstancias no lo vedaban, con
los preceptos de la Iglesia. Las reglas de vida que impuso a los rebeldes eran
severísimas. Espejo de sus propias costumbres y de las de la Cacica, su mujer.
Nadie podía transgredirlas sin castigo. (95)
Being the source of the Cacique’s adherence to high moral standards, the Catholic
faith, according to Peña Batlle, also offers a theoretical foundation for his cry for justice.
Behind Enriquillo’s rebellion it is possible to recognize the doctrine of Tomas Aquinas,
introduced into the island by the Dominican friars (178). Aquinas had drawn a distinction
between a political regime, whose rule followed principles, laws and customs, and a
despotic regime, which was based on the arbitrary and subjective disposition of a master
(178). A government whose origin is linked to violence could not be considered political;
therefore its subjects had no obligation to obey it. On the other hand, when a government
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has risen to power by legal means, its subjects had the obligation to obey, “porque en este
caso la forma del poder viene de Dios y sólo debe considerarse la tiranía como un
castigo” (178-179).47 Those were the principles wielded by the religious men who raised
Enriquillo:
En nuestra opinión fueron aquellas mismas enseñanzas las que movieron el
alzamiento del Bahoruco, no porque las estudiara el Cacique en aula alguna, sino
porque las oyera comentar mucho después que las predicó el Padre Montesino en
los días del Adviento del 1511. (180)
Consequently, far from a desire to sever the spiritual linkage between Indians and
Spaniards, as Peña Batlle had suggested in his previous essay on the matter, the rebellion
was meant to establish a social order based on the values of Christianity: “En definitiva la
guerra se sostuvo en el Bahoruco con el único fin de obtener, por esa vía, el cese de
procedimientos sociales opuestos al principio cristiano de la confraternidad humana”
(174).
Peña Batlle draws similar conclusions on the issue of Enriquillo’s relation to the
royal authority, as he postulates that the Cacique never challenged the Spanish
sovereignty over the Hispaniola Island:
De lo escrito hasta ahora se infiere como conclusión permanente que el Cacique
del Bahoruco no se levantó en 1519 contra el dominio de la Corona de Castilla, ni
contra los títulos que la investían con el poder político sobre las tierras
descubiertas. Enrique protestó de la ausencia de justicia y de los más elementales
principios de equidad en el tratamiento de españoles. Enrique protestó de la falta
de respeto por el individuo con que los españoles cumplían los fines de
colonización de la Isla. El Cacique no se dolió de ser vasallo, sino de ser esclavo
del Príncipe. En las montañas del Bahoruco se defendió y reclamó—por vías de
las armas y por primera vez en América—el mínimum de concesiones sociales
que una persona necesita para vivir como vasallo, súbdito o sujeto político de un
régimen cualquiera de autoridad. (106, emphasis in the original)
47 It seems plausible to suggest that Peña Batlle’s discussion of Aquinas’ theory was meant to define not
only Enriquillo’s rebellion, but also Trujillo’s government, which attempted to cover its despotic means
with a cloak of legality.
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This is a complete reversal of his position of 1937, when Peña Batlle portrayed the
Bahoruco war as a conflict between two powers situated at the same level. In “Enriquillo
o el germen de la teoría moderna del derecho de gentes” Peña Batlle stated that Charles
V’s letter to Enriquillo amounted to an acknowledgment of the Cacique as “una fuerza
paralela y extraña al poder español de la colonia” (75). In La rebelión del Bahoruco he
leaves little doubt about Cacique’s inferior position in the social hierarchy. For instance,
in his description of the treaty that put an end to the uprising, Peña Batlle states that:
“Nada significa, desde luego, para la exactitud de esta conclusión, que las voluntades
presentes en el convenio fuera, de una parte, la de la primera potencia política de la
época; y de la otra, la de un oscuro jefe indígena insurrecto en La Española” (144).
Contradicting his earlier opinion that the judicial condition in which Enriquillo and his
subjects were inserted after the end of the war did not correspond to the nature of the
feudal system (“Enriquillo o el germen” 77), Peña Batlle now believes that the Spanish
conquerors, under the influence of the legal and social environment that prevailed in
Europe at the turn of the turn of the fifteenth century, had to resort to feudal forms of
social organization to advance their penetration in the new territories (La Rebelión 154).
Peña Batlle’s turnaround on the issue also meant a departure from his original
theory that the Bahoruco rebellion planted the seed of the modern concept of sovereignty,
and consequently of the spiritual birth of a national subjectivity separated from Spain.
According to Peña Batlle, the Cacique never dreamed of establishing an independent
nation or state, since those concepts did not exist at the time, but to obtain the smallest
amount of social reforms:
Ese mínimum de concesiones sociales fué el que quiso hacer efectivo la Reina
desde el principio de la conquista y el que, desde 1511, con los sermones de La
Española, convirtieron los dominicos en programa de acción política en las Indias.
El levantamiento de 1519 no se fundó en un principio de libertad política, de
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independencia nacional propiamente dicha, sino en un anhelo de libertad
individual, sujeta al vínculo del vasallaje que no negó en ningún momento el
Cacique al Rey. (106)
Alluding to Rousseau’s theory of the natural man, Peña Batlle states that the rebellion
brought the native population back to the “estado de naturaleza,” as a consequence of the
interruption of all contacts with the Spaniards. In signing the agreement with Charles V
and submitting to the authority of the King, Enriquillo brought his people back to a state
of civilization.48 This new interpretation entails accepting as valid Emiliano Tejera’s
“classical thesis” that the treaty had turned Enriquillo into a feudal sovereign—a thesis
Peña Batlle had previously discarded as unsubstantiated:
Es preciso, pues, reconocer como ciertas las afirmaciones de don Emiliano Tejera,
cuando asignó sentido y carácter de tratado a las capitulaciones del Lago del
Comendador y calificó de especie de soberano feudatario al Cacique del
Bahoruco después de concertada la paz. (183, emphasis in the original)
Enriquillo’s capitulation, however, is further proof of the Cacique’s political insight and
moral stature. In accepting the King’s offer, he saved his people from a sure death and
preserved for posterity the ethic and judicial character of the uprising: “Si Enriquillo
hubiera rechazado la formal demanda de paz héchale directamente por la Corona, se
habría colocado fuera de la ley moral que le asistió en su protesta” (158). Besides,
Enriquillo had already achieved the goals of his rebellion. To pretend more would have
been “locura y desatino” in a man who always acted with moderation (159).49
48 It is worth noting that the Spanish far right identified Rousseau’s notion of sovereignty as the main
cause of the French Revolution, and therefore of the breakdown of the traditional social order. Ramiro de
Maeztu, for instance, believed that the revolution “surgió toda entera de la cabeza de Rousseau, cuando dijo
que el hombre se encuentra corrompido por las instituciones de la civilización y que había que restituirlo a
su estado de naturaleza para que recobrase su bondad” (qtd. in Morodo 188).
49 This interpretation coincides with Galván’s. In the last chapter of the novel, Galván suggests that
Enriquillo envisioned a peace agreement that guaranteed the complete freedom of his people and relieved
them from the miseries of life in the mountains: “Si en vez de su precaria existencia, él, Enrique, lograba
que, gracias a sus heroicos y cristianos hechos, la metrópoli castellana reconociera solemnemente los
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Finally, Peña Batlle also grants what he had previously considered a serious
offense to the Cacique’s legacy: Tejera’s conclusion that in signing the treaty with
Charles V, Enriquillo legitimized Spanish sovereignty over the island. Enriquillo
renounced unconditional freedom “para aceptar el dominio político de la Corona y
legitimar la conquista de la Isla” (184). In contrast with his 1937 belief that as long as
Enriquillo was alive Spain’s presence in the island constituted an usurpation of the rights
of the native population, Peña Batlle now argues that from the moment the treaty was
signed, Spain had a legitimate reason to take over the island: “el libre consentimiento de
sus pobladores” (184).
The comparison between Peña Batlle’s two essays on Enriquillo suggests that,
although apparently based on the same historical facts, they convey two different stories.
However, both are allegorical in nature, since their characters stand for abstract principles
that constitute the true actors of the social phenomena being interpreted. One of these
stories narrates the advent of the liberal revolution and the Dominican nation’s
emergence from the people’s struggle to destroy the social order; the other, the resilience
of tradition and the nation’s emergence from the people’s struggle to preserve the social
order. One is a tragedy, inasmuch as the story ends in death and oblivion; the other is an
epic, inasmuch as it ends in the legitimization of absolute power. In his subsequent
essays, Peña Batlle further develops the idea that a legitimate social order rests on the
correspondence between the material and the spiritual dimensions of the nation, between
the society-territory and culture (Obras 99). Should this correspondence fractures,
tradition would dictate the actions that must be taken to restore it (González, “Peña
Batlle” 626).
derechos de hombres libres a todos los naturales de La Española, ¿qué galardón más digno pudiera él
desear que ver coronada su gigantesca obra con la libertad de todos los restos de su infeliz raza...?” (528).
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3.5

CONCLUDING REMARKS
I have suggested that in Peña Batlle’s work, tragedy is only half of a two-part

story. Let us recall that in his liberal stage, he depicts colonial Santo Domingo as a
dystopia, with Enriquillo’s rebellion against Spain ending in death and oblivion. This
traumatic myth of origin is followed by the depopulation of the northwestern region of
the island, which sets off a series of failed attempts to build a strong nationality. In
contrast, in Peña Batlle’s conservative stage, colonial Santo Domingo constitutes the
nation’s Golden Age, with Enriquillo transformed into a champion of Spanish values.
Accordingly, the devastaciones are no longer a consequence of Spanish imperialistic
policies, but a fall from Paradise, caused by the enemies of Spain. And the same can be
said of the subsequent chain of traumatic events. That Dominicans survived as a Spanish
and Catholic community stands as proof of the people’s resolve to preserve its historical
legacy against the forces that aimed to destroy it—an aggregate of unruly peoples
incarnated in Haitian society. Dominicans forged their nationality in fear of not losing
themselves, “en la agonía de no perderse para siempre,” and to lose themselves was,
according to Peña Batlle, “dejar de ser españoles” (99). Peña Batlle dramatizes this sense
of insecurity in an emotional passage in which he speaks of the horrific sufferings
experienced by a population exhausted from having to defend its values from a long list
of outsiders: “Todo eso lo sufrimos los españoles-dominicanos en forma directa,
sintiéndolo en la carne y en los huesos, corriendo de un lado a otro, sudando y sangrando
horrores” (Obras, 103-04).
In describing Dominican collective life during the nineteenth century, Peña Batlle
offers a litany of political shortcomings that take place under what the labels “la Patria
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Vieja,” the Old Fatherland, “la que se perdió para siempre en la noche de un pasado que
no debemos recordar, sino para dolernos de su tristeza y de su fatalidad” (112-13). How
was such past erased forever, relegated to the hidden corners of memory, from which he
seems to retrieve it at will only to contrast it with the fortunes of present? Who had
restored the nation’s original self and made a whole out of so many fragments? Who
finally built a State out of so many false beginnings? Peña Batlle believed that the great
deeds of history were reserved for heroes, men endowed with superhuman attributes,
capable of condensing the energies of a people, of unifying the dispersed masses and
leading them to their destiny (Brea 38). To overcome adversity, to emerge from a long
period of darkness, a people could not depend on its own strength. This has always been
“la labor de un hombre, el destino de un héroe o la misión de un sabio” (Peña Batlle,
Política 27). In Peña Batlle’s view, such a man was no other than Trujillo, in whose
personality one could perceive “la acumulación de fuerzas trascendentales, casi cósmicas,
destinadas a satisfacer mandatos ineluctables de la conciencia nacional” (32).
In his political speeches, Peña Batlle describes Trujillo as a supernatural force
who rescues the nation from the wanderings of romance, putting an end to the episodic
nature of its traumatic history, along with its pattern of aimless repetition. Up to 1930
Dominicans lived seized with terror and uncertainty. However, “en 1930 cayeron por fin,
las pesadas cortinas de sombras que cubrían la vida nacional y apareció en el escenario la
figura de Rafael Leónidas Trujillo, el gobernante destinado a realizar el milagro de la
curación” (Política 196). Before Trujillo’s arrival, the Dominican State was nonexistent,
since all the leaders of the past lacked the vision, the will or the strength to satisfy the
needs of the people. The nation waited for an inspired leader to cut her loose from the
chains of backwardness and to cure her from her terrible paralysis. Peña Batlle depicts
Trujillo as that leader endowed with superhuman powers:
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Urgía la presencia de un temperamento superdotado, como el de Cromwel, como
el de Cavour, como el de Bismarck, que le diera cuerpo y concretara en una serie
de realizaciones tangibles, el disperso y confuso anhelo de una sociedad
disgregada, que buscaba, inútilmente, la expresión de su unidad política. El
pueblo dominicano encontró en Trujillo el cuerpo de su unidad. Con él rebasamos
definitivamente el angustioso período de la disgregación y entramos en el franco
sendero de la soberanía y del gobierno propio. (197)
According to Peña Batlle, with Trujillo the Dominican Republic had entered forever the
enlightened path of institutional stability (199). The nation needed not to concern herself
with her internal stability, for Trujillo’s achievements had put her on the path of
civilization and rationality. Nevertheless, the outside world was fraught with dangers, and
the people still needed Trujillo to keep it under his protective gaze and to finish the work
he had started:
No penséis que podemos descansar los dominicanos en el día séptimo de la
creación de nuestra felicidad. El forjador de la Patria Nueva no ha terminado la
obra, porque de sus fuerzas temperamentales y de sus aspiraciones de bien
público, espera mucho todavía el común de sus conciudadanos. Todos estamos
obligados a seguir el aliento de Hércules y remontar con él a las cimas de su
ensoñación patriótica. (202)
This passage mixes Biblical and classical references in order to portray Trujillo as a
Herculean deity, forging the Patria Nueva. Seen as a whole, Peña Batlle’s narrative thus
evokes a familiar pattern. Regardless of the particulars of each separate episode, in his
plot structure the Nation-State stands as the hero of a teleological epic who, after
experiencing the trauma of the fall, embarks on what seems to be an aimless journey.
However, after innumerable digressions and sacrifices, the hero realizes that the voyage
had been predetermined, and his wanderings come to an end. In Peña Batlle’s plot that
end is identified with Trujillo’s New Fatherland, the fulfillment of a project that began in
the sixteenth century, under the tutelage of imperial Spain. If in legitimating the Spanish
presence in the island, Enriquillo became the founder of the nation’s spiritual lineage, at
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the other end of the line, Trujillo rescued the Spanish essence of Dominican identity from
a fragmented Other that aimed to destroy it, and lead the nation to its political destiny.
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Chapter 3: Joaquín Balaguer and the foundation of the Eternal City
They are always there, specters, even if they do not exist, even if they are no
longer, even if they are not yet.
Jacques Derrida

In a poem titled “Ruinas,” one of the most canonical texts of Dominican
literature, Salomé Ureña (1850-1897) gives voice to the melancholic ambivalence of the
nineteenth-century Creole intellectuals who, shaken by the uncertainties of the present,
gazed back with nostalgia towards the colonial period (25-27). Ureña, a disciple and
collaborator of Eugenio María de Hostos, embraced the intellectual project designed to
break away from the past and bring the country to modernity, uniting all the citizens
behind a universal notion of progress. However, that project to transform the
disappointing national reality is ambiguously manifested in her poem as a longing to
restore the Colony’s lost primacy:
Memorias venerandas de otros días,
soberbios monumentos,
del pasado esplendor reliquias frías,
donde el arte vertió sus fantasías,
donde el alma expresó sus pensamientos:
al veros ¡ay! con rapidez que pasma
por la angustiada mente
que sueña con la gloria y se entusiasma,
discurre como alígero fantasma
la bella historia de otra edad luciente.
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¡Oh Quisqueya!50 Las ciencias agrupadas
te alzaron en sus hombros
del mundo a las atónitas miradas;
y hoy nos cuenta tus glorias olvidadas
la brisa que solloza en tus escombros.
Ayer, cuando las artes florecientes
su imperio aquí fijaron,
y tuviste creaciones eminentes,
fuiste pasmo y asombro de las gentes,
y la Atenas moderna te llamaron.
Aguila audaz que rápida tendiste
tus alas al vacío
y por sobre las nubes te meciste:
¿por qué te miro desolada y triste?
¿do está de tu grandeza el poderío?
Vinieron años de amarguras tantas,
de tanta servidumbre,
que hoy esa historia al recordar te espantas
porque inerme, de un dueño ante las plantas,
humillada te vió la muchedumbre.
Y las artes entonces, inactivas,
murieron en tu suelo,
se abatieron tus cúpulas altivas,
y las ciencias tendieron, fugitivas,
a otras regiones, con dolor, su vuelo.
¡Oh mi Antilla infeliz que el alma adora!
Doquiera que la vista
ávida gira en tu entusiasmo ahora,
una ruina denuncia acusadora
las muertas glorias de tu genio artista.
¡Patria desventurada! ¿Qué anatema
cayó sobre tu frente?
Levanta ya de tu indolencia extrema:
la hora sonó de redención suprema
50 Quisqueya and Haiti were the Arawak names for the island that Columbus named Española. Quisqueya
is frequently used to refer to the Dominican Republic.
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y ¡ay, si desmayas en la lid presente!
Pero vano temor: ya decidida
hacia el futuro avanzas;
ya del sueño despiertas a la vida
y a la gloria te vas engrandecida
en alas de risueñas esperanzas.
Lucha, insiste, tus títulos reclama:
que el fuego de tu zona
preste a tu genio su potente llama,
y entre el aplauso que te dé la fama
vuelve a ceñirte la triunfal corona.
Que mientras sueño para ti una palma,
y al porvenir caminas,
no más se oprimirá de angustia el alma
cuando contemple en la callada calma
la majestad solemne de tus ruinas. (94-96)
Probably the most remarkable feature of Ureña’s poem in terms of narrative
structure is its paradoxical temporality, the interplay of past and future that renders the
notion of progress deeply problematic. As if progress were indistinguishable from
regression, the promise of triumph and fulfillment that the poet envisions demands a
return to the origin, to a mythical time located in the colonial period—long before the city
fell at the feet of her Haitian master—when the nation’s destiny seemed auspicious and
uncomplicated. The paradox of this myth of origin turns into irony when one considers
that the “bella historia de otra edad luciente” for which the poet grieves could only be
perceived as such from the perspective of imperial power. In evoking the “Atenas
moderna,” the “águila audaz” flying in the highest, a writer from a subaltern country
claims as her own the forgotten glories of Empire. One could feel tempted to interpret
this as a typical case of what Homi Bhabha calls colonial mimicry, insofar as it offers a
“comic turn from the high ideals of colonial imagination to its low mimetic literary
effects” (85). According to Bhabha, “the menace of mimicry is its double vision which in
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disclosing the ambivalence of colonial discourse also disrupts its authority” (88, emphasis
in the original). However, the fact that Ureña is writing just a few years after the
Annexation to Spain (1861) and the subsequent war to restore the Republic (1863-1865)
makes it hard to read the unexpected comic effect of her nostalgic gaze as subversive.
Rather than disrupting the power structure of the colonial society, her imitation of the
high ideals of Empire comes across as a desire to recover it.51
I would like to take “Ruinas” as a point of departure for my reading of Balaguer’s
Guía emocional de la ciudad romántica (1944), a text which, like Ureña’s, articulates its
nostalgic view of the past through the extemporaneous imitation of imperial discourse. In
Guía emocional, Balaguer recovers the ruins of a city Ureña had portrayed as the rubble
of a lost civilization to turn them into the symbol of the nation. The book would live
many lives in a long process of additions and removals that spanned fifty years. But
under its ever changing surface, as in a palimpsest, one can still discern Balaguer’s
original scheme to legitimate the present relations of power appealing to the authority of
tradition.
In the 1944 version of his Guía emocional Balaguer offers an idealized image of
life during the colonial period, and then projects that image towards the present in order
to establish a link between Nicolás de Ovando, who built the city of Santo Domingo in
1502, and General Trujillo, who raised it from the ground after a devastating hurricane in
1930, giving birth to what was to be known as the “Patria Nueva.” As I argue in the

51 The idealization of the Spanish colonial period has a long tradition in Dominican literature and
historiography (San Miguel 8-34). However, Dominican intellectuals were not alone in what Michiel Baud
calls a “fundamental ambiguity” towards modernization. As Baud observes, “most Latin American elites
tried to forge their nations in the name of el progreso, a concept that symbolized the desire for rapid
modernization, but at the same time they feared, and sometimes resisted the destruction of ‘traditional’
society” (123).
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present chapter, this narrative of the national past bares the structure of what David Quint
terms the “epic of the victors.” Under the harmless appearance of a sentimental journey
through the streets of colonial Santo Domingo, Guía emocional reconstructs the
arguments that Trujillo’s government put forward to justify the Haitian Massacre,
portraying it as the only way of saving the Spanish values of the Dominican nation from
the menace of the “barbarians.” The chapter will unfolds as follows: Section 2.1 deals
with the emergence of antihaitianismo and its relation with the Haitian Massacre; section
2.2 examines Balaguer’s attempt to rewrite the genocide by establishing an analogy with
Spanish Reconquest; sections 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 offer a close reading of Balaguer’s Guía
emocional de la ciudad romántica as a text that looks for the origins of Trujillo’s power in
colonial Santo Domingo. In my concluding remarks, section 2.6, I compare the epic
narratives of Balaguer and Peña Batlle.

2.1

ANTIHAITIANISMO IDEOLOGY AND THE HAITIAN MASSACRE
While historians have offered several explanations for the massacre, most

accounts agree that the events of 1937 sprang from antihaitianismo and “the old
Dominican aspiration to ‘whiten’ their race” (Vega, Trujillo y Haití 23). Antihaitianismo
existed long before Trujillo’s rise to power, but Trujillista intellectuals developed it into a
“state-sponsored ideology” that combined anti-Haitian sentiment with the myths of
hispanidad (Sagás 46). Its origins have been traced back to the colonial system
implemented by the Spaniards in the Caribbean, which effectively translated social
inequality into racial difference (Despradel 83).52
52 The Spanish model was reproduced throughout America and is linked to the origin of the concept of
race. As Aníbal Quijano explains, race served to legitimize the social hierarchy put in place by the
Conquest enterprise, and to naturalize Europeans’ dominance over non-European populations (203).
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With the extermination of the native population of the Spanish Caribbean by the
mid-sixteenth century, race articulated the relations between Spaniards and African
slaves brought to satisfy the needs of the sugar plantation system. The decline of the
plantation system in Hispaniola promoted racial and cultural miscegenation but did not
alter the power structure (Despradel 84). Lil Despradel sees in this process of mestizaje
the cause of the mulattos’ need to assimilate with whites and to reject the black
components of their culture (85). The sugar industry reemerged on the western side of the
island, under the control of France, during the eighteenth century. The rapid growth of
the French colony elicited a double prejudice from the Spanish colonial elite (Sagás 2425). Nationalist sentiment against the French—the declared enemies of Spain—was
compounded by racial prejudice towards a people perceived as Dominicans’ inferior—a
prejudice adopted even by the slaves born in the Spanish colony, who considered
themselves “blancos de la tierra.” This prejudice consolidated after the 1805 invasions of
the eastern part of the island led by Jean-Jacques Dessalines, and took root during the
Haitian occupation of 1822-1844 (Despradel 89).
Anti-Haitian sentiment in the Dominican Republic was reinforced with the
migratory waves triggered by the resurgence of the sugar industry at the turn of the
twentieth century. The arrival of thousands of migrant workers from Haiti and the West
Indies caused alarm in the Dominican elite, which considered blackness to be a hurdle in
the nation’s path to progress. The presence of large numbers of people of “inferior” races
posed a difficult dilemma not only for the Dominican intellectuals but also for the leaders
of all Latin America, who imagined themselves as part of the European civilization
(Graham 2-3). For many thinkers of the region the only way out was to regenerate the
Racialization was a means of control of the labor force, as it provided the ideological basis for white
hegemony over non-salaried work (204).
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population through a steady process of race mixture. As Aline Helg points out, many
Latin American intellectuals embraced the European ideas regarding race:
Between 1880 and 1930, Hispanic American intellectuals were strongly
influenced by positivism, social Darwinism, geographical determinism, and many
racial theories emanating from Europe. Racism ... accompanied European
colonialism and U.S. imperialism. To elite Hispanic Americans tending to view
their own reality in relation to European and North American models, the racist
explanation of human diversity proved attractive. The racial issue pervaded
numerous essays in Hispanic America that discussed the Indian “problem,” the
black “question,” the consequences of “cross/breeding,” or the possible
emergence of a new Latin American race. (37-38)
The slogan “to govern is to populate,” proclaimed throughout the region, was indeed “an
appeal to ‘whiten’ the population by means of increased migration from Europe and the
marginalization, in some cases even extermination, of population groups that were
undesirable in the eyes of the elite and the letrados, their partners in the great ‘civilizing’
project” (San Miguel 23).
In the Dominican Republic, nineteenth-century men of letters repeatedly urged
the government to take measures to populate the countryside with European settlers.
Among the most ardent proponents of immigration was Hostos, who in 1885 argued that
white European families not only would serve as an “economic, domestic, and civic
model” for their neighbors, but also as a “biological element [to] increase the vitality of
[the Dominican] race with a contingent of new blood that [will] activate and strengthen
that which circulated in [its] veins” (qtd. in Martínez-Vergne 83).53 As a result of the
initiative of the Dominican government a group of isleños arrived in the country in the
1880s (Hoetink, Dominican People 27-28). A number of immigration laws and decrees
approved during the end of the nineteenth century and the early twentieth century offered
53 It must be said, however, that Hostos’s racist views, as Raymundo González correctly points out, were
compensated by the democratic principles he championed, particularly in his works on the Dominican
Republic (“Peña Batlle” 4).
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incentives to new settlers. These efforts, however, had an unexpected outcome: instead of
Europeans, the country received waves of immigrants from the Lesser Antilles and
Puerto Rico prior to the turn of the century, and from Haiti after 1910 (Martínez-Vergne
86). Soon the new arrivals became the target of a vigorous anti-immigrant campaign in
the pages of the major newspapers. Immigrants were repeatedly accused of unruly
conduct, of lowering wages, and of engaging in strange practices:
The head of the Republican Guard issued a prohibition against religious practices
outside of Catholic or Protestant church buildings, claiming that they led to
vagrancy and corruption. Wakes, puberty ceremonies, and other acts “of savagery
that provide the opportunity for drunkenness and entertainment that undermine
good habits”—clearly a reference to African religious traditions—were
proscribed. (87)
Although anti-immigrant sentiment was not unanimous, foreigners on Dominican
soil remained suspect, and even Hostos was criticized as an outsider (87). But the main
targets of attacks were the Haitians, whose numbers prior to the 1916 U.S. occupation
were insignificant. An article of 1892 in El Eco de la Opinión portrays Haitians as
“pretentious, arrogant, and contrary to the simplicity and morality of [Dominican]
habits,” adding that they “do not want to submit nor to adjust to them; and as a
consequence, only think of the absorbing [desire for] domination of the conquerors” (qtd.
in Martínez-Vergne 94). The article warns that “neither their political education, nor the
social customs, nor their pretentious arrogance, nor their crazy extravagances, nor their
paltry and unusual objective of political social isolation will be accepted” (94). As
Martínez-Vergne notes, the catalogue of these and other insults against Haitians:
Correctly identified the resentment over Haitian rule [over the eastern side of the
island] from 1822 to 1844; the rejection of Haitian racial politics; the contempt
for Haiti’s economic situation; and the sense of Dominican superiority due to a
perceived proximity to modern European political, social, economic, legal, and
cultural practices. (94)
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The Dominican writer Francisco Moscoso Puello summarizes these attitudes in the
second of his Letters to Eveline, first published in 1913, when he sarcastically states that,
“los dominicanos somos constitucionalmente blancos, porque ha sido a título de tales que
hemos establecido esta República, que usted no debe confundir con la de Haity, donde los
hombres comen gente, hablan francés patoi (sic) y abundan los papaluases” (11).
Antihaitianismo reached its apex during Trujillo’s dictatorship and provided the
conditions of possibility for the Haitian Massacre as part of an ongoing campaign to
“Dominicanize” the border. Although Trujillo’s official policy during his first years in
power did not reveal any anti-Haitian sentiments, the actions of the government—
including its unsuccessful attempts to bring in Jewish and white Puerto Rican immigrants
in 1936—betrayed the old desire to reinvigorate the Dominican population (Vega,
Trujillo y Haití 25). Vega reminds us that intellectuals such as Julio Ortega Frier and
Arturo Logroño, who worked for Trujillo before 1937, shared the ideal of whitening the
race, and points out that the efforts to attract white settlers and to expel Haitians living in
Dominican soil intensified during the ten months leading to the massacre (23-24).
The number of Haitians crossing the border into Dominican territory had
increased after Cuban President Fulgencio Batista ordered the expulsion of Haitian
laborers in 1937, and there was evidence that Dominican officers were smuggling illegal
immigrants. Also in that year, Dominican authorities received a large number of reports
of thefts in the border area. According to Vega, although all these circumstances had a
bearing on the Massacre, the order to carry out the killings may have been triggered by a
trip to a border town in which Trujillo received complaints of cattle rustling allegedly
committed by Haitians (Trujillo y Haití 25). As a result, from October 2 to October 9,
Haitians living in the Dominican Republic were persecuted and killed by machetewielding members of the Dominican army.
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2.2

REWRITING GENOCIDE: FROM MASSACRE TO RECONQUEST
Balaguer played a prominent role in the events of 1937, first in his condition of

the Acting Foreign Minister; later, as a member of the intellectual elite that took up the
task of rearticulating the killings by portraying Haitians as a threat to the survival of the
Dominican nation.54 His work at minimizing the impact in the international arena started
shortly after the outset of the massacre, when the first reports had yet to reach news
outlets. In an official letter dated 10 October 1937, addressed to Evremont Carrié, the
Haitian diplomatic envoy to the Dominican Republic, Balaguer takes note of a complaint
presented by the Haitian government, and states that:
Todos los informes transmitidos hasta ahora al Gobierno Dominicano sólo hacen
alusión a pequeños incidentes originados por la ejecución de la ley de Inmigración
que se está haciendo actualmente cumplir, de la manera más estricta, en todo el
territorio nacional, y por las instrucciones que se han dado a las fuerzas armadas
que prestan servicio en la frontera de impedir que los habitantes de aquella zona
continúen siendo azotados por los continuos robos que han mantenido
últimamente aquella región en un estado de constante zozobra. (“Notas” 52)
After assuring that President Trujillo would order an investigation and that whoever was
found responsible for the acts would face sanctions, Balaguer expressed surprise at
Carrié’s assertions that, according to some Haitians, the authors of the killings were
machete-carrying members of the Dominican Army:
De acuerdo con nuestras leyes los miembros del Ejército Dominicano no pueden
portar, bajo pena de severas sanciones, machetes ni ninguna otra clase de arma
cortante, por lo que tal denuncia parece ser infundada siempre que se refiera a
miembros del Ejército Dominicano. (52)

54 According to Mateo, the massacre was the intellectual enterprise that more deeply engaged almost all of
the men of letters at the service of Trujillo. Among them, Mateo highlights the works of Balaguer, Julio
Ortega Frier, Manuel Arturo Peña Battle y Max Henríquez Ureña (Mito 121).
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In this first official document, Balaguer skillfully accomplishes several objectives,
which can be analyzed focusing on the choice of words, the semantic relations between
sentences, and the grammatical structure.55 At a lexical level, Balaguer downplays the
magnitude of the massacre by characterizing the killings of immigrants as “pequeños
incidentes.” He also criminalizes the victims implying: 1) that they were in the country in
violation of the Dominican laws, and 2) that they may have been connected to thefts in
the region. Similarly, by using nominalization and passive constructions (such as
“originados por la ejecución,” “que se está haciendo actualmente cumplir”, and “que se
han dado a las fuerzas armadas”) Balaguer manages to cover the agents of the events.
This attempt to cover the perpetrators of the mass killings is emphasized by the causal
relation between the sentences in the proposition “los miembros del Ejército Dominicano
no pueden portar ... machetes ni ninguna otra clase de arma cortante, por lo que tal
denuncia parece ser infundada” (my emphasis). The fact, according to most accounts, is
that Dominican soldiers received orders to use machetes precisely to make the killings
look like a clash between civilians (Vega, Trujillo y Haití 40).
Balaguer’s main achievement during the ensuing diplomatic standoff between
Haiti and the Dominican Republic was a joint press release signed by him and Carrié
after what Dominican historian José Israel Cuello calls the “una hábil y nada escrupulosa
negociación el día 15 de octubre (...) con textos sucesivos intercambiados y sutiles
modificaciones” (11). The document became the centerpiece of the Dominican position
during the negotiations that took place in Washington, as the number of victims reported

55 Here I am drawing on several aspects of Norman Fairclough’s method of textual analysis. For a
discussion on meaning relations between sentences and clauses and their realization in various grammatical
structures, see Analysing 105-19. For the role of nominalization in obfuscating agency and social divisions,
see Analysing 143-42.
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abroad slowly rose to the thousands.56 An agreement reached on 31 January 1938, with
the mediation of Mexico, Cuba and the United States, established that the Dominican
government would pay its Haitian counterpart an indemnification for US$750,000 (Vega,
Trujillo y Haití 308). An article published in the New York Times on 1 March said that
the Dominican government had made a first payment for the amount of $250,000, which
caused the international press to loose interest in the conflict (Cuello 42). On 12 March
1938, the Dominican journal Listín Diario reported that 16 people were sentenced to 30
years in prison for the killings of 134 Haitians and 12 Dominicans, but did not provide
the names of the convicted. An article published on 15 March presented the events as the
spontaneous reaction of a few Dominican farmers to the thefts that some Haitians had
been perpetrating on their property (11).
From that moment on, Balaguer and other intellectuals devoted themselves to the
task of maintaining this fiction while hailing Trujillo as the savior of the nation, thus
giving him credit for a deed he could not admit to have done. It is in the gap between
these two disparate representations of the same social event that Trujillo’s intelligentsia
re-contextualized a discourse that dated back to the nineteenth century. Such discourse
portrayed the Dominican territory as the final stage of a centuries-old battle against the
“pagans,” the designation of choice for the social group deemed as the enemy of
Christianity. According to these elite intellectuals, not only the existence of the

56 On 19 December, the New York Times reported 12,000 deaths, including men, women and children, in
65 villages throughout the country (Cuello 42). In 1975, Balaguer put the number of dead at 17,000, (La
palabra 220). Vega rejects estimates of up to 35,000 deaths as exaggerated, and concludes that between
4,000 and 6,000 Haitians were killed (Trujillo y Haití 347). According to Vega, Trujillo was accused of a
greater number of deaths as part of a campaign designed by the Haitian Foreign Minister George Leger and
the U.S. Acting Secretary of State—and Trujillo’s personal enemy—Sumner Wells, with the intention of
softening the Dominican dictator: “A Trujillo se le ‘pegó’ un número mayor de haitianos muertos como
resultado de esa campaña publicitaria que buscaba ablandarlo” (335).
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Dominican Republic, but perhaps even the future of the Western civilization in America
was at stake in the Dominican-Haitian conflict.
Eight years after the killings, Balaguer, at the time a diplomatic envoy in Bogota,
referred to the massacre in an open letter to prominent Colombian intellectuals who
criticized Trujillo’s program of “Dominicanization” of the border. Arguing that because
of the uniqueness of its situation, the Dominican Republic could not be judged by the
same criteria used to judge other countries, Balaguer maintained the government’s
version of the story—although this time he gave it a little twist. While in his letter to
Carrié dated 10 October 1937, he spoke of minor incidents related to thefts that had been
perpetrated in recent time, in the letter addressed to the Colombian elite, the illegal acts
attributed to the victims had gained historical weight:
Los sucesos de 1937, los cuales los enemigos del gobierno dominicano han
tratado de pintar en el exterior como una inicua masacre de inermes masas
haitianas, fueron el estallido en el alma de nuestro campesino, de un sentimiento
de defensa y de protesta contra cuatro siglos de depredaciones realizadas en las
provincias del norte del país por grandes bandas de merodeadores haitianos.
(“Cartas” 505, my emphasis)
This new representation of the massacre is especially interesting because of the implicit
information it provides. Balaguer no longer seems so eager to deny the magnitude of the
killings; instead, he seeks to justify them by appealing to what seems at first an
expression of nationalistic zeal. On the other hand, Balaguer’s charge that the Haitian
“depredaciones” which elicited such feelings had been taking place for several centuries
effectively adds a whole set of ideological meaning to his previous strategy of
incrimination. Balaguer cannot be referring to Haitians proper, since the Haitian state was
only created in 1804. What exactly does he mean?
In the letter of 1945, Balaguer strived to polarize the social agents of his discourse
by arguing that Haitians were a permanent threat to the very existence of the Dominican
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Republic. He characterized Dominicans as predominantly Spanish and Catholic, while
almost the totality of the Haitian population is of “raza africana” and practices voodoo,
“especie de animismo africano de la peor extracción” (“Cartas” 504). Haitians, Balaguer
said, engage in such anti-Christian activities as incest, which Dominican peasants in
contact with the worst of the Haitian people were adopting. The problem that this
“undesirable penetration” represented to Dominican national consciousness was
compounded by the fact that Haitians reproduce at a rapid pace, due to “el nivel de vida
de las grandes masas de ese país es esencialmente primitivo” and tend to cross the border
in search of better living conditions (504). As a consequence, a more prolific and
homogeneous race threatened to sweep the country. Trujillo had to put a stop to this wave
of “Haitianization.” His efforts to “Dominicanize” the border thus guaranteed the survival
of the Dominican Republic as a Christian nation:
Esa empresa equivale a fijar definitivamente la constitución histórica de la
República y puede compararse, guardadas desde luego las distancias, con la que
realizó Isabel la Católica para extirpar de España a la morisma y para mantener la
pureza de la religión con el memorable edicto de 1492. (505)
The analogy between the “Dominicanization” of the border and the expulsion of
the Moors from Spain effectively brings the Dominican-Haitian conflict beyond the
limits of a presumed quarrel between two neighboring nations and gives it the global
meaning of a longstanding racial and religious struggle.57 In Balaguer’s interpretation of
57 This line of thought can be traced back to the literary historian Marcelino Menéndez Pelayo, who in an
often quoted essay on Dominican literature complains that once it separated from Spain in 1821, the nation
“cayó bajo la feroz dominación de los negros de Haití, que durante veintidós años la secuestraron de la
civilización europea, é intentaron borrar todas las huellas de su pasado, hasta el punto de prohibir el uso
oficial de la lengua castellana” (Historia 304). Menéndez Pelayo warns that the island’s Spanish culture
was in danger of being vanquished “bajo el peso de la salvaje dominación galo-etiópica” (307) but
expresses his confidence that it would ultimately prevail, even if “hoy se ciernan negras nubes sobre Santo
Domingo, y el porvenir de nuestra raza parezca más incierto allí que en ninguna otra parte de la América
española” (312).
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history, the people killed in 1937 were not merely citizens of a foreign country but
representatives of the “African race,” and therefore the sworn enemies of Christianity.
Seen in this context, the reference to “cuatro siglos de depredaciones” makes perfect
sense, since in this text Balaguer portrays Haitians as the direct—and only—descendants
of the African slaves brought to the island in the sixteenth century. The conflict is thus
reconfigured through a two-stage rhetorical move oriented to draw the Colombian
intellectuals into an everlasting crusade against the pagans. In the first stage, the
Dominican-Haitian conflict remains within the spatial limits of the island, as it is
projected in time to the beginning of the colonial period. In the second stage, the conflict
acquires universal proportions by being projected both in time and space as a
prolongation of the Reconquest, a mythical construction in which traditional Spanish
historiography gave the confrontation between Christians and pagans—between them and
us—its “eternal” form.
Balaguer’s justification of the massacre appears in an expanded form in his book
La realidad dominicana: semblanza de un país y de un régimen (1947).58 Although
published in Buenos Aires in 1947, the book had won a contest organized by the Ateneo
Dominicano to mark the first centenary of independence from Haiti in 1944, the same
year that Guía emocional de la ciudad romántica was published. In La realidad
Dominicana Balaguer turns to the analogy between the “Dominicanization” campaign
and the expulsion of the Moors from the Iberian peninsula, “coronada con el auxilio del

58 A revised version of La realidad dominicana that omits all the passages related to Trujillo would appear
years later under the title La isla al revés: Haití y el destino dominicano (1983). In the latter version
Balaguer abandons the epic structure of his narrative in favor of a tragic plot line. The triumphal rewriting
of the Massacre he undertook in La realidad dominicana gives way in the latter work to renewed fears that
the death of the nation may be imminent.
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Santo Oficio y con el memorable edicto de 1492” (90), to put forward the thesis that “la
extirpación del merodeo de las comarcas fronterizas no es una de esas tareas que pueden
cumplirse fácilmente sin efusión de sangre” (91). This connection between the
Dominican-Haitian conflict and the Reconquest enterprise merits closer examination,
since it is at the center of Balaguer’s rhetorical moves to make the Haitian Massacre
appear as inevitable and necessary.
It would be difficult to overstate the importance given to the Reconquest in
Spanish historiography. The epic story of a Spain united by the Catholic faith captivated
Spanish historians for several generations and was instrumental in the efforts of a number
of nineteenth-century Spanish politicians to legitimize their imperial projects and to
impose a notion of identity that would exclude all dissident groups from their imagined
community. Among the architects of this reconfiguration of the Reconquest we must
highlight the role of Menéndez Pelayo, whose authority was often invoked by Balaguer
and Manuel Arturo Peña Batlle.59 Julio Rodríguez-Puértolas writes that Menéndez Pelayo
was the perennial source of inspiration of all the future reactionary thought. According to
Rodríguez-Puértolas:
Soñaba Menéndez Pelayo con la misma España imperial del pasado que la
derecha y el fascismo hispanos, con la castiza época definida por él como de
“teólogos armados”, con un pueblo “escogido para ser la espada y el brazo de
Dios”, como dijera en 1889 en su discurso ante el I Congreso Católico Nacional.
(61)
Menéndez Pelayo’s epic vision appears in condensed form in the famous epilogue
of his Historia de los heterodoxos españoles, in which he put forward his thesis about the
Catholic essence of Spain. In that text, Menéndez Pelayo argues that the consciousness of
59 Balaguer even uses him as a source in discussing the number of Dominican population during the
Colony, although in a footnote he acknowledges that Menéndez Pelayo took this data from a document
written by a Dominican autor (La realidad 57).
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being a nation “se la dio a España el Cristianismo” (556) and warns against the dangers
of “la continua propaganda irreligiosa” undertaken by the freethinkers, “la peor casta de
impíos que se conocen en el mundo” (559). Twentieth-century intellectuals such as José
María Pemán, associated with the dictatorships of Miguel Primo de Rivera and Francisco
Franco, adopted this providencialist view of history to create consensus in favor of
Franco’s tight grip on power. In El hecho y la idea de la Unión Patriótica (1929), with a
prologue by Primo de Rivera, Pemán seeks to justify dictatorship appealing to a notion of
identity based on Catholicism’s heroic past. Arguing that the religious ideal is “sustantivo
en nuestro espíritu y en nuestra tradición” (306), Pemán examines some of the historic
events which Menéndez Pelayo highlights as hallmarks in Spain’s struggle against the
presumed enemies of the Christian religion, and states that “no es necesario recordar la
participación esencial, casi única, del ideal religioso en la Reconquista, en las empresas
del siglo de oro, en las aventuras de América” (307).
Although the Francoist claim to his legacy was not uncontested, Menéndez
Pelayo’s nationalistic rendering of Spanish history was instrumental in the efforts to
legitimize Franco’s regime.60 “Lacking a coherent ideological basis to rally mass support
for a prolonged civil war, the regime consciously selected the works of Menéndez y
Pelayo as the inspiration for its vision of Spain” (Foard 95). Even before the end of the
Civil War of 1936-1939, when the country was experiencing a shortage of paper, the
forces under General Franco’s control republished Menéndez Pelayo’s works and sought
to exploit his memory in favor of their cause:
60 As Foard explains, critics of the dictatorship “would deny the regime’s claim to Menéndez y Pelayo’s
memory by maintaining that there had in fact been two distinct epochs in the historian’s career.” The first
produced his most conservative works, La ciencia española and Historia de los heterodoxos españoles; “the
second, covering the last three decades of his life, witnessed a considerable broadening and moderation of
his views” (94).
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As the prophet of that consubstantiality of patria and catolicismo which was
Francoism’s hallmark, his ringing periods were declaimed from balconies by
minor luminaries who derived from him what little light they shed, and
administered to primary schoolchildren in Santiago de Monte’s heroes-of-thenation history textbooks. (Linehan 16)
The outcome of the conflict induced the victors to dream a return of the glorious times
that followed the year of 1492, the apotheosis of an eight-century process to recover what
had been lost with the Moors’ invasion (16). Franco’s ideologues thus created an
idealized image of the Reconquest in order to establish a genealogic link between the
builders of the nation and the winners of the civil war. Proclaiming to be the heir of that
tradition, Franco set himself up as the leader of a second Reconquista.
In a 1943 pamphlet, the exiled Dominican intellectual Juan Isidro Jimenes
Grullón, recognized the connection between the ideals of hispanidad promoted by
Francoism, and the racist arguments put forward by Trujillo’s government to justify the
mass killings of 1937. Responding to Peña Batlle’s speech “El sentido de una política,”
Jimenes Grullón asked:
Hay alguna diferencia entre esas afirmaciones y las que hacen los líderes del
falangismo? No traducen ellas la identificación de la vida de nuestros pueblos con
el concepto sustentado sobre éstas por los hombres que aspiran a darle virtualidad
política gracias al proyectado imperio de la hispanidad? (qtd. in Vega, Nazismo
40)
He went on to state that in Peña Batlle’s discourse, “como para Hitler, Franco y sus
adláteres,” there are no clear boundaries between Nazism, Fascism and Phalangism:
El [Peña Batlle] pretende ver en la raza española, que no tiene realidad
antropológica, la existencia de un ‘alma racial’ que se impuso sobre las razas
‘inferiores’ de América y creó allí una civilización específica... No parecen esas
declaraciones salidas de la cabeza de Hitler o de Rosenberg? No ha dicho Hitler,
en la edición alemana de ‘Mi lucha’ al referirse a los soldados negros que Francia
llevó al Rhin que tal acción tendía a contaminar la pura sangre germánica? (40)
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The comparison between Trujillo and Hitler had been made years earlier by the
Trujillistas themselves. A 1936 pamphlet, entitled “Neo-Socialismo Dominicano” and
authored by Dr. Fabio A. Mota, stated that Trujillo’s government represented a “neosocialismo nacionalista inspirado en el dominicanismo; como el nazi, en el germanismo
puro, es un neosocialismo” (Mota 45). Similarly, in an article published on 20 November
1933, and reproduced in Balaguer’s book Trujillo y su obra, Professor Leoncio Ramos
declared:
Si Italia agradece su redención a Benito Mussolini, si Alemania fía su salvación
en la energía y saber de Adolfo Hitler, si Estados Unidos presentan a la
admiración del mundo la proeza administrativa de Franklyn Delano Roosevelt, el
Generalísimo Rafael Leonidas Trujillo es y debe ser un auténtico motivo de
orgullo para todos los dominicanos. (qtd. in Vega, Nazismo 41)
Returning to the subject of the Reconquest, Balaguer’s own appropriation of this
myth to anchor Dominican self-representation in Spanish culture was already in play in
the first version of his Guía emocional de la ciudad romántica. The title, which evokes
the sentimental frivolity generally associated with Romanticism, is reminiscent of two
books first published in 1910—Granada: Guía emocional by the Spanish playwright
Gregorio Martínez Sierra, and the short novel Ciudad romántica: escenas de Santo
Domingo de Guzmán, la primada by the Dominican author Tulio M. Cestero.61 In joining
elements from both titles in his own, Balaguer hints at a deep connection between the
first city of the New World and the Andalusian city that crowned the Reconquest.
As is the case with most medieval accounts of the Reconquest (GonzálezCasanovas 26-24), the epic dimensions of Balaguer’s story can be traced in the shift in

61 The allusion to these authors, however, is intriguing, since neither Cesteros nor Martínez Sierra have the
epic perspective of history that one can identify in Balaguer’s text. In Cesteros, the representation of
national life is ambiguous, if not overtly pessimistic. Martínez Sierra, in his turn, attempts to demystify the
history of the winners to vindicate the losers of the campaigns of the Reconquest.
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the narrative voice. First Balaguer offers a lament for the fall of colonial Santo Domingo,
which he portrays consecutively as a vast garden, the center of Western civilization, a
place revered by poets and antiquarians, the point of departure for the conquest of new
territories for the Catholic faith, and a new Penelope waiting for the return of its lost
glory. This section, entitled “La fisonomía moral de la ciudad” is followed by an
“emotional” walk around a city inhabited only by specters, which he will turn into a
signifier of Western civilization. The walk marks the transition to a time of trial and
heroic deeds in which the epic story of the colonial period—itself a prolongation of the
old struggle against the pagans—is replicated in the present.

2.3

PRAISE AND LAMENT FOR THE ETERNAL CITY
In an essay accompanying a 1950 edition of Ureña’s collected poems Balaguer

refers to “Ruinas” as one of the author’s masterpieces. Balaguer’s subsequent analysis
throws light on the striking resemblance between “Ruinas” and his own depiction of the
colonial city. The poem, Balaguer writes, is a remarkable composition in which:
La gran poetisa traza primeramente, con maestría digna del pincel arqueológico
de Rodrigo de Caro, el cuadro melancólico de las fábricas que sintetizaron el
esplendor de la colonia, para levantarse después a la contemplación del destino de
la República, simbolizado en la grandeza extinguida de aquellas masas
arquitectónicas semidestrozadas.62 (Balaguer, “Salomé Ureña” 66)
62 Balaguer alludes to the elegy “A las ruinas de Itálica,” by Rodrigo de Caro (1573-1647). His comments
on De Caro’s poem echo those of Nicolás Heredia, who in 1898 wrote the following: “Así como el estudio
de la naturaleza viva en su forma más delicada, excitó el numen de [Francisco de] Rioja, la observación
arqueológica, el espectáculo de una ciudad en escombros, sugirió á Rodrigo de Caro esa producción única
que ha salvado su nombre del olvido. Sin embargo, aunque ambos modulan sonidos semejantes, la
melancolía de las silvas no es tan honda y persistente como lo que se desprende de las Ruinas, porque
siendo en esta poesía más amplio el escenario la emoción es más trágica y profunda. Piedras disgregadas
traen a la mente del observador el recuerdo de una grandeza soberbia convertida en polvo.” Comparing De
Caro’s elegy to Jorge Manrique’s famous “Coplas a la muerte de su padre,” Heredia states that being an
anthropologist, De Caro’s lingered, with an air of poetic sadness, “en los muros deshechos, en la escultura
rota, en la planta parásita, en la piedra envejecida, en tanto polvo ilustre que le invitaba a sentir y meditar.
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This appraisal not only captures the profound ambivalence of Ureña’s portrayal of the
city but also offers a veritable blueprint for the interpretation of Guía emocional. As is
foretold in the opening section, suggestively entitled “La sombra de Penélope,” Guía
emocional transforms the ruins first into a synthetic representation of the city’s lost
splendor, and then into a symbol of the nation’s destiny. The fundamental ambivalence of
such a representation is implicit in the binary opposition between an eternal soul (the
main subject of “La fisonomía moral de la ciudad”) and a mortal body (the subject of the
following section, “La ciudad monumental”). Although the boundaries separating those
two realms are not rigid, for Balaguer often inserts elements of one to highlight the value
of the other, the passage from “moral” to “monumental” already signals a shift in
emphasis from eternity to death, before reaching a transhistorical closure.
Both, “Ruinas” and Guía emocional de la ciudad romántica belong to a long
tradition of works of mourning. Lament for a dead hero or a fallen city constitutes an
essential element of epic. Thomas M. Greene states that most of the European poems
commonly described as epics “conclude quite literally in tears, and those few that fail to
do so tend to center on a pivotal scene of mourning” (“Natural Tears” 192). Elaine
Fantham links the pervasiveness of mourning in epic to the cultural preeminence of
Homer, which “has ensured that aspects of the great laments of the Illiad are reproduced
in Roman literature and developed by each successive composer of Roman epic” (222).
Noting that epic is not the only poetic genre at Rome to incorporate scenes of lament,
Fantham suggests that Roman epic modified the Greek tradition by borrowing from the

Entonces evoca la ciudad antes viva y opulenta, patria de césares, escenario de placeres—como por
analogía recuerda á Ilión, Atenas y Roma—para compararlas con el estado de desolación en que las mira,
deduciendo del ejemplo lecciones conmovedoras” (140-52).
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genres of history and tragedy “the public collective lament as a narrative movement,
providing closure or renewed resolution” (222). Similary, post-Virgilian epic
appropriates from forensic rhetoric “the role of generating resentment (invidia) against
the adversary” (222).
Balaguer’s own praise and lament for the colonial city appears in “La sombra de
Penélope,” which I reproduce here in its entirety for further analysis:
La vieja ciudad de Santo Domingo de Guzmán es un vasto jardín, abierto junto al
mar, por donde pasan los ángeles tocando a gloria en sus clarines de plata.
Desde los primeros años del siglo diez y seis, cuando los azares del
descubrimiento la convirtieron en el centro del mundo occidental y cuando los
dragones de la conquista se reunían en su suelo que fué el lugar escogido para
aquella cita de la gloria, gozó fama de ciudad hidalga y de ciudad acogedora: las
olas, que se estrellan en su larga línea de rompientes, anticipan esa hospitalidad al
viajero que se aproxima a sus costas saludándola desde lejos con sus pañuelos de
espuma.
Multitud de monumentos de vetusta piedra salen en este noble solar al paso del
visitante para hablarle con la perpetua novedad de su pasado. No es posible
substraerse, ante la perspectiva artística e histórica que desenvuelve en nuestro
espíritu este empolvado y secular escenario, a un entrañado sentimiento de respeto
por lo que cada una de estas piedras representa como testimonio de la actividad
espiritual de las generaciones que fueron y como tradición humana.
Se diría que toda la ciudad antigua fué levantada para servir como recreo de
poetas y como solaz de anticuarios. Por aquí un rasgo, patente en el pergamino o
en la piedra, enciende en nuestra memoria la imagen de Tirso de Molina, en los
días en que bajo nuestro cielo tropical abría sus alas la radiante inspiración del
sublime mercedario; por allí una fecha, grabada en una pared multicentenaria,
rememora el primer tinglado que se levantó en América para que oscuros cómicos
de la lengua63 pusieran en movimiento, bajo las bóvedas de la vieja catedral
iluminada para aquel espectáculo inusitado y deslumbrante, los regocijados
entremeses de Cristóbal de Llerena; por acá una estampa, ya casi desdibujada por
el tiempo, despierta en nuestra imaginación visiones de la España que aprendimos
a amar en las comedias de Lope, y por allá, entre pórticos derruídos y columnas
63 Balaguer probably meant “de la legua,” instead of “de la lengua,” although the error reappears in
subsequent editions.
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troncadas, los brazos de una cruz, abiertos aún sobre una bóveda insepulta, nos
recuerdan que desde los muros de esa fábrica en ruinas saltó sobre el océano la fe,
la invicta fe católica, para lanzarse a la conquista de nuevas tierras y para
avasallar el alma de un mundo con la imperecedera grandeza de sus símbolos.
La vieja ciudad, como todas las ciudades con ambiente histórico, tiene una
fisonomía peculiar, un alma propia. Hasta hace pocos años, las manifestaciones
violentas y estrepitosas que el natural desenvolvimiento de la vida adquiere en
otros centros abiertos a la irrupción cosmopolita, no habían logrado filtrarse al
través de su recinto amurallado. Ese aislamiento, mantenido durante más de
cuatro siglos, ha contribuído sin duda a conservar a aquel antiguo burgo su
vigorosa personalidad urbana, y a impedir que sus líneas históricas se deformen y
a que desaparezcan, arrastrados por un alud de influencias exóticas y de
costumbres incoloras, sus rasgos indelebles y sus caracteres locales. Todavía hoy,
las determinaciones del progreso no han sido capaces de arrebatarle la pátina
colonial ni de desteñirle el semblante: el pasado, que sobrevive intacto en el casco
de la ciudad antigua, nos invita aún a la meditación y nos predispone a la
añoranza. En los templos y en los viejos caserones vacíos, mora aún la poesía del
recuerdo y el alma de la colonia continúa flotando sobre la melancolía secular de
las ruinas.
No cuesta esfuerzo alguno imaginarse a esta ciudad como a una nueva Penélope
que ve pasar los años mientras teje la tela multicolor de sus sueños, sentada
indiferentemente, al borde de la historia, esperando el regreso de sus siglos de
plenitud, el retorno de las galeras en que habrá de volver, bogando contra la
corriente del tiempo, el encendido brillo de otras épocas, el áureo esplendor de su
pasado. (Guía 11-13)
In the opening sentence of this section, the city is described as a “vasto jardín,
abierto junto al mar, por donde pasan los ángeles tocando a gloria en sus clarines de
plata.” This long metaphor incorporates a topos of Spanish historiography that can be
traced back to the seventh century.64 If, as Hayden White suggests, tropic language “is
the shadow from which all realistic discourse tries to flee” (Tropics 2), Balaguer’s
64 In the prologue of a history of the West Goths from the 256 A.D. to the year 625, Isidore of Seville
portrays Spain as another Garden of Eden. His eulogy was appropriated by historians of the thirteenth
century such as Lucas de Tuy and Ximénez de Rada, but it was not until Alfonso X historians that the
“Loor de Espanna” together with a “Duello de Espanna” came to signal a break “between the RomanoVisigothic tradition and the beginning of the Reconquest: the ‘Spaniards’ are now seen to find their
historical identity in a common struggle as they respond to the Moors invasion and domination” (GonzálezCasanovas 19).
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inaugurating gesture could be interpreted as springing from the conscious desire to locate
his discourse in the realm of poetry rather than submitting it to the “tyranny of conceptual
overdeterminations” (White, Tropics 10). Rejecting the benefit of rational argumentation,
his text draws authority from the symbolic capital of Western tradition. This becomes
apparent in the shift from a timeless present to a specific period in history, which he
achieves without abandoning the language of mythical representation.
More significant for my argument is how in these opening lines the author
manages to locate colonial Santo Domingo in the center of Western civilization, a theme
that will return over and over again throughout the text. Elsewhere he describes Santo
Domingo as: “meridiano del mundo occidental [que] ejerció sobre todo un hemisferio,
como Grecia en la antigüedad clásica, el magisterio del arte y la cultura” (Guía 37). The
same idea is implicit in several passages in which colonial Santo Domingo is compared to
Athens and Rome, like when Balaguer takes pride in the city’s devotion to poetry and
music declaring that “un rumor helénico, como el que se oyó un día en los convites
platónicos, se percibe aún bajo la sombra de sus palmeras armoniosas” (27). Elaborating
on the analogy, he adds:
Esta ciudad, como la Atenas clásica y como la Florencia medicea, no vino al
mundo con los oídos llenos de tierra, sino llenos de cielo, poblados de infinito. En
sus ojos no hay polvo del que huellan nuestras plantas, sino polvo de las esferas
celestes, polvo del que cae cuando una estrella raya el cielo y se precipita en el
abismo iluminando la noche. (27)
In an appendix entitled “Datos topográficos”, Balaguer states that seven hills overlook
the colonial city, which recalls the seven hills of the imperial city of Rome. This
rhetorical move to portray Santo Domingo as the center of Western civilization
effectively inserts the city in the “zone of the sacred, the zone of absolute reality” (Eliade
17). Like other sacred cities of the past, Santo Domingo’s mythical model is situated in
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an ideal (celestial) region (8), hence the author’s “intimate feeling of respect” for what
the city’s stones represent.65
From the perspective of the epic tradition, the claim to the center on the merits of
cultural priority amounts to a translatio studii, “itself seen as the seal and confirmation of
the translatio imperii—the ultimate signifier of ‘legitimate’ authority” (Nicolopulos 4).66
With the transfer of learning from Europe to colonial Santo Domingo, imperial ideology
is transformed into a nationalistic project that instills a sense of inevitability into
Dominican history. Nevertheless, Santo Domingo’s claim to the center of the imperium
does not derive from cultural priority alone. Equally important is the putative role it
played in the spread of Catholicism.67 Balaguer suggests this after a passing reference to
“the Spain we learned how to love in Lope’s comedias,” when he states that anywhere
around colonial Santo Domingo
los brazos de una cruz, abiertos aún sobre una bóveda insepulta, nos recuerdan
que desde los muros de esa fábrica en ruinas saltó sobre el océano la fe, la invicta
65 Eliade formulates the architectonic symbolism of the center as follows: 1) The Sacred Mountain—where
heaven and earth meet—is situated at the center of the world. 2) Every temple or palace—and, by
extension, every sacred city or royal residence—is a Sacred Mountain, thus becoming a Center. 3) Being an
axis mundi, the sacred city or temple is regarded as the meeting point of heaven, earth, and hell (12).
66 The notion of translatio was key for philosophers of history during the Middle Ages. According to Ernst
Robert Curtius, medieval historians derived the concept of translatio (transference) from the Bible to
explain the replacement of one empire by another: “The renewal of the Empire by Charlemagne could be
regarded as a transferal of the Roman imperium to another people. This is implied in the formula translatio
imperii, with which the translatio studii (transferal of learning from Athens or Rome to Paris) was later coordinated”(28-29). Bellamy suggests that “the translatio imperii, the ‘translation’ of imperial power that
structures epic narrative, is one of the more teleologically determined concepts in literary history, indeed a
claim to be a totalizing history, an authoritative production of historical ‘truth’ that contributed significantly
to the exercise of an imperial will-to-power” (23).
67 The city’s religious fervor, emphasized by the number of pages devoted to convents, churches,
monasteries, and Santo Domingo’s Cathedral, had a significant role in Balaguer’s narrative of the birth of
the Republic. In describing the Church of Our Lady of Mercy, religious faith is said to be “sin duda el más
activo de los principios que intervienen en la formación del alma de una nacionalidad”. The church’s altars
“han servido para honrar a Dios y para honrar a la Patria; para los ritos del culto católico y para los del
culto cívico” (Guía 75).
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fe católica, para lanzarse a la conquista de nuevas tierras y para avasallar el alma
de un mundo con la imperecedera grandeza de sus símbolos.68 (Guía 12)
It is from Catholicism that the colonial city, symbol of the triumph of the Spanish
imperial enterprise in the New World, derived its everlasting greatness. The assertion that
from Santo Domingo’s old buildings the undefeated Catholic faith leapt over the “ocean”
to conquer the American territories erases the geographical and ideological boundaries
between Santo Domingo and the Metropolis. That prodigious leap, which turns the
expeditionary journeys across the Caribbean Sea into replicas of the transatlantic crossing
of imperial Spain, endows the Catholic faith with the violent strength of a fabulous
animal. The strength of Catholicism is underscored by the choice of words—leap,
conquest, subjugate. It is almost as if the condition of eternity rested upon that formidable
force. The passage exudes pride, even complacency in the victory of Catholicism over the
beliefs of the indigenous populations—a triumph of which colonial Santo Domingo
remains the most outstanding testimony. And yet there is a ghostly quality in the overall
picture of the city that turns Balaguer’s praise into a work of mourning. Signs of death
are everywhere: tombs, empty houses, ruinous walls, and, above all, like the very specter
of the Classic tradition, the soul of Spain haunting the streets of a deserted city. The
question must be asked: Where is everybody? Who inhabits this place?
Commenting on the representation of Troy in Euripides’ The Trojan Women,
Adrian Poole writes that the city is being turned before our eyes into an “erēmia,” a word
with no English equivalent that roughly translates: “where man is not” (264). Erēmia, he
explains, is associated with “a place, or state or relationship that was once full, rich,
68 Once again, Balaguer’s rhetoric echoes that of Menéndez Pelayo, who declared that it was as a reward
to the perseverance of its faith that God granted the Spanish people “el destino más alto entre todos los
destinos de la historia humana: el de completar el planeta, el de borrar los antiguos linderos del mundo”
(“Epílogo” 557).
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substantial, informed by presence, and that is now empty, hollow, drained, inhabited only
by an absence” (265). The word condenses the sense of privation accumulated throughout
Euripide’s play, a privation that is derived not just from the destruction but from the
obliteration of Troy: “For the Troy that was once megalopolis, a great city, is at the end
apolis, no city, and the Chorus fear that even the name of the land will vanish” (266).69
Balaguer’s loor of the colonial city, his nostalgic appeal “to a mythical past where
nationality was supposed to have been unambiguous and unproblematic” (Baud,
“Constitutionally White” 124), betrays a similar sense of privation. Having been
portrayed as the center of the Empire, Santo Domingo has been turned into a “no city”
inhabited only by the specters of the past.
Not by coincidence the first character mentioned by name in the book appears
under the shape of a shadow: the shadow of Ulysses’ faithful wife. Colonial Santo
Domingo, Balaguer writes, resembles a new Penelope, awaiting the return of her
centuries of plenitude. The confidence in the power of a heroic origin is held in check by
the uncertainty implied in the act of waiting. As it turns out, Penelope’s shadow will be
the first in a parade of specters which Balaguer invokes in mourning the loss of the city’s
golden age. In the section entitled “Ciudad caballeresca y española,” Balaguer exclaims:
Qué mundo de evocaciones nos sugiere un paseo al través de la ciudad dormida,
en la quietud de la noche! A tales horas circulan por las viejas plazas de la ciudad
huéspedes extraños, espectros silenciosos transitan por sus medrosas mansiones
abandonadas, y la luna vierte a puñados sus alhajas de plata sobre la desnudez de
las ruinas, como una doble protesta por la crueldad con que los hombres han
69 Drawing from Poole’s reading of Euripides, Bellamy suggests the same sense of aching absence can be
found in Virgil’s Troy: “Despite Virgil’s many allusions to Homer’s Troy, we come to realize that there is
no Troy in the Aeneid, at least no Troy that is not, in some sense, dependent on Aenea’s precarious and
emotionally charged remembrance of it.” Virgil’s Troy is also an erēmia, “a gap at the core of any attempt
to
(re)construct
a
Troy
that
may
never
have
been”
(66-67).
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abatido sus murallas y por el rigor con que el tiempo ha castigado sus muros.
(Guía 17)
The specters reappear elsewhere, as Balaguer describes Diego Colón’s palace.
Contrasting the evoking power of this monument with other buildings whose stones
remain “obstinadamente silenciosas,” Balaguer writes that:
Los recuerdos transitan como fantasmas por lo alto de sus muros; las sombras
pasan como celajes por sus rincones desiertos y por sus salas abandonadas; un
temblor de misterio recorre sus paredes húmedas y umbrosas, y los hombres que
un día las habitaron, pero que ya hace tiempo se hundieron en lo desconocido,
proyectan sobre ellas un resplandor que no muere como el de esos astros que aún
después de extinguidos siguen irradiando fulgores en la noche. (60)
The ghosts are here specifically associated with historical memory. We are told that their
shades move like celajes, like clouds in a cloudscape, an image that captures both the
smooth swiftness of their movement and the prophetic value of their presence. Celaje—
which relates to the Spanish word cielo, sky—could also be translated as omen, prophetic
sign, augury. And these prophetic signs appear everywhere around the old city:
“Nombres, fechas, vivos clamores de epopeya o desmayadas voces de romance se
perciben en cada piedra, en cada columna trunca, en cada rincón de esas ruinas donde se
detiene la mirada que interroga el pasado” (60).70
The city’s specters supply an image of generational continuity. Seen in retrospect,
their prophetic messages instill a sense of direction to the events of the past. From the
vantage point of Balaguer’s narrative, the reader contemplates the transient spirits of the
city’s legendary origins before leading the way to its renewal in present time. The history
of the colonial period thus passes before our eyes, as some figures are separated from the
procession of ghosts:
70 To deliver prophetic messages to the hero is precisely the business of ghosts in epic poetry. For an
overview of the role of prophecy in epic poetry, see Nicolopulos, “Ercilla’s eclectic web of epic prophecy”
(65-117).
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Ya nos parece ver, ceñido en su flamante armadura, al capitán Francisco de
Barrionuevo, con sus tercios castellanos, recién llegado de España para sojuzgar
al cacique rebelde que a la sazón llenaba las montañas del Bahoruco de gritos
redentores; ya la que se adelanta a nuestro encuentro es la noble figura del
Adelantado Bartolomé Colón, alto atiesado, con su severo continente y sus
maneras solemnes y señoriales; ya la que responde al llamado de nuestra
evocación, es la dama romántica del séquito virreynal que, impulsada por el amor
y mientras la corte duerme, se atreve hasta la puerta de San Diego para esperar la
llegada de algún embozado cuya capa se levanta para mostrar por detrás la punta
de la inquieta tizona; ya nos parece ver bajar, por la escalera adoquinada, a un
grande de la colonia con espada al cinto y con capotillo de mangas; o vemos aún,
en los salones y en los jardines de la señorial mansión, pajes voladores, con calzas
de seda y talabarte de terciopelo, que van y vienen entre indios cobrizos de
desnudos torsos y cimeras de plumas; o ya en fin, aparecen ante nuestros ojos los
propios virreyes, doña María, ensoñadora entre su ténue túnica de vilanos, y don
Diego, acompasado y digno, en medio del fasto virreynal, como un varón de la
Escritura. (60-61)
This passage is reminiscent of Book 6 of the Aeneid, in which “the hero’s father, pointing
now at one, now at another, passing spirit, delivers an idealized, capsule history of Rome
from its remote, legendary origins up to the reinauguration of the aurea saecula (golden
age) under Augustus” (Nicolopulos 71-72). Like the spirits of future generations that
Aeneas sees in Olympus, the specters Balaguer invokes walk in silence as he too offers a
synthesized history of the colonial period. In taking the place of Anchises—a place
endowed with the symbolic power of Virgilian tradition—Balaguer gains access to
prophetic knowledge. To borrow from Andrew Fichter, he “speaks of the past as if it
were a future—a future to which he and his heroes are granted access only in
extraordinary moments of prophetic vision during which the scroll of fate is unrolled and
the divine plan is for an instant revealed” (1).
Before proceeding any further, we must attempt to analyze this “hyperbolic
surplus of spectrality” (Derrida 161). Is there any hierarchy of ghosts in Balaguer’s
narrative? Is there a logic in his shift from one kind of spirit to the other? So far we have
seen the following categories of spiritual beings populating his book: ángeles (the angels
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that pass by playing hymns of glory); almas (the soul of the colonial period); sombras
(the shadow of Penelope, and the shadows that pass like clouds or like omens by the
corners of Diego Colón’s palace); fantasmas (memories sliding like ghosts on top of the
walls), and espectros (specters that walk in silence inside the empty mansions). Finally,
Balaguer also uses the word espíritu, spirit, as when he states that it was from Santo
Domingo that the spirit of Spain was carried over to the rest of the continent (Balaguer,
Guía 37).
Without getting entangled in too detailed a taxonomical operation, it should be
noted that not all of these categories are interchangeable. As Derrida reminds us, the
specter “is a paradoxical incorporation, the becoming-body, a certain phenomenal and
carnal form of the spirit” (5). The spirit makes itself visible in the specter, who can also
be defined as an entity located between soul and body. The specter “becomes, rather,
some ‘thing’ that remains difficult to name: neither soul nor body, and both one and the
other” (5). It is such difference that concerns us the most in reading Balaguer’s text,
whose passage from spirit to specter involves two distinct processes of transformation: 1)
from the invisible to the visible, and 2) from the universal to the particular. These
processes control the way the disembodied spirit of Spain, itself a singular manifestation
of the supreme spirit of Western civilization, becomes matter in the monuments of a
particular city. A similar descending movement takes place in the narrative shift from the
soul of Spain to the unidentified ghosts that walk around the city, and from these to the
familiar specters of the great men and women that once inhabited its abandoned
buildings.
In his essay “A Disturbance of Memory on the Acropolis,” Freud, meditating on a
trip he took to Athens in 1904, relates his surprise at seeing that the Acropolis he had
learned about in the books existed in reality. Freud says he was so impressed he had the
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momentary feeling that the monument before him was not real. He called that feeling
“derealization” (qtd. in Bellamy 47). As Bellamy notes, “in this counterpart to the
phenomenon of déjà vu, the concept of ‘derealization’ ... deconstructs Athens to the point
that the city is most cherished only in its imaginative incarnation” (47). Balaguer’s
project to link the nation’s mythical origins to the New Fatherland involves a similar
process of “derealizing” Santo Domingo’s historical reality. In Guía emocional, a
spiritual entity—Ureña’s winged ghost of history, Spanish culture, Western civilization—
becomes visible in the colonial city before being projected prophetically onto the nation’s
destiny. In the remaining sections of this chapter, I will examine how Balaguer achieves
this goal by transferring the symbolic value of the old city to the new Ciudad Trujillo.

2.4

SANTO DOMINGO’S TALE OF DEATH AND RESURRECTION
“La ciudad monumental” marks the passage from the invisible spiritual being of

Western civilization to the spectral reality of the colonial city. In this section the reader is
invited to embark in an emotional journey “bajo la noche llena de silencios inmóviles,
por la vieja ciudad que aún permanece encerrada en el anillo de sus murallas seculares”
(Balaguer, Guía 35). The tour around Santo Domingo’s most symbolic monuments
begins with a visit to a petrified ceiba tree that rises near the Ozama river; continues with
the Cathedral of Santa Maria; then Columbus’s Palace, the Dominican convent, the
Monastery of San Francisco, the Church and Convent of our Lady of Mercy, the Church
of Regina Angelorum, the Ruins of Saint Nicholas, and finally the Torre del Homenaje,
in the Fortress of Santo Domingo.
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This itinerary makes no sense from a pedestrian’s point of view.71 It would have
been much easier, for instance, to go from the ceiba tree to Columbus’s Palace first,
which is close by, than to walk all the way down to the cathedral, further south. And once
at the cathedral, why going back north to Columbus’s Palace, if both the Church of
Regina Angelorum and the Fortress of Santo Domingo are just a couple of blocks away?
What is the purpose of walking from the Regina westward to the Ruins of San Nicolás
and then back to the Fortress of Santo Domingo, to the east? Nor is the itinerary
organized attending to a strict chronological principle, since, except for the ceiba tree
which was supposed to have been there in 1492, the monuments are not presented in
order of their appearance in history.72
In this section I will argue that the itinerary of Balaguer’s emotional tour responds
to a poetic logic that sets the stage for the text’s ideological closure. I have already
suggested that an essential part of Balaguer’s project was to postulate a new transference
of power, a translatio imperii from colonial Santo Domingo to Ciudad Trujillo, which had
already taken place. To make this transference possible colonial Santo Domingo must be
symbolically destroyed. Like Aeneas’ Troy, the city must be razed to the ground for the
translatio to be successful. Unlike the transference of power from Troy to Rome,
however, the movement from colonial Santo Domingo to Ciudad Trujillo takes place

71 Balaguer offers a more logical itinerary in his only novel Los carpinteros, in which the lover of
President Heureaux takes a short ride in a coach around the Colonial city. In this tour, the monuments
appear in the following order: the Monastery of San Francisco, the Columbus’s Palace, the Torre del
Homenaje, and the Ruins of Saint Nicholas. The ride ends in front of Columbus’s Plaza, where the
Cathedral is located (144-50).
72 The dates of construction of each building, provided by Balaguer in the final section of Guía emocional,
“Datos históricos acerca de los principales monumentos coloniales”, are as follows: The Cathedral of Santa
Maria (either 1514 or 1520); Columbus’s Palace (1510); Monastery and Church of the Dominican Order
(1538); San Francisco church (1556); The Church and Convent of Our Lady of Mercy (1555); Church and
Convent of Regina Angelorum (1564); Church of San Nicolas (1506), and Torre del Homenaje (1503).
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within the same geographical boundaries. Rather than shifting from east to west, in
Balaguer’s epic, power slides over the axis of time: from the colonial period to the
twentieth century. Monument after monument, our gaze is first oriented towards the
mimetic representation of the Western spirit visible in the city’s standing monuments.
From there, the gaze turns to the contemplation of less fortunate buildings, whose
material traces of death and obliteration tell a story of successive periods of crisis.
However, the tour ends with an uplifting tale of resurrection that prepares the way the
mythic foundation of Ciudad Trujillo.
The whole structure of “The monumental city” is encapsulated in the section
devoted to the ceiba tree. Tradition has it that Christopher Colombus tied his vessels to
that tree, “al llegar por primera vez a aquella tierra para incorporarla a la civilización
cristiana”. The ceiba, “primer testigo de la más alta proeza que haya realizado el hombre
en sus empeños civilizadores” (Balaguer, Guía 36), becomes the most important symbol
of the city’s rise and fall:
Así como ella tuvo sus días de esplendor en que lució un espléndido manto de
verdura y en que se elevó arrullada por las ondas del Ozama, para ofrecer al
viento su follaje y al pájaro su copa, la antigua ciudad de Santo Domingo de
Guzmán tuvo sus días de gloria en que se irguió también, entre los arrullos del
Mar de las Antillas, para llevar a todo el continente el espíritu de España y el
acervo de su civilización portentosa. (36-37)
The ceiba tree is part of a metonymic chain of signifiers that links the spirits of the
Catholic faith and the Spanish “civilization” to colonial Santo Domingo. We are told that
the city was the zenith of the Western world and, like the Greece of classic antiquity, was
the leader in art and culture for a whole hemisphere:
Pero así como la ceiba centenaria, cuando perdió su ramaje marchito y sintió
secas sus raíces, petrificó su tronco para hacerse inmortal, así la primera ciudad de
América, cuando vió llegar para ella la hora de la decadencia irremediable, se
cubrió con el manto cuatro veces secular de sus ruinas y se empinó sobre sus pies
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de roca para tocar también, con las almenas de sus castillos, el cielo de la
inmortalidad. (37)
Both the ceiba tree and the city decay, perish and petrify before reaching eternal life.
Their bodies dry out, but their spirits—plural manifestations of the single spirit of
Spain—live for ever. There is a split between the City, a spiritual immortal being, and its
buildings: personified as a woman, the city wraps the ruinous buildings about her like a
shawl before rising to touch “the sky of immortality.” It is as if Santo Domingo had a
being of its own, a disembodied, eternal essence separate from the monuments that
covered her.
The theme of immortality recurs as an attribute of Catholicism in the description
of the Cathedral of Santa María, which Balaguer considers “la más severa interpretación
que se haya hecho del estilo gótico en suelo americano” (41). While the description goes
on, Balaguer offers the reader a lecture on Medieval and Renaissance architecture, in
which it soon becomes obvious that the most salient feature of the Cathedral—and the
source of its celebrated capacity to endure the passage of time—is precisely the severity
of its forms. Comparing the Cathedral to “aquellos seres de excepción en cuyas venas se
mezclan varias razas” (41), Balaguer writes that the old temple combined the Gothic, the
Romanesque and the Renaissance, “rompiendo las disonancias de sus líneas para
acomodarlas a un acorde unísono en la severidad de su conjunto armonioso” (41). Further
on, he describes the exterior of the temple as one of “severa traza románica” (43), adding
that:
Este estilo, la más vigorosa expresión de la solidez de Roma en la época en que el
águila imperial abarcaba con sus alas la redondez del mundo, se hace
particularmente visible en la severidad de las fachadas laterales y el enorme
espesor de los contrafuertes poderosos. (43)
This is a significant moment for the spectral incarnation of the ideology of the Empire.
By way of a metonymical chain of signifiers, the spirit of Rome becomes matter in one of
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the city’s most representative monuments. This process of transubstantiation of the
Roman spirit is made possible thanks to the virtue of severitas that guarantees its
permanence in time. By means of the severity of its forms, which becomes “particularly
visible” in the Romanesque structure, the spirit of the Roman Empire endows the
Cathedral with eternal life.
The role of severity in the symbolic transference of power from Rome to colonial
Santo Domingo becomes increasingly prominent as Balaguer proceeds with his
description of the old monument. Although the main facade loses some of its severity in
the presence of Renaissance motifs, next to the bas-reliefs one could find again “la severa
columna clásica” characteristic of the Renaissance (43). In the Church of our Lady of
Mercy, “la[s] severas líneas del románico se han unido ... al través de innúmeras
reconstrucciones y de cambios sustanciales, a las más suaves y ondulantes del gótico”
(76). The structure is of “una severidad impresionante” (78), although its sober
ornamentation— twelve paintings with the figures of the twelve disciples hang on its
walls—make the temple look less austere. And the Church of Regina Angelorum, “sin
duda el que mejor conserva el espíritu religioso de la España colonial” (83), is described
in similar terms. Balaguer writes that the bottom part of its facade is “de una severidad
imponente...” (83). He observes that the windows and lights of the lateral facades are
scarce:
Como en todas las creaciones del románico, arte poderoso y gigantesco que
construye para la eternidad, como si quisiera que sus fábricas surgieran del fondo
de los siglos para proclamar, en la firmeza de su estructura inmutable, la
inmortalidad de la fe, mientras a su alrededor pasa la muerte arrastrando hacia el
olvido la cadena de las generaciones. (84)
Once again, the severity of the Romanesque is given credit for the structure’s capacity to
defeat death and oblivion, allowing it to stand as a proof of the immortality of the
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(Catholic) faith. As with the description of the Cathedral, firmness creates the conditions
of possibility for the immortal and the magnificent. Only the severe can achieve
greatness. It is from severity, which makes itself visible in the Romanesque style, that
these structures draw their everlasting life. The relevance of Balaguer’s notion of
severidad for the figural construction of the New Fatherland will be spelled out in the
next section, when we turn to the character of Nicolás de Ovando. Now I would like to
call the reader’s attention to a subtle narrative shift from this emphasis on the monuments
that stood the passing of time to those whose bodies bear the marks of the nation’s
political instability—a shift with all the symbolic traits of a fall.
In “Las Ruinas de San Francisco”, the signs of death that had been hinted at in the
praise and lament of the city acquire the morbid materiality of a corpse. The structure is
portrayed as an “inmenso esqueleto de cuatro siglos, con sus vértebras colosales ya
despedazadas” (69). Its walls, castigated by the rigor of time, retain an air of “augusta
ancianidad” which makes us bow before these ruins, as one would do before a the
remains of dead star (69). The ivy clings to the neck of its broken columns, and from the
body of its volts “mana el polvo como una especie de sangre negruzca que sale de las
heridas abiertas en la piedra” (70). This graphic description of the building’s decay is
followed by the first allusions to the time of political crisis that brought about the end of
Spain’s hegemony over Santo Domingo and the subsequent Haitian occupation of the
eastern part of the island. Balaguer registers the sense of instability that marked this
period when, describing the Church of Our Lady of Mercy, he states that the temple:
Atrajo como el peñón de un faro las miradas de todos los patriotas en los días en
que la nacionalidad, aún en formación, era sólo un ideal precario, y en que la
patria, próxima a alguna nueva caída, vacilaba entre el sentimiento de su propia
debilidad y el de sus destinos inmortales. (75)
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The figure of Our Lady of Mercy, reaching over the hills “como sobre las gradas
gigantescas de un altar humeante” (75), gave hope to the national armies in the
battlefields:
Ella fué la que hizo menos duro el desamparo del indio y la que ablandó el hierro
en la mano de los conquistadores; ella, la que en las crisis del decoro nacional,
rescató del fango la bandera de la patria y la paseó como un manto de honor sobre
sus hombros; ella, la que sostuvo nuestro derecho y la que dió a la República el
aliento necesario para que resurgiera dos veces de sus propias cenizas; ella, la que
nos guió en las tinieblas cuando se nubló nuestro cielo y la que obró el milagro de
agigantar la energía del pueblo combatiente para hacerlo mil veces más poderoso
que las fuerzas conculcadoras de su libertad. (76)
Thus the end of the golden age is identified with the Haitian invasion, which Balaguer
characterizes as “a crisis of national decorum” that muddled the national symbol, a time
of darkness. This characterization presupposes the existence of a unifying principle that
allowed the emergence of the nation, marked by the use of the first person plural.
Balaguer identifies this principle with the Catholic faith, which covers Indians and
Spaniards—the only ones invited to be part of his imagined community—under its
protective blanket. And faith, as we already know, “es sin duda el más activo de los
principios que intervienen en la formación del alma de una nacionalidad” (75).
As in Balaguer’s move to adopt the role of Anchises, the use of the first person
plural (“nos guió en las tinieblas cuando se nubló nuestro cielo”) has the performative
effect of inserting the reader in a chain of generations that runs from the colonial period
to the present. It solemnly declares us legitimate heirs of the past, members of the same
community of men and women whose heroic deeds gave birth to the nation. It was for
our freedom that those battles were fought. We were the ones whose national pride was
insulted and the ones who, filled with religious fervor, witnessed the Republic rise twice
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from the ashes. Our faith makes us strong, but most significantly it makes us different
from our enemy.
With the reference to two rebirths Balaguer seems to be alluding to the
declaration of the independence from Haiti, in 1844, and the Restoration of the Republic
in 1865, after being annexed to Spain three years earlier. The problem with this
interpretation, however, lies in the choice of the verb resurgir, to reemerge. The Republic
could not have reemerged the first time because it did not exist before 1844—unless, of
course, we understand the Republic to be coexistent with the Spanish colonial power. But
if this is the case, how could the war that put an end to the Spanish hegemony in 1865 be
considered a second emergence from the ashes? Could this second reemergence refer to a
shift in values? The national identity, originally defined against Haiti, is now formulated
in contrast to Spain? Nothing in Balaguer’s book supports this reading. Therefore, we are
left with only two possibilities: either Balaguer did not choose his words accurately—
which seems very unlikely—or the second reemergence from the ashes has nothing to do
with the Restoration of the Republic.
Wherever the answer to this question may lie the fact that there are two rebirths
calls attention to Balaguer’s keen sense of symmetry, which is underscored in his
graphical portrayal of two buildings in ruins near the end of the section. I have already
referred to the morbid imagery Balaguer uses in his depiction of the fortress of San
Francisco. In describing the ruins of San Nicolás, which according to Balaguer give the
impression of a fallen greatness (89), we are presented with similar signs of death:
El tiempo, que abrió heridas casi mortales en el cuerpo secular de esta fábrica,
respetó, sin embargo, sus riquezas próceres, sus joyas imperecederas. Pero los
hombres, movidos por un sentimiento de codicia que llevaba en el fondo sus
piques de crueldad, se dieron a la tarea de ultrajar la ancianidad de estas piedras,
descargando mil veces sobre ellas sus picas destructoras. (90)
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Like the ruins of San Francisco, the walls of San Nicolás had fallen, this time as a
result of the destructive action of men who did not appreciate the symbolic value of its
stones. The building was dismantled in 1905, long after the Restoration. According to
Balaguer, the excuse for this “fea acción” was that the cracks in some of the walls could
have caused it to collapse. The structure allegedly constituted a danger to public safety:
“La seguridad exigía que las nobles ruinas fueran inmoladas: aquella maravilla artística
no valía el sacrificio de una vida humana” (90). That somebody would put more value on
human life than on the artistic gems of a Colonial monument could be nothing but a
symptom of “la sequedad de los tiempos, que eran ásperos y duros” (90). This roughness,
this dryness of the times, was in sharp contrast with the attribute Balaguer had praised in
Romanesque art: the severity of imperial ideology, that made itself visible in the stones.
What a difference between the Santo Domingo of the early twentieth century and the
Florencia of the Renaissance, which would have preferred to be razed by the barbarians
than to destroy the wall on which Andrea del Sarto painted “The Last Supper”:
Ah! Como traducen esas dos sentencias el espíritu de las distintas épocas en que
fueron dictadas: la primera, exponiendo un pueblo a perecer bajo el hacha de los
vándalos, para salvar una obra de arte; la segunda, condenando a injusta
destrucción otra obra de arte digna, como el fresco de Andrea del Sarto, de la
reverencia de los hombres y del culto de las generaciones! (92)
There is much to be said about the chilling easiness with which Balaguer chooses a work
of art over public safety. For the axiom implicit in Balaguer’s choice is that the immortal
works of “civilization” cannot, or should not, stop at such ethical considerations as the
value of human life. The fact that the Dominican authorities from the early twentieth
century would deviate from this principle showed that the Roman virtue of severitas had
been displaced by a lower set of values, which could only lead to moral decay.
Something had changed since the colony’s golden age. Time, indeed, was “out of joint.”
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Balaguer’s verdict on the disjuncture of time could hardly be more desolate, but
this depressing picture is meant to serve as a contrast with the present, for we should bear
in mind that he mentioned two rebirths. Twice, he wrote, the Republic rose from her
ashes. Shouldn’t a new revival be expected? This possibility is suggested at the end of
our sentimental journey. In the closing section of “The monumental city”—a brief sketch
of Santo Domingo’s military architecture entitled “La arquitectura castrense”—,Balaguer
tells the “extraño suceso” of a man who returned from the dead (94). The event allegedly
took place in Fort San Gil, in 1802, when the troops led by Toussaint Louverture invaded
the eastern part of the island. Among the soldiers who fought against the occupying
forces, there was a man named Eugenio Romero, “a quien el ardid de un médico logró
salvar de la cólera del déspota” (95). Romero was seriously injured in battle, and after the
doctor wrote his death certificate, he was cautiously buried in Plaza Misericordia:
Cuando la noche descendió sobre la ciudad dominada ya por las tropas invasoras,
fué extraído el valiente soldado de su improvisada sepultura y llevado a una casa
de la antigua calle de Colón, entonces calle de las Damas, en donde permaneció
oculto hasta su curación, burlando con la complicidad del Dr. Bartolomé Segura,
la vigilancia de aquellas hordas sanguinarias. (95)
The section ends with a poem attributed to Meso Monica, in which Romero’s story is told
again, this time in burlesque form:
Con uno ya moribundo
hizo la muerte un convenio
—Levántate—dijo—, Eugenio,
que haces mucha falta al mundo;
por tu valor sin segundo
llevarte ahora no quiero;
sepa el tiempo venidero
que en tierra fuiste sembrado,
y, con tu sangre regado,
has florecido, Romero.73 (95)
73 The poet is playing on the meaning of Eugenio’s last name (rosemary, in Spanish).
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The story of Eugenio Romero can be seen as an allegorical representation of the
Republic’s cyclical drama of death and rebirth. Like the character of Mónica’s poem,
Santo Domingo, nurtured by her own blood, emerged from the ground to a new life, not
for its own sake, but because the city (now under the historical form of the Republic) was
much needed to the whole world. Romero’s story marks the transition to a time of trial
and heroic deeds in which the epic history of the colonial period—itself a prolongation of
an old struggle against the Moors—becomes an endless source of strength for the New
Fatherland.

2.5

THE RISE OF CIUDAD TRUJILLO
In the preceding section of this chapter, I showed how the crisis that signaled the

birth of the Republic was preceded by the incarnation of imperial ideology in the stones
of the city’s monuments. This process of spectral incarnation is marked by the use of the
term severidad, which Balaguer establishes as the fundamental condition for the
advancement of civilization. In this section, I examine the role of severity in Balaguer’s
figural interpretation of national history. I argue that Balaguer uses the theme of
severidad to establish three closely related figural connections: 1) between the sixteenthcentury mass killings of Jaragua and the Haitian Massacre; 2) between Nicolás de
Ovando and General Trujillo; and 3) between colonial Santo Domingo and Ciudad
Trujillo, center of the New Fatherland. As I attempt to demonstrate in this section, in all
three of these parallelisms the second term is ideologically constructed as the fulfillment
of the first, itself perceived as a phenomenal prophecy. The figural constructions revolve
around the theme of severidad. Severity, which played a significant role in the description
of the city’s monuments, reappears as the defining attribute of Nicolás de Ovando, to
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whom Balaguer devotes a large portion of his book. Appointed in September 1501 to
impose law and order in Santo Domingo, Ovando was an experienced comendador in the
Spanish borderlands “who learned how to deal with the Moorish infidels during the last
years of the Reconquista” (Moya Pons 32). He continued the Indian repartimientos
initiated by Colombus and launched military campaigns in the unconquered regions of
Higüey, in the east, and Jaragua (or Xaraguá), in the west: “There, Ovando coldly
executed the Indian chieftains and proceeded to entrust their communities to his own
men” (33). Ovando had the Indians enslaved and put them to work in the gold mines,
where they perish from hunger, disease and mistreatment:
In 1501 the Crown had declared that the Indias were free and should be treated as
such, but no one obeyed these orders. In 1503, Ovando convinced the Queen that
if the Indians were not forced to work in the mines, the Spaniards would leave the
island and the whole colony would be lost. Pressed by a dire need for gold to pay
expenses in Europe, the Crown legalized the system of distributing the Indians
among the Spaniards to work the mines. The only condition was that the
recipients of Indians teach them the Catholic faith. (33)
In a section entitled “Nicolás de Ovando, apóstol de la civilización”, Balaguer
narrates the story of the city founded in 1496 by Bartolomé Colón and destroyed six
years later by a hurricane. The iron-willed Comendador Ovando rebuilt the city to his
own image “con monumentos adustos como sus costumbres y con calles rectilíneas como
su carácter de acero” (Guía 99). Balaguer depicts Ovando as a figure of superhuman
proportions:
Nicolás de Ovando fué uno de esos hombres con talla de gigante que han venido
al mundo para la realización de empresas sobrehumanas; uno de esos varones de
excepción que no han sido forjados con el fuego con que se cuece el barro de las
personas comunes. El volumen del alma de Nicolás de Ovando no fué inferior al
de los héroes de la Ilíada, hijos de diosas que montaban en corceles salvajes y
construían mástiles hendiendo con el puño troncos centenarios. (99)
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Ovando’s heroic nature is endowed with a great measure of violence: his imprint, firm
“como un hachazo” (99), remains wherever he stamped “la garra de su voluntad
dominadora” (100). He was one of these men of titanic hands:
Esa inflexibilidad de carácter es lo que singulariza a Ovando como conductor de
multitudes; ese es el rasgo que lo hacer aparecer a los ojos de la posteridad como
uno de esos ejemplares de acción que han nacido para guiar con mano firme el
carro de la civilización humana. (100)
Ovando was the first to impose in America the authority of the law, restraining like an
iron net the indiscipline and arrogance of the conquerors. It is not of little importance that
in a list of the numerous constructions undertaken by the governor, jails come before
roads, houses, temples, town halls, schools, convents and hospitals (103). Ovando was
not a warrior, like Cortés and so many others. His standing in Balaguer’s appreciation has
nothing to do with the martial qualities exhibited by the heroes of all mythologies: “Nada
hay en él que atraiga con los prestigios de la grandeza heroica. Pero ¡qué grande figura de
gobernante la de este hombre de hierro que desconoció la piedad y que pasó indiferente
ante el dolor humano!” (104). Ovando deserves our fervent admiration for being a great
administrator, the first one who saw passing by, clad in iron, the Christian civilization
(105).
This professed admiration for Ovando’s violent ways calls to mind Balaguer’s
portrayal of Bishop Fernando Arturo de Meriño, included in his 1947 book Los próceres
escritores.74 Meriño, according to Balaguer, was a man of great oratorical powers who,
74 As in his commentary of Ureña’s poetry, Balaguer’s appraisal of Meriño’s oratorial attributes give us an
insight on how he conceived his own work. In praising Meriño’s style, Balaguer signals as the bishop’s
most salient features the following: “El símil tomado de objetos familiares al auditorio; la antítesis de
conceptos, y con más frecuencia, las contraposiciones de palabras; los apóstrofes impresionantes con
invocación frecuente a los poderes sobrenaturales; la presentación de contrastes de orden moral y la pintura
de situaciones patéticas que arrebatan el ánimo y hacen que el oyente participe de la violencia pasional de
que en muchos casos parece hallarse poseído aquel orador extraordinario” (qtd. in Castillo 54-55).
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like the old prophets, would only invoke God to predict punishments (Los próceres 20).
In reference to Meriño’s dual roles as a priest and a politician, Balaguer finds a great
coherence in all his acts, stating that the relentlessness he exhibited in his position as head
of the State was dictated by the same principle he defended as the leader of the Catholic
Church:
No existe la más mínima contradicción entre las actitudes del hombre que en 1867
hace en la Catedral la apología de la autoridad y del orden, y el que catorce años
después, investido con los atributos transitorios del poder político, lleva fríamente
al cadalso a veintiún conspiradores. (20)
Recalling the 1881 decree in which Meriño suspended all civil rights and established a
dictatorial regime, Balaguer professes “invencible admiración” as he envisions the
irrevocable decision shining in the prelate’s eyes “como un relámpago siniestro” :
Lo veo desoír las voces de la clemencia y conducirse, para ser fiel a sus deberes,
con la crueldad de un tártaro, como si en vez de ser, como fue, un varón pío y
generoso, hubiera pertenecido, como Deucalión, a una raza de piedra, inaccesible
a todas las debilidades humanas; siento la firmeza con que se levanta sobre el
horizonte de los tiempos para medir, al estampar la firma en el documento
aterrador, todas las consecuencias de aquel acto, y es entonces cuando mejor
comprendo que este hombre superior fué verdaderamente digno de haberse
sentado en la propia Silla de San Pedro y de haber vestido la púrpura romana. (20)
Ovando, who like Meriño was also a priest, stands out as the founder of this race of men
of “irreducible toughness” (Balaguer, Guía 105). He is the first in Balaguer’s genealogy
of civilizers; the paradigmatic example of what a leader should be. Here is a man who
would stop at nothing to bring forward his civilizing project, including shedding the
blood of the indigenous population. Referring to Ovando’s military operation in the
region of Jaragua and the execution of Anacaona and the other Indian chiefs, Balaguer
states that:
Cuando la princesa de Jaragua entorpece sus planes de organización, estimulando,
en concilio de caciques, el instinto de la insumisión en sus tribus vociferantes, la
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lleva sin el menor escrúpulo a la horca; y cuando considera necesaria al progreso
de la colonia la iniquidad de los repartimientos, persevera en esa práctica
diabólica y lleva adelante con el hierro, del uno al otro extremo de la isla, su obra
civilizadora. (100)
This sequence of events focalize the Jaragua massacre in terms of the governor’s
response to plans of insurrection. In the lead sentence, the narrator positions himself on
the side of the authority, imposing a narrative order in which the events enter in a
“problem-solution” relation. Ovando’s acts of violence are meant to remove an obstacle
to the civilizing project. In other words, Balaguer limits Ovando’s options by portraying
the structure of power as a simple given, “an unquestionable and inevitable horizon
which is itself untouchable by policy” (Fairclough, Analysing 95). In Balaguer’s view,
Ovando’s recourse to violence may be considered cruel, even “diabolical” by today’s
standards, but it was the only response available to fulfill the long-term goal of
“civilization”:
Ser inexorable con los débiles era la ley de aquellos tiempos duros. La
civilización se abrió paso, al través de todo el continente, por las brechas abiertas
con los colmillos de los perros de presa. Los métodos de Ovando eran los que
dictaba la conciencia de la época y la historia tendrá siempre que inclinarse, a
pesar suyo, ante este hombre impío para rendir tributo a sus excelsas virtudes de
colonizador insuperable. (Guía 104)
Balaguer’s legitimization of violence harks back to the sixteenth-century debate
on Spain’s right to colonize the Indies and the colonists’ justification for subjecting the
native population to virtual slavery through the institution of encomienda.75 The
arguments he employs to justify Ovando resemble those of sixteenth-century Spanish

75 As Pagden observes, the principal function of the encomienda, first introduced into Hispaniola by
Columbus in 1499, had been to supply the mines and farms of the islands with a free, or nearly free, work
force and to provide the Indian population with religious instruction: “To achieve both these ends it was
thought necessary to herd the Indians together into new settlements close to the Spanish towns and to
destroy their old homes” (34).
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humanist Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda, who claimed that the Amerindians were culturally
inferior to the Spaniards and required “tuition;” and that their “unnatural” crimes
deprived them of their rights of dominium (Pagden 119). Las Casas rebuked these
propositions in his Apologética historia, where he dismantled Aristotle’s thesis of the
natural slave and constructed “from the pieces a picture of the relationship between
‘barbarians’ and civil men which had the effect of discarding not only the biological
elements in Aristotle’s theory but also its principal psychological base” (123).76 In doing
so, he also discarded the arguments put forward by the colonists to justify the use of
violence against the Indian population. Las Casas’s argument lays bare the irrationality of
the “myth of Modernity,” inasmuch as it unveils the fallacy of declaring the colonial
subject guilty of immaturity in order to justify the resort to violence (Dussel 95).
It should not come as a surprise that Balaguer present Las Casas’s work in a very
unfavorable light. He refers to Las Casas as “el más funesto de los hombres que
atravesaron el océano para dirigir los destinos de América y modelar el barro del mundo
nuevo … el gran iluso divinizado por la historia” (Guía 101).77 Contrasting Las Casas to
Ovando, Balaguer notes that the two friars shared their religious beliefs and their moral
values, but when judged based on their achievements Ovando was a man of genius who
thought about the future, while Las Casas was a “retórico delirante” incapable of
foreseeing the consequences of his actions (101). Ovando left behind an immortal work

76 Pagden notes that Las Casas was not the first to question the generalized use of the term ‘barbarian’ to
designate everyone who is not a member of the observer’s community: “Even before Aristotle had devised
his psychological classification of the ‘outsider,’ Plato had voiced the obvious objection to such a simple
division of all races of the world into ‘them’ and ‘us’” (123-24).
77 In the later versions, he changed the word “funesto” for an adjective of a different paradigm, calling Las
Casas “el más noble de los hombres que atravesaron el océano” (Guía 1974, 104), which has the effect of
making the second attribution—gran iluso—totally unexpected.
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that symbolized the triumph of the Spanish “civilization” in America, while the work of
Las Casas amounted to a tremendous error inspired by utopian idealism:
El establecimiento en las Antillas de una numerosa colonia de esclavos africanos
que al cabo de poco tiempo debía de contaminar la raza con elementos espúreos y
contribuir a la relajación de las costumbres públicas en la cuenca del Caribe que
fué la zona alrededor de la cual giró la civilización hispánica, durante el primer
siglo que siguió al descubrimiento, con la misma fuerza avasalladora con que giró
en torno a las islas helénicas la civilización grecorromana. (102)
The “elementos espúreos” that contaminated the Spanish “race” is a reference to the
importation of African slaves to colonial Santo Domingo.78 It should be noticed that
Balaguer does not forgive Las Casas for having suggested the introduction of these
slaves, not because he considered the enslavement of blacks to be as unjust as that of the
Amerindians, but because the measure would eventually “pollute” the racial mix of the
future nations. Such pollution would take place at two different levels: biologically, as a
visible alteration of the phenotypic traits of the population; and morally, as a denigration
of the colony’s customs. Moreover, Las Casas’s attempt to save a doomed population
altered the normal course of history, thus spoiling what in Balaguer’s view would have
been an ideal development for the peoples of the region:
El célebre obispo de Chiapas fué incapaz de prever que la raza indígena estaba
condenada en las Antillas a una extinción inexorable, y que en la fusión de las
familias francesas y españolas que a raíz del descubrimiento afluyeron al Caribe,
estaba cifrado el porvenir de aquellas tierras venturosas. (102)79

78 African slaves had been in America long before 1517, the date in which Las Casas suggested the use of
African slaves to alleviate the burden of the Amerindian population—a suggestion of which he soon
repented, acknowledging “la injusticia de la causa esclavista” (Larrazábal 25-27).
79 The argument is replicated almost verbatim in La realidad Dominicana (109). In this book, however, the
blame for this “crimen inicuo” does not lie with Las Casas, but with the privado Manuel Godoy, who in
ceding the Spanish side of the island to France “llenó la parte española de la isla de esclavos africanos y dió
lugar a que emigrara hacia Cuba el núcleo más escogido de la población dominicana” (109). Balaguer goes
on to suggest that even in the early nineteenth century, Santo Domingo could have been saved from “la
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By standing on the way of civilization, Las Casas thus deviated the Caribbean people’s
from their racial destiny, and created the basis for the partition of Santo Domingo
between two incompatible “races” and cultures:
Santo Domingo, principal escenario de las correrías de las Casas, fué el que sufrió
las peores consecuencias de la prédica de este filántropo exaltado, de este
polemista ardoroso: el establecimiento en una isla con menos de ochenta mil
kilómetros cuadrados, de dos tipos de civilización antagónicos y de dos razas
entre las cuales no existe siquiera, como un punto de aproximación o de contacto,
el vínculo espiritual del idioma. (102)
This passage invites a comparison with the 1945 letter to the Colombian
intellectuals, which I discussed in section 2.3 of this chapter. Let us recall that in that
letter Balaguer warned against the danger that Haitians represented for the survival of the
Spanish and Catholic “civilization” in the continent, and compared Trujillo’s anti-Haitian
policies to the expulsion of the Moors from Spain, giving the Haitian Massacre the
character of a racial and religious struggle. This comparison entailed a strategy of
globalizing the local meaning of the conflict by referring to Haitians not as nationals of a
neighbor country but as representatives of the “African race,” and by portraying the
killings as the natural reaction to four centuries of pillage. In Guía emocional, Balaguer
blames Las Casas for the introduction of the “spurious elements” of the African slaves
that contaminated the Spanish race. Las Casas did not realize that the immortal work of
civilization required acts of severity, such as killing innocent people. Had he not
interfered with Ovando’s work, today the whole population of Santo Domingo would be
white and centuries of conflict would have been prevented.
If in the letter to the Colombian intellectuals, Balaguer connected the present to
the past by identifying the Haitians killed in 1937 with the slaves brought to the island in
infición africana,” had the Spanish government established in 1809 favored the settlement of the French
families that fled from the slave revolution (110).
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the sixteenth century, in Guía emocional, the link is established in the opposite direction:
the reference to the killings of Amerindians ordered by Ovando in the sixteenth century
refers us back to the conflict of 1937. The Jaragua Massacre is a phenomenal prophecy, a
figura foreshadowing the mass killings of Haitians, which can now be understood as the
fulfillment of the first. Separated in time by four centuries of struggle between a civilized
Self and a barbarian Other, both events belong in the same stream of historical life. Both
removed what Balaguer perceived as imminent threats to the future of Western
civilization.
The symmetry between the killings of Amerindians and the Haitian Massacre is
reinforced by a similar analogy between Ovando and Trujillo. In “Trujillo, creador de la
ciudad moderna,” Balaguer narrates the destruction of the city by hurricane San Zenón.
All that had been built during the previous four centuries collapsed in a matter of hours:
“A Trujillo, como a Ovando en 1502, correspondió la gloria de levantar de nuevo aquella
ciudad egregia, aquella ciudad maravillosa por las proyecciones de su espíritu en el
tiempo y por el brillo cuatro veces secular de su historia” (Guía 111). From this point on,
Balaguer strives to transform the reconstruction into what Mateo has called the
foundational myth of “La Era de Trujillo” (Mito 119).
The reconstruction of Santo Domingo “mythologically” divided the Dominican
history in two parts, gave birth to the New Fatherland, and created an urban national
prototype of a new kind, removed from the rural model (Mateo, Mito 116). Following a
monumental model, the reconstruction works also managed to keep the lower social
classes in check by relocating them in the outer margins of the city (N. E. Rodríguez 27).
As Néstor Rodríguez points out, the reconfiguration of the urban space brought about a
restructuring of the social order, consolidating Trujillo’s power over all aspects of
national life:
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Ciudad Trujillo vino a representar a un nivel alegórico el encumbramiento de un
nuevo orden político pero también, y más importante aún, la prevalencia y
exacerbación de un orden simbólico que venía erigiéndose en archivo desde la
época de la fundación del Estado dominicano en el siglo XIX. (28).
According to Mateo, the government’s efforts were limited to the capital city,
which lost 50% of its buildings, but the propaganda campaign designed by the intellectual
elite turned La Reconstrucción into a symbol of the nation’s passage to modernity (Mito
117). As part of this campaign to magnify the reconstruction we could cite the book La
Nueva Patria Dominicana, suplemento; la reconstrucción por el generalísimo doctor
Rafael L. Trujillo Molina, de la ciudad de Santo Domingo de Guzmán, abatida por el
ciclón del 3 de septiembre de 1930. Published in 1935, the same year the Dominican
Senate introduced a bill to change the name of the city to Ciudad Trujillo, the book
compiled a series of presidential decrees, measures and speeches, as well as numerous
photographs of the city, both before and after the reconstruction. The introductory
chapter, signed by Emilio Espínola, Undersecretary of the Presidency, and Ramón Emilio
Jiménez, Secretary of Public Education, offers a dramatic representation of Trujillo’s
reaction to the catastrophe:
Para él, gran amador de su pueblo, debió llegar un momento en que se hizo tan
honda su emoción, que seguramente hubo de apelar a toda la energía de su
carácter para serenarse. Se sobrepuso, no obstante, a la tragedia, y avanzó, por
entre los escombros hasta llegar a la Puerta del Conde, en cuya piedras parecía
temblar aún el eco de aquellas palabras suyas, en las que aseguró a la ciudadanía
que “no había peligro en seguirlo”. Así fué como su voluntad se irguió victoriosa,
por encima de las ruinas, frente al cuadro desolador de la catástrofe.
Todo era desolación en torno suyo. Sólo estaban en pie e intactas, como símbolos
de un pasado inolvidable, las centenarias piedras coloniales. (7-8)
Thus the authors portray the reconstruction as the result of Trujillo’s personal volition,
and in quoting the address which launched his presidential campaign they turn it into an
act of great political symbolism. Trujillo’s will is personified, endowed with an aura of
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invincibility, and projected against the backdrop of the vanquished city. The devastation
caused by San Zenón is linked in passing to the ruins of the colonial city, suggesting a
line of continuity between the new and the old. Once again, Santo Domingo—a
synechdotic representation of the nation—finds itself reduced to an apolis before its spirit
can reincarnate under a new shape. Espínola and Jiménez go on to argue that, although
the destruction of the capital city was a local event, its magnitude gave it the character of
a national catastrophe. Adding that more than material actions, the city called for “moral”
leadership (9), they present a balance of the Great Leader’s offering “a los muertos que
cayeron amando la ciudad” (11). The passage echoes some of Balaguer’s recurrent
motives:
Ahí está la ciudad; sus monolitos de piedra, bordeados de rosales,—intacta la
pátina del tiempo—,sus ruinas hermoseadas, y preservados de todo amago de
destrucción los castillos que señalan la ruta de su historia. Limpias se hallan sus
reliquias; realzado ha sido el valor de los monumentos; luce hoy esplendorosa la
leyenda de gloria que cubre sus piedras centenarias. Y, como un tributo de la
generación presente, primicia del espíritu de hoy, altar abierto para la futura
grandeza, la explanada sobre la cual la urbe modernísima va surgiendo,
festoneada de avenidas, bordada de aceras ornamentales, sembrada de mansiones
elegantes, y, dentro de un cinturón de alamedas, la visión amplia y bella con que
la ciudad amada de Colón invitará al mundo a venir a respirar el primer ambiente
cristiano creado por el conquistador en América. (11)
Espínola and Jiménez’s rendition of the reconstruction may have served as a
model for Balaguer’s own project to legitimize totalitarian power by drawing from the
symbolic meaning of the colonial city. Their hyperbolic representation, however, pales
when compared to Balaguer’s characterization of Trujillo’s work as a superhuman
achievement:
La reconstrucción abarcó barriadas enteras y fué la obra de un esfuerzo casi
sobrehumano: de entre los escombros, amontonadas al pie de las grandes fábricas
coloniales, surgió otra vez la ciudad como rescatada de un naufragio. La mano del
hombre que llevó a cabo esa extraordinaria empresa de reconstrucción, se halla,
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sin duda, dotada de poderes sobrenaturales: si esa mano no es dueña del secreto
de la palabra mágica, posee, al menos, la virtud del cincel que golpea la piedra
para que aparezca la estatua. (Guía 111)
However great his triumph, Balaguer writes, Trujillo was not satisfied. In this, he was not
different from other great creators, such as those who work in stones, like Miguel Angel,
or those who work with words, like Flaubert, or those who work in historical reality and
engrave their dreams “en la carne de la época, como en Alejandro o en Aníbal, corriendo
tras la quimera de un imperio tan vasto como el mundo” (112). Once the reconstruction
was over, Trujillo “sintió también la nostalgia del ascenso a esferas superiores,” therefore
he created the port, “tendiendo tajamares de acero sobre las playas que el mar llenaba
cada noche de lirios espumosos” (112). Then Trujillo embellished his creation, and it was
as if the city were covered by a blanket of gardens. For politics, writes Balaguer,
resembles art when it beautifies the world:
El conductor de multitudes, cuando hermosea el medio en que se desarrollan las
actividades creadoras, cumple una misión semejante a la que lleva a cabo el artista
cuando descorre el velo de la poesía o cuando tiende la túnica del arte sobre las
fealdades de la vida. (112)
As a sign of gratitude, the Dominican Congress approved a resolution to change the
historical name of the city to that of Ciudad Trujillo, a decision that Balaguer defends
against its critics abroad:
La antigua ciudad de Santo Domingo de Guzmán lleva hoy el nombre de Trujillo,
porque ninguno de sus hijos puede olvidar que el gran gobernante dominicano
fué, durante la pavorosa catástrofe del 3 de septiembre de 1930, de hogar en hogar
y de escombro en escombro, para prender en cada corazón una flor y para dejar en
cada mano una dádiva generosa; porque ese hombre vibró, entre los ayes de
angustia que aquella tarde se cernieron sobre la ciudad consternada, como un
argentino toque de esperanza; porque ese nombre subió entre bendiciones hacia el
cielo, en la columna de humo que se alzó con el alma de los muertos incinerados
en la antigua “Plaza Colombina”; porque ese nombre resplandeció en las estrellas
que esa noche brillaron sobre el cielo de la ciudad como bañadas en lágrimas; y
porque, en fin, en donde quiera que se alce una cruz con el recuerdo de la
tragedia, ese nombre sonará, entre imperecederas resonancias, sencillo o
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inolvidable como esas grandes palabras que se tienen siempre presentes pero que
no pueden articularse con los labios porque pertenecen al lenguaje del alma
emocionada y del corazón agradecido. (113)
From this poetic portrayal, which depicts Trujillo as a paternal leader deserving of his
people’s eternal gratitude, one may be led to conclude that the analogy between Trujillo
and Ovando was limited to the fact that both of them rebuilt the city after a hurricane.
However, there is more than building and rebuilding the city. Both men also shared
personality traits that made Ovando a figura, a fenomenal prophecy of Trujillo, chief
among them the virtue of severity.
In the section entitled “Rafael L. Trujillo, ciudadano de América,” Balaguer
describes Trujillo in terms that bring to mind his characterization of Ovando, calling him
a new man “de perfil cortante como el filo de las rocas” (115). He exalts Trujillo’s
disregard for democratic values, implying that democracy ran against the best interest of
the nation. Trujillo:
Salió de los cuarteles para erigir en torno suyo el imperio de la ley y no para
sacrificar en las plazas de la democracia la voz de los tribunos del pueblo. Este
estadista sorprendente, de tremenda visión política y de prestigio caudaloso,
irrumpió en el escenario de nuestras luchas cívicas para imponer al país un vasto
programa de gobierno y no para cortejar a las muchedumbres inclinándose ante
sus caprichos en venias cortesanas. (115)
Therefore, the parallel between Trujillo and Ovando, first based on their roles as builders
of the city, is confirmed by the firmness of their character. Both appear to us as men of
strong determination, ready to do whatever they deemed necessary to bring forward their
civilizing projects. Trujillo was fulfilling the great work Ovando had started, which is
why his image had “la madurez de esas siluetas lejanas que han sido esculpidas en la
historia por el lento esfuerzo de los siglos y el culto de las generaciones” (115).
The political genealogy that linked Trujillo to Ovando also revealed itself in the
universal scope of both men’s actions. By imposing his iron will on the colony, Ovando
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created the platform for the spread of the Western culture in America. Centuries later,
Trujillo was destined to bring the American nations together to save their culture from an
imminent threat:
Su acción, como la de los grandes ríos, se desborda sobre las fronteras nativas en
busca del espacio oceánico. Como la semilla que recorre inmensas distancias y
luego cae, desde el pico de un pájaro, para dar origen a un bosque, la palabra que
se desprende de sus labios atraviesa los horizontes para multiplicarse en los ecos
prolongados. (115)
According to Balaguer, Trujillo’s mission was to realize the romantic dream of Martí,
Hostos and Luperón, of uniting the republics of the Caribbean. This new argument marks
the departure from a rhetorical model based on the figural interpretation of history and
the beginning of a series of loose analogies designed to enhance Trujillo’s image while
appealing to a wider audience.
Once the commonality between the Dominican Republic and the other nations of
the Caribbean has been established on grounds of Santo Domingo’s central position in
the history of the Spanish culture in the continent, Balaguer turns to the role Ciudad
Trujillo may play in the foretold war of Hispanic America against the “barbarians.” As he
prepares to bring his epic narrative to closure, Balaguer fancies Santo Domingo’s rebirth
in the form of Ciudad Trujillo as the center of a confederation of American republics
similar to the league formed by the Greek states in 481 BC. In Trujillo’s speeches,
Balaguer writes, one can see the dream of a gigantic arm that emerges from the bottom of
the ocean removing mountains, destroying the political divisions and erasing all the
borders. This arm, that grows like that of Hercules, waves one single flag, “en cuyos
colores late el corazón de la humanidad y en cuyos pliegues flotan los destinos del
mundo” (117-18). Even in this has Trujillo behaved like a Greek:
Porque así como él es el primero, en el mundo de nuestros días, en soñar la
portentosa empresa de la América unida, fué Demóstenes el primero que en el
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mundo antiguo soñó con dar a las repúblicas helénicas la cohesión necesaria para
que pudiesen salvar su cultura y sobrevivir el hacha de los bárbaros. (118)
Thus Trujillo’s Americanist project can be summarized as a call to the civilized republics
of the continent to forget their political disagreement and unite against a common enemy
who threatens to destroy their culture. Balaguer stops short of disclosing the source of
this threat. Instead he further exploits the analogy between the American nations and the
Greek islands, stating that one of Trujillo’s greatest glories, not as the Dominican leader
but as a citizen of the continent, was to have considered America “una confederación
espiritual de pueblos” (118). Demosthenes’ greatest glory was to proclaim the ideal of
uniting Greece, “que vió su suelo hollado por los bárbaros porque no supo oír, en la
demencia de sus luchas internas, el grito de alerta de aquel orador sublime” (118).
Trujillo’s action, writes Balaguer, was like an arrow thrown to the open space of America
by a warrior who, “desde el 17 de julio de 1935 vió acercarse las nubes anunciadoras de
la tormenta, y les salió al encuentro como salió Aquiles al paso de las sombras que le
asaltaron en la llanura nemorosa” (118).
Balaguer alludes here to an interview published in Listín Diario, in which Trujillo
first aired the idea of a League of American Nations. In the interview, Trujillo suggested
that the League of American Nations would be more appropriate for the countries of the
region than the existing League of Nations, “porque nuestro destino es un destino común
y nuestra aspiración es la misma,” adding that the Christian concept of fraternity
appeared to have deeper roots in American soil (qtd. in Jimenes Grullón 242). A
delegation, headed by the distinguished scholar Max Henríquez Ureña, presented the
project to the Inter-American Conference for the Consolidation of Peace on December 2,
1936, in Buenos Aires. The discussion of the proposal was postponed until the 8th InterAmerican Conference, in Lima, but as Jimenes Grullón observes, the fact that it did not
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face any opposition was a triumph for Trujillo in the international arena, since it made
him look like a statesman concerned about the destiny of the American continent (243).80
Balaguer’s analogy between the Hellenic league of states and the proposed
League of American Nations turns Trujillo’s comments about the region’s alleged
Christian destiny into a warning against an imminent threat. The source of this threat,
however, remains conspicuously undisclosed. Indeed, if the American nations find
themselves in a position similar to that of ancient Greece, who is this common enemy
against which they must unite in order to save their culture? Who are the barbarians of
our times, the menacing shadows that Trujillo forestalled? Balaguer never tells—which is
an indication that he assumed his own anxiety to be shared by other intellectuals of the
region. It would be safe to assume, however, that the region’s enemy is no other than
Haiti, understood not as a historical reality but as a synthetic representation of a
transhistorical Other: the African savages, the infidels, the enemies of Western
civilization. Let us recall how in his letter to the Colombian intellectuals Balaguer aligned
Trujillo’s “Dominicanization” of the border with the expulsion of the Moors from Spain
in 1492, before inviting the friends of the Dominican Republic to carefully examine “este
problema, el cual deja de ser dominicano para adquirir dimensiones continentales”
("Cartas" 505). Haitians, as Menéndez Pelayo had warned, were “negras nubes” that

80 Jimenes Grullón believed the League of American Nations was part of a wider plan to gain international
recognition before moving to place Haiti under his control, “ya sea como territorio conquistado o como
nación subordinada” (241). According to Jimenes Grullón, the plan was thwarted by the Haitian Massacre.
Vega discards the Conquest theory, arguing that an invasion of Haiti only would have caused Trujillo
external and internal problems. At an international level, the scandal would have been greater than the one
caused by the massacre; at a local level, Trujillo would have had under his responsibility the very people he
wanted to expel from the east side of the island: hundreds of thousands of poor peasants (Trujillo y Haití
36).
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covered the sky of Santo Domingo, making the future of the Spanish race seem “más
incierto allí que en ninguna otra parte de la América española” (312).
Baud, in his commentary on La isla al revés, correctly states that Balaguer’s
analysis of history “is such an idiosyncratic amalgam of opinion, political opportunism
and prejudice that it cannot sustain any scientific criticism” (“Constitutionally” 139). As I
have tried to demonstrate, however, Guía emocional’s ideological efficacy does not rest
upon the truth pretensions of scientific language, but on the power of epic narrative to
simplify a complex historical reality. Just as in Virgil’s Aeneid, “the construction of an
apologetic propaganda for the winning side of Augustus brings into play a whole
ideology that transforms the recent history of civil strife into a war of foreign conquest”
(Quint 23), Balaguer’s apology of Trujillo turns the Haitian Massacre into a war for
survival between the forces of civilization and a foreign Other, identified with Africa,
nature, irrationality and chaos.

2.6

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this chapter I have attempted to present Balaguer’s Guía emocional de la

ciudad romántica as a text that appropriates the narrative structure of Virgilian epic to
legitimize the Haitian Massacre. To support this reading, I gave a brief description of the
archive that governed racial relations at the turn of the nineteenth-century in the
Dominican Republic and that created the conditions of possibility for the mass killings. I
also sought to establish an intertextual relation between Guía emocional and a series of
cultural texts of the same historical period, including official documents produced by
Balaguer in the aftermath of the massacre. In these documents, Balaguer reconfigured the
events of 1937 as a prolongation of the Spanish Reconquest.
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Although both authors advocated the principles of authority and the state’s
monopoly of violence, Balaguer’s solution to the problem of how to use the past to the
service of the present is different from the one we saw in Peña Batlle’s reconstruction of
Dominican history. Peña Batlle chose to work with the cultural resources inherited from
the nineteenth century historiographical tradition, transforming Enriquillo into a symbol
of the values of hispanidad—a strategy which required a great degree of sophistry.
Balaguer’s strategy, on the other hand, has the virtue of simplicity: instead of trying to
erase the ugliness of the imperial Conquest, he embraced it in the severe figure of
Ovando, arguing that only severidad creates eternal works. Regardless of these
discrepancies, however, in both Balaguer and Peña Batlle the plot structure and the
ideological implications of their historical narratives are the same. Guía emocional de la
ciudad romántica seeks to legitimate General Trujillo’s brutal dictatorship drawing from
the symbolic capital of Western epic tradition. As a cultural artifact, the book responds
both to the demands of the official ideology, with its investment in national mythology,
and to the generic conventions and commonplaces of what Quint has called “the epic of
the victors.” Following the structure of epic, Guía emocional lays out a spiritual
genealogy that links colonial Santo Domingo to Ciudad Trujillo and draws a sharp line
between the sides of a universal conflict: the “civilized” Self and the “primitive” Other.
The claim of centrality for Ciudad Trujillo involves a process of transference by which
colonial Santo Domingo receives the imperial power from Spain. Afterwards, the city is
razed to the ground by the “barbarians.” Thoroughly “derealized,” colonial Santo
Domingo is thus turned into a “no city,” an empty space peopled by the specters of its
past, until the emergence of Ciudad Trujillo marks the beginning of a second rebirth.
In the later versions of the book, Balaguer deleted the chapters dedicated to
Trujillo, leaving out one term of his teleology, and then filled the void with pictures of
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monuments and poems. But can a teleological story be left open-ended? Can the decision
to erase Trujillo’s name from a book about colonial Santo Domingo free Balaguer’s
discourse from its past? If, as the Uruguayan literary critic Angel Rama suggests, cities
are the translation of the social order to a physical reality with the aim to perpetuate the
present relations of power (6), Balaguer read “the impeccable universe of signs” (20)
with which he dreamed Santo Domingo with the hope that the city’s ideal order would
incarnate in its citizens. He looked for the origin of the nation in the colonial period and
found in the city its ultimate symbolic representation. What better testimony of the
nation’s Spanish essence than those old monuments whose structures had resisted the
tyranny of time? Restored during Balaguer’s first term in the presidency, and
mechanically reproduced for mass distribution in the Guía emocional de la ciudad
romántica, the colonial buildings could tell the story of an irresistible power whose
endurance had been written on the surface of their stones.
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Chapter 4: Tomás Hernández Franco or the origin of the mulatto race
I have come to believe that if history were recorded by the vanquished
rather than by the victors, it would illuminate the real, rather than the
theoretical means to power; for it is the defeated who know best which
of the opposing tactics were irresistible.
Maya Deren

In the introductory chapter to this work, I argued that intellectuals at the service of
General Rafael L. Trujillo engaged in an inner struggle for the monopoly over the
definition of Dominican national identity. As I have suggested, however, the fissure with
the Trujillista discourse rarely took the shape of an open confrontation. Rather, it was
disguised under two competing narrative forms sharing the defining features of what,
following David Quint, I call the epic of the victors and the epic of the losers (45-46). In
Chapters 2 and 3 I attempted to lay bare the narrative structure of the epic of the victors
in two foundational stories: Peña Batlle’s twice-told tale about the birth of the Dominican
Nation and Joaquín Balaguer’s myth of origin of the “Eternal City.” Both narratives share
a teleological view of history in which Trujillo’s “New Fatherland” is linked to a mythic
past identified with the Spanish colonial period. In the process, they portray Haitians and
Dominican blacks as a threatening Other, the sworn enemies of Western civilization and
the incarnation of backwardness, irrationality, and chaos. I have suggested that these
narratives promoted racial whitening and cultural homogenization as part of the
Trujillista nation-building project.
I now turn to the epic of the losers, whose narrative rejects the linearity of history
and the single-minded perspective of the Trujillista epic. The chapter will be based on
Tomás Hernández Franco, an author whose poetic work challenged the official discourse
on the issues of national identity and the place of blacks in the body politic. Hernández
Franco, a precursor of the avant-garde movements in Santo Domingo (Villegas 4), wrote
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numerous books of poems, short stories and essays, but is better known for his narrative
poem “Yelidá.” Generally acclaimed as a poetic achievement, and published just five
years after the Haitian Massacre, “Yelidá” (1942) has elicited diametrically opposed
readings from critics of different persuasions. While some of them interpret it as a text
that embraces blackness, hybridity, and transnational identity (N. E. Rodríguez 71;
Rosario Candelier 66; Torres-Saillant, Intellectual 133), others consider that the poem
expresses fear of the black race (Alcántara 147; Howard 127; Miller 71-72), rejects
miscegenation, and promotes nationalistic bigotry (Howard 127). As I suggested in the
introduction, these contrasting views may reflect the fundamental ambivalence stemming
from Hernández Franco’s dual subject position. Whereas in his role as a public servant
Hernández Franco seems to conform to the anti-Haitian official line, as an artist he often
breaks away from the Trujillista discourse, challenging its ethnocentric view of history
and acknowledging the contributions of blackness to Dominican culture.
In the present chapter, I read Hernández Franco’s work against the backdrop of
Balaguer and Peña Batlle to prove that rather than an “epic” poem in the sense of the
Virgilian tradition, “Yelidá” reveals the structure of the epic of the losers. I argue that the
poem’s utopian investment in Afro-diasporic cultures offers a strong rejection of the
antihaitianismo ideology and an unorthodox view of national history as an open-ended
story. The remaining part of the chapter will unfold as follows: In section 4.1 I offer a
summary of the young Hernández Franco’s aesthetic and political trajectory, from his
contact with the avant-garde movements during the 1920s to his collaboration with
Trujillo’s dictatorship, including his views on the Haitian-Dominican conflict. Section
4.1 deals with the ideology of antihaitianismo and the construction of race in the
Caribbean. Section 4.2 focuses on the debate over the role of the African diasporas in the
construction of an Antillean identity and locates Hernández Franco’s aesthetic project in
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the context of the Africanist movements. In section 4.3 I read “Yelidá” as an epic of the
vanquished, an allegorical poem that destabilizes the main tenets of the Trujillista
narrative. In my concluding remarks, section 4.4, I seek to establish a connection between
Hernández Franco’s poetics and the concept of Creolization, as understood by
Martinican writer and theorist Edouard Glissant.

4.1

THE ROAD FROM THE AVANT-GARDE TO TRUJILLISMO
Born in the Santiago province in 1904, Hernández Franco lived in Paris during the

1920s and studied Law at the Sorbonne, but never graduated. According to Cuban
journalist Virgilio Ferrer Gutiérrez (11), while in Paris Hernández Franco cultivated the
friendship of Cuban writers such as Jorge Mañach, Juan José Sicre, Diego Bonilla, and
Armando Maribona—all of whom would appear among the signers of the 1927
declaration of the avant-garde Grupo Minorista, linked to the literary journal Avance.81
Among the writers Hernández Franco befriended in Paris, Ferrer Gutiérrez also mentions
Guatemalan Luis Cardoza y Aragón, Colombian Guillermo Valencia, Uruguayan Hugo
Barbagelata, and the Spaniard Gascó Contell. Throughout his life, Hernández Franco
worked as a journalist and occupied several governmental positions in Trujillo’s
administration. He was a diplomat, a congressman, and the Secretary of State. Among the
countries where he served as Trujillo’s envoy, Haiti and Cuba merit special attention,
since that experience may have determined his interest in Afro-Caribbean cultures.
People who knew him portray Hernández Franco as a man endowed with keen intellect,
great physical strength, and a good sense of humor (Mora 70-71; Baeza 591). Ferrer, for
instance, offers this portrait:

81 Ferrer’s article was originally published in the journal La Información, Havana, in 1943.
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Lo que ha visto nuestro lente: 6 pies de carne y hueso. Una mirada zahorí, curiosa,
inquieta. Unas orejas, que son antenas. Una cordialidad desbordada. Un enorme
talento y una exquisita sensibilidad. Una nariz aguda como corvo pico aguilucho.
Un espíritu abierto. Unos enormes brazos siempre en cruz. Y unas manos—
vigorosamente trazadas—listas para lo que sea menester...! (12)
Chilean poet Alberto Baeza Flores, who met Hernández Franco in Havana in 1943,
describes him in the following terms:
Era un poco gigantón. Tenía algo de atleta y de actor. Parecía ese tipo de
aventurero de los países tropicales que los directores de Hollywood suele elegir
para galán de sus filmes ‘de suspenso’, y que ahora la pequeña pantalla ha
popularizado más. Sin embargo, era un poeta—un poeta tremendamente
comprometido con esa aventura lírica que es la vida. (591-92)
After an early romantic stage that covers the books Capitulario (Santiago, 1921),
Rezos Bohemios (Santiago, 1921), and De amor, inquietud y cansancio (Paris, 1923),
Hernández Franco discovered the avant-garde while living in Paris. Like many other
Latin American writers of the 1920s, he embraced the avant-garde’s radical critique of
the Western tradition, including the rejection of rationalism, positivism, and the idea of
progress that had guided the projects of nation-building throughout the former Spanish
colonies. Besides a collection of short stories titled El hombre que había perdido su eje
(1925), only two poems survive from Hernández Franco’s avant-garde period: “Poema
del feto” and “El poema del Chewing-Gum” (Rueda 516), both of them reprinted years
later in Canciones del litoral alegre (1936).82
During his stay in Paris, Hernández Franco also wrote a series of articles on the
avant-garde for the Dominican newspaper La Información. The series, titled “La
vanguardia artista” (1921-1923), included interviews with Gustave Khan, Marcelo Fabri,
82 The dedication of El hombre que había perdido su eje (1925) illustrate the iconoclastic spirit that
animated Hernández Franco’s avant-garde writings: “A mis Amigos-del-Café. A los terribles-Hermanosde-la-Orden-de-la-Maledicencia. A la Inepcia. Al Despecho. A la Suficiencia. A los Borrachos, los
Pederastas, los Locos, los Hipócritas, los Necios. A las Prostitutas. A la Jauría, en fin, yo tiro este libro
como un pedazo de carne putrefacta” (Obras 301).
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and Rene Ghil. In “Antoine-Pierre Gallien, xilógrafo,” Hernández Franco defends the
avant-garde movements against their critics in the Dominican Republic:
Yo escribo esta crónica, porque Gallien es una de las figuras más interesantes del
Arte Nuevo, de una vanguardia artista tan poco conocida allá, y donde como un
chiste, se oyen pronunciar las palabras cubismo, futurismo, dadaísmo, etc., y son
pocos, desgraciadamente, los que saben la cantidad enorme de voluntad y de
trabajo que se han empleado para crear esas manifestaciones del Arte Moderno, y
la seriedad indiscutible de sus principios fundamentales. (qtd. in Villegas 4)
He accuses the critics of the avant-garde of “ignorance,” remarking that such ignorance
was painful coming from a country “que no tiene estorbo de tradiciones, ya que nuestra
historia no nos remonta más allá del día de ayer” (4). These comments are illuminating,
not only because they show that Hernández Franco was aware of the avant-garde
aesthetic revolution, but because they position him against the prevalent idea of the
Dominican Republic as an extension of Europe. The notion that the Dominican Republic
lacked historical density implied a rejection of the myth of Santo Domingo as the Athens
of the New World, and as the last battleground of the Reconquest. Tradition, for
Hernández Franco, was not an asset, but a hurdle to self-knowledge. Thus by freeing the
present from the burden of the past, the European avant-garde allowed Hernández Franco
to embrace the Dominican difference –a position he would develop in his later approach
to the Afro-Caribbean diasporas.
Hernández Franco reiterates his criticism of Dominican poets in a lecture titled
“La poésie à la République Dominicaine” (1923), in which he accused them of remaining
too attached to the old molds, and of not opening themselves to the avant-garde:
Personnellement, je ne puis [ou « peux » ?] cacher le peu d’estime en lequel je
tiens la vieille poésie sous toutes ses formes : héroïque, didactique, érotique,
romantique, et c’est presque à ces quatre formes gâtées de la poésie que se sont
bornés mes concitoyens ... Jusqu’a présent, le courant de quasipasséisme a été
plus forte et oblige nos poètes à suivre de loin ou à ne pas suivre du tout les
manifestations intéressantes de l’art d’avant-garde. (43)
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He acknowledges the existence of postumismo, a poetic movement founded in 1921 by
Rafael Augusto Zorrilla (1892-1937), Andrés Avelino (1900-1974) and Domingo
Moreno Jimenes (1894-1986) that attempted to free verse from the constraints of the
Spanish tradition, but dismisses it as a “comic” movement similar to Dadaism, since the
postumistas “ont eux aussi la prétention d’être des imbéciles conscients” (67-69).83 By
the end of the decade, however, Hernández Franco’s enthusiasm for the avant-garde had
begun to fade, and instead of condemning his peers for their alleged ignorance of the
European movements, he chastises the “confusion” that the proliferation of “isms” had
caused among young Dominican poets (Obras 573).
In the political arena, Hernández Franco was among the small group of
intellectuals of socialist leanings who later worked for Trujillo (Mateo, Mito 93; Cassá
146).84 According to Andrés L. Mateo, the subversive drive of these men of letters—
which included Ramón Marrero Aristy, Francisco Prats Ramírez, Manuel Arturo Peña
Batlle, and Héctor Incháustegui Cabral—became diluted into Trujillo’s totalitarian and
nationalist ideology (94). In the previous chapter, I examined the case of Peña Batlle,
who after eleven years of silent opposition gave in to pressure in 1941 and became the
regime’s most systematic ideologue. Unlike Peña Batlle, Hernández Franco supported
Trujillo from the outset. A fervent adversary of Horacio Vásquez’s government,
Hernández Franco praised the civil movement that brought Trujillo to power, famously

83 In retaliation, the postumistas included Hernández Franco in their 1924 anthology La pequeña antología
postumista. For a concise introduction to Dominican literary currents see Rueda.
84 Historian Roberto Cassá describes Hernández Franco as an anti-imperialist thinker who embraced
socialist ideas. Those ideas never translated into a radical political project, although his analysis of the
Dominican society drove him to postulate the emergence of a revolutionary workers' party as a response to
the presence of U.S. foreign capitalism (146). Cassá adds that in 1929 Hernández Franco was still a selfproclaimed supporter of Communism (171).
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calling it La más bella revolución de América (1930), the title of a book he published
shortly after. In that book, Hernández Franco vividly portrays the coup of 23 February as
a social revolt carried out by a small group of young intellectuals led by Rafael Estrella
Ureña:
El 23 de febrero de 1930, a las siete y media de la noche de un domingo tropical,
un grupo de jóvenes, que no llegaba a la cifra de doscientos y en los cuales
figuraba un fuerte porcentaje de lo más representativo de la élite intelectual de la
ciudad, tomó por asalto la fortaleza San Luis, de Santiago de los Caballeros,
capitaneados por su jefe el brillante tribuno y joven abogado Rafael Estrella
Ureña. (9, emphasis in the original)
As Mateo observes, this passage illustrates how liberal intellectuals misinterpreted the
events, orchestrated by General Trujillo, Commander in Chief of the Dominican Army
(Mito 58-59). It is also a reminder that the revolt was essentially a liberal movement,
addressed against a corrupt government determined to stay in power against the popular
will.85 The fact remains, however, that Hernández Franco never withdrew his support for
Trujillo, even after the strongman’s despotic nature became apparent. Hence Diógenes
Céspedes’s conclusion that the poet was among the “militantes a tiempo completo del
trujillismo” (Lenguaje 254) and one of the Dominican champions of totalitarianism (261).
Until his death in 1952, Hernández Franco served the government as bureaucrat and an
ideologue. He is among the intellectuals held responsible for helping to establish the
conditions for the popular support for Trujillo’s regime (Mateo, Mito 57-58), even though

85 Hernández Franco claimed he played a prominent role in the ousting of Vásquez, stating that he helped
the Revolution “con la palabra, la pluma y el fusil” (La más bella 80). Mateo considers this account greatly
exaggerated (60). The poet’s soft spot for hyperbole can be appreciated in his 1948 article “Bogotá,” in
which he portrays himself as a gun-totting participant of the riots triggered by the assassination of the
liberal politician José Eliécer Gaitán. In that article, Hernández Franco asserts that, having witnessed
Gaitán’s murder, he forgot his condition of diplomatic envoy and joined the mobs that ransacked the city:
“En un momento dado, cuando había peleado yo con aquella masa anónima dos horas, arrebaté un rifle a un
policía y avancé, disparando, haciendo fuego a diestro y siniestro, quebrando a culatazos a quien se me
oponía. No sé cómo no me mataron” (Obras 651-52).
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his ideological interventions are rather ambiguous and can hardly be said to exhibit the
level of coherence of Balaguer and Peña Batlle.
Probably the main source of ambiguity, and a frequent cause for discrepancy in
the efforts to assess Hernández Franco’s work, is his position with respect to the Haitian
“problem,” which he made public on at least two occasions: the little known “Discurso
ante la estación HIX” (1932) and “Síntesis, magnitud y solución de un problema” (1943).
In 1932, Hernández Franco—at the time an official in the Ministry of Agriculture—gave
a radio speech addressing the first version of a governmental program to “Dominicanize”
the border areas launched by the former President Horacio Vásquez and resumed by
General Trujillo (Vega, Trujillo y Haití 24). That year, heeding the pressures of the U.S.
delegate and the owners of sugar corporations, Trujillo decided not to implement an
immigration law aimed to repatriate all Haitians and West Indian workers that would
have hurt the economic interests of the sugar industry. Thousands of Haitians who did not
work in the cane fields, however, were expelled as part of Trujillo’s project to whiten the
Dominican population.
Meant to highlight the agricultural settlements established in the region,
Hernández Franco’s speech is probably his earliest work on the Haitian-Dominican
relations, and constitutes a valuable testimony of the role of education in the promotion
of antihaitianismo ideology in the Dominican Republic. The text begins with a reflection
on the how the idea of the border is constructed in the mind of a young Dominican child.
In the context of Dominican political instability, the border was an outlet for national
violence, “el sitio por donde había que huir para regresar algún día,” and Haiti a carnival
parade of peddlers, “aquello que pasaba lleno de bártulos multicolores, de maní tostado y
de dulce de melao” (“Discurso” 56). School education complicated these early
impressions by turning the border into a national tragedy. In geography and history class,
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children learned to associate the border with a sense of loss; to see in it a defacement of
the national body, a poignant memory of a time when the whole island allegedly
belonged to Dominicans (even though the Dominican Republic did not exist at that time):
La primera sensación geográfica, fue sensación de mutilaciones. Nos sentimos
todos huérfanos, de repente, de millones de kilómetros cuadrados que nos
pertenecieron en la omnipotencia de la fantasía. Cuando las cifras nos redujeron,
en su brutalidad comparativa, la seguridad de tierra nuestra fue ciertamente el día
en que nos nació dentro la primera ansia de inconformidad rebelde. (56)
The border juxtaposed a limit of a second order with the boundaries imposed by
the sea, deepening the feeling of oppression derived from the nation’s insularity: “El
concepto de isla nos creaba malestar de cosa flotante en los horizontes marítimos que
adivinábamos cercanos por todas partes. Y entonces, la palabra ‘frontera’, nos hizo una
nueva hendidura en el espíritu, reduciéndonos a una subdivisión de divisiones que no
presentimos antes” (56). This double layer of geographical limits was compounded by the
study of the national past. As Hernández Franco declares, “el mapa se nos entró en el
corazón por la Historia y no por la Geografía” (57). To illustrate his point, Hernández
Franco depicts students leaning over a map of the island: “Y esto es Puerto Príncipe, y
esto es Cabo Haitiano, y todo este pedazo no es todavía ni de ellos ni de nosotros. ¡Esta
es la Frontera!,” with the word todavía underlining the need to put an end to the
undefined nature of the borderlands—that space that is “neither theirs nor ours.”
Hernández Franco’s vivid account sheds light on the means by which the school
system inculcated the notion that Haiti, with its larger population, remained a permanent
threat to the survival of the Dominican Republic. The image of Haiti was persistently
associated with death, as when the book of geography stated that the island’s longest
river “is born” in Dominican territory and “dies” in Haiti. According to Hernández
Franco, descriptions such as this had a great impact on the children’s imagination: “La
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idea de la muerte nos atormentaba y quizás la primera percepción de su angustia nos vino
de imaginar el cadáver de nuestro bello río dominicano, en su lecho lejano de tierra
extraña” (57). But fear of death and the sense of territorial loss were compensated by the
fostering of national pride, whose source Hernández Franco relates with visible irony.
Children were taught that the Dominican Republic had the highest mountain of the
Antilles; that the first mass of the New World was celebrated in Santo Domingo, etc. And
mocking a myth that Balaguer would reproduce years later in his Guía emocional de la
ciudad romántica (1944), Hernández Franco states: “Y fue gloria nuestra saber que en la
ribera de un río nuestro creció la ceiba más ilustre del mundo, puesta allí por Dios mismo
y que se ofreció con un temblor de doncella en sus ramas al abordaje de las carabelas”
(58). Hernández Franco ridicules “the most illustrious ceiba of the world,” allegedly
planted there by God himself, portraying it as a girl who abandoned herself to
Christopher Colombus’ vessels—a depiction that suggests the comparison of the
Conquest enterprise with rape.
Next, Hernández Franco indicates that the access to higher education destroyed all
these nationalistic “fantasies,” and argues that the U.S. occupation of both countries
changed the image Dominicans had of Haiti. As a result of the military occupation,
Hernández Franco says, Haiti and the Dominican Republic found common ground to
build new alliances:
El estupor de la Ocupación nos reveló otra tragedia: del otro lado de la frontera el
mismo dolor hincaba sus garras y aquellos hombres, con sus generaciones
paralelas a las nuestras, con su historia paralela a nuestra historia, acababan, junto
a nosotros, en la convergencia del mismo drama y de la misma angustia. (58)
Along with this new image of Haiti came a new way of understanding the border: “Ya
sabíamos lo que era Haití. Sólo la palabra frontera, en la unificación del dolor, nos
parecía inútil y perdiendo su finalidad de muralla china de cuento” (58).
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It goes without saying that his passage marks a radical departure from the
dominant anti-Haitian discourse in ways rarely seen before and after Trujillo, and
introduces a change of perspective in the debate over the Dominican-Haitian relations.
The real threat to the Dominican State, Hernández Franco asserts, is not Haiti but the
United States. The histories of both countries, in Hernández Franco’s view, do not run in
opposition to one another, but first in parallel courses, before converging in the face of
the U.S. global designs. The remark “Ya sabíamos lo que era Haití” suggests that
Hernández Franco already had an opinion distinct from the one disseminated by the
school system and the official ideology, and that the alliance of both peoples against the
U.S. occupation had only confirmed his outlook. He had now come to the conclusion that
the solidarity found in their shared condition of occupied nations rendered the border
obsolete. The border, a “muralla china de cuento,” had lost its purpose. In other words,
even before the occupation, the border was already something fabulous, nonexistent,
comparable not to the real Wall of China, but the Wall of China of legendary stories.
In his idealized account of the newfound Dominican-Haitian solidarity,
Hernández Franco states that during this period young people of both sides of the
island—so young that they could not have stained their hands with the blood of their
brothers—rushed to enlist in the struggle against the occupiers, trying to purge their
homeland of a sin they had not committed: “Se alistaron en las filas de la resistencia
nacionalista, tratando de limpiar la patria del pecado que ellos no cometieron” (58). What
that sin was, Hernández Franco does not say. From the context, however, we could infer
that he refers to the past wars between both countries. He goes on to represent these
young men and women fighting as one people for a common cause. All of the sudden, the
border had vanished:
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Y entonces, no hubo fronteras. Las borramos en la lucha unánime, en la
sincronización de dolores y esperanzas, realizamos en el entusiasmo del común
anhelo, en células hondas vislumbradoras de libertad, el mito imperialista de la
isla una e indivisible, ¡porque no se divide el dolor ni la esperanza! (58-59)
Hernández Franco alludes to a clause written in the first Haitian Constitution declaring
the indivisibility of the island—an apparent concession to the nationalist discourse, which
has long used this clause as proof of Haiti’s “imperial” designs.86 This “imperialistic
myth,” however, is stripped of its threatening sense and endowed with an liberating
character as the U.S. military presence in the island leaves no doubts about the subaltern
positions of Haiti and the Dominican Republic in the global structure of power.
The end of the U.S. occupation restored the need for the border, “esa barra ideal
que circunscribe nuestra soberanía,” which appeared in a hopeless state of abandonment
(59). At this point, Hernández Franco’s discourse makes an unexpected turn towards the
anti-Haitian rhetoric characteristic of Trujillismo:
Haití, con su fuerza expansiva, con sus forzosas necesidades emigratorias, con la
pureza de su raza diferente, con la diferencia de sus costumbres, con su dialecto
que no comprendemos y con su idioma oficial que no es el nuestro, con la
baratura increíble de su mano de obra, con su élite intelectual culta, estudiosa y
recalcitrante, con su campesinaje todavía en las fronteras del primitivismo,
constituye para nosotros un eterno peligro amistoso que eterna y amistosamente
debemos prever y contra el cual, eterna y amistosamente también, debemos
defendernos, oponiéndole la misma fuerza de su fuerza, esto es, creando en el
camino de su avance, por su misma puerta de entrada, la frontera, núcleos de
nuestra raza, de nuestro idioma, de nuestras costumbres, de nuestro trabajo. (59,
my emphasis)
The passage is a striking return to a narrative Hernández Franco himself had previously
rendered problematic. He now suggests that with the withdrawal of the U.S. forces, Haiti
recovered its status as a permanent threat to the Dominican culture, and, in virtue of its
“primitive” population of pure (black) race,” a hurdle to Dominican modernizing
86 See, for example, Balaguer’s chapter on “El imperialismo haitiano” in La isla al revés (11-16).
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aspirations. This is the kind of argument we found in Balaguer and in the conservative
stage of Peña Batlle. Yet, it should be noted that, with the exception of the reference to
primitivism—which in the artistic discourse of the time had lost a good portion of its
pejorative content—, Hernández Franco did not accompany his enumeration of the
differences between the two peoples by the kind of demonization of Haiti that would
become the norm in the Trujillista discourse. Moreover, the purported Haitian threat
appears devaluated by the recurrence of modifiers of an opposite paradigm: Haiti, he
says, is a “friendly danger” that should be dealt with “in a friendly manner.”
As it appears, Hernández Franco was mining a word used in passing by Trujillo to
tone down what comes across as a warning to the Haitian government. In a speech quoted
by Hernández Franco, Trujillo accuses Haiti of abandoning the work of delimitating the
border, insinuating that the suspension of this task could be the cause of conflicts:
Puede engendrar rozamientos y fricciones que razonablemente deben evitarse, por
lo cual abrigo la firme esperanza de que el Gobierno de la nación vecina
reanudará cuanto antes las actividades necesarias para la ejecución del Tratado y
se mostrará dispuesto a dilucidar amistosamente, por medio de ambas
Cancillerías, las dificultades que de otro modo no hayan podido resolverse.” (qtd.
in “Discurso” 65, my emphasis)
Thus Hernández Franco’s emphasis on a friendly solution to the border situation
amplifies the appearance of the term “amistosamente” in the speech delivered by Trujillo,
perhaps in a failed attempt to influence the government’s policy towards Haiti. This
purpose is more visible in his final comments, in which Hernández Franco moves the
focus away from the government’s militarist rhetoric to stress the aspect of agricultural
development. The border, he says:
No reclama ya sangre de héroes ni sacrificios de vidas; solo pide sudor de
hombres de buena voluntad. La trinchera se ha hecho surco y en la nueva batalla
que se libra no hay enemigos sino tierra propicia que se rinda a la voluntad y el
grito de combate es ahora diferente, de belleza igual y más humano porque es el
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grito de batalla de la Secretaría de Estado de Agricultura: ‘La Espiga es la
Bandera.’ (66)
The notion that the trenches had turned into furrows implied a policy of tolerance towards
the Haitian population, who should not be seen as enemies but as collaborators. It was a
call to abandon the old strifes and to focus on the creation of wealth and mutual
cooperation.
Hernández Franco tackled the issue of the Haitian-Dominican relations once again
in “Síntesis, magnitud y solución de un problema,” arguably his major contribution to the
government’s homogenizing project, and the source of the harshest criticism against him.
Published in the inaugural issue of Cuadernos Dominicanos de Cultura in September of
1943, the essay follows closely the logical arguments of Peña Batlle’s “El sentido de una
política” (1942) and, although it makes no explicit mention of the it, the text reads as a
justification of the Haitian Massacre. In the opening sentence, the “problem” alluded to in
the title is presented in the following terms:
Porque tenemos conciencia de que se trata de un problema único en América,
único también en la historia y porque, justamente, somos los dominicanos los
únicos que hemos sufrido, en tierra, carne y alma—dimensiones de la
nacionalidad—sus pavorosas consecuencias, aspiramos a que sea de todos
conocido en toda su sorprendente realidad. (“Síntesis” 77)
The author seems to address two audiences: Dominicans—who, as the use of the first
person plural suggests, are also posited as the locus of the enunciation—and the rest of
the world—who are invited to get a better understanding of “our” situation. Hernández
Franco’s language makes a strong appeal to the reader’s emotions, as he states that
Dominicans have “suffered” the “horrifying consequences” of the problem. This
discursive strategy seeks to establish a connection between the author and his Dominican
readers by implying that they already have the same opinion on the matter. The
“problem” is not unidentified, but the reader is expected to recognize its features. It is
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described as “unique,” both in its geographical and historical dimensions. We are told
that it threatens the Dominican Republic in three fundamental ways: its territory
(“tierra”), its population (“carne”), and its culture (“alma”).
As he proceeds with his characterization of the Haitian-Dominican conflict,
Hernández Franco strengthens his emotional appeal by portraying the totality of
Dominican people as engaged in a fight for its survival:
El esfuerzo unánime, trágico, desesperado, de un pueblo entero, entregado a una
lucha de siglos por salvar de la muerte los más esenciales atributos de su
soberanía y de su estirpe; por salvarlos para sí mismo, para América, para la
humanidad: con la serenidad suficiente para comprenderlo en toda su magnitud y
con el respeto que tenemos derecho a reclamar para todo lo que nos es sagrado y
entrañable. (78)
Now we are informed that the problem has existed for several centuries, and that it
endangers the nation’s most “sacred” values: its sovereignty and its lineage—an apparent
reference to the origins of Dominican racial and cultural identity. Moreover, the
consequences of these dangers do not concern the Dominican people alone, but they
would affect the whole American continent, and even the whole of humanity. Thus, just
as we saw in Balaguer and Peña Batlle, Hernández Franco gives the Haitian-Dominican
conflict a universal dimension.
Hernández Franco relies heavily on several sources to present the official view of
the Haitian-Dominican conflict, and to defend Trujillo’s solution to the problem. One of
those sources is Trujillo himself. In a segment of a speech cited by Hernández Franco,
Trujillo also makes an emotional appeal to his audience, as he refers to the Dominican
nation as having overcome a great danger:
Proclamamos y defendimos con bravura sin par nuestro derecho a la vida de
pueblo libre y soberano pero, al mismo tiempo, defendimos, y defenderemos
siempre, con tenacidad que no tiene paralelo en la historia del Nuevo Mundo—
porque el caso de la República Dominicana es único en América—, el derecho a
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la cultura hispana, a esa cultura que nos vino entre dolores y honra de la patria del
Cid y que hemos sabido mantener incólume, entre dolores y honra, contra
sórdidas invasiones frustradas y contra la mal disimulada ambición, más que
secular, de injertar en nuestro suelo y en nuestro espíritu elementos y modalidades
ajenos por completo a esa sagrada herencia de la España inmortal. (qtd. in
“Síntesis” 78)
Trujillo, like Hernández Franco, characterizes the problem as unique, and creates the
image of a Dominican people united in the defense of its values. Moreover, he suggests
that the existence of the Dominican nation depended on the survival of its Spanish
legacy, and implicitly identifies Haiti as the source of the threat, with the references to a
number of failed invasions and an old ambition to insert foreign elements into the
Dominican essence.
Hernández Franco also incorporates a long quotation borrowed from Moisés
García Mella’s pamphlet “Alrededor de los Tratados 1929 y 1935 con la República de
Haití” (1938). García Mella’s emphasis in the negative effects of the Haitian immigration
on the Dominican Republic’s population, territory and economy, foreshadowed
Balaguer’s positivistic approach to the subject in La realidad dominicana (1947),
discussed in chapter 2. But Hernández Franco’s greatest debt is with Peña Batlle, who
serves as his primary source for an overview of Dominican history. In a brief
reconstruction of the nation’s past, Hernández Franco alludes to Peña Batlle’s essay “Las
devastaciones de 1605 y 1606” (“Síntesis” 79-80), as he searches in colonial history for
the origin of “two incompatible ways of life” within the same island: “Dos sistemas de
vida están ya, lo estarán para siempre, frente a frente” (80). In addition, Hernández
Franco exploits Peña Batlle’s powerful rhetoric in “El sentido de una política” to give a
measure of the magnitude of the problem, and to spell out the solution. In a thinly veiled
allusion to the Haitian Massacre, Hernández Franco states that Dominicans had no choice
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but to defend their Spanish legacy. Anything else would have amounted to an act of
betrayal:
Para no haber, al fin, actuado contra la amenaza creciente que pretendía
sumergirnos, hubiéramos los dominicanos tenido que comenzar por ser traidores a
nuestra propia historia, traidores a nuestro legado de hispanidad, traidores a
América y a la humanidad. (“Síntesis” 86)
It seems, however, that these unspecified actions of “self-defense” did not put an end to
the problem, since Hernández Franco indicates that Trujillo was attempting to find a
peaceful solution. Trujillo “está abordando, con vehemencia de urgencias pero con
propósitos permanentes, una solución al viejo problema: pacífica, decorosa, noble,
irrefutable. La dominicanización de la frontera” (87). Thus Hernández Franco
complements his allusion to the Haitian Massacre with explicit support to the
homogenizing policy championed by Peña Batlle as Secretary of the Interior and Police.
Commenting on “Síntesis, magnitud y solución de un problema,” Diógenes
Céspedes remarks that Hernández Franco fully adopted Peña Batlle’s racist ideology and
offered an a posteriori justification to the Haitian Massacre (Lenguaje 257). According to
Céspedes:
Frente a la situación haitiana o ‘el peligro’ haitiano como le llaman los partidarios
de un orden totalitario orientado hacia ‘las más puras esencias hispánicas’,
Hernández Franco, y los partidarios de una antropología de la violencia, sostienen
y han sostenido siempre un discurso belicoso contra Haití. Es su inconsciente del
negro y del mulato dominicanos. (258, my emphasis)
As I have already indicated, I believe Hernández Franco’s work is more ambiguous than
this reading suggests, and such ambiguity results from a difficult negotiation between two
different subject positions: as a high official of a dictatorship sustained by a racist
ideology, and as a high-modernist poet informed by the Africanist currents. The tension
between both these divergent subject positions may be observed in the unusual length of
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Hernández Franco’s direct quotations. How can we explain the fact that a quotation taken
from “Síntesis” runs without interruption for three whole pages? The number of words
authored by Hernández Franco in “Síntesis” (≈1520 words) is just slightly larger than the
number of words borrowed from Peña Batlle (≈1360). And when considering all direct
quotations, Hernández Franco’s original utterances (≈46% of the whole text) are less than
the three sources combined. This imbalance in authorship is more striking if one
compares “Síntesis” with Hernández Franco’s much longer essay “Una política de
cultura,” based on a lecture delivered in 1944 at the Ateneo Dominicano. Direct
quotations in “Una política de cultura” add up to a meager ≈670 words, or less than 10%.
A closer look to “Síntesis” would also show that these direct quotations contain
the most anti-Haitian claims of the text, including Peña Batlle’s dehumanization of
Haitians, his overt rejection of lower class immigrants, and his warning that Haitians are
meant to destroy the Dominican nation. These features of Peña Batlle’s thought,
however, are inconsistent with the positions Hernández Franco holds elsewhere, such as
the unorthodox view of Haiti he expresses in Apuntes sobre poesía popular y poesía
negra en las Antillas and in “Yelidá,” whose plot takes place in the Haitian city of Fort
Liberté. Therefore, the use of excessive direct quotations could be the external sign of the
struggle between the politician’s need to comply with the official line and the artist’s
desire to distance himself from views he did not share. Perhaps Hernández Franco wanted
to let the reader know that those words had not been issued from his pen—that those were
not his inscriptions.
Another mark of ambivalence in Hernández Franco’s discourse has to do with his
attitude towards Spain. In “Síntesis,” Hernández Franco connects the mass killings of
1937 to the preservation of Spanish culture, suggesting that the Massacre was an act of
self-defense to protect the Dominican “estirpe” and the “legado de hispanidad.” He also
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refers to the Hispaniola, “la isla predilecta de Colón, abre ... el poema de la Conquista”
(79), in what appears to be praise for the Spanish “civilizing” project in the New World.
Nevertheless, Hernández Franco’s representation betrays a critical perspective of the
Conquest enterprise:
Mientras el indio va muriendo y la india ensaya, estupefacta e indefensa, la
creación violenta del primer mestizo americano; mientras se alejan de nuestras
costas, encandilados por los áureos reflejos de las nuevas leyendas, los más
grandes nombres de la epopeya americana—Pizarro, Balboa, Cortés, Alvarado,
Velázquez—; mientras ya está llegando el negro en incesantes oleadas; la
Española, mediando la torpeza política de la Madre Patria, vive su difícil vida de
escala en la inmensa ruta del sueño y de la gloria, martirizada por intrigas de
encomenderos y leguleyos, amarrada al medioevo de la espada y la ley. (79)
In this segment Hernández Franco not only denounces the violent nature of the Conquest,
the mass killings of the native population, and the rape of aboriginal women, but, in
contrast with Balaguer and Peña Batlle, he also acknowledges the presence of blacks in
the birth of the nation without assimilating them to the Haitian Other. Hernández Franco
also portrays “Mother” Spain as a politically incompetent and a backward nation tied to
the Middle Ages, a view he emphasizes elsewhere, as he condemns the Metropoli’s
response to the attacks of the buccaneers and filibusters. Spain, he says, “siempre tan
decidida al heroísmo como al estéril sacrificio,” reacted “destruyendo las más
importantes ciudades del litoral norte” (79-80). Hernández Franco calls this measure an
act of “estupidez,” a remark that mirrors the view of the young Peña Batlle.
In his otherwise favorable study of Hernández Franco, Néstor Rodríguez attempts
to make sense of the poet’s contradictions by declaring that in “Síntesis” the poet
abandoned his aesthetic project in favor of Peña Batlle’s characterization of the “Haitian
threat” (72). Although I agree that the arguments expressed in “Síntesis” are incompatible
with Hernández Franco’s counter-poetics, I do not share the linearity implicit in
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Rodríguez’s characterization of the subject. From my perspective, rather than abandoning
one position in favor of the other, Hernández Franco internalized the contradictions of
Trujillo’s intellectuals as he tried—perhaps unsuccessfully—to reconcile its extremes. As
Rodríguez correctly points out, writers who deviated from the Trujillista discourse had
two alternatives: either exile or aesthetic heterodoxy accompanied by loyalty to the
regime (66). Among those who chose the first option, Rodríguez mentions the cases of
Pedro Mir, Juan Bosch, and Juan Isidro Jiménez Grullón. Among the others, he includes
the poets Manuel del Cabral and Tomás Hernández Franco, citing their treatment of
blackness as the focal point of their deviation from the norm. I think “Síntesis, magnitud
y solución de un problema” can be seen as a dramatic example of the tensions that arose
when loyalty to the regime did not coincide with an author’s aesthetic project. These
tensions left discernible marks on Hernández Franco’s contribution to the antihaitianismo
ideology.
In the previous chapters of this study, I have touched upon the issue of
antihaitianismo as one of the causes for the Haitian Massacre and as a salient structuring
principle of the Trujillista discourse. I proposed the cases of Peña Batlle’s shift from the
wanderings of romance to the teleological structure of epic and Balaguer’s narrative of
Reconquest as illustrations. I think that the debate over Hernández Franco’s work offers
an opportunity to reexamine the topic from a different perspective, since it allows us to
situate antihaitianismo in the wider context of the search of a Caribbean identity and to
consider the place of Haiti both in the Caribbean imaginary and in the Dominican epic of
the losers.
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4.2

THE RELOCATION OF HAITI IN THE CARIBBEAN IMAGINARY
In his poetic works written during the 1930s and early 1940s, Hernández Franco

became one of the few Dominican authors who did not subscribe to the notion of
hispanidad, embracing instead the aesthetics of Caribbean Africanism. To grasp the scope
of his aesthetic project at the time it may be helpful to return to our previous discussion
on antihaitianismo and to ponder the place of Haiti in the Caribbean imaginary. I have
already noted that Trujillo’s regime adopted antihaitianismo as its official ideology. But
antihaitianismo was not exclusive to the Dominican Republic. Similar ideologies can be
found in Cuba and Puerto Rico (Sagás 119). Moreover, according to Michel-Rolph
Trouillot the emergence of the first black state in modern history, and the first country
aside from the United States to obtain its independence from a European colonial power,
was received as bad news in the West. Not only did it threaten the economic foundation
of the colonial system—it challenged the Western “ontological and political
assumptions” (82). The prospect of a successful slave revolution defied rational thinking,
which may explain why it was not foreshadowed by any intellectual discourse (88). Even
after it entered the realm of reality, the Haitian Revolution was silenced by Western
historiography either by “erasure” (facts were omitted, or their significance ignored) or
“trivialization” (excessive focus on the details and the irrelevant) (96).
In countries with large slave populations the “unthinkable” was a real possibility
that terrified the white Latin American elites, for whom the Haitian Revolution “became
synonymous with chaos, violence, and black savagery” (Sagás 4). This image was
exacerbated by the pauperization of Haiti, as a result of decades of isolation and of
economic punishment imposed by the West. The “specter of another Haiti” hunted the
countries of the region (Maingot 55). Nowhere was the fear more intense than in the
Dominican Republic, due to the proximity of Haiti and to the greater numbers of Haitians
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(Hoetink, Dominican People 185). The obsession with numerical imbalance is still
obvious in the works of Balaguer and Peña Batlle that deal with the Haitian “threat.”
However, according to Anthony P. Maingot, numeric imbalance is not the only condition
for the emergence of what he calls “the terrified consciousness of the Caribbean” (54). In
his investigation of the place of terror in social conflicts, Maingot suggests that two other
circumstances must arise: 1) a challenge to the social structure as a result of a split within
the majority group; 2) a “living example” that confirms the original fears (54).
Haiti is a case in point. According to Maingot, the white minority presented the
Haitian revolution as the living example of the consequences of challenging the dominant
ideology: “The fear of 'Haitianization' had survived the events in Haiti to become the
dominant metaphor behind the terrified consciousness of the whites. Indeed, even those
who rejected European paternalism and found exile, friendship and material help in Haiti
could not escape the generalized metaphor” (57). Maingot cites the cases of Venezuelan
revolutionary leaders Francisco de Miranda and Simon Bolívar, who sought and obtained
the support of the Haitian authorities without abandoning their perceptions of the Haitian
experience, and of blacks in general: “Despite his friendship with the Haitian leader
Petion, Bolívar shared the generalized dim view of the isolated island. Haiti was Africa,
the dark continent, the great unknown with all the preconceptions which conjured up
images of social revolution and disorder” (60). Maingot finds similar instances of the
terrified consciousness among Cuban intellectuals, such as Félix Valera, Domingo del
Monte, José de la Luz y Caballero, Francisco Arango y Parreño and José Antonio Saco,
all of whom shared a deep contempt for black slaves and saw Haiti as the future source of
a black leadership, and among the European minorities of the non-Hispanic Caribbean
who ruled overwhelmingly black populations (65-67). In Cuba, both the metropolitan
authorities trying to curb the pro-independence movement and the supporters of the
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annexation to the United States found in the terror of another Haiti a useful tool to shore
up their political interests.
The “terrified consciousness of the Caribbean” may explain why some black
intellectuals of the twentieth century placed Haiti at the center of a transnational identity.
Paul Gilroy speaks of Haiti’s impact on “African-American political thoughts and
movements of resistance” (17), and Silvio Torres-Saillant argues that Haiti became a
metonymical representation of Caribbean identity (Intellectual 132). This relocation of
Haiti in the Caribbean imaginary coincided with the Hispanic American literary
movement known as negrismo. Negrista poetry reached its zenith between 1926 and
1940, as part of the Latin American debate over national identity (Mansour 135-37).
Rather than a mirror image of the post-war European fascination with African
primitivism, negrismo emerged from a concern with the situation of blacks in the
Hispanic Caribbean. It was meant to revaluate Afro-Caribbean culture and to denounce
the exploitation of black citizens.
According to Mansour, with a few exceptions, negrista poets were interested
exclusively in blacks from their own individual countries. It is significant, however, that
these exceptions included some of the major poets of the movement, including Luis Palés
Matos, Nicolás Guillén, Emilio Ballagas and Manuel del Cabral, all of whom—like
Hernández Franco—adopted mulatez as the centerpiece of their search of a Caribbean
identity that transcended narrow nationalism. As Marilyn Grace Miller observes, the
concept of mulatez emerged in response to the ideology of mestizaje, since to speak of a
mestizo race, understood as the offspring of Amerindians and Spaniards, made little sense
in the Caribbean, where the native population had been long eradicated and supplanted by
African slaves (45-47). The poesía mulata, the term of preference for many of the
aforementioned poets, challenged the nineteenth century foundational narratives, in
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which “the mulatto or the mulatta was a threat to unity or coherence, a contaminant, a
stain, a temptation, or a force beyond the control of vested powers” (45). Poets such as
Palés Matos, Guillén, and Manuel del Cabral retained the ambiguity of the mulatto
signifier but reconfigured it as a positive value.
The poesía negrista or mulata movement had a limited impact in the Dominican
Republic, where racial identity has been complicated by the nation’s antagonistic relation
with Haiti (Incháustegui, “Los negros” 3). This phenomenon has puzzled more than one
literary critic and commentator, who consider it an anomaly in a country that has been
called “the cradle of blackness” (Torres-Saillant, “Tribulations” 126). For Despradel, for
example, such lack of a strong Afro-Dominican movement constitutes an “aberration” in
a country where most writers are black or mulatto (99-100). Despradel grants the
presence of African elements in Dominican music and painting, but argues that blackness
remained conspicuously absent in literature. A similar view can be found in David
Howard, who attributes the low incidence of black poetry in the Dominican Republic to
prejudice and to “Hispanic” bias (121). According to Howard, the black literary
movements that spread throughout the United States and the Caribbean between the
1920s and 1940s “failed to provoke a popular response in the Dominican Republic”
(124).
I think that, although justified to some extent, these remarks warrant some
qualifications. First of all, we should keep in mind that at the time the Caribbean
Africanist movements matured, the Dominican Republic was under a ruthless
dictatorship that adopted antihaitianismo as its official ideology and was determined to
‘whiten’ the population. And yet, black poems were written in the Dominican Republic
by poets such as Del Cabral, Hernández Franco, Rubén Suro and Francisco Domínguez
Charro. That the works of these authors are not as well known as those of their Cuban
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and Puerto Rican counterparts has less to do with Dominicans’ denial of their racial
identity than with the marginality of Dominican literature in the Spanish Caribbean.
Second, when comparing the limited prominence of black movements in Santo Domingo
with that of the non-Hispanic Caribbean, it may be helpful to remember that, as Mónica
Mansour explains, the Hispanic and the non-Hispanic Caribbean differed in their
relations with the Metropolis (133). To attain a higher education, blacks from the French
colonies in Africa and the Caribbean usually went to Paris, where they suffered
discrimination and came into contact with one another. This experience contributed to the
origin of the Negritude movement. In contrast, in the Hispanic Caribbean, only the Creole
elite maintained a direct connection with Europe. Blacks who had access to formal
education would normally attain it locally: “Así, Africa se convirtió, para los negros
hispanoamericanos, en un mito lejano, y por lo tanto idealizado e irreal” (133).
Finally, the Africanist currents of the United States and the Caribbean were never
popular movements, but the parcel of an educated minority. Even in Haiti, where the
nationalist sentiment provoked by the 1915-1934 U.S. occupation led to a desire to
embrace blackness, the restoration of the African legacy was a project that barely
involved “some members of the elite” (Hoetink, “Race” 63). Up to 1915, most Haitian
intellectuals were Francophile, and although they acknowledged the African components
of the Haitian culture they did not attach any value to it (Mintz 36). As Harry Hoetink
states, “it was only after World War II that this cultural program found its political
counterpart and was supported by the growth of a black middle-class” (63).
Discussing the emergence of Caribbean Africanism, Roberto González Echevarría
states that the Afro-Cuban movement was one of three issues that concerned Cuban
intellectuals in the 1920s, in addition to the consolidation of the Republic and the
European avant-garde (42). These issues—all of which can be readily associated with
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Hernández Franco—had in common the question of how to incorporate blacks into the
life of the nation. The reassessment of blackness implied a radical departure from the
European model, in line with a wider Latin American search of its own expression: “In
the twenties, the question became part of the well-known desire to discover a new
consciousness, devoid of the rationalistic strictures of European thought, which includes
the Africanist movement” (42). The “missing link” between the avant-garde movements
and Afrocubanismo was the ideario promoted by José Ortega y Gasset’s journal La
Revista de Occidente, through which many Latin American writers got acquainted with
Western modernism and German philosophy (52). One such philosopher was Oswald
Spengler, whose book The Decline of the West (1918) reflected the spiritual crisis of
post-war Europe and achieved great popularity in Latin-America. According to Spengler,
each culture is symbolically linked to its landscape and moves towards an ideal form.
Once it realizes that form, the culture hardens, dries up and dies: it becomes a civilization
(Spengler 106). Europe found itself in such a state of decline, in contrast with the
“primitive” cultures of the world, which Spengler depicted as “strong and integral ... vital
and effectual” (34).
Spengler’s grim outlook on the Western civilization was not well received by the
academic circles but became an instant success with the wider audience (Biddiss 88). His
relativistic interpretation of culture was appropriated by Latin American thinkers, who
began to see their racially marked populations as sources of originality rather than a
hurdle to progress (Skurski 628). González Echevarría traces the impact of Spengler’s
idea on Cuban writers such as Alejo Carpentier, Nicolás Guillén, Fernando Ortiz, and
Jorge Mañach (52-53). Spengler’s influence was also felt in Puerto Rico and the
Dominican Republic. In an article published in the Puerto Rican newspaper El Mundo in
1936, the poet Juan Antonio Corretjer stated: “En la época en que Palés comenzaba sus
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ensayos de poesía negra, Spengler irrumpía entre nosotros con su doctrina de la
decadencia del mundo occidental y el mesianismo de las razas llamadas inferiores” (qtd.
in López Baralt 473).87 A similar messianic tone can be found in Hernández Franco’s
article “La muerte de Europa,” published in La Información on October 11 of 1929,
which depicts Europe in the throes of death (Obras 601-06). In that article, written just a
few months before Trujillo’s rise to power, Hernández Franco claims that all things
European—systems, culture, politics—were dying, and Latin-Americans would perish
with them, since they were still part of the West:
No es tan sólo Europa. Occidente es Europa y algo más todavía. Occidente somos
todavía nosotros mismos, aferrados a normas tradicionales y netamente europeas;
más occidentales en el sentido espiritual de la palabra que muchas de las naciones
que envuelve el término Europa en las cartas geográficas. (601)
As the repetition of the word todavía suggests, Hernández Franco locates Latin American
subjectivity at the intersection of two discourses: one inserted in the Western paradigm,
the other in the undeclared paradigm of the subaltern Other. Latin-Americans were “still”
the West, insofar as they “still” thought within the Western categories and remained
spiritually attached to Europe. But todavía also stresses the fleetingness of the present
condition. The part of Latin America that remained attached to the West was dying, but
there was a non-European part of it ready for liberation and flourishing: “Por todo eso
tienen jerarquías de vigencia, las voces que nos urgen al total despejamiento de lo
europeo” (601).
In “La muerte de Europa” Hernández Franco challenges virtually everything
Europe is proud of, from Antiquity to the present, from art to religion (602). All Western
cultural manifestations are degraded, turned upside-down, reduced to rubble: Greco-Latin
87 Corretjer’s testimony is corroborated by Palés’s friend Tomás Blanco in a lecture he gave on 7
November 1937 at the Institución Hispano-Cubana de Cultura, founded by Fernando Ortiz (Blanco 42).
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civilization appears as nothing else than a “glorificación preconcebida del materialismo”
and the nineteenth century as just “un siglo estúpido.” He dismisses Western
epistemology, describing Europe’s philosophers as “pesados, densos, brutales,” its
writers as “literatos enfermizos de sexualismo,” and its preachers as “oradores de
fracasos utópicos.” Even Catholicism, which will become the centerpiece of the
hispanista ideology, is discarded as “una utopía desacreditada.” Everything announces the
imminent death of “esa vasta ‘entelequia’ chocheante que es Europa.” War had dealt the
last blow to the Western civilization. The future belonged to the Eastern peoples, and to
Africa. Should Latin-Americans regret this?: “Al contrario, nos alegramos. Este impulso
maravilloso, este avatar, quizás obedece al gesto de Rusia. Los espíritus libres, los que
todavía soñamos con algo mejor y con el reino de la igualdad sobre la tierra, debemos
gritar el aleluya ateo ante la muerte del egoísmo secular de Occidente” (606). This
enthusiastic celebration of the “death” of Europe, with its veneer of socialist messianism,
marks the beginning of Hernández Franco’s transit from the “civilized” to the
“barbarian,” from a critique of the West still located within the epistemological
parameters of Western modernity, to a poetics of mulatez informed by the Caribbean
Africanist movements.

4.3

THE DISCOVERY OF THE “MULATTO ZONE”
None of the formal features usually associated with negrista poetry—imitation of

the spoken language of the black working-class (Ballagas 80); recreation of African
rhythms, and onomatopoeia (Ortiz 165-70)—are present in the works of Hernández
Franco. The Dominican poet dismissed these traits, stating that in the exploratory stage of
the mulatto poetry, “a la poesía se le dio ‘color local’ con el abuso, un poco ingenuo, de
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la onomatopeya” (Apuntes 67). However, starting in the 1930s, Hernández Franco sought
to define a “mulatto zone” for the foundation of a Caribbean identity, a project that, as he
makes clear in his essays on black poetry, sprang from his contact with the negrista
tradition. His first step in that direction is Canciones del litoral alegre (1936), a book that
brought him closer to the recuperation of Afro-diasporic cultures undertaken throughout
the Caribbean.
The presence of blackness in Canciones del litoral alegre is first evidenced in the
cover, which sports the caricature of an obese black man with a wide smile, his hands in
the pockets of his trousers, wearing a hat and a backpack, with a ship traversing the ocean
behind him. The book offers the conjunction of Spanish popular forms—such as the
romancero and the décima popular—and black cultures as the constituting elements of a
Hispanic Caribbean subjectivity—a theme to which Hernández Franco would return in
future works.88 As a number of literary critics have observed, Hernández Franco’s
appropriation of the Spanish popular tradition is mediated by the influence of Rafael
Alberti’s Marinero en tierra (Baeza 654; Alcántara 140; Incháustegui, “Los negros” 3).
Among the many similarities between the two books, Alcántara Almánzar mentions the
transparency of their language, their innate sense of rhythm, and the sea as recurrent
metaphor. Indeed, Alcántara Almánzar’s comparison between Alberti’s “A Juan Antonio
Espinosa, Capitán de navío” and Hernández Franco’s “Salutación a Pancho Alegría,
Capitán de goleta,” leaves little doubt of their deep connection.89 In Alberti’s text—
88 This theme also resonates with Pedro Henríquez Ureña’s notion that an authentic American expression
could only emerge from the fortunate encounter between Western forms and native content (465-71). A
similar approach may be found in several negrista poets. Ramón Guirao, for instance, suggests that the
negrista movement emerged “al ponerse en contacto el arte fatigado del hombre blanco con la emoción
primitiva del negro” (93), and refers to the appeal that the Spanish popular poetry had for Cuban blacks,
adding that Federico García Lorca returned the favor with his poems about the black peoples of America
(98).
89 In the edition I am using, the title of Alberti’s poem is just “A un capitán de navío.”
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fourteen verses written in alejandrino form—the poetic voice addresses the main
character as follows:
Buen marinero, hijo de los llantos del Norte,
limón del mediodía, bandera de la corte
espumosa del agua, cazador de sirenas
todos los litorales amarrados del mundo
pedimos que nos lleves en el surco profundo
de tu nave, a la mar, rotas nuestras cadenas. (Alberti 125)
Hernández Franco’s poem—forty-eight verses in romance form—begins with an
analogous salutation:
¡Salud, don Pancho Alegría
buen Capitán de goleta,
matador de tiburones,
rico en naufragios y rutas,
conocedor de los vientos,
—crucigramas de las islas—
buzo de la noche negra
hablador de dialectos,
rezador de avemarías
por aduaneros y puertos! (Obras 197)
The resemblance is so remarkable that it appears as if Hernández Franco wanted to call
attention to the model. Not only are the titles conspicuously similar, but the characters of
both poems are seamen, described in a series of parallel constructions. However,
Hernández Franco introduces a few important variations that endow his text with a
radically different connotation. First of all, the name Juan Antonio Espinosa is devoid of
symbolical meaning, whereas the name Pancho Alegría seems allegorical. Besides, the
use of a nickname (Pancho, instead of Francisco) suggests a degree of informality that is
lacking in Alberti’s poem. The description of the two characters also differs. Espinosa is
the Captain of a large vessel, Alegría of a fishing schooner. Espinosa is depicted in
idealized poetic manner (associated with the landscape, compared to the high noon and to
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the ocean foam), Alegría’s portrait consists of a series of references to his trade (the
mention of shipwrecks; the fact that he speaks several languages). Elsewhere in the text,
the poet offers more details of Pancho Alegría’s nature. We are told that he is a
“parrandero” (party animal), “dormilón” (a sleepyhead), and “marrullero” (cajoler).
The discrepancies between Alberti’s and Hernández Franco’s poems extend to
their subject matters, their tones and their structures. The subject of Alberti’s poem is
freedom; that of Hernández Franco’s, joy. The tone of Alberti’s poem is sad and
melancholic; Hernández Franco’s poem is cheerful and carefree. Alberti writes from the
perspective of the shores, which he personifies and portrays as chained to the land and
longing to be as free as seamen are. The perspective of Hernández Franco’s is
undetermined, as if representing the point of view of the community, singing of Alegría’s
numerous journeys and unimportant adventures. In addition, Hernández Franco
substitutes Alberti’s alejandrino (a high art verse) for the syllabic structure of the
romance (a popular verse). In a similar move, he replaces a sea creature of Western
mythology (sirens) by one belonging to Caribbean everyday reality (sharks).
The most significant characteristic of “Salutación a Pancho Alegría, Capitán de
goleta” consists in the fact that the protagonist of the poem is black. Alegría, the poet
says, is so black that his face, the color of tar, cannot be discerned at night: “En la noche
del Ozama / no se te ve ni la cara / —alquitrán de cara limpia—.” The poem thus reads as
a salutation of blackness as an essential part of Caribbean ethos. The centrality of black
culture in Hernández Franco’s utopian representation of the Caribbean is even more
apparent in the following segment of “Banquete de negros en el muelle de la noche”:
Ritmo de jarcia reseca,
crujir de palo de proa,
los negros,
los negros ya no se van:
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con viento de la tormenta
está inflado el acordeón,
el volcán de Martinica
está en el trago de ron,
trueno de noche de trópico
rodando va en el tambor.
—Almas de muertos alegres
están llegando de lejos—
Los negros ya no se van,
aguas de quillas ancladas
dan compás a la canción,
los negros ya no se van,
los negros. (Obras 194)
The recurrent theme—blacks are here to stay—is not devoid of meaning in a country
whose government had already launched a campaign to realize the old elite’s dream of
whitening the population. As will be seen in the following section, Hernández Franco
sought to undermine the ideological basis of that project in two lectures on poesía negra,
in which he urged Dominican poets to embrace the hybrid nature of their racial and
cultural identity.
The same year of the publication of Canciones del litoral alegre, the journal La
Opinión printed a text titled “La poesía negra,” in which Hernández Franco urged
Dominican poets to embrace the aesthetics of blackness. The text was read for the dèbut
in Santo Domingo of the black Cuban actress Eusebia Cosme, known for her renditions
of negrista poems. In “La poesía negra,” which reads as a poetic manifesto, Hernández
Franco states that Nicolás Guillén introduced him to Cosme in Havana, and predicted that
after listening to her Dominican audiences would feel more comfortable with their racial
identity: “Nos encontraremos más seguros de nosotros mismos, mejor anclados en
nuestra profunda realidad antillana” (Obras 509). According to Hernández Franco,
Cosme represented:
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El nuevo sentimiento manumiso, hecho palabra, libre al fin de los grilletes de los
falsos prejuicios, de nuestra verdad étnica, resultante de la atropelladora mezcla
de razas y de almas, que ha fijado para siempre en América el sello inconfundible
de nuestra realidad mulata. (510)
These remarks constituted an explicit rejection of the white exclusivism that dominated
Dominican intellectual discourse and an attempt to articulate Caribbean identity in terms
of a mixture of races and cultures. The poems that Cosme was about to recite, and which
Hernández Franco describes as neither black nor about blackness, were the expression of
that hybridizing process that was still taking place in the region:
Ni ‘poesía negra’ ni ‘poesía de lo negro’. Poesía nuestra, ¡nuestra al fin!, poesía
mulata, expresión verdadera de nuestras almas, izadas al tope de la emoción en la
confluencia bravía de aquellos torrentes en celo que fueron y que son, en el vasto
laboratorio del continente blancos, negros e indios. (510)
“Mulatto” poetry, Hernández Franco states, is an expression that breaks away both from
the outsider’s gaze of the white and from the colonized discourse of the educated black:
Ya no es el blanco que mira divertido y sin comprender gran cosa, el juguete
negro, ni es el negro ‘que sabe latín’ y que aspira a una expresión blanca,
desvariando, perdido, por Versalles de cartón pasta o por toda una sometería falsa,
falsificada y falseante: ahora es nuestra verdad antillana la que busca y encuentra
su expresión. (510)
In this passage, Hernández Franco suggests that in the past most whites who
wrote about blacks trivialized blackness while educated blacks had become lost in
pathetic acculturation. In contrast, the new Antillean poets had found the true meaning of
their culture in the diverse nature of their ethnic identity:
Los hombres sin prejuicios que obligatoriamente tenemos que ser, que decimos
nuestro dolor y nuestra alegría en la lengua blanca que sabemos hablar pero sin
tirar ningún lastre de lo que indefectiblemente llevamos dentro y sin despreciar el
significado, tan adecuado a nuestras vidas, de todos los ritmos que en nosotros
convergen. (510)
Thus mulatto poets, according to Hernández Franco, were using a European language—
“una lengua blanca”—to convey the real contents of their culture, without rejecting any
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of its constitutive elements, including blackness. If thus far Dominican poets had failed to
find their own voice, it was because they refused to recognize their racial self (511).
“White” poets rarely ever wrote about blacks, and blacks had written “muy poca ‘poesía
de lo negro’” (511). Meanwhile, mulattoes, determined not to acknowledge their racial
identity, had never shown their structure of feeling, due to the country’s unreasonable
desire whiten its population: “Y es que, quizás, ningún país del mundo ha hecho un tan
cómico esfuerzo hacia lo blanco puro” (511). Foreshadowing future speculations on the
reason for such a limited presence of black poetry in the Dominican Republic, in spite of
the undeniable contributions of blacks to the ethnic formation of the Dominican people
(511), Hernández Franco suggests that the reason is no other than “la dominicanísima
preocupación nuestra de diferenciarnos de nuestros vecinos haitianos” (512), a
provocative statement coming from one of Trujillo’s public servants. And to illustrate the
absurdity of the Dominican hatred towards Haitians, he quotes the following stanza by
Afro-Dominican popular poet Pedro Creales:
Que Santo Domingo
Odia al pueblo de Haití,
No por causa política
Sino por la color:
¡Ay de mí! (qtd. in Hernández Franco, Obras 512)
Hernández Franco balances his criticism of Dominican antihaitianismo with the
assertion that Dominicans had a more significant role in the construction of an AfroCaribbean subjectivity than was generally acknowledged (513). He provides evidence to
show Dominicans actively collaborating in the emergence of an Afro-Cuban tradition,
and argues that African cultures had survived in Dominican popular music and social
practices. Hernández Franco laments the fact that Dominican poets “no hayan visto, o no
hayan querido ver, la realidad que por todas partes los asalta” (514), but allows that there
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were signs of change in the works of younger poets, adding that those changes were
necessary if Dominicans were to reconcile with their true selves (514).
Hernández Franco would revisit the subject seven years later in his lecture
“Apuntes sobre poesía popular y poesía negra en las Antillas.” Here he articulates a
utopian definition of the Caribbean culture around the notion of the mulatto “race.”
Delivered in the Ateneo de la República de El Salvador in 1942 and published the same
year in San Salvador, the lecture was not accessible in Santo Domingo until the Sociedad
Dominicana de Bibliófilos reprinted it 1978 (Mateo, “Prólogo” 10), twenty-six years after
Hernández Franco’s death and seventeen years after Trujillo’s assassination. Apuntes is
an effort to define Antillean culture as the product of mestizaje and to claim the region’s
connection to the historical process of the mainland. The opening paragraph asserts the
need for America to overcome its geographical disunity in order to achieve “su imperiosa
finalidad de síntesis” (Hernández Franco, Apuntes 15). Such need would be ever more
urgent in the Antilles, which in spite of their geographical disconnection remain a
historical part of the American continent: “Las Antillas,” Hernández Franco says, “no han
tenido jamás un solo problema que, en su esencia, no haya sido, antes o después,
problema de América” (16).
In what may have been a rhetorical move aimed at establishing a common ground
with his Salvadorian audience, Hernández Franco condemns what he considers a
concerted effort to erase the contributions of the aboriginal populations to the Antillean
culture, and argues that the Hispanic Caribbean identity results from the confluence of
three peoples: Amerindian, African, and European: “Ha habido un empeño, bien logrado,
en despojar al indio antillano, de esa partícula de eternidad, como, también, por
desarraigar a las Antillas de todo lo indio” (Apuntes 18). Hernández Franco finds
evidence of the survival of Amerindian cultures in musical instruments and songs, and
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commenting on passages by Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo, Padre Las Casas and José
Gabriel García which describe Taino songs and musical instruments, he writes:
El atambor que sonaba como el de los negros; aquellos ‘cascabeles muy sofiles’;
la perfección y la extensión del idioma lucayo y la irrefutable ingenuidad de aquel
pescadillo que se tomó y huyó. Casi tenemos la esencia del tambor antillano, de
las maracas, y la bella seguridad de un intrascendente ejercicio poético, de poesía
por hacer poesía. (23)
A line of continuity is thus traced to the Amerindians, which constitute the autochthonous
foundation of the Antillean culture. The Spanish “fell” over this foundation as a
destructive force with more cruelty in the Hispaniola than anywhere else in America,
where “la paciencia india respondió de la única manera que podía hacerlo: muriéndose a
millares” (23). Added to the mix, black “sensuality” became a “survival factor” for the
cultures of both Spaniards and Indians. It is true that the Spaniards managed to impose
their political and cultural dominance, but in the end the three peoples moved towards “la
común confusión” (24).
Stretching the limits of his racial metaphor, Hernández Franco praises the
“superiority” of the Antillean mulatto, which he holds as proof of the survival of the
aboriginal component of the Antillean identity:
Compruebo el hecho cierto y agrego: he considerado al negro el más vital, el más
fundamental, vehículo de supervivencia del indio en las Antillas y, al mismo
tiempo y en la misma zona, como el más vital, fundamental, vehículo de
supervivencia para el español. De todos ellos ha surgido el mulato, con una
ilimitada escala de gradación de pigmento, superiorísimo a cualquiera de los tres
en el marco de sus islas, especialmente adapto a su clima, especialmente adaptado
a su lucha, especialmente adaptado a su vida. (25)
Although he postulates the superiority of the mulatto “race” over its three sources, to
suggest that blacks were the vehicle for the survival of the European and Amerindian
component of the Antillean culture constitutes a radical departure from the Trujillista
epic, which as we have seen intended to suppress blackness from the national identity.
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But Hernández Franco goes even further in suggesting that Santo Domingo led Cuba and
Puerto Rico in the emergence of the mulatto race. According to Hernández Franco,
historical factors determined that Santo Domingo would get ahead of the other two
islands, where—owing to their colonial status—the process of miscegenation was slowed
down by racial prejudice. He highlights the presence of blackness in the Dominican
Republic to the point of comparing it to that of its neighbor Haiti:
La presencia de un enorme núcleo negro en Haití mano a mano con la Republica
Dominicana, no la utilizo ahora como refuerzo a mi creencia: con o sin Haití, el
negro repletaba las Antillas y en su pleamar arrastraba consigo todo lo suyo y
todo lo que encontró en su camino. (25-26)
As he had done in “La poesía negra,” Hernández Franco departs from the Trujillista epic
by failing to portray Haiti as a threat to the existence of the Dominican Republic.
Furthermore, rather than displacing blackness, Hernández Franco considers it an essential
element of a transnational identity, thus defusing the argument that Haitians were
“contaminating” the Dominican ethnic composition.
Hernández Franco attributes the superiority of the mulatto race both to the
Amerindian, who were the bearers of the autochthonous culture, and to blacks’ easy
adaptation to the environment: “El negro, en las Antillas, no ha cambiado de clima, casi
no ha cambiado de paisaje” (Apuntes 26). The relation to a familiar environment would
explain why, unlike African slaves transported to the United States, blacks in the
Caribbean had such a long history of resistance:
El negro antillano nunca dio motivos para una ‘Cabaña del Tío Tom’. Fue
esclavo, pero rebelde siempre. Las murallas de la primera Ciudad de América,
Santo Domingo, no sólo se estremecían por corsarios y piratas. Estuvieron, desde
que comienza la esclavitud, temblando por la posible cercanía de negros
‘cimarrones’. En 1522 fue la primera sublevación negra, nueve años antes de que
Enriquillo, el cacique indio, se rindiera en las montañas del Baoruco, después de
larga y victoriosa resistencia contra los españoles, por gestiones directas del Rey
de España, con más de cuatro mil de sus compatriotas. (26)
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Again, this representation of the African diasporas in the Caribbean is a far cry from the
dehumanizing process to which the Trujillista epic subjected the black population.
Hernández Franco takes pride of blacks’ maroon culture, to the extent that African slaves
appear as superior even to Enriquillo, mining the mythic status the Cacique had enjoyed
from Bartolomé de las Casas to Manuel de Jesús Galván to Peña Batlle’s twice-told tale
of the origin. He goes on to say that the black slaves brought with them their African
cultural values and systems of belief, but they also borrowed from others to the benefit of
their own rites (27). As examples, Hernández Franco reminds us that Haitian Vodou and
Cuban ñáñigo appropriated elements from both, the Christian and the Taino
“mythologies.” This assertion not only places the two belief systems at the same level,
but puts them at the service of black stronger religions, an overt challenge to the
Eurocentric views of African beliefs expressed by the Dominican branch of hispanismo.
Turning to the subject of music, Hernández Franco argues that the African slaves
“conquered” the rhythms and instruments of the Tainos and fused them with their own,
and as a result, “un inmenso surtidor de música brota de las Antillas” (Apuntes 28).
Spain’s contribution to Caribbean music was limited to the lyrics of popular songs.
Spaniards managed to impose their language on the defeated populations, and the
establishment of the Universidad Santo Tomás de Aquino they gave the Hispanic
Caribbean cultural primacy over the colonies of the mainland. However, Hernández
Franco seems to believe that this early success of Spain in the New World should in no
way be understood as a sign of the strength of the Spanish civilization. In fact, he
suggests just the opposite, arguing that: “Es la debilidad de España la que trae al francés
y con él se da el caso insólito del éxito del más grande acodo de pueblo que registra la
historia: Haití” (29). I think this statement, which has been overlooked by critics
interested in elucidating Hernández Franco’s stance towards Haiti, not only debases the
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epic interpretation of the Spanish Conquest but affords a strikingly positive image of
Dominicans’ Other at a time when Trujillista intellectuals are still busy trying to justify
de Haitian Massacre.
Hernández Franco further demeans the role of the Spanish culture in the
emergence of an Antillean consciousness, stating that the people of the República
Dominicana, Cuba and Puerto Rico, “se expresa en español, piensa en español, aunque ya
no puede SENTIR como español” (Apuntes 29, capitalized in the original). This
dissociation of thought and feeling allows him to articulate his view of the mulatto poet
as a subject situated at a crossroads. The Spanish language is neither displaced nor
afforded the dominant status it has attained in the hispanista tradition, but conceived of as
a means to communicate a non-Spanish pathos. He acknowledges the contributions of
Spain to the Antillean identity, but emphasizes popular rather than high culture.
Contrasting the poems, songs, and riddles children learn in the Dominican Republic to
the patriotic poems they are forced to memorize in school, Hernández Franco declares:
“Al niño pueden imponerle, en la escuela, toda esa atentatoria ‘poesía’ que, a su
intención, se está patrióticamente elaborando a toda hora y el niño la aprende y la repite...
en la escuela” (42). This wealth of Spanish popular culture, he adds, is shared by other
peoples throughout Latin America, but the mixture of different ethnic groups in the
Antilles gave way to forms of expression that are distinctively Antillean, and from this
expression a mulatto poetry emerged, “hija de su circunstancia, de su paisaje” (43). In
Hernández Franco’s vivid representation, poesía mulata slithers like a snake under the
surface of popular poetry:
Por el más profundo subsuelo del alma del pueblo antillano, por regiones que él
muchas veces ignora, repta otra poesía de oscuro sentido, hermética y raras veces
confesada abiertamente, enigmática y cerrada cabalística y confusa, pero honda de
ritmos, preñada de misterio. Poesía de la noche, pero de la hosca noche que
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oscurece el bongó, que tiembla en el miedo sin fin de las supersticiones, de la
noche caliente y húmeda donde el sapo y el grillo escuchan el silbido de la
culebra, mientras el clave deja oír su agria voz incansable de madera seca. (55)
The adjectives used to describe mulatto poetry—dark, enigmatic, mysterious—are all
related to the world of magic as perceived from the perspective of the West. “Darkened”
by drumbeats and populated by nocturnal creatures attentive to the menacing whistle of
the snake, the night appears as a metonymical representation of the white man’s dread of
black cultures. This depiction of African rites dramatizes Hernández Franco’s belief that
mulatto poetry feeds from European horror of African music and religions.
Commenting on Guillén’s poem “Sensemayá (canto para matar a una culebra),”
Hernández Franco links Guillén’s rhythm to the African rites of Vodou and ñáñigo,
whose deities he imagines united in the Taino heaven to their Christian and aboriginal
counterparts. The snake of Guillén’s text incarnates the terrifying power of African
cultures:
Es ella la que silba en la noche, la que pone húmedos ruidos de pavor en la viva
inquietud de las selvas, síntesis y símbolo de alguna remota ciencia, zumo de la
vida, del miedo y de la muerte. Estará presente siempre, innombrable, maldecida
como en el paraíso, pero nunca olvidada: para ella destila ponzoña el alacrán y
crece en la tierra enemiga la raíz del veneno, para ella el zombie haitiano pasea
por campos y caminos su olor mojado de tumba fresca. (Apuntes 56)
The black snake constitutes an ambivalent symbol that brings together life and death, like
the Vodou zombi: neither silence, nor damnation, can make it go away. Hence the fear
that mulatto poetry arises in the white man, who feels the proximity of death: “Suda el
hombre blanco sin acabar de comprender por qué está ahí; lo ahoga la sospecha tremenda
de su impotencia contra algo invisible que escapa a su rabia, a su audacia, a su convicción
de dominador: suda y tiembla” (57).90 Painfully aware of his own impotence in the face
90 The whole section is reminiscent of Palés Matos’ poem “Tambores,” in which a white man lost at night
in a jungle hears the ominous drums of African rites:
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of something he can neither see nor understand, of something that escapes the strictures
of reason, the white man dreads not his physical death but the end of his cultural
supremacy. The white man sweats and trembles, while blacks wait for the scars of slavery
to slowly disappear: “¡Islas! ¡Islas! suda el negro y ríe. Los alisios vendrán a secarle la
piel y a borrar de sus espaldas, poco a poco, las huellas del hierro colonial. El río,
lentamente, irá lamiendo sus tobillos hinchados todavía por los grillos rotos hace tiempo.
El negro ríe” (57). In this passage, Antillean blacks exude optimism, as if they knew that
the tide of history was on their side. The black people laugh even though they have not
seen the end of their sufferings, as Hernández Franco makes clear when describing the
sugar industry with the topoi of slavery: “Por los horizontes de los cañaverales danzan
látigos crueles y palabras amargas” (57).

Los oye el hombre blanco
perdido allá en las selvas...
Es un tuntún asiduo que se vierte
imponderable por la noche inmensa.
A su conjuro hierven
las oscuras potencias:
fetiches de la danza,
tótemes de la guerra,
y los mil y un demonios que pululan
por el cielo sensual del alma negra.
¡Ahí vienen los tambores!
Ten cuidado, hombre blanco, que a ti llegan
para clavarte su aguijón de música.
Tápate las orejas,
cierra toda abertura de tu alma
y el instinto dispón a la defensa;
que si en la torva noche de Nigricia
te picara un tambor de danza o guerra,
su terrible ponzoña
correrá para siempre por tus venas.
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It is at this juncture that the mulatto poet enters the discourse as a subject
differentiated from both white terror and black laughter: “El mulato ni suda, ni tiembla, ni
ríe: el mulato piensa” (Apuntes 57). To illustrate his point, Hernández Franco quotes at
length another text by Guillén. In “Sabá,” the mulatto poet (Guillén) urges black people
to take their destiny in their own hands: “Coge tu pan, pero no lo pidas; / coge tu luz,
coge tu esperanza cierta, / como a un caballo por las bridas.” The mulatto subject uses the
claim to reason inherited from Western epistemology to call for an end to the social
injustice leveled against the black population, and draws from European high culture to
give voice to the plight of the Afro-Caribbean diasporas: “Poesía de alma mulata, de alta
expresión blanca, que se queda anclada en la nocturna ensenada de la pena negra” (59), a
notion Hernández Franco had introduced in his lecture on “Poesía negra.” Hernández
Franco praises Guillén as the Antillean poet who has gone further in this direction, and
acknowledges the works of Palés Matos and Manuel del Cabral before including his own
“Canciones del litoral alegre” in their tradition (61-62). Commenting on Luis Alberto
Sánchez’s notion of three poetic zones in America corresponding to three national
groups—blacks, whites and Amerindians—, Hernández Franco returns to his thesis that
the three ethnic groups merged in the mulatto to give rise to a new consciousness: “Es en
el mulato donde se realiza esa maravilla de síntesis que es el alma antillana” (65). Hence
his insistence that there is not a black poetry, but a mulatto poetry in which a “white”
poetic form gives voice to an Afro-Caribbean subjectivity.
With the affirmation of a mulatto identity, Hernández Franco offers an utopian
solution to the racial conflicts of the Caribbean, as becomes apparent when he states that:
En la poesía antillana ya no va a ser posible que hablen razas aisladas. El bongó
negro no puede sonar sólo en la noche, porque la mano que lo golpea a veces
parece blanca sin serlo de una vez y quizás el dueño de esa mano repite, sin
saberlo, viejos y sonoros arcanos de los mitos lucayos. (67)
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This idealization of mulatez opens his work to the criticism leveled against the notion of
mestizaje: that it distorts Latin American culture by covering social conflicts under a
cloak of harmonious homogeneity (Cornejo-Polar 341). The construction of a mulatto
identity pursued by most of the mulatto poets would in fact conceal the reality of racial
conflicts in the Hispanic Caribbean. But rather than the interpretation of an objective
experience, mulatez here seems to express a desire to democratize the distribution of
power and to build a society based on racial reconciliation. In this sense, the discourse of
mulatez challenged the dominant definitions of national identities and claimed a place for
blacks and mulattoes in the imaginary of the nation.
Perhaps the most outdated aspect of Hernández Franco’s discourse is his belief in
the superiority of the mulatto “race,” which Céspedes interprets as a rhetorical move
directed exclusively against blacks. According to Céspedes, Hernández Franco just
wanted to find “por el sesgo de lo biológico, un sujeto superior al negro, heredero del
areito, música-baile-poesía, fundido en sincretismo de lo que sería el dominicano
auténtico de hoy” (Lenguaje 276). This move, according to Céspedes, is meant to conceal
the assumption that the origin of Dominican culture is more Spanish than indigenous, and
more indigenous than African (276). The logic of Hernández Franco’s discourse would
be to replace blackness with a non-existing subject, and it entails substituting an idealized
mulatto, resulting from the mix of blacks and whites, for the the real one: “un mulato de
facciones más finas, pelo lacio, producto quizá de la unión del blanco y el indio o del
primer mulato blanco-negro aliado con el indio” (276).
Céspedes’s interpretation overlooks the fact that Hernández Franco considers the
mulatto superior not only to blacks and Amerindians, but to whites as well, and that in
comparing these ethnic groups the poet never speaks of physical attributes: he makes no
mention of the mulattoes’ hair texture, facial features or skin color. Far from it, his idea
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that it would be impossible for Antillean poets to express the worldviews of isolated races
suggests the conclusion that mulatez stands as a signifier for the dislocation of a
biological for a cultural concept of race. Paradoxically, this is arguably the most
important concession Hernández Franco makes to the hispanista ideology, which as
discussed in chapter 2 posits a “spiritual” notion of race. In contrast with hispanidad,
however, Hernández Franco does not argue in favor of a Hispanic race, nor does he refer
to a mestizo race, which would have been a more effective way of concealing blackness.
As I suggested in the introduction to this chapter, there is a comparison to be
drawn between Hernández Franco’s concept of mulatez and Glissant’s notion of
Creolization. In contrast with the Negritude movement’s attempt to find a lost unity for
the African peoples transplanted to the Caribbean (Glissant 5), Hernández Franco, very
much like Glissant, sought to define a cross-cultural identity for the people of the
Antilles. Hence the self-conscious desire to emphasize mulatez over pure Africanism.
Glissant argues that it is not a matter of denying the European component of the
Caribbean culture but of preventing that it remain “a source of alienation” (8). In his
view, what makes the European model alienating is the arbitrary way in which it is
imposed on the peoples of the region, denying the value of the other components of their
cultural identity (8). Thus he embraces “synthesis” as a process of cross-fertilization
between the European and the African, as well as all the other cultures transferred to the
Caribbean. Hernández Franco acknowledges the importance of European language for
the existence of mulatto poetry, but his emphasis on the oral over the written culture
indicates that he is still at the moment of what Glissant considers a strategic rejection of
European contribution to Caribbean identity. This rejection, made explicit in “La muerte
de Europa,” is at the center of his narrative poem “Yelidá,” which I analyze in the
following section of this chapter.
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4.5

YELIDÁ: THE MOCK-EPIC OF THE MULATTO RACE
Published in El Salvador in 1942, the same year Hernández Franco gave his

second lecture on black poetry, “Yelidá” takes sides with the vanquished in its parodic
representation of the encounter between the European and the African diasporas. The
actors of the colonial history of the Caribbean are symbolically represented by Eric, a
young Norwegian sailor, and Suquiete, the Haitian prostitute he ends up marrying. From
their union is born the mulatto girl Yelidá. After falling in love with Suquiete, who then
becomes Madam Suquí, Erick abandons his trade to become a shopkeeper in Haiti, where
he eventually dies. As Yelidá becomes a grown woman, the Nordic deities receive the
news that Erick’s Norwegian blood is in danger of getting lost by miscegenation in a
tropical island. They decide to ask the Vodou gods to intervene, but it is too late because
Yelidá has already had her first lover.
Most critics consider “Yelidá,” widely read as an epic poem about the origin of
the mulatto race (Mateo, “Prólogo” 9; N. E. Rodríguez 72; Rosario Candelier 54; Rueda
517), Hernández Franco’s greatest literary achievement. The text, however, has been
surrounded by controversy since its publication. According to poet and literary critic
Manuel Rueda, Hernández Franco was the object of criticism in the Dominican Republic
for having located the story in Haiti (517). Among more recent readers, the representation
of Haitians and blackness remains a constant source of disagreement. Marylin Grace
Miller, for instance, reads “Yelidá” as a poem “written from the perspective of the white
male” and adds that “despite its celebrated foregrounding of the mulatto or of mulatez,
Hernández Franco’s work exposes a horror of black power, especially when that power is
exercised by a woman” (71). A similar opinion is expressed by José Alcántara Almánzar,
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who charges that Hernández Franco clearly identifies with whites (147). In Alcántar
Almánzar’s view, the poem depicts white deities as “indefensos, inocentes y traviesos,”
in contrast with blacks, who are “traidores, crueles, violadores (Badagris); lascivos,
promiscuos, abusivos (Ayidá-Oueddó); y tétricos (Wangol),” a representation that can
only be met with rejection: “Por extensión, los haitianos son inhumanos y crueles, pues
¿qué otra cosa cabe esperar de un pueblo cuyos dioses son tan terribles? ¿No son los
hombres hechos a imagen y semejanza de sus dioses?” (147). Howard arrives to the same
conclusion, although he believes that the two main characters representing the white and
black races “are portrayed as sinners, worshipping false gods and possessing weak
morals” (127). Whites and blacks are cast as two forces struggling within humankind, in
which blackness stands as “a destroyer of white souls, and thus a threat of civilization”
(127). He allows that the Norwegian sailor is not innocent, however, from the poet’s
vantage point, “his white soul must be saved. White purity confronts, and is defeated by,
the ‘darker,’ immoral side of human behavior. Yelidá survives, but his trigueño soul is
corrupted by the coarseness of Haiti, loitering across the border as an ever-present threat
to the Dominican Republic” (127).
Among critics at the other end of the spectrum, Bruno Rosario Candelier argues
that “Yelidá” is far from being a racist poem (66). In his allegorical reading, the white the
Nordic gods that attempt to “save” the sailor’s blood from disappearing represent the
Western imperialist powers in an unsuccessful attempt to exercise their control over the
black America:
Como creación alegórica, Yelidá tiene una derivación aleccionadora. La alegoría
secreta de Yelidá es su significado liberador. Yelidá es símbolo de liberación. No
pudieron los dioses blancos—el poderío imperial, traslaticiamente—contra su
designio. Venció su resistencia y su voluntad. Triunfó su lucha y su sino. Cuando
la América morena se libere de las fuerzas que atan su auténtico desarrollo y su
dignidad histórica se podrá “escribir la historia de Yelidá”. Presintiendo las
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fuerzas que se oponen a esa liberación, Hernández Franco concluye diciendo que
“será difícil” escribir esa historia, que llevarán a cabo los herederos de Yelidá.
(74-75)
Other critics read the poem as a mythical tale of the origin of the Dominican
nation. In Torres-Saillant’s view, this interpretation implies that Haiti has played a
significant role in the formation of Dominican identity (133). According to José Enrique
García, “Yelidá” relates the origin of Dominican mestizaje, which García locates at a
very specific moment of Dominican history: 1605, the year of the “devastations” (57).
Closer to my own reading, Mateo sees “Yelidá” as a poem about the origin of a
transnational Caribbean identity. Linking the poem to Hernández Franco’s 1942 lecture,
Mateo states that “Yelidá es un poema de tesis, un esfuerzo de altísima calidad estética en
el que Tomás Hernández Franco se jugó su visión de la historia del Caribe, salvando la
especificidad de la obra de arte” (“Prólogo” 10-11). In this section of the chapter I argue
that “Yelidá” is a text that challenges the teleological view of history imposed by the
Western tradition, a conscious attempt to escape the precepts of the dominant discourse
and its overdetermination of history. I propose reading “Yelidá” as a poem that refuses to
conform to the foundational narratives created by the very ideological apparatus to which
Hernández Franco belonged. Rather than the epic view of history that would end in the
construction of the New Fatherland, “Yelidá” subverts the conventions of the genre in an
attempt to narrate the origin of the mulatto race from the perspective of the losers.
“Yelidá” is a poem of 212 verses divided into five sections: Un antes, Otro antes,
Un después, Un paréntesis, Otro después, and Un final. This structure constitutes perhaps
the most remarkable formal trait of the poem and reveals the curious fact, noticed by
Antonio Fernández Spencer, that “Yelidá” does not tell the story the poet intended to tell.
To put it in Fernández Spencer’s words, within the frame of “esos Antes y Después,
probablemente no estaba la verdadera historia de Yelidá” (Fernández Spencer 19). Later
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on in the same article, Fernández Spencer declares that the poem is not the story of any
other character either: “Yelidá no es la historia de Erick, ni de Yelidá misma, ni la de
ninguno de los otros personajes del poema” (25). Hernández Franco himself insists on
calling attention to this paradox throughout the text, as when after introducing the
character of Erick, he says: “Esta no es la historia de Erick al fin y al cabo” (“Yelidá”
21); and when near the end of the section that relates the birth of Yelidá, we read: “Y esta
quiere ser la historia de Yelidá al fin y al cabo” (26, my emphasis). The final verse, “será
difícil escribir la historia de Yelidá un día cualquiera” (34), suggests that the narrative
project has ended in failure.
From the perspective of the epic of the victors, the failure to narrate Yelidá’s story
has ideological implications, since the role of epic is precisely the production of master
narratives (Quint 15). As Quint points out, “the condition of nonnarratability is the
condition of the vanquished and powerless, those who drop out of the historical narrative
written by the winners” (46). The outlines of Erick’s story—his mythic origin, his
journey, his role as the founding father of a lineage, the divine interventions—summon
the specter of the Virgilian epic tradition. However, one could hardly ignore the poem’s
deviance from the conventions of the genre. Erick does not have the attributes of an epic
character. He is not a warrior, has no divine mission, does not sail to found an empire.
Finally, he abandons his destiny as a seaman to become a shopkeeper in a Haitian port
city. Similar reservations apply in the case of her daughter, Yelidá, who does not fit the
male role of the Founder Father and, being the offspring of a seaman and a prostitute,
cannot claim to have a divine origin. Furthermore, Yelidá’s story has no sense of
purpose, no teleology, no ideological closure. Read against the backdrop of the Virgilian
epic tradition, “Yelidá” can be seen as a parody, a political commentary on the genre’s
identification with the victors.
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The story of Erick and Suquiete is told in the first two sections of the poem. The
subtitles, “Un antes” and “Otro antes,” emphasize the characters’ connection to the past.
The fact that there are two origins linked to two conflicting cosmologies is a departure
from epic’s reliance on patriarchy for establishing the empire’s lineage. As Quint
observes, “the Western empire is an all-male business ... Woman is subordinated or, as is
generally the case in the Aeneid, excluded from power and the process of empire
building” (29). Erick’s own lineage seems dubious. We only know that his father was
shipwrecked and that Erick was the youngest of five sons born to the seafaring life. Erick
himself has but a vague notion of his Nordic ancestry: “apenas sospechaba en su larga
vagancia de horizontes / la boreal estirpe de la sangre que le cantaba caminos en las
sienes” (Hernández Franco, “Yelidá” 17). His future seems already predetermined to
some extent by the boreal estirpe of his blood, but there is no indication of a divine
mission, nor sense of a great destiny awaiting him. He grew up like any other son of
seaman, learning the rudiments of his trade:
Y Erick creció en su idioma de anzuelo y de corriente
fuerza de remo y sencillez de espuma
como todos los muchachos de la playa
mitad Tritón y mitad Angel. (18)
The double analogy implied in the last verse metaphorically links Erick to the Greek and
the Judeo-Christian traditions. However, this connection is not based on religious beliefs:
Triton, the Greek god of the sea, represents the fisherman trade, which requires strength
to hold the oar, whereas the reference to “Angel” alludes to the boys’ angelical innocence
in matters of sexuality. Erick’s knowledge of his trade and ignorance of sex is stressed in
the next stanza, in which the poet tells us that Erick knew a lot about fish and geography
but nothing about women:
aprendió los nombres de los peces de las puntas y cabos
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la oración del canal y la bahía
a los quince años conocía mil golfos
y sin contar el ya remoto y salobre seno de la madre
ni un solo pensamiento de noruega
le había caminado entre las cejas rubias. (18)
Thus at twenty Erick was still a virginal and innocent boy who believed that children
were born like fish, in the darkness of the ocean. The loss of innocence will become a
major force driving the story forward, since in another deviation from the epic genre,
sexual initiation, not the destruction of the City or the divine mission to found an empire
will trigger Erick’s journey to the Caribbean islands. The stories told by Erick’s uncle
work as a catalyst for the hero’s action:
Pero el tío piloto contaba entre dientes largas historias de islas
con puertos bruñidos y azules
donde centenares de mujeres desnudas subían al barco
donde había pájaros verdes hirviendo de palabras obscenas
y donde en la noche florecía el burdel con hondo aliento de tam-tam. (19)
The uncle’s Nordic perspective endows the Caribbean islands with a sense of
estrangement: the harbors appear under a surreal atmosphere, polished and blue colored;
parrots are not named but depicted as green birds swarming with obscenities; the brothel
as a plant that blooms at night, with the sound of the drumbeats in the background. These
stories seem to cast a spell on Erick, who at age twenty-two was determined to visit those
islands where the Norwegian sailors deserted their ships and had to be driven by force
back to Norway:
Pero cuando estaban bien borrachos los capitanes los metían a patadas
en las bodegas sucias y entonces volvían a Noruega
flacos y callados y tristes
Con todo y las patadas el Marinero Erick ya estaba en ruta. (19)
In “Otro antes,” we find Erick at thirty years of age, selling cod in the Haitian port
of Fort Liberté after having abandoned the sea-faring life, and married to Madam Suquí,
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who praised both the Vodou and the Christian deities for the good fortune of having
conquered a white man: “Rezaba a Legbá y a Ogún por su hombre blanco / rezaba en la
catedral por su hombre rubio” (21). Madam Suquí provides the other line of the mulatto’s
complex genealogy. Further ruining the possibility of a teleological narrative, her humble
origin not only denies her offspring any possible claim to divine ancestry but allows a
comparison to a picaresque antihero:
Madam Suquí había sido antes mamuasel Suquiete
virgen suelta por el muelle del pueblo
hecha de medianoche a toda hora
con hielo y filo de menguante turbio
grumete hembra del burdel anclado
calcinada cerámica con alma de fuente
himen preservado por el amuleto de mamaluá Clarise
eficaz por años a la sombra del ombligo profundo. (21)
This stanza portrays Madam Suquí as a young prostitute who had been able to preserve
her virginity thanks to a charm prepared by a vodouist priestess. She is Erick’s mirror
image, in the sense that Erick works in a merchant ship and Suquiete in the “anchored
ship” of the brothel. As Fernández Spencer observes, “el halo de significaciones
irracionales o intuitivas de ese sintagma nos revela el aspecto de aprendiz de marinero de
la muchacha que está sirviendo en el barco sexual del burdel” (21). The ship metaphor
emphasizes the transient nature of both characters as representatives of transplanted
cultures. This brings to mind Gilroy’s reflections on the hermeneutical possibilities
opened up by ships to study the counter-culture of the African diasporas. Ships, he says,
are shifting spaces that link “fixed places.” They also evoke the history of the slave trade
and its influence on the European process of industrialization (16-17). Hernández
Franco’s ship imagery defines Erick and Madam Suquí as shifting subjects in a questromance, and as characters belonging to a low-mimetic form in which actions are
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triggered by the mundane necessities of commerce rather than the high moral imperatives
of an epic narrative.
Rodríguez calls attention to the disease metaphor used to represent Erick’s love
for Suquiete (N. E. Rodríguez 74). Indeed, Erick puts up a desperate fight, drinking
quinine with tafiá (a cheap kind of rum) to get Suquiete out of his system. But he fails in
the end, and Suquí, as Rodríguez suggestively points out, consumes his decomposed
body to turn it into “profitable matter” (74). This characterization of Suquiete evokes the
motif of the “pleasure island,” in which the epic hero runs the risk of abandoning his
mission. In the Odyssey, Ulysses manages to escape from the islands of Circe and
Calypsos to resume his return to Ithaca. In the Aeneid, the pious Aeneas must abandon
Dido to go on with the business of building the Roman Empire. In Orlando Furioso,
Ruggiero brakes free from Alcina’s charm to found the House of Este, the family of
Ariosto’s patron. The topic is re-signified in the epic of the Indies: Camoes, in Os
Lusíadas, turns the pleasure island into a prize for the navigators who built the
Portuguese empire, whereas in Ercilla’s La Araucana, as well as in Pedro de Oña’s El
Arauco domado, it is not the victors but the defeated who cannot resist women’s
temptations and end up paying the consequences.
Something similar happens in “Yelidá.” Erick, who as an allegorical
representation of the West should resist the temptation and fulfill his destiny, succumbs
to the spell that Suquiete casts over him and can never return to Norway. His marriage to
Suquiete puts an end to his “epic” journey. No longer dreaming of the seafaring life,
Erick runs aground in his wife’s body, “varado sobre la carne fría y nocturna de Suquí”
(“Yelidá” 25), his fate an ironic duplicate of his father’s shipwreck. Suquí thus acts as the
antagonist of Erick’s mission, the force that diverts him from his destiny. The irony of
this role lies in the fact that Erick’s purpose was never to accomplish any imperial design
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but to satisfy his sexual appetite. Had he been able to return home, the life that expected
him would have been far from the martial duties of the epic hero.
At an allegorical level, Erick’s failure as an epic character subverts the master
narrative of the white man’s cultural supremacy, insofar as Erick is both spellbound and
subdued by the “inferior” black culture. The superior power of blackness is suggested
through the means by which Suquiete overcomes Erick’s resistance:
Pero Suquiete lo amaba demasiado porque era blanco y rubio
y cambió el amuleto de mamaluá Clarise
por el corazón de una gallina negra
que Erick bebió en viernes bajo la luna llena con su tafiá y su quinina
y muy pronto los casó el obispo francés
mientras en la montaña papaluá Luipié
cantaba el canto de la Guinea y bebía la sangre de un chivato blanco. (22)
Suquiete’s acceptance of the European aesthetic norm, implicit in the fact that she fell in
love with Erick because he was white and blonde, may strike some readers as a sign of
cultural alienation. But we should note that Suquiete does not relinquish her AfroCaribbean self to fully adopt the belief system of the West. Instead, she is able to place
both African and Western values in a symbiotic relation. Hence the seamless transit from
the African rite, executed to secure Erick’s love, to the Catholic sacrament of matrimony,
with Catholicism playing the merely ceremonial role of sanctioning a union already
consummated. Erick’s early disappearance from the story is yet another proof of his
dubious status as an epic hero (women are the ones who withdraw from the epic plot once
they have performed their role, either as mothers, like Creusa, or as temptations, like
Dido). His withdrawal completes a process of feminization that had begun with Erick’s
passive role in his relationship with Suquiete and was reaffirmed with his entrance in the
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feminine space of the Haitian marketplace.91 Once the seed of the new “race” is planted,
Erick becomes expendable, his blood assimilated into the new being.
I have already suggested that Yelidá, who enters the story in “Un después,” is not
only unfit to play the role of the epic hero, but represents everything that the epic genre
attempts to obliterate. According to Quint, epic ideology equates the enemies of empire
“with the East, woman, nature, irrationality, and chaos” (45).92 Yelidá embodies all these
features, as she is conceived as a hybrid creature, an undecidable signifier:
Negra un día sí y un día no
blanca los otros
nombre de vodú y apellido de kaes
lengua de zetas
corazón de iceberg
vientre de llama
hoja de alga flotando en el instinto
nórdico viento preso en el subsuelo de la noche
con fogatas y lejana llamada sorda para el rito. (Hernández Franco, “Yelidá” 24)
Yelidá’s ethnicity, name, language, and feelings, bring together the traits of her
progenitors, but in a pattern that refuses to be reduced to logic and magic. From her
conception Yelidá remains a mystery both to the rules of epic and to her mother’s
religion:
Los otros sólo tuvieron la sospecha de un peligro cercano
mientras Suquí descendía su alma por los caminos de noche de su entraña
y engordaba en su alegría de matriz de misterio
ternura de polen en su hija de llama
para cuyo destino no tuvieron respuesta el gallo y la lechuza
ni sabían nada el más sabio ni el más viejo. (25)
91 Sidney Mintz speaks of a sexual division of labor in Haiti, with men performing most of the farming and
their wives selling the products in the marketplace (275).
92 Gilroy makes an analogous claim when he states that Western philosophy constructs women and blacks
as irrational others (45).
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The birth of Yelidá arises in everyone a sentiment of apprehension, the fear of an
imminent threat. The source of this threat is never identified, but one could speculate that
Yelidá endangers the power of the past to exercise an absolute control over the future.
Unlike the future of the epic hero, which is predetermined from the outset, Yelidá’s
destiny remains a mystery. This does not necessarily mean that she does not have a
destiny. It means that humans have no access to it. Only nature does, since according to
the poet, “los peces lo sabían y la noche y la selva y la luna y el tiempo de calor/ y el
tiempo de frío / y el alma de garra del pantano” (25). Nature and an unnamed god who
entangles the tree roots, and pushes them out of the earth:
El dios que enmaraña las raíces y las empuja fuera de la tierra
y el macho y hembra que en los cementerios
enciende fuegos verdes sobre el vientre helado de los muertos
y el que está en la garganta de los perros lejanos
y el del miedo con sus mil pies y su cabeza cortada. (25)
This unidentified god fits the description of the Vodou lwas, to whom the poet will refer
in the following section of the poem, “Un paréntesis.” It makes sense that this god would
know Yelidá’s future, since her own roots are also entangled, and she is also a
hermaphrodite, as the poet suggests later on. After stating that this wants to be Yelidá’s
story, “Y esta quiere ser la historia de Yelidá al fin y al cabo,” the poet goes on to depict
her as follows:
Completa para siempre como el mito
hermafrodita en el principio del mundo
cuando descuartizaron a los dioses
enigma subterráneo de la resina y del ámbar
pacto roto de la costilla de oro
traición hembra del tiempo libertada. (26)
As a hermaphrodite, Yelidá is a whole: she unites the diverse, the male and the female, as
in the mythical time when men, gods and nature were one. The references to the snake,
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the tree and the broken pact resonate with the biblical myth of the Genesis and the
expulsion from Paradise. Yelidá thus represents a return to the origin, a new beginning, in
which the mulatto race appears freed from the strictures of history.
With the allusions to the mythical time of the origin, the narration enters the
sphere of the divine. “Un paréntesis” begins with a description of Erick’s Scandinavian
deities, portrayed as “liliputienses dioses infantiles de la nieve,” Lilliputian creatures
dressed in red, more like playful dwarfs than real gods: “los que sobre la tímida y verde
vida del musgo verde / los que resbalan y juegan con las flores del hielo / los hiperbóreos
duendes del trineo y del reno” (27). These childlike divinities receive the news that
Erick’s blood is at risk of disappearing in the faraway islands of the Caribbean sea:
Supieron la noticia en lengua de disueltos huracanes lejanos
Sangre varega en la aventura de cosas de hombre
por cosas de mujer se trasplantaba
en islas de caracol y de pimienta
perdida iba a quedar para su ártico
en el flotante archipiélago encendido
perdida iba a quedar para su mansa
vegetación de pinos ordenada
perdida iba a quedar para su lucha
de olas de aceite y peces
perdida iba a quedar para Noruega
en las islas de fuego condenada. (28)
The fear that a white man’s blood could be lost forever in the “islands of fire” mirrors the
Latin American elite’s fear that their link to the Western civilization would be swept
away by a gigantic wave of blackness coming from heart of the Caribbean. Erick’s blood
was meant for a different landscape—the waters of the Arctic Ocean, the pine woods
with their trees aligned in a regular pattern—and a different kind of struggle—the daily
struggle of the Norwegian fishermen. That the Nordic divine entities would be willing to
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mobilize to rescue whatever is left of this blood in Yelidá for such an insignificant
destiny underlines the parodic nature of the poem.
The Scandinavian gods, “los dioses de leche y nube con el sexo de niño,” travel
under the bottom of the sea, not to engage in an epic battle but to beg the powerful god of
Vodou to intervene in their favor. The passage, one of the poem’s most controversial,
deserves to be quoted at length:
Buscaron al otro dios de los mil nombres
al dios negro del atabal y la azagaya
comedor de hombres constelado de muertes
Wangol del cementerio y del trueno
el dueño del ojo vidriado de zombí y la serpiente
Buscaron a Badagrís dictador de la puñalada y el veneno
espíritu suelto de los cañaverales
donde el tafiá es primero flor y luego miel
el padre del rencor y de la ira
el que enciende la choza al leve contacto de su mano negra
y viola a todas las niñas en el vientre de las madres dormidas
Buscaron a Agoué dios ventrudo del agua
mitad evaporado de sol y de brasa
y mitad prisionero del pantano
aburrido de moscas y de olas
en su casa de vientos y de esponjas
Buscaron a Ayidá-Oueddó que es la que pone
a arder la lámpara roja del estupro
la que en el hondo vientre de cueva del bongó mantiene
las cien serpientes locas del dolor y la vida
la que en la noche de Legbá suelta los perros del deseo
la que está partida en dos mitades por el sexo infinito
maestra de la danza sagrada para llegar hasta ella misma
domadora del grito y del espasmo. (30-31)
Critics who read “Yelidá” as a text that endorses antihaitianismo ideology have pointed
to this representation of Vodou deities (called lwas in Haitian Kréyol) as violent and
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cruel, in comparison to the depiction of the Scandinavian gods as benign and innocent.
Indeed, I think that Hernández Franco’s incorporation of Vodou as a fundamental
element of Caribbean consciousness is arguably one of the most subversive aspects of his
poem, for Vodou is inextricably linked to the history of the Haitian revolution, and stands
as a symbol of the black diaspora’s tradition of resistance. As Leslie Desmangles
observes, maroonage not only was instrumental for the success of the Revolution but for
the preservation of African traditions (35). I have already mentioned Miller’s remark that
“Yelidá” is written from the vantage point of the white man. I think the poem’s narrative
perspective is constantly shifting between the poles of a series of binary oppositions:
white and black, male and female, Jesus Christ and Damballah Weddó. The white gods
seem old, innocent and impotent because they are seen from the point of view of the
black gods. Similarly, the Haitian lwas seem frightening from the perspective of the
Scandinavian gods, which is coherent with the concept of the “terrified consciousness”
previously discussed.
The white man’s terror of Vodou accounts for the emphasis on the destructive
power of the Haitian lwas and the apparent disregard for differences between the Vodou
pantheons. As Desmangles explains, the uneven ethnic distribution of the “maroon
republics” during the colonial period affected the religious practices giving more
prominence to some beliefs over others (36). This situation contributed to the formation
of 17 different nanchons (families or nations of lwas) including the Rada, of the region of
Arada, in Dahomey, and the Petro, born out of the conditions of slavery. According to
Maya Deren, most of the nanchons observe the rites of one of these two pantheons, with
each lwa revealing a facet of the God-head, Bondye. Each “is but an aspect of one central
cosmic principle differentiated by the emphases which that central principle manifests
according to the varying contexts in which it operates” (94-95). There is no absolute
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distinction between good and evil among the lwas of the nanchons. Every lwa has two
opposed personalities that manifest themselves at the time of possession (96). However,
the Petro lwas are believed to be more aggressive than the others, and in their rituals they
are characterized by the sound of gunpowder and by the cracking of a whip, representing
the hardships of slavery (192 n.9).
Four of the five lwas mentioned in “Yelidá” belong to nanchons of the Rada rites,
with Wangol being the only exception. Deren does not include Wangol in her chart of
Vodou rites. Desmangles mentions Wangol as a nanchon—not a lwa—originated in
Angola, but does not identify any of its lwas (94). According to Manuel Tomás
Rodríguez, Wangol is the sovereign of earth (M. T. Rodríguez 190). Agoué (which Deren
spells Agwé) commands over the seas of the Rada family. As a deity of water, Agoué
complements Ogoun, who is associated with fire. According to Desmangles, Agoué is a
powerful god, “but unlike the other Rada lwas, his power is limited. Just as the fish can
live only in water, so is Agoue’s power limited to the sea that he rules—to the sea, its
creatures, its flora, and the fishermen’s sailboats that cleave its waters” (154). Hernández
Franco emphasizes Agoue’s confinement by reducing the seas to a swamp in which the
imprisoned god endures his boredom.
Ayidá-Oueddó (also spelled Wedo) is the female counterpart of Damballah
Oueddó, the serpent lwa who helped Bondye create the universe. Deren observes that
“Damballah and Ayida, who together represent the sexual totality, encompass the cosmos
as a serpent coiled about the world” (Deren 116). In “Yelidá,” she is a goddess who
incites lust and sexual violence, including the rape of minors. Legba, who makes a short
appearance in the poem in connection with Ayida, is the guardian of the sacred path that
leads to the divine world, the mediator between the mortals and the lwas (98).
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Androgynous, he is invoked in sexual matters. Legba is also the first to be saluted in
Vodou rites, since he is the one who grants contact with other lwas.
Badagris is one of the manifestations of the Nigerian god Ogoun, “a sky divinity,
Lord of the Thunderbolt, of fire and of might,” in the tradition of the Greek god Zeus
(Deren 130). In Haitian Vodou, Ogoun represents power, strength, victory; however, as
Ogoun Badagris, he is “related with fertility, wisdom or prophecy, and magic” (131-32).
The Badagris of “Yelidá” is closer to M. T. Rodríguez’s depiction of the lwas as a “dios
guerrero, sanguinario, cruel y vengativo” (185), and seems to be based on the belief that
he was the lwa responsible for the violent events of the Haitian Revolution. This is the
way he is represented in Palés Matos’ poem “Canción festiva para ser llorada”:
Ogún Badagri (sic) en la sombra
afila su negra daga...
–Mañana tendrá el amito
la mejor de las corbatas–
Dessalines grita: “¡Sangre!
L’Overture ruge: ¡Venganza!93 (547)
In “Yelidá” Badagris is called “dictador de la puñalada y el veneno,” a description that
fits Palés Matos’s characterization of the god sharpening a knife to slit the throats of the
white masters. Notice that the Spanish word dictador in this context is not used in the
sense of a ruler who exercises absolute power but rather one who dictates to another
person what to do. In this sense, Badagris is seen as the lwas who commanded black
slaves to stab and poison their masters, raid their cane fields, set their houses on fire, and
rape their women (including the young girls inside their mothers’ wombs) in an orgy of
violence fed by rancor and anger.

93 In a glossary included in the 1950 edition of Tuntún de pasa y grifería, Palés Matos identifies Ogoun
Badagris as “dios de la guerra en el vodú haitiano.”
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As has been indicated, Vodou did play an important role in the events leading to
the Haitian Revolution. More than six thousand planters died during “the great fear of
1757,” in a series of poisonings allegedly planned by the maroon leader and Vodou priest
Francois Makandal (Dayan 252). The slave uprising of 1791 is believed to have started
with a Vodou rite. In his classic reconstruction of the Haitian Revolution, C. L. R. James
tells the story of Boukman, a Vodou priest who launched the revolt in the city of Le Cap,
currently known as Cap-Haitien. According to James, before the attacks began, Boukman
presided over a Vodou rite and told the slaves that “the god who created the sun”
commanded them to avenge the cruelty of the white man, and promised to aid them in the
struggle (67).94 James spares no details in his account of what happened afterwards:
From their masters they had know rape, torture, degradation, and, at the slightest
provocation, death. They returned in kind. For two centuries the higher
civilization had shown them that power was used for wreaking your will on those
whom you controlled. Now that they held power they did as they had been taught.
In the frenzy of the first encounters they killed all, yet they spared the priests
whom they feared and the surgeons who had been kind to them. They, whose
women had undergone countless violations, violated all the women who fell into
their hands, often on the bodies of their still bleeding husbands, fathers and
brothers. ‘Vengeance! Vengeance!’ was their war-cry, and one of them carried a
white child on a pike as a standard. (68)
Hernández Franco’s Badagris evokes both the violence of the slaves’ revolt and
the horror it aroused in the white elite of the Caribbean. The sharp contrast drawn
between the two cosmologies is not meant to denigrate blacks. It is not based on the
distinction between good and evil but on the disparity between weakness and strength,
sexual impotence and sexual potency, barrenness and fecundity. If, as Desmangles
94 Although this god is not identified, the status of Ogoun as a warrior figure makes him a logical choice.
Indeed, as Desmangles points out, Ogoun is said to have taken part both in the struggle for independence
and the guerrilla warfare against the U.S. occupation (147). Deren, however, believes that Ogoun could not
have initiated the revolution, which “was not a movement of massed troops led by a hero on a white horse;
it was, at least in its beginning, a conflict of another kind, in which secret plotting, sudden raids and
guerrilla tactics were in order” (135).
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suggests, the benevolence or malevolence of the lwas reflects the attitude of the
vodouisant at the moment of approaching them (97), the emphasis on the violent aspect
of the lwas mentioned in Hernández Franco’s poem is just a reflection of the white gods’
predisposition. It capitalizes on whites’ fear of blackness to portray the Western culture
as ill prepared to resist the vitality of the Afro-Caribbean system of values and beliefs.
In an article on the influence of Palés Matos on “Yelidá,” Marcio Veloz Maggiolo
observes that the Puerto Rican poet preceded Hernández Franco in evoking the Nordic
landscape and the old mythology of the Germanic peoples:
Antes de que reuniera su poesía mulata en un libro, Palés había pensado en
mundos blancos y nevados; en distantes universos en donde los guerreros de
Odin, atraídos al Walhalla por las walkirias, donadoras de hidromiel y cerveza,
esperarían un día el ocaso de los dioses. (43)
Veloz Maggiolo points to the fact that Yelidá’s story also begins in the land of Odin and
the Walhalla, however the Dominican poet makes no reference to the powerful
mythological figures of Norse paganism, choosing instead a series of creatures of the like
of the dwarfs and elves, who are not exactly gods (48). Veloz Maggiolo does not venture
an explanation for Hernández Franco’s intention in making such a choice, which from my
point of view was no other than to diminish the epic stature of the white race and to
suggest the imminent death of the Western civilization. Thus when they find AyidaOueddo, no battle ensues. The little Nordic creatures do not demand but implore:
Implorantes de llantos en sordina
casi borrachos ya de olor de isla
los dioses de Noruega pedían salvar la última gota de la sangre de Erick
la escandinava inocencia de una gota de sangre. (Hernández Franco, “Yelidá” 31)
As they see Ayida dancing naked, they feel an irresistible rush of desire that melts their
blood and that mirrors Erick’s fatal attraction for Suquiete. When their mission to “save”
Erick’s lineage is frustrated because that night Yelidá had already had her first lover, the
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disappointed dwarfs go home in a humiliating fashion: following the path of worms and
ants: “Por los caminos de la lombriz y de la hormiga.” The subtext is Spengler’s theory
that the West had entered a phase of decadence and would be defeated by the more vital
“primitive” cultures. We should note, however, that the black lwas do not even attempt to
revert the situation—perhaps a sign that they do not exercise any power over Yelidá’s
child, who is further removed from the beliefs of both Erick and Madam Suquí. The
destiny of the new being seems out of their reach, just as it is out of the reach of the white
gods.
In “Otro después,” we witness the fecundation of Yelidá’s womb:
Con calma de araña para el macho cómplice del espasmo
Yelidá por el propio camino de su vientre
asesina del viento perdido entre los dientes de la gruta
ahí se estaba vegetal y ardiente
en húmeda humedad de hongo y de liquen
caliente como todo caliente
cosa de hoja podrida fermentada en penumbra de tiempo y luna
hecha de filtro y de palabra rara
en el agua del charco con su verde y su larva
y su ala a medio nacer y su nadar de meteoro
Yelidá deshojada a sí y a no
por éxtasis de blanco y frenesí de negro
profunda hacia la tierra y alta hacia el cielo
en secreto de surco y en misterio de llamas. (33)
These two stanzas describe Yelidá as a fertile soil. The conditions of warmth and
humidity make her fit for procreation: she is compared to a furrow, to fermented matter,
and to a pond where insects have deposited their larvae. The conception of yet another
being in “Yelidá” advances the process of hybridization that had begun with the union of
Erick and Suquiete. This process entails the further dilution of whiteness, which remained
an important if subordinated element of Yelidá’s consciousness—one day she was black,
and the next she was not—, in the bloodstream of the new child. The poem ends with a
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one verse section, “Un final,” that reiterates the indeterminacy of Yelidá’s story: “Será
difícil escribir la historia de Yelidá un día cualquiera.” This open-ended structure
confirms the idea, suggested in the discontinuous temporality of the poem, that the
history of the mulatto race is nonnarratable, and allows an understanding of hybridization
as a never-ending process in which the powerless can rid themselves from the constraints
of historical determination.

4.6

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Commenting on the art produced by the African diasporas, Paul Gilroy suggests

that black artistic expressions are located both inside and outside modernity, since they
can be related to modern aesthetic forms but also question modern rationality (Gilroy 5758). A similar argument can be made concerning Hernández Franco’s “Yelidá,” insofar
as the poem’s critique of the Western tradition, grounded in the invocation of Vodou as a
manifestation of maroon culture, feeds on a constant tension between modern and premodern signifiers. The Antillean identity Hernández Franco posits in “Yelidá” reveals a
self-conscious rejection of the linear view of history and the representation of the Other
by the Trujillista epic.
In this chapter I have followed Hernández Franco’s trajectory from the avantgarde to Trujillismo in order to emphasize the radical nature of his work. I argued that
aligning his aesthetic project with Caribbean Africanism implied a strong rejection of the
government’s program to whiten the population. The chapter ended with a close reading
of Hernández Franco’s “Yelidá,” a narrative poem about the origin of the Antillean
consciousness. Although Hernández Franco was an official and a propagandist of
Trujillo’s regime, “Yelidá” reads as a parody of the foundational myth of the “Era,” since
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the poem posits a lineage that begins with a white merchant seaman and a Haitian
prostitute. In Yelidá’s bifocal genealogy there is no trace of a linear reconstruction of
history that would legitimize the present structure of power; no providential connection
between the present and an idealized past; no Golden Age or lost Paradise; no mythical
hero in whom the Dominican imagined community could recognize the Father of the
Nation. The only historical event that can be readily identified in “Yelidá” is the Haitian
Revolution, which appears re-signified as a foundational moment of an Antillean
consciousness. The poem thus resurrects that old intellectual dream of a Caribbean
“nation” that, in Glissant’s view, has the potential to free the peoples of the region from
the constrains of exacerbated nationalism, without abandoning the concept of nation
altogether (139). Furthermore, in choosing the Haitian city of Fort Liberté as the
birthplace of an Antillean consciousness, Hernández Franco discards the notion that an
insurmountable barrier separates the peoples of Haiti and the Dominican Republic.
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Chapter 5: The dystopian narrative of Ramón Marrero Aristy
Ellos hablan y su voz es la voz de todos los que se hunden en la finca; es la voz
que nunca será oída. Yo los oigo y pienso que jamás podré permanecer
indiferente ante tantas violencias, aunque me lo proponga, ¡bastante ya lo he
querido!
Ramón Marrero Aristy, Over

In his 1956 Historia de la literatura dominicana, Joaquín Balaguer makes a
passing reference to Ramón Marrero Aristy, calling him “un novelista de fuerza ... autor
de Over, una especie de poema épico en prosa sobre los problemas humanos de la
industria azucarera” (328-29). Although taken out of context this assessment may strike
the reader as expressing a fair recognition of Marrero’s talent, it pales in comparison to
the unrestrained enthusiasm Balaguer showed in 1941, two years after the publication of
the novel. At that time, in an essay on the Dominican poet Federico Bermúdez, Balaguer
called Over “la mejor novela que se ha escrito hasta hoy en la República Dominicana,
después del ‘Enriquillo’ de Galván” (Azul 19 n1)—a rather bold statement, considering
Enriquillo’s standing in the Dominican literary canon, in general, and in the Trujillista
epic, in particular. The remarks seem even more striking when one considers that
Balaguer was praising the work of a black man of just twenty-six years of age who was
even believed to be a Marxist.
Indeed, Over delivered such a radical indictment of the sugar industry that readers
of our time still react with disbelief at the fact that it would evade Trujillo’s censorship.
As Doris Sommer succinctly puts it: “One of the more remarkable things about Over ... is
that it was published at all” (One Master 125). That Over left a strong first impression on
Balaguer can be attested to by the strong anti-imperialist rhetoric he adopts in his analysis
of Bermúdez’s poetry. In that essay Balaguer makes a scathing commentary on the
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effects of the plantation system in the eastern region of the Dominican Republic that
bears the marks of the radical nationalism Marrero displays in his novel. Lashing out
against the big U.S. corporations that controlled the sugar industries of the Caribbean,
Balaguer suggests that these capitalist institutions were becoming the type of local
governments that impoverished the peoples of the region. He goes as far as to compare
the exploitative methods of the sugar industry to the encomienda system implemented by
Spain during the sixteenth century:
Allí, dentro del círculo dantesco que el despotismo de la riqueza traza alrededor
de esas máquinas monstruosas, vive el trabajador nativo bajo el látigo de los
mayordomos de hacienda en el mismo estado de sumisión y de abandono en que
vivió el indio bajo la garra del corregidor o bajo el puño implacable del
encomendero. (Balaguer, Azul 19)
One cannot help but marvel at this analogy, coming from the same author who, just three
years later, would justify the Spaniards’ violence against the indigenous population of
Hispaniola as a necessary evil that would guarantee the triumph of Christian civilization
in the New World.95 A similar condemnation of the plantation system can be found in a
passage of Over, in which the narrator imagines the satisfaction that the white proprietor
feels upon seeing the arrival of the migrant laborers at the beginning of the harvest: “Y el
blanco, cuya vida holgada jamás sufre cambios, al contemplar las recién llegadas
manadas de negros, experimenta el placer que un día embriagó el alma de su abuelo,
mientras flagelaba las espaldas del africano que compró en un mercado” (90). We should
note, however, that in Marrero’s text the terms of the analogy are slightly different:
instead of the (racially unmarked) Dominican workers of the present and the “indios” of
the past, the victims of oppression at both ends of Marrero’s text are blacks—the losers of
the Trujillista epic. Balaguer’s substitution of “indios” in lieu of blacks erases one of the
95 See my discussion on Guía emocional de la ciudad romántica, in Chapter 3.
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most radical elements of Marrero’s narrative, and clears the way for the novel’s
incorporation into the Trujillista system of production of meaning. Seen in this context,
the comparison with Galván’s Enriquillo goes far beyond a mere appraisal of the novel’s
artistic merits. It suggests an attempt to identify Marrero’s work with the values of
conservative nationalism. The success of such an effort may have been related to
Marrero’s incorporation into Trujillo’s bureaucracy in 1940, a fact that has weighed
heavily on more recent interpretations of Over.
There is no doubt that Marrero’s life and works pose some difficult questions to
which we may never find satisfactory answers. Perhaps the most vexing of these
questions is whether his novel can indeed be ideologically aligned to his avowed
allegiance to the Trujillista ideology, although his incorporation into the government took
place only after the book was published. Some commentators seem to believe so, arguing
that Marrero’s criticism of the sugar industry played into the hands of Trujillo’s scheme
to nationalize the sugar industry. Moreover, as the argument goes, in blaming U.S.
imperialism for the plight of the working class Marrero conveniently diverted attention
from Trujillo and his collaborators, which would explain why soon after the publication
of the novel “the author rose from relative obscurity to national renown as editor of the
leading newspapers in Santo Domingo, Undersecretary of Labor and the Economy,
historian and special attaché” (Sommer, One Master 125). This interpretation has become
commonplace since Doris Sommer first submitted it in her book One Master for Another:
Populism as Patriarchal Rhetoric in Dominican Novels (1983). Sommer credits
Dominican literary historian José Alcántara Almánzar for the insight, which she pursues
despite the fact that Trujillo did not take over the industry until a decade later, as Juan
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Isidro Jiménes Grullón—a well-known historian and anti-Trujillista exile—told Sommer
in an interview of August 2, 1979 (155 n.1).96
I have cited Balaguer’s comments in order to reopen the discussion on Over and
to restore what I perceive as a fundamental discontinuity between the novel’s radicalism
and the Trujillista official discourse. In this chapter I read Over as an epic of the
vanquished—a text whose digressive structure unsettles the Trujillista linear view of
history and questions the official definition of national identity. After his incorporation
into Trujillismo, however, Marrero abandoned this oppositional narrative and adopted the
teleological narrative of the victors.

5.1

THE ELUSIVE LIFE OF MARRERO ARISTY
Marrero’s life illustrates the tragic aspect of those intellectuals who put their

intelligence at the service of Trujillo’s power and ended up destroyed by the same power
they helped to sustain. As Michiel Baud states: “la vida de esta figura monumental en la
historia moderna de República Dominicana en cierto sentido puede ser considerada como
representativa de la historia de la intelectualidad dominicana durante el trujillato”
(“Permanente” 182). And yet, Marrero’s background makes him a singular case within
the Trujillista intelligentsia. Unlike any other of the authors covered in this study,
Marrero had first-hand knowledge of what life was like for the working class. He was
born in 1913 in San Rafael del Yuma, in the southeastern province of Higuey, although
96 Echoing Sommer’s analysis, Michel Baud asserts that Over appeared at a very convenient time for
Trujillo’s government: “En los años treinta Trujillo había ido aumentando la presión en contra de los
ingenios norteamericanos, sobre todo por medio de impuestos, y para fines de esa década estaba
preparándose para su asalto definitivo al sector azucarero, lo que finalmente inició en los años cincuenta”
(193). Baud does not explain why would Trujillo wait so long.
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he spent part of his childhood in the southwest, the scene of many of his short stories.
According to the poet Héctor Incháustegui Cabral, his classmate in elementary school in
the southern province of Barahona, Marrero completed his studies to be a priest but
abandoned the church soon after (Incháustegui, De literatura 313). He worked as a
shopkeeper for el central Romana, an experience that informs his only novel. By the time
he moved to Santo Domingo in the 1930s, Marrero had written a collection of short
stories, Perfiles agrestes (1933). In the capital city, he worked as a journalist for several
newspapers, and published his second collection of short stories, Balsié (1938), followed
by Over (1939).
Marrero was among the intellectuals who made a name espousing socialist ideas
and later assimilated to Trujillo’s regime (Mateo, Mito 93-94). Although there is no
agreement over whether Marrero was ever a Marxist, most commentators agree that he
felt a genuine concern for the situation of the working class. Baud, for instance, writes
that, “habiendo empezado como progresista con inclinaciones socialistas, [Marrero]
nunca perdió el deseo de encontrar la solución para la difícil posición social y económica
de las clases populares” (“Permanente” 195). Marrero is also believed to have joined the
ranks of Trujillo’s opposition and had many friends among the enemies of the regime
(183). However, in 1940 he accepted a job as Agente Cultural Fronterizo, thus becoming
one of Trujillo’s ideologues in the Dominicanization of the Border program.
As in the case of Manuel Arturo Peña Batlle and many others in the opposition
who later put their talent at the service of the dictatorship, Marrero’s incorporation into
Trujillismo raises some difficult questions. One of these questions is what motivated a
left-wing intellectual such as Marrero to work for Trujillo. This is an issue that remains
open to speculation. One theory is that Marrero was impressed by Trujillo’s efforts to
modernize the country, as well as by his nationalist and populist rhetoric (Baud,
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“Permanente” 199). Trujillo, who was himself of humble origins, opened his
administration to members of the lower classes and, in spite of the racist nature of the
official ideology, promoted mulattos and occasionally blacks, which caused indignation
in the old oligarchy (Cassá 177). Another theory is that Marrero may have accepted the
demands of Trujillo’s regime as a way of achieving his long-term goals, which historian
Roberto Cassá describes as “un orden ajustado a sus perspectivas ideológicas en el cual él
jugara una función preponderante” (247). In other words, Marrero attempted to use the
government as a platform to advance his own social and personal agenda.
If Marrero’s motives are hard to discern, it seems clear that Trujillo used Marrero
to convey the image of a democratic leader before the rest of the world (Graciano 58).
Besides, Trujillo probably considered that Marrero’s contacts with foreign journalists and
union leaders could be of use in times of crisis (Vega, Desafectos 248). The opportunity
to prove him right arose in 1945, when Marrero—then Under-Secretary of Labor—
negotiated the return of the communists and union leaders exiled in Cuba, as part of
Trujillo’s efforts to quell his critics abroad. After a short period of relative tolerance,
Trujillo resumed the persecution of the opposition and Marrero was left in a difficult
situation (Baud, “Permanente” 185). Many within the government did not trust Marrero,
and now his friends in the left believed him to be a traitor. The mediating role thus left
Marrero alone and brought to surface the incompatibility between his two loyalties; hence
he adopted what Baud describes as a more pragmatic approach. According to Baud, after
the negotiations with the communists Marrero moved decidedly towards Trujillo’s
regime, occupying several governmental positions, and although he never abandoned his
journalistic career, Marrero was not able to write about social issues the way he used to
(186). This may explain the contrast between Over and the apologetic pieces Marrero
wrote after the mid-forties.
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In his introduction to a 1993 edition of Over and Balsié, Andrés L. Mateo calls
attention to a fact that has puzzled more than one observer—that the best literature of
social criticism produced in the Dominican Republic during Trujillo’s “Era” was written
by authors of socialist background who exchanged their anti-imperialist thrust for
Trujillo’s nationalism (“Narrativa” 11). According to Mateo, once these authors
assimilated to Trujillismo, their rebellious nature was reduced to a didactic and
preventive function. The alliance between the artist and the dictatorial power turned their
rebellion into the manifestation of reminiscence: “Rebeldía gestual, didáctica y
preventiva, que por su pasado, únicamente a ellos les fue permitida” (11-12). This was
the case of Marrero Aristy, arguably the most important exponent of Realism in
Dominican literature (9). Although I agree with Mateo in this respect, I have also noticed
that Marrero’s assimilation to Trujillismo can lead to exercises in anachronistic
hermeneutics. One of the arguments I am trying to make in this study has to do with the
relationship between a subject’s historical position and the production of cultural texts.
We have already seen an example of this relation in Peña Batlle’s two essays on
Enriquillo. A huge gap separates the text written in 1937, when he was a desafecto, from
the one written in 1948—no matter how hard Peña Batlle may have wanted us to believe
the contrary. In Marrero’s case, it would be ill-advised to read his works of fiction—
published between 1933 and 1939—as if they had been written after 1940, for the result
would give the impression that his social criticism addressed a reality of the past, or of a
present located outside the norms of national life under Trujillo.
In his study, Mateo underlines the controversial nature of Marrero’s social
criticism, stating that the novelist inhabited his duality quite naturally: “Siendo parte del
poder instituido, ejerce una implacable crítica social que obliga al lector a remitirse al
autocuestionamiento” (“Narrativa” 10). However, according to Mateo, Marrero confined
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his criticism to the past so that it could never be taken as directed against Trujillo’s
government. This can be considered an accurate statement, as long as it describes
Marrero’s production after he became a member of the “poder constituido.” But Mateo is
actually referring to Marrero’s narrative work, which as has been noted above was
published during the author’s desafecto stage. Commenting on Balsié, Mateo states that
this collection of short stories, “recupera sin mucha arquitectura esta moral del equilibrio
en la que el lenguaje se encarga de acreditar el estado triunfante del presente,
oponiéndolo a la triste contabilidad de la mentira del pasado” (12). Mateo focuses his
analysis on the story that bears the book’s title. “Balsié” is a story within story, in which
a soldier of a revolutionary army is commissioned to transfer two prisoners to a different
battalion. While carrying his mission the man, dubbed La Negrita, hears the beats of a
balsié drum and imagines a scene of couples dancing and drinking.97 Tormented by the
figments of his imagination, La Negrita kills the two men and spends the night looking
unsuccessfully for the party. In his analysis of the story, Mateo calls attention to the
following passage:
Esperando las empanadas que ordené freír, oía la charla de aquellos hombres, que
en posiciones de pereza, recostados en la pared, acodados o echados de medio
cuerpo sobre la mesa, ocupaban los tres lados libres de ésta. Como en esos días se
llevaría a efecto la reelección del presidente de la República y con tal motivo
reinaba mucha animación en los barrios, donde constantemente se hacía
propaganda política con bachatas, locrios y ron, de eso hablaban aquellos sujetos.
(“Balsié” 31)
This passage, Mateo says, echoes the Trujillistas’ philosophy of history, since it
celebrates Trujillo’s despotic rule as a victory over the chaos of the past. Mateo claims
that La Negrita is a character from the past, a transgressor element that unsettles the
balance of daily life (“Narrativa” 13). The contrast between La Negrita and his audience
97 The narrator never explains why this character has a feminine nickname.
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is highlighted by the reaction of one of La Negrita’s interlocutors, who says that things
are better now “porque ya lo s’hombre no se tienen que matá” (“Balsié” 31). As La
Negrita insists that he preferred the old way, another character replies: “pue yo te aseguro
que prefiero etoj tiempo” (31).
Mateo offers the previous exchange as an illustration of the contrast between the
insecurity of the past and the stability of the present. I would argue, however, that the
past-present comparison that Marrero’s short story suggests is mediated by irony, and so
the passage can be read in the opposite direction. Notice that the opinion about things
being better now are not expressed by the character-narrator, who overhears the story,
and who could conceivably be identified with the author, but by La Negrita’s audience.
An ironic distance separates the worldview of the author and the character-narrator from
that of the other characters. This distance, as Mateo correctly observes, is linguistically
marked by the different registers between the educated language of the narrator and the
vulgar language of the other characters (“Narrativa” 13-14). The irony is further
emphasized by the fact the men’s reactions do not conceal their admiration for La
Negrita’s lack of scruples. In fact, one of them has heard the story before and begs La
Negrita to tell it again just for pleasure.
The character-narrator of “Balsié” also gives some indications of his position with
respect to the current political environment and the idea that the country had abandoned
its history of social instability and found the path to modernity. There are signs that the
conditions which caused the political upheavals and the caudillo wars of the past remain
the same. In the passage that Mateo cites, for instance, the narrator refers to the future reelection of the President. This phrase seems meant to convey the idea that of a mock
election, for how could the narrator know its outcome if it had not taken place yet? The
line of continuity between past and present is also emphasized by the presence of popular
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music, which arouses the primeval instincts of La Negrita and evokes associations with a
pre-modern society. Take, for instance, the scene witnessed by the narrator in the opening
paragraph of the story:
En una destartalada casa de acera alta y derruida, manchada de moho por las
lluvias y el sol, situada, en la esquina de las calles A de este a oeste y Séptima de
norte a sur, se bailaba merengue cibaeño. Un músico abría la boca prolongando
una sílaba del canto, y con los ojos cerrados se echaba hacia atrás como
embriagado de selva, golpeando una tambora. El acordeonista se doblaba sobre su
acordeón y también cantaba. El del güiro se encanutaba sonándose el instrumento
en los oídos, como adormecido. Tres parejas, soldadas por las cinturas, se
enardecían bailando. (“Balsié” 29)
This scene is suspiciously similar to the one La Negrita believed he was going to find
when he heard the balsié drum the night he killed the two prisoners: “No hice má que oí
aquello y enseguía comencé a pensá mil cosa... Ya veía una enramá llenita e mujere, y
una cantina con romo y túbano y ginebra... Veía la gente bailando. Ya me parecía oí el
acordión” (35). The similarity between the two scenes suggests that, in the eyes of the
narrator who sees both of them from the outside, the notion of a new beginning trumpeted
by Trujillo’s regime was just a fiction. Thus, if “Balsié” incorporates the Trujillista
perspective, it does so in order to expose the mythical foundation of its linear view of
history.
As with everything in Marrero’s life, there are contradictory versions about the
reception of his novel. According to Sommer, Over enjoyed immediate popularity,
although it was never republished during Trujillo’s regime (125). In contrast, Berta
Graciano sustains that the book only circulated among the intellectuals because Trujillo
ordered its recall shortly after it appeared in the bookstores (59). It is hard to believe,
however, that Balaguer would have written a review as favorable as the one cited above,
about a book banned by the Generalissimo himself. Graciano’s thesis is undermined by
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the fact that after the publication of Over Marrero became an official of Trujillo’s
government. I have already noted Marrero’s incorporation into Trujillismo has aroused
suspicion among a number of commentators who argue that the dictator may have
benefited from the novel’s critique of the U.S. corporations that controlled the sugar
industry. Baud even questions the timing of the publication: “Desde luego, la publicación
de la novela en ese momento no fue fortuita. Trujillo pudo aprovecharse directamente de
su crítica dura al sector azucarero para aumentar su presión sobre los ingenios
extranjeros. El discurso nacionalista de Marrero ayudó a los esfuerzos de Trujillo por
apoderarse de las grandes compañías norteamericanas” (Baud 183). A similar accusation
is brandished by Sommer, who declares that Over’s greatest accomplishment from a
Trujillista point of view was to condemn the exploitative methods of the plantation
system without ever mentioning the Dominican dictator (One Master 125-6). By holding
U.S. imperialism responsible for the injustices against the plantation workers, Over
redefines the villain and exonerates Trujillo from all responsibility.
Sommer’s argument highlights the importance that Trujillo’s absence would have
in a text traditionally read as a work of social criticism (Graciano 82; Incháustegui 312).
Indeed, the narrator of Over never mentions the name of the man who held the reins of
power. I do not think, however, that this absence amounts to an attempt to absolve
Trujillo. Even though he does not appear literally in the novel, the dictator’s figure is
evoked in the character of the protagonist’s father (as will be analyzed later in this
chapter). Furthermore, I would argue that perhaps the most subversive element of Over
consists precisely in the absent presence of Trujillo, understood not as absolution but as
denunciation of the state of abandonment that in the narrator’s view characterized the
lives of the majority of the Dominican population. Sommer states that in Over, as in
many of the Latin American novels of the nineteenth century, the nation’s political
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struggles adopt the emotional structure of a crisis within the patriarchal family. In the
following section of the chapter, I use Sommer’s thesis as my point of departure to
support my argument that Marrero’s work appropriates the myth of Trujillo as the “Padre
de la Patria Nueva” to create an allegory in which the sugar plantation functions as a
symbol of the physical and moral decay of the nation.

5.2

THE PLANTATION AS ALLEGORY
Written in the first person, Over tells the story of Daniel Comprés, a provincial

young writer who is expelled from his home for having stolen a few pesos from his
father. In the first few pages of the book, the reader sees Daniel wandering about the
streets of his hometown looking for a job or asking for help to start a business. All his
efforts fail. There are no jobs for him in the town, and his father’s friends, who seem to
be aware of the situation, deny him help. Thus, tormented by hunger and shame, Daniel
finds himself one morning in front of the sugar plantation warehouse, and to his surprise
he is offered a position as shopkeeper in a batey without name.98 From that moment on,
Daniel becomes in a prisoner of the big machine of human degradation that moves the
plantation—the “over.” Daniel describes the “over” as follows:
Los pesadores de caña usan pesas cargadas para quitarles al carretero y al picador,
desde quinientas a mil libras por carretada, además de doscientas que se
descuentan corrientemente para que el peso del chucho salga aproximado con el
de la factoría. Esto le proporciona varios cientos de pesos de over al dueño del tiro
de caña, que con ese dinero se alivia un poco las multas, errores en su contra, y el
precio del agua que beben sus bueyes (propio o alquilados a la compañía), agua
que a veces es puramente simbólica, ya que se le cobra al colono y al contratista
aunque tengan dentro o cerca de sus colonias—es decir, aún en terreno que no
pertenece al central—, algún arroyo donde su ganado mitigue la sed. (Over 46)
98 The word batey designates the grounds occupied by the sugar plantation, also known as el central.
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As Daniel soon finds out, everyone in the batey is a thief: the man who weights the cane,
the foreman, and the shopkeeper. Daniel, who is a shopkeeper or bodeguero, is
accountable for the merchandise he receives without being allowed to confirm the weight
of the sacks that come from the warehouse. Since the prices are fixed, and the warehouse
delivers less than what it registers in the invoice, he has no other option than become an
accomplice of the system that exploits him. Thus, to survive Daniel Comprés must rip off
his clients, most of them starved cane cutters, whose meager salaries are paid in “vales,”
receipts for food which they can only use in el central’s store. At the top of this diabolic
machine is the American manager of el central, which is the reason why the novel can be
read as a critique of the U.S. hegemony. But doesn’t the idea that a foreign corporation
could maintain such an oppressive system within the New Fatherland raise some serious
questions about the government’s role? Where are the people’s keepers while all of this is
going on? Is it possible that the government does not know what happens in its own
territory? And if it knows, why doesn’t it do something to stop it?
El central is the reverse image of the Trujillista Utopia. Far from the prosperous
nation that, according to his propagandists, Trujillo’s government had created, Over
shows a reality marked by hunger, disease and alcoholism. To the epic of the victors that
the official discourse articulated, Over responds with a poetics of destitution—an epic of
the losers—that brings to surface a profound connection between social inequality and
racist ideology. The destabilizing language of this poetics acquires more intensity as the
process of alienation of the protagonist approaches its climatic resolution. One would be
inclined to believe that this process is a direct result of the U.S.-controlled plantation
system. However, Daniel’s story offers enough evidence that its real origin lies outside el
central, as can be surmised by the opening paragraph of the novel: “Heme aquí en una
calle de mi pueblo. Por ella he transitado desde mi niñez, y todo esto tan familiar, tan
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amable ordinariamente, de repente se me ha tornado extraño” (7). Further on, Daniel
registers with disbelief the insurmountable gap that separates him not only from outside
world, but even from his own past:
Yo me palpo y soy el mismo. Como el primer día me sigo llamando Daniel
Comprés, o mejor dicho: Daniel, que es como me llaman todos. Y sin embargo,
he de reconocer que todo esto que me rodea, visto por mí a cada amanecer hasta
hacerme hombre, se ha tornado hoy en algo que me repele; y una gran sensación
de soledad se ha adueñado de todo mi ser. (7-8)
Over’s drama thus begins as a fracture in the connection between Daniel’s
consciousness and the outside world. It is alienation from the outside world that pushes
Daniel to el central. Like all of the other characters of the novel he falls prey to the
plantation system by an external force that remains almost completely absent from the
novel. The relationship between el central and this absent force appears thus to replicate
the dialectic contradiction that exists between Daniel’s inwardness and the outside world.
Inside el central, as inside Daniel’s mind, there is hell; outside both, there is nothing. This
nothingness that encircles them functions as the negative reflection of the Trujillista archimage for, just as the epic imagination tends to colonize the public space and the private
space, so the empty referentiality of the outside in Over expands to cover all domains of
experience. Hence, not by coincidence would el inglesito, the shipwreck survivor who
ends up working as a bodeguero for el central, spend many nights “hurgando el escondite
de Dios” (110)—the implication being that what takes place in el central stands as proof
of God’s inexistence. The same applies to the concept of freedom, which becomes
another empty referent, as another bodeguero, named Valerio, makes clear to his friends:
“No hablen de libertad. No hablen de derecho. No hablen de nada. ¡Que no hay libertad
en la vida! Si no te esclaviza la mujer, te esclavizan los hijos; si no los hijos, la miseria, el
trabajo, alguna enfermedad, ¡el destino! No hay libertad en la vida” (108). Valerio, like
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all of the characters of the novel who can afford it, drinks to evade the intolerable
expansiveness of that absence that consumes everything around him. “—¡A nosotros
nadie nos salvará!” he screams as his friends watch him drink his rum as if to put out a
fire inside him. “Yo me he sentado en la cama del Presidente de la República; he vivido
entre gentes de posición que han sonreído al hablarme; he vivido en otro mundo, soñando
y creyendo que ocuparía un puesto digno en la vida, y sin embargo he venido a parar
aquí” (108). After drinking some more he caps his speech with renewed anger, and with
what appears to be a warning to the authorities:
¡Hay que beber hasta reventar! El fuego de este sol, la uniformidad desoladora de
estos cañaverales sin fín, sin pájaros, sin árboles, sin montañas; el grito de la
conciencia que no nos deja dormir, el deseo contenido de hacernos justicia dando
un golpe feroz para demostrar que merecemos atención de alguien, todo eso nada
más se puede ahogar en una catarata de ron. ¡Colega! Compañero! ¡Tráiga media
caja de ron! ¡Tráiga un río de ron! (109)
Valerio’s incendiary remarks hold the first indication of a connection between what
happens in el central and the outside world, as he insinuates that someone out there could
put a stop to their sufferings but does nothing. He even goes as far as to insinuate the
possibility of an act of violence, “un golpe feroz,” that would capture someone’s
attention.
Valerio’s alienated radicalism has a counterpoint in El Inglesito’s, whose antiimperialist discourse puts the conflict in universal perspective, bringing to the surface the
issue of race. El Inglesito complains that his fellow West Indians will never create a
nation because they are proud of having the king of England as their king, “porque en la
escuela les han enseñado que ese gran país ha sido misericordioso con nosotros al
extremo de darnos su nacionalidad, contraviniendo los deseos de Dios, ya que nadie
puede ser inglés sin ser blanco. Y ellos ven en el rey a un sujeto tan imponente, que se ha
atrevido a enmendarle la plana al Creador, en beneficio de sus súbditos de color” (110).
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To him, Dominicans should not complain because at least they have a future. One day,
the big American corporations will have to return to the people and to the state what
belongs to them:
Y devolverán buena parte de los millones que se han llevado a costa de las
inmigraciones de esclavos y del nativo desorientado y abandonado. Ustedes
tienen esperanzas, les repito. Alguna vez las cosas serán diferentes. Pero nosotros,
¿cuándo cambiaremos nuestro estado de esclavos? ¿Quién escapa de las manos de
Inglaterra? Los negros de mi país no aprendieron nada de la guerra mundial, que
debió enseñarles mucho. En la guerra quedó demostrado que el fusil manejado
por el blanco y el fusil manejado por el negro, son igualmente poderosos, y eso ha
debido sacudirles, servirles de ejemplo para comprender que no hay razas
superiores ni razas inferiores. (111)
This is an interesting passage, not only because it ties colonialism to the kind of
racist ideology articulated by the Trujillista epic narrative, but also because it reinforces
the notion, already implied by Valerio, that the only solution lies in an armed conflict. At
the same time, by focusing on the migration of peoples of the English colonies to
Dominican territory, El Inglesito widens the scope of the external field but loses sight of
similar migratory movement of Dominicans from other regions to the sugar areas of his
country and to the United States—a reality that Marrero explores in the last pages of the
novel. Furthermore, El Inglesito turns the attention away from the responsibility of the
Dominican authorities and moves the solution to an unforeseeable future, which triggers
the enraged reaction of his Dominican friends:
Y cuando llegue la justicia, amiguito—grita Valerio sin aún no ha llegado a su
clímax—, ¿dónde estaré yo? ¿Qué será de los miles que perecen de hambre,
podridos de enfermedades, en estas fincas? ¿Quién salvará a los tuberculosos, a
los que orinan sangre, que antes de morir quedan verdes, como hojas? ¿Quién
redimirá a los reventados, en una palabra? ¡Yo no creo en la justicia futura! ¡Sólo
creo que nos morimos como gusanos en el vientre de estas compañías, ante la
indiferencia de todos los poderosos! (Over 111, my emphasis)
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Beyond rejecting the notion of a future justice, Valerio’s remarks suggest that the plight
of the sugar workers is not the sole responsibility of the U.S. corporations, but of the
country’s powerful sectors as well. His complaint thus amounts to an accusation of
complicity against the Dominican authorities.
An even more direct accusation is made by Daniel’s best friend, Eduardo, who
synthesizes the two arguments, by inserting the Dominican Republic in a racial narrative
similar to that of El Inglesito, but one in which there is no happy end. “No tengo
esperanzas,” Eduardo says:
Estos países son tierras de promisión para los blancos, desde que Colón puso el
pie aquí. Ayer esclavizaron a los indios, los despojaron de sus tierras y su oro,
violentamente, y les dieron muerte cazándolos como perros, porque entonces las
cosas se hacían de esa forma. Hoy vienen a despojarnos y a servirse de nosotros,
“solicitando” permisos de los gobiernos—respaldados por su gran nación—para
hacer inversiones “que favorecerán al país”, pero el fin y los resultados son los
mismos. Ya no traen negros del Africa, porque no hay necesidad de ir a buscarlos
tan lejos, ni de pagarlos tan caros. Las ideas del Padre las Casas se pueden seguir
practicando con haitianos y cocolos alquilados. (111-12)
This passage offers the novel’s most clear rejection of the Trujillista philosophy of
history since the national past, seen in the wider context of the history of the region,
erases the division between a before and an after behind the myth of the Trujillo’s “Era.”
Eduardo lays bare the fallacy of progress: things are the way they have always been. The
plantation economy of today perpetuates the slave society imposed by the Spanish
colony, which, as we saw in the previous chapters, represents the Golden Age of the
Trujillista epic. Eduardo portrays the struggles within the plantation system a wider
conflict involving, not a civilized Self and a primitive Other—as is the case in Balaguer’s
Guía emocional de la ciudad romántica (1944)—but a colonized subject and an imperial
power. Dominicans appear together with “cocolos” and Haitians at the losing end of
history.
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Eduardo’s remarks bring us back to the issue of the relation between el central
and the local authorities, discussed by Balaguer in his essay on Federico Bermúdez.
According to Balaguer, the sugar plantations of the Caribbean, run by U.S. corporations,
“tienen por base una organización que parece destinada, hasta en sus más nimios detalles,
a erigir tales empresas, sobre todas las zonas sometidas a su influencia esquilmadora, en
verdaderos gobiernos seccionales” (Azul 18). The U.S. corporations, Balaguer writes, are
even more powerful than the rulers of the countries where they operate: “No hay
dictador, en las naciones menos democráticas de América, que disponga, por encima de
sus fueros constitucionales, de la odiosa suma de preeminencias y poderes que esas
empresas acumulan en manos de sus administradores” (18). Such a characterization of
sugar plantations as autonomous entities could be used, as Sommer suggests, to distance
Trujillo’s regime from the abuses perpetrated against the sugar laborers—although it is a
view shared by commentators not associated with Trujillismo, including Baud, who in a
study on labor control in the Dominican Republic refers to the sugar plantations as “wellprotected bastions of (foreign) capital with practical sovereignty on their premises” and
“their own means of communication, transportation and police force” (qtd. in Martínez
66).99 But Eduardo’s comments do not absolve the local authorities from responsibility.
By suggesting that the governments of the region have the support of the United States,
he implies that Dominican authorities acted as tools of U.S. imperial designs. This is
emphasized by the use of quotation marks around the word solicitando, which indicates
that, from Eduardo’s point of view, the U.S. sugar corporations did not need the

99 A similar view can be found even in Frederick Douglass, who in My bondage and my Freedom states
that “the plantation is a little nation of its own, having its own language, its own ruler, regulations and
customs. The laws and institutions of the State, apparently touch it nowhere. The troubles arising here, are
not settled by the civil power of the State” (qtd. in Gilroy 59).
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government’s permission to operate in the country.100 Eduardo also suggests that the
government played a role—even if a passive one—in the importation of laborers from
Haiti and the West Indies, who were exploited as slaves by the sugar industry, thus
contradicting the myth frequently invoked by the official anti-Haitian ideology of a
surreptitious Haitian invasion.
The allusions to governmental complicity or indifference intensify towards the
end of the novel, after Daniel is expelled from el central. If the novel’s radicalism was
just directed against the U.S. corporations, the transition from el central to the outside
world should be experienced as redemption. Instead, having lost his job Daniel finds
himself once again wandering without a clear sense of purpose. A profound sadness
overcomes him as soon as he discerns his hometown in the distance, and he exclaims:
“¡Mi pueblo! Te veo dormitar y me atemoriza tu sueño al pie de aquellas chimeneas.
Caerán sobre tí, con gran estrépito, y no te quedará nada sano. ¡Nada! Ni siquiera el
instinto de vivir” (Over 214). The Spanish word “pueblo” renders this passage
ambiguous, since it could mean either a small town or a people—in the sense of nation.
The referent slides between the two meanings as Daniel’s laments that the streets and the
inhabitants of the town he used to know so well now appear strange to him:
Me apena ver que ya no pareces un pedazo de mi tierra. En tu propia casa te has
tornado extranjero. Tus hijos no tienen aquella arrogancia y aquella hidalguía que
tuvieron sus abuelos. Se crían enclenques, pusilánimes, encogidos, haciendo de
sirvientes del ingenio, y en sus labios jamás florece una sonrisa que no sea de
servilismo. ¡Qué anciano eres, siendo tan joven!
Por tus calles se camina con temor, mirando hacia atrás. Ningún hombre es capaz
de hablar en voz alta, como no sea para elogiar al mister. Cuando las locomotoras
asustan el cielo con su grito, todos tus hijos callan, como si hablase un dios; y si
100 Incidentally, one can only guess that the use of quotation marks in what is supposed to be the
reproduction of an oral discourse signals a change in the intonation or a gesture with the hands. Otherwise,
the narrator would have had to say the words entre comillas.
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las factorías—mónstruos reales de una nueva y cruel religión—, destrozan un
pedazo tuyo—uno de tus hijos—, el resto enmudece, sin lágrimas, y sin protestas.
(214)
Taken literally, this passage refers to Daniel’s hometown in the eastern region of the
Dominican Republic. But when one considers the ambiguity introduced by the word
pueblo, the possibility arises that Daniel’s town stands as a synechdotic representation of
the country, whose people has been subjected to moral degradation by a neo-colonial
system. His remarks are also open to an interpretation that would turn them particularly
bold—one that could be derived from the fact that such state of fear outside the
compounds of el central seems a more appropriate description of life under the repressive
Trujillo regime than of life under the shadow of U.S. imperialism.
In another instance of his indictment of the Dominican government, Daniel says
that should the sugar workers dare to talk about their situation their grievances would fall
on deaf ears: “Nadie prestaría oídos a una denuncia sobre esa explotación, y estando
seguros, como todos están de que cualquier simulacro de investigación nada llegaría a
probar, porque el central es todopoderoso” (223). Once again, the power of the local
authorities is portrayed as submissive to the all-powerful sugar companies, as can be
deduced from the declaration that a complaint would only achieve a mock investigation.
It should be noticed that Marrero puts a careful distance between the potentially
compromising ideas of the characters and his authorial voice, by evading the use of the
first person (“nadie prestaría oídos”; “estando seguros, como todos están”). In fact, the
most explicit denunciations against the government are rarely emitted by Daniel, whose
narrative voice could be easily confused with the author’s. In what could well be
considered a strategy of concealment, “técnica de ocultamiento” (Mateo, “Narrativa” 10),
the most radical stances are attributed to Eduardo and Valerio. Unlike the language used
by the narrator, in Eduardo’s there is little ambiguity. He expresses the most severe
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criticism of the authorities’ inaction, and goes as far as warning that failure to punish the
abuses against the working class would unleash a revolution:
Los gobiernos castigan a los desesperados que matan a los explotadores y
cometen actos de terrorismo, pero a quienes deberían castigar es a estos
capitalistas sin entrañas. Cegados por su fiebre de atesorar dinero, y empecinados
en conceptos de superioridad racial, explotan, oprimen y siembran tal rencor en
los hombres, que cuando el día del estallido inevitable llegue, la venganza de las
masas lo arrasará todo como un huracán! (Marrero, Over 224-25)
As Mateo observes, the violent backlash that Eduardo prophesizes has a
preventive character (“Narrativa” 20). That, however, does not diminish the gravity of the
accusation against the government—barely concealed here behind the use of the plural,
gobiernos. As for the notions of racial superiority that Eduardo evokes, the reference
could be equally well applied to the American administrators of the plantation and to the
local capitalists. In another indication that the injustice extends beyond the limits of el
central, Eduardo adds:
Es una lástima que en una tierra donde siempre debió haber paz se haya conocido
esta injusticia. Se le está creando un porvenir sombrío a nuestro pueblo, porque
nuestros hombres quedarán incapacitados para toda obra de bien, de seguir
amargándoseles así; ¡estrangularán en ellos hasta el último buen sentimiento!
(Marrero, Over 225)
Eduardo’s remarks confirm that the negative effects of el central are not confined to the
sugar-producing regions of the Dominican Republic, but spread out to include the whole
country. Unlike Daniel’s ambiguous use of the word pueblo, Eduardo leaves no doubt
about the identity of the people whose future is being compromised. Eduardo thus makes
clear the connection between the inside and the outside. A single thread unites Daniel’s
personal story to the history of the Dominican Republic, and this to the history of the
Caribbean as an imperial border. Balaguer was right in describing Over as an epic poem.
But, unlike Balaguer’s own epic, with its upbeat teleology that portrayed Santo Domingo
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as the legitimate heir of imperial power, Marrero’s is an epic of the losers. It is the story
of a people caught up in the endless of wanderings of romance.

5.3

THE WANDERINGS OF ROMANCE
From the moment Daniel is expelled from his father’s house, his life loses all

sense of direction. He is thrown like a shipwreck survivor to the island of el central,
which in all its horror becomes the hero’s only source of stability. Indeed, the ship motif
appears frequently to describe the characters’ unstable lives. There is, of course, the case
of El Inglesito, whose ship sank during the journey to Cuba, causing the death of at least
fifty of his countrymen in what could be subject to an allegorical interpretation. But in
other cases the ship metaphor is more clearly used to express the sentiment of not having
control over one’s own destiny. Take, for instance, the following passage, in which,
tormented by his guilty conscience for having to steal from men in rags, Daniel thinks he
has heard a voice telling him to leave el central:
Y a pesar de todo, he creído oír algo diciéndome: “Entonces, ¡vete!”
Pero me he rebelado gritando: “¿A dónde he de ir? ¿Se halla algo que hacer hoy
día? ¿Soy acaso el único que roba aquí? ¿Por qué se me exige tanto? No haría esto
si hallara otra cosa. ¡No me iré!
Y como si lo dicho no fuera suficiente, he vuelto a objetar: “¡Son muy duros los
días sin pan! Ya no hay padres para hijos, ni hijos para padres. El hombre es un
náufrago en la tierra, y debe asirse a lo primero que encuentre, para no perecer.
¡No me iré!” (Marrero, Over 128)
Daniel resorts to a similar analogy to describe a shopkeeper who, unable to cover an
overdraft, hangs himself during an inventory: “En el rostro se le retrataba el alma, fácil a
naufragar en todas las tormentas” (129). When narrating the departure of the migrant
laborers at the end of the harvest, Daniel says: “Los negros corrieron como náufragos
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hacia los vagones” (167). And in another passage, as he looks at his young wife sleeping,
Daniel wonders about their future and compares his life to a ship whose ropes could be
severed at any moment:
Ella duerme a mi lado y yo pienso que esta criaturilla es como un niño que no
piensa en la vida, porque nunca ha tenido necesidad de darle rumbo a su nave. Sus
años apenas llegan a veinte. Ayer vivió de los padres, que la cuidaban como se
cuida a un pajarillo que no sabe trabajar. Hoy navega en mi barca... ¡en mi barca
que se acoge a puerto prestado, sin saber qué noche de tempestad le cortarán las
amarras! (146)
In all these examples the image of a ship in distress could be interpreted as
illustrating a general statement about human existence in a world without gods. But read
against the background of the epic of the victors, they amount to a refutation of the
Trujillistas’ fantasies of power. Not only does the ship image confront the myth of a new
“Era” of stability; inasmuch as it posits a level at which the lives of Dominicans is no
different from those of Haitians and “cocolos,” it also challenges the spiritual genealogy
articulated by the Trujillista reconstruction of the past.
As I indicated previously in this chapter, the absence of Trujillo has been
interpreted as a way of absolving the dictator from his responsibility in the plight of the
Dominican people. In this section, I argue that Trujillo, whose many titles included that
of Padre de la Patria Nueva, can be symbolically linked to Daniel’s father, señor Lope
Comprés.101 Although he only appears briefly in the first chapter, señor Lope Comprés
plays an essential role in Over’s plot—that of triggering his son’s fall. Daniel blames his
father twice for this: the first time, after his father throws him out, forcing him to enter in

101 Two years after the hurricane San Zenón, the Dominican Congress passed an emergency bill to honor
Trujillo with the title “Benefactor de la Patria,” which was soon followed by that of “Padre de la Patria
Nueva.” As Pura Emeterio Rondón observes, the Father archetype endowed Trujillo with “la prerrogativa y
responsabilidad de conocer y resguardar el orden del universo con miras al bien común” (43).
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the dystopian world of el central. At the beginning of the novel, Daniel sees his father
from a distance and has to contain the urge to yell: “¿Qué has hecho? ¿Por qué me dejas
así? ¡Debiste darme para el camino! Yo no estuviera en la tierra si no fuera por ti; y ahora
me dejas solo, ¡solo!, sin profesión, sin oficio, ¡sin nada!” (Over 17). The second time
takes place after Daniel is expelled from el central and finds himself once again
unemployed. Facing the recriminations of the town’s people for turning to alcohol,
Daniel replies: “¿A quién le importa? Me despidió el padre, me despidió el central, me
rechazaron todos, y ahora, ¡vienen a sermonear!” If we accept that the novel can be read
allegorically, Daniel’s reproaches may be seen as addressed to the Father of the Nation,
who had the responsibility of protecting the symbolic order and of looking after the
community (Emeterio 43).
Lope Comprés’s description is strikingly similar to the image of Trujillo as
presented by recent commentators and biographers in contrast with the heroic ideal of the
Trujillista epic. Daniel tells us that as soon as Lope Comprés became a young man his
father expelled him from his house saying: “Amigo, ya lo he criado. Vaya ahora por ahí a
ver cómo vive” (Over 18). This incident took place in the countryside, but the narrator
does not specify in what region:
El muchacho se fue cabizbajo, mochila al hombro, rencoroso, con ganas de
incendiar la tierra. Luchó rudamente. Como tenía personalidad, se hizo dueño de
una sección rural. Allí fué un verdadero cacique. No había moza que no se le
entregara, porque además de buena presencia, buenos caballos y dinero, poseía
esos arranques de macho ante los cuales se desmayan las hembras sin condición
alguna. (18)
Lope Comprés’s story continues with a reference to the great number of children he had
abandoned, and who were, like Daniel, “el producto de cualquier cópula salvaje bajo la
lujuria de los montes” (18). Compare that description with the following portrait of the
young Trujillo as recorded by the oral tradition:
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La tradición afirma que Trujillo había tenido discrepancias con su padre, y desde
San Cristóbal emigró hacia el Este en busca de aventuras. Fue labriego “echador
de días por paga, en Vicentillo; y allí juró soltar la azada y engancharse a la
Guardia Nacional Dominicana”; laboró como carretero/boyero del General JUAN
MARIA PEGUERO en la hacienda de Los Haitises (SPM)102 nombrada
“Cabreto”, cuando abrían trochas para el fomento de la caña. Se le atribuyen
correrías amorosas, violaciones y estupros. (Sosa Jiménez 411)
The stories of Trujillo and Lope Comprés share several aspects. In both cases
there is a conflictive relationship that drives them away from their father’s house. Both
migrate to the eastern region (even though, the narrator never says where the family crisis
of the young Lope Comprés took place, we know that, as in Trujillo’s case, he ended up
going to that region, since that is where we find him at the beginning of the novel).
Unlike Daniel, both Trujillo and Lope Comprés overcome their fathers’ desertion thanks
to their strength of character and occupy their proper place in the patriarchal system.
Finally, in both portraits we also find a sexual element that confirms their condition of
machos and caudillos.103 Should we pursue the allegorical interpretation of the novel, the
parallel between Lope Comprés and Trujillo would come full circle with their becoming
first object and then subject of paternal abandonment, for just as both of them are
abandoned by their fathers, so Lope Comprés abandons Daniel and Trujillo—the Father
of the New Fatherland—abandons his people. This negative genealogy, in which one
caudillo begets another in an unending cycle of neglect and sexual violence, displays a

102 San Pedro de Macorís, a province in the eastern region of the Dominican Republic.
103 As can be expected, in Trujillo’s official biographies the violaciones and estupros are substituted by the
sexual attraction that he purportedly aroused in women. Take for instance the following passage by
Abelardo R. Nanita: “Bien parecido y apuesto, gallardo sin amaneramiento, no es necesario agregar que su
enorme popularidad con el bello sexo se debe a algo más que a la política. A su paso por entre frenéticas
multitudes que lo aplauden, muchos suspiros y muchas miradas tiernas de mujeres, van dirigidas tanto al
hombre como al prócer” (89).
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dystopian view of the national history in which the people—as in Peña Batlle’s liberal
stage—is portrayed as a hero embarked on an aimless journey.
Daniel’s inability to find a job after being expelled from el central should be
sufficient proof of the novel’s stance with respect to the Trujillista Utopia. Towards the
end of the novel, Daniel finds a childhood friend who he had not seen in years. The
young man, whose name we never know, had migrated to New York, and although he did
not find “el equilibrio” he looked for there (232), the contrast with his current life could
not be starker: “En New York, un obrero, como personalidad aristocrática, del mundo de
las finanzas, o algo así, no es nadie, pero como ser humano es mucho. Allí, si el hombre
trabaja, tendrá donde vivir con algún confort, tendrá comida hasta hartarse, y como
quiera, tendrá una amiga desinteresada. En cambio, aquí... ¡Esto no tiene comparación!”
(233). Daniel’s friend invites him to his house, where they drink rum. At some point in
the conversation the young man asks Daniel about his father: “—Y el viejo, ¿cómo te
trata?—me preguntó” (236) In response, Daniel tells him the story of his expulsion and
the miseries of his life thereafter. Moved by Daniel’s story, his friend looks towards the
sea, at a distance, and exclaims: “Estas viejo. Esta vida es un desastre. ¡Si yo vuelvo a
encontrar el camino...!” From this moment on, el camino, the path or the road, will come
to symbolize the only alternative left for a population abandoned by its leaders:
migration. Upon hearing this word, Daniel thinks: “¡El camino! ¿Por qué no se me había
ocurrido salir? ¿No sería mejor? Ya en esta tierra se me haría muy difícil vivir. Aquí no
tenía ningún lazo de afecto que me atara; era solo. ¡Lo mejor sería volar!.” That el
camino does not mean just leaving the hometown, but the island can be deduced from his
friend’s reaction: “¡Qué bueno, chico! ¡Qué bueno! Si te marchas de aquí, te sanas.
¡Podemos hacer un esfuerzo y largarnos! En cualquier goleta nos podemos introducir en
Puerto Rico. Allí nos proporcionamos papeles como súbditos americanos, y ¡ya tenemos
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las puertas del mundo abiertas!” (236). Later in the chapter Daniel asks himself: “¿Esta es
mi tierra? ¿Por qué esta isla que debió ser paz se ha tornado en pantano semejante?”
(239). Thus, when at the end of the novel Daniel makes the resolution to abandon what
does not belong to him, “esto que ya no es tuyo” (242), he does not need to say where he
is going:
Voy, quizás obedeciendo a un primitivo instinto de conservación, ¡quizás
huyendo de mí!
Voy, porque siento que algo maléfico me persigue, y eso me arrastra—en un
supremo esfuerzo—por el camino que se abre ante mí.
La brisa pobre, se enreda en la melena del último cañaveral.
Camino... (243)
Daniel’s migration proves that, contrary to Balaguer’s first reading of the novel,
Over goes way beyond of being a condemnation of the greed of the American-owned
sugar corporations. It expresses the view that the Dominican people under Trujillo’s rule
only had two options—migrating or being alienated. Questioning the meaning of the
ideology of progress for the black population of the Caribbean, Over inserts the
Dominican population in the history of post-slavery and the restless movement of the
plantation workers. The novel’s open-ended structure, with its metaphorical series of
shipwrecks and dislocations, undermines the claims that Trujillo’s New Fatherland
marked the fulfillment of the nation’s historical destiny. Over appropriates the Father
archetype of the Trujillista system of myth production and endows it with a new
meaning—a meaning that does not vanish only because after its publication Marrero, as
many of his contemporaries, became one of the intellectuals at the service of a dictator.
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5.4

THE REPRESENTATION OF HAITIANS IN OVER
Over’s representation of Haitian migrant workers as subjected to a new form of

slavery in the Dominican Republic clashes with the role assigned to Haitians in the
Trujillista epic. The fact that the novel was published just two years after the Haitian
Massacre makes this representation even more striking. Yet, as in the case of Tomás
Hernández Franco’s poem “Yelidá”, some critics argue that novel expresses the views of
antihaitianismo.104 Baud, for instance, believes that Marrero’s compassion betrays a
measure of disdain towards Haitians. In Baud’s view, “el hecho de que los haitianos
aceptaran esas condiciones los hacía seres inferiores” (“Permanente” 192). Marrero
defended the rights of the working class and opposed the racist attitudes of the American
administrators of the plantations, but at the same time, he strived to establish a distinction
between Haitians and Dominicans: “En su novela, los primeros siempre son hombres
explotados y embrutecidos; son personas que no tienen la cultura ni la inteligencia y
conciencia para resistirse a las condiciones en que tienen que vivir” (200). Dominicans,
on the other hand, were aware of their situation, which meant that they could act upon it
to change it. This characterization, according to Baud, was based on the belief that
Haitians were to be blamed for Dominicans losing their jobs.105
104 See my discussion on antihaitianismo in Chapter 3.
105 This was a widespread attitude among sugar workers since the reemergence of the industry at the turn
of the century. One case in point was union leader Julián Martínez, who referred to Haitians and “cocolos”
(West Indians) as a plague that took over the livelihood of Dominican workers: “Cansada está mi mano de
escribir del obrero criollo atacando las funestas plagas de cocolos y haitianos que se apoderaron del trabajo
de nuestros campesinos, por la tolerancia de los gobiernos, protegiendo los intereses de Compañías
Extranjeras que se llevan el oro de nuestro suelo” (qtd. in Cassá 137). As Cassá observes, Martínez, a
Spanish exile, adopts the perspective of Dominican nationalists, who pitched the local workers against both
the U.S. corporations and the migrant laborers. In Martínez view, the East region was heading to its ruins,
because of cocolos and Haitians, “más degenerados estos que los primeros, porque tienen el robo y el
canibalismo como costumbre de su vida, a la más espantosa ruina” (137). Puerto Rican intellectual Luis
Padilla D'Onis expressed a similar view. Like Martínez, Padilla thought that Dominican workers were the
victims of a coalition of foreign capitalists and laborers, who not only had a negative impact on their
salaries but also on the racial mix of the nation: “¿Qué producen estos braceros? El desmejoramiento de
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Baud also points to the fact that in Over Haitians are thoroughly dehumanized,
frequently depicted like animals. The examples he provides leaves little doubt of this. In
one passage, the narrator describes a Haitian laborer who comes to buy a piece of cheese:
“En su cara reluce el guarapo de caña que le secó la brisa, y sus labios resecos y gruesos,
tiemblan al contacto de su lengua, que saborea por anticipado el trozo de queso blanco
que ven sus ojos en el aparador” (Over 93). In the other, an indistinct group of Haitians is
compared to cattle: “Los haitianos, sentados en los troncos que servirán de combustible a
la bomba, mastican su hambre, como bueyes que se echaran tranquilamente a rumiar”
(53). Baud concedes that Marrero’s characterization of Haitians is not moved by a sense
of racial superiority, but expresses a cultural superiority that allows him to show
sympathy while diminishing their humanity (201).
The problem with Baud’s argument, from my perspective, is that it detaches
Haitians’ alienation from its cause, which the novel clearly identifies with the plantation
system. We should ask ourselves whether the dehumanized condition that the narrator’s
language registers is seen as intrinsic to the Haitian people or as the result of the new
form of slavery established by the sugar corporations. Marrero’s thesis seems to be that
the living conditions in the sugar plantations have an alienating effect on people. We can
see this effect in most of the characters of the novel, including Daniel. One passage offers
an interesting example, since in it Dominicans compare themselves to oxen—a metaphor
that, as we have seen, the narrator usually applies to Haitians—but still treat a fellow
Haitian worker with contempt when he agrees with them:
—El peón de la finca e j'un perro de mal amo—, rezongó uno del cultivo.

raza por el cruce: dejenerado (sic) por el alcohol, e intemperante, lleva consigo los frutos de su
degradación, llenando con sus crímenes y delitos los records judiciales y las crónicas de policía” (141).
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—Eto mayordomo noj tratan como a los bueye—, opinó otro.
—¡Qué va, compai!—respondió el carretero—. El buey vive mejor que
nosotro, porque el buey sólo necesita comía pa vivir y se la dan toa la noche,
ademá de lo sei mese de tiempo muerto que de chepa trabaja. Pero a nosotro...
—¡Jum! Yo no quisiera ser buey—cortó alguien—. Al buey lo matan pa dipué
vender la carne a cinco la libra.
—Pero a nosotro no j'asen peor—siguió el carretero—. Noj sacan el cuajo, y
cuando tamo deplotao, tísico, antonce jata nos botan del batey por infetoso.
—¡Compai, utea decía la beldá!—, terció un haitiano.
—¡Cállate la boca, mañé del diache, que tu no tiene que meterte en la
conversación de la gente!—gritó uno que trabaja en la resiembra y que por ello
cometía la osadía de sorber un trocito de caña aprovechando la ausencia de Cleto.
—¡La dominicane son palejele!—gruñó el haitiano, decepcionado.
—¡Parejero no, degraciao! ¡Que a utede y a eto condenao cocolo deberían
quemarlo junto!
—¡Eso e verdá, carajo!
—¡Eso e verdá!—comenzó a oirse en el grupo.
Las palabras subían de todo y quizás haitianos y dominicanos se hubieran ido a
las manos, a no ser por la llegada de viejo Dionisio. (Over 75-76)
This passage is yet another example of Marrero’s way of distancing himself from the
opinions of his characters. Since the oxen metaphor has been used before to describe
Haitians, the comparison here situates Dominicans and Haitians at the same level, yet
Dominicans seem to blame Haitians—and West Indians—for their miseries. The irony is
too obvious for Marrero not to be aware of it. As Sommer observes, the passage shows
“that both protagonist and author are aware of the deep-rooted racism that many other
Dominicans harbor against Haitians, even when the cost of racism is the solidarity that
might offer resistance to the Yankees” (One Master 146).
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Marrero’s ironic distance from the attitudes of his characters does not necessarily
mean that he and Daniel are immune to anti-Haitian stereotypes. On one occasion, for
example, Daniel speaks with disdain of a Haitian housekeeper he hired so that he could
take care of his sick wife. Daniel complains that the “negra y grajosa mujer” (black and
stinking woman) did not know how to cook, had no manners and no idea of hygiene
(199). Comments such as these, however, do not diminish the novel’s unambiguous
denunciation of the plight of Haitians in the Dominican Republic. This denunciation is
particularly strong in Chapter V of Part I, when Daniel describes the importation of
Haitian and West Indian laborers, in what resembles a page out of a book on the history
of the middle passage:
En el vientre de un buque de carga, meten generalmente una cantidad de hombres
dos o tres veces mayor que la prudente. Allí los negros pasan días y noches, los
unos encima de los otros, alimentándose con pan y sardinas de lata que les son
suministrados por los que el central envía a reclutar hombres a Haití y a las islas
inglesas. Gentes no acostumbradas a navegar, vomitan con frecuencia encima de
sus compañeros. Esto les revuelve los estómagos a los demás y entonces el
vómito se llega a generalizar, hasta quedar la bodega en condiciones tales, que no
se encuentra lugar donde poner un pie. A esta miseria se añade que muchos,
debido a su estado de postración y al mareo, y por falta de comodidades—ya que
no pueden salir de su cárcel—, realizan sus necesidades fisiológicas allí mismo.
(85-86)
Other immigrants, Daniel says, are brought by truck equally overloaded, which provokes
accidents with many deaths and injuries. By the time the arrive to el central, they are
distributed like cattle:
Cuando llegan al batey central, los pobres negros no saben lo que se trata de hacer
con ellos. Están molidos, indefensos, y se dejan arrear en rebaños. Entonces son
repartidos. En un corral de alambre de púas, encerrados como ganado, vigilados
por los policías del central que rondan cejijuntos, armados de revólver y machete,
son contados y apartados, para ser remitidos a las diversas colonias. (87)
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Daniel goes on to describe how the migrant laborers are stripped of their names and
assigned a number, which will become their only identification in the batey:
A cada hombre se le ata en la pretina, en la pechera de la camisa o en el harapo
que haga sus veces, el número que le servirá de identificación. Ya podrá llamarse
Joseph Luis, Miguel Pie, Joe Brown, Peter Willis o como mejor desee, aunque su
nombre cambie en cada batey, cuando más tarde vagabundee de colonia en
colonia, su número será siempre el mismo, para hallarlo a la hora de la
recolección, cuando se le devuelva sin savia a su isla o al vecino Haití. (87)
In portraying Haitian and West-Indian immigrants as subjects of a new form of slavery in
the Dominican Republic, Marrero contradicted the Trujillista myth of the Haitian
invaders and suggested that the populations of the African diasporas of the Caribbean
shared their condition as subaltern subjects of U.S. imperialism. The implied conclusion
of this narrative was that to break away from this condition these populations would have
to build alliances based on their common experience.
In the previous sections of the chapter, I have explored Marrero’s background as
one of the intellectuals who initially opposed Trujillo’s regime, but who ended up
becoming a high official of his government. Published before his incorporation into the
dictatorship, his literary work destabilizes the epic construction of the past and the
distinction between a civilized “us” and a primitive “them.” In the following sections, I
will attempt to show how Marrero’s incorporation into Trujillismo, however, marked a
departure from the narrative perspective of the vanquished and a gradual shift toward an
epic of the victors. My analysis will focus on the books that best capture the story of this
transformation: En la ruta de los libertadores (1943) and Trujillo: Síntesis de su vida y de
su obra (1949).
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5.5

MARRERO’S ABOUT-FACE
Three years after he was offered the position as Agente Cultural Fronterizo,

Marrero seemed to have subscribed to the ideology of hispanidad, as can be judged in the
following review published in La Nación on October 5, 1943:
Ramón Marrero Aristy, Agente Cultural Fronterizo, dictó una charla Sobre el
Descubrimiento y la Conquista... presentando el autor un trabajo con interesantes
matices en los cuales queda puesta de relieve... la clara ascendencia de nuestro
pueblo.
La tesis principal fue demostrar el limpio origen de nuestro pueblo, de profunda
raíz hispana e hidalga, desde la gran expedición organizada en el segundo viaje de
Colón, en que vinieron a la isla personas principalmente de España, tanto
caballeros de la casa real como escogidos miembros del clero.
El concepto de la hispanidad fue vivamente defendido por el conferenciante,
como tesis para la significación de la limpieza de origen del pueblo dominicano,
“el más viejo pueblo cristiano de América, primer asieto de la cultura europea en
el Nuevo Mundo.” (qtd. in Rodríguez de León 207)
If this is a truthful account of the content of Marrero’s lecture—which it may well be,
since the last phrase announced the title of the official history he would write more than a
decade later106—we have reason to believe that Marrero had abandoned his vision of a
transnational Caribbean identity rooted in the experience of slavery. Other pieces of the
same period, however, show a much more ambiguous appropriation of the Trujillista epic
narrative. This ambiguity is evident in his articles on the Dominicanization of the Border
published the same year under the title En la ruta de los libertadores.
In his journalistic pieces on the Dominicanization program, Marrero incorporates
the teleological view of history characteristic of the epic of the victors as he describes the
work that Trujillo’s government was doing in the border area as the fulfillment of the
mission of the heroes of the independence, but, unlike the justification of violence we
106 La República Dominicana: origen y destino del pueblo cristiano más antiguo de América (1957).
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have seen in Peña Batlle and Balaguer, his discourse places emphasis on the need for
mutual respect closer to what we saw in Tomás Hernández Franco’s “Discurso ante la
estación HIX” discussed in Chapter 5. According to Marrero:
La afirmación del espíritu de la obra del Presidente Trujillo, que—como
complemento del que llevaron los primeros héroes de la Independencia—llegaban
allí cargado de un nuevo mensaje de civilización y paz, de patriotismo sano sin
odios ni violencias, de amor a lo nuestro y respeto a lo ajeno. (En la ruta 12)
Marrero follows the official line in assigning Haiti the role of the Other of the Dominican
Republic, like when he describes the border zone as the place where Dominicans strived
to stop the Haitian penetration (19). But he stops short of portraying Haitians as an
eternal threat to the Dominican existence or the sworn enemies of Western civilization.
Paradoxically, Marrero

reserves the language the Trujillistas used in their

dehumanization of the African diaspora to characterize the Dominicanization program, as
when he refers to:
La inoculación de la cultura nacional y la imposición de un género de vida más
elevado en regiones donde el espíritu de nuestro pueblo no vibró en toda su
pureza desde que silenciaron las armas emancipadoras y aquellas tierras quedaron
atrás, poco menos que abandonadas. (En la ruta 20, my emphasis)
Marrero’s praise here is turned problematic by his choice of words. The dictionary of the
Real Academia Española de la Lengua defines “inocular” as “introducir en un organismo
una sustancia que contiene los gérmenes de una enfermedad.” In a metaphorical sense, to
inoculate could also mean, “Pervertir, contaminar a alguien con el mal ejemplo o la falsa
doctrina.” Both meanings of the word bring to mind the use of verbs like “inficionar”
(Peña Batlle, Política 66) and “contaminar” (Balaguer, Guía 102) to characterize the
introduction of blacks into the Caribbean. Marrero also utilizes the verb “imponer,”
which suggests the idea that the program faced the resistance of the local population.
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Marrero argues that since independence the Dominican border territory had been
virtually abandoned by previous governments, which caused Dominicans living in that
region to distance themselves from the rest of the country:
El dominicano de aquella región sostenía escaso comercio con nosotros y en
cambio se abastecía totalmente de Haití sin tomar en cuenta nuestras instituciones
y sin someterse a lo dispuesto por nuestra legislación; y dando absolutamente la
espalda a nuestra cultura—que dicho sea de paso nunca le fué ofrecida—se iba
destiñendo cada vez más mientras absorbía las supersticiones y adaptaba las
costumbres del vecino. (En la ruta 21)
As a consequence, he writes, the borderlands were in danger of being lost to the Haitians
(23-24). This position coincides with the official version of the story. However, Marrero
distances himself from colleagues in the government in that he does not portray Haitians
as cattle thieves or invaders, but as farmers who crossed the border by invitation of their
Dominican neighbors: “El dominicano poseedor de tierras ofrecía éstas o cualquier
parcela comunera al vecino amigo, para que la trabajara ‘a la media’ generalmente” (24).
These arrangements led to what Marrero calls “inevitable promiscuidad” and the
emergence of a hybrid population, “una población híbrida que generalmente hablaba
creole y pensaba en haitiano” (25). The constant exchange between Dominicans and
Haitians thus erased the demarcation between the two countries to the detriment of the
Dominican territory. People of both sides would cross the border to acquire the things
they needed.
Arguably, Marrero’s most significant concession to the Trujillista epic lies in his
assertion that, for the State to recover the region for Dominican institutional life, “era
preciso realizar una obra de conquista y colonización, lo cual es preciso reconocer que se
ha iniciado con todo el sentido que la magnitud de la empresa requiere” (En la ruta 32).
This justification of the campaign brings to mind Balaguer’s analogy between the
Massacre and the epic tale of the Reconquest. Marrero reiterates it further on, when he
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says that the region and its inhabitants must be conquered: “Hay que cambiar el aspecto
físico y moral de la región y de sus hombres. Hay que conquistarlos en toda la acepción
de la palabra” (40). But if Marrero is assuming the role of the epic poet, he does not
always follow the norms to the letter. To fulfill his mission as a poet of the victors, he
would have to silence the voices of the vanquished; he should never show the perspective
of the losers. Yet this is exactly what he does too frequently, as in the following passage,
in which he allows the reader to witness the people’s rejection of the Dominicanization
program:
Los que tienen menos de catorce años de edad en Elías Piña, por ejemplo, han
visto el comienzo de la transformación que actualmente se opera, sin formarse
opinión y más bien incorporándose mecánicamente—se diría que por inercia—al
nuevo régimen de vida, ya sea desde las aulas de las escuelas o simplemente por
el mero hecho de manifestar cierta alegría de vivir, curiosidad y mayor soltura.
Los más viejos permanecen como absortos ante la desaparición de un mundo que
conocieron durante toda su vida y que jamás les pareció detestable, sino que
indudablemente les fué amado, a lo cual sin duda se debe su hermetismo. (40-41)
Marrero is saying here that the inhabitants of the region feel the works of civilization as
the end of life as they know it. They never felt that there was anything wrong about it.
Their silence amounts to a rejection of Trujillo’s initiative.
In another instance, Marrero takes the unusual step of registering the
unwelcoming attitude of the community towards the newcomers:
Lo primero que percibe el recién llegado es que en la gente de alguna edad no se
encuentran con frecuencia síntomas de simpatía para el visitante o el nuevo
morador que va a establecerse en aquella tierra, para las cosas que vienen de
fuera, ni para el mejoramiento general mismo que alcanza a todos desde que fué
proclamada la nueva provincia. (En la ruta 41)
Marrero explains this resistance as a sign of apathy, “porque evidentemente las nuevas
gentes y las nuevas obras, significan la supresión de una dulce abulia y la incorporación a
una vida de estudio y trabajo, de aseo y leyes” (41), but the fact remains that he gives the
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reader access to information the government would have preferred to conceal. The same
can be said of his intimation that anyone who would dare to show enthusiasm for the
changes implemented in the region would most certainly be treated with skepticism (42).
As a fiction writer known for his talent to capture the language of the popular classes,
Marrero cannot resist the temptation of letting people speak for themselves. Thus, the
discomfort of the inhabitants of the region is sometimes expressed in direct quotations, as
in the following passage:
Los vecinos de la aldea van y vienen callados y hablan en voz baja dentro de las
cocinas, en los patios donde se ve siempre afanadas a las mujeres del lugar, un
poco desconcertadas como si se hallaran fuera del sitio que las vió nacer.
Vuelan algunas frases:
—¿Te mudaron?
—En un santiamén. Desarmaron el bohío eta mañana y ya me lo armán por allá
arriba. (46)
At another occasion, Marrero gives testimony to informal resistance to the government’s
efforts to exercise social control over the population:
¿Que el contrabando estaba prohibido? “Sí señor”, parecían decir, mientras
llevaban el contrabando debajo del brazo. ¿Que era necesario llenar los requisitos
establecidos por la ley de pasaportes? “Con mucho gusto”, parecían responder,
mientras pasaban la frontera sin él en la primera oportunidad. ¿Que le daban una
parcela de buena tierra con arado, bueyes, semillas y recursos económicos? “Sí,
sí”, se apresuraban a decir, “mañana mismo comienzo”, y al otro día y al
siguiente, si no había vuelto por allí el funcionario de agricultura o el militar,
seguirán fumando el cachimbo en un bohío medio caído, entre cactus, mientras un
niño hijo suyo y una cabra del vecino jugaban amigablemente. (42)
The passage shows that rather than looking for an outright confrontation, people
developed strategies to retain control over their lives. All measures meant to curb the
traffic of people and merchandise across the border were fruitless, as were the attempts to
force peasants to work the land. What is more, Marrero describes these scenes with a
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subtle sense of humor that betrays his amusement with the peasants’ cunning. One can
see that he was not totally convinced of the merits of Trujillo’s project when, at the end
of the main section of the book, Marrero expresses anticipated nostalgia for the world he
is about to abandon:
Llevo cuatro días en la naciente ciudad y al darle una de mis últimas ojeadas,
siento lo que no he sentido al partir de lugares donde me han rodeado el confort y
un suave clima. Tengo los labios hendidos por la brisa, la barba un tanto crecida,
y sin embargo siento dejar todo aquello, invadido por un sentimiento
inconsolable.
Mis días en el pobladito entre la gente que afanosamente trabaja, o caminando por
los senderos o entre las siembras de los nuevos agricultores; mis horas por las
ariscas montañas acompañado de algún joven ingeniero, trepando por entre las
huidizas cabras hasta llegar a la cima donde se levanta como un símbolo del
espíritu de Trujillo y de su anhelo de engrandecimiento de la patria, la mole de
piedra de una represa; mis horas de baño solitario al oscurecer, en una fría aguada
allá en el fondo de altas y lejanas colinas deshabitadas; mis noches de ansioso
mirar el estrellado cielo de la frontera desde la alta casita de los ingenieros,
mientras la brisa trae el rítmico y un tanto bronco repicar de un tamboril... ¡van a
terminar!
Y tendré que volver a contarlo todo a un mundo lejano, incrédulo e indiferente;
lleno de eficiencia, ideas fabricadas en serie, higiene y confort mecanizado. (49)
This is a rather intriguing moment, for—in spite of the seeming concession to the purpose
of his mission that entails the mention of the new farmers and the engineers—the singer
of progress confesses his distaste for the advantages of civilization. Even the huge mass
of the dam, a symbol of Trujillo’s spirit, seems an ominous presence in the landscape the
poet describes: goats, rugged mountains, deserted slopes, and the sound of drums that
remind the reader of the presence of Africa. Thus a text aimed at hailing Trujillo’s
modernizing project ends with a feeling of sadness for the world that was being destroyed
in the name of progress.
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Judging by his biography Trujillo: Síntesis de su vida y de su obra, it seems that
by 1949 almost all traces of ambiguity in Marrero’s work had vanished. In this book,
Marrero embraces not only the cult of Trujillo’s personality but also the antihaitianismo
ideology and the arguments that Trujillo’s intelligentsia developed to justify the Haitian
Massacre. The biography, as Baud points out, stands as a symbol of Marrero’s surrender
of his intellectual independence (“Permanente” 186). Indeed, Marrero adopted many of
the commonplaces of the Trujillista epic, including the representation of Trujillo as a
heroic figure predestined to end the nation’s wanderings and to bring about a new “Era”
of peace and prosperity. As in the other epic representations of Trujillo, in his biography
Marrero relates the process in which the hero’s name was endowed with meaning from
the pacification of the country, symbolized in his legendary victory over the rebel
caudillo Desiderio Arias, to his feats as administrator. His narrative alternates between
executive and deliberative episodes to put Trujillo’s violence in historical perspective. As
we have seen in the previous chapters of the study, Trujillo’s ultimate act of violence was
the Haitian Massacre, conspicuously absent from Marrero’s articles on the
Dominicanization program. This time, Marrero tackles the subject using not only the
arguments but also the ritualized language of the Trujillista epic, as he attributes the
action as gesta to the People while saving the action as political event—in the arena of
international relations—for Trujillo. Marrero’s tale thus follows two parallel narrative
lines: one that focuses on the political solution to the border dispute between Haiti and
the Dominican states, and another that tells the story of a conflict between the
populations of both countries. He begins by stating that for three centuries, until Trujillo
the border was an imaginary line that curved over “Dominican” territory, which implies
that a Dominican consciousness existed from the time of the Spanish colony. Then he
traces the origin of the conflict to the establishment of buccaneers and filibusteros in the
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Tortuga Island during the sixteenth century. A series of treaties failed to solve the
problem: “Los tratados resultaron letra muerta. La densidad de población haitiana iba
absorbiendo territorio y la parte nuestra reduciéndose” (Trujillo 64). In these two
sentences Marrero introduces the second narrative line, portraying the Haitian population
as a threat to the Dominican territorial sovereignty.
As Marrero proceeds with his rewriting of history, he declares that Trujillo
achieved what no other leader before him had: a new treaty that “clara y definitivamente”
established the boundaries between the two countries (65). But before the works of
delimitation were over, “habría de producirse un grave incidente entre haitianos y
dominicanos” (65). Curiously, after setting the stage for his version of the story, Marrero
does not provide any details on the “grave incident.” Instead, he gives more background
information, estimating the illegal Haitian population at over two hundred thousand and
stressing the danger that their presence posed to Dominican cultural identity:107
La influencia del vecino era a tal extremo peligrosa y decisiva en nuestras zonas
del Oeste, que la moneda del país occidental circulaba ya en amplias zonas del
territorio dominicano. Por otra parte, el campesino haitiano ocupaba la tierra
nuestra dondequiera que la encontraba abandonada y los lugares más apartados
estaban llenos de labradores nómades que derribaban los bosques, realizaban una
cosecha y partían para otro sitio, año tras año. Las profundas diferencias
culturales de ambos pueblos hacían posible la aportación de creencias, costumbres
y hábitos del haitiano hacia nuestro territorio, que amenazaban peligrosamente la
integridad cultural del pueblo dominicano. (66, my emphasis)
Marrero also incorporates the argument of Haitians as cattle thieves, adding that their
activities in the border regions intensified as the contrast between Dominican prosperity
and Haitian poverty became starker after Trujillo took power (67). The pathetic scenes of

107 This number is greatly exagerated. According to the 1935 census, the real figure was closer to fiftytwo thousand (Vega, Trujillo y Haití 343).
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those thefts acquired in Marrero’s language a dramatic quality that surpassed even
Balaguer’s:
Se registraban escenas en extremo dolorosas al amanecer muchas veces nuestros
campesinos sumidos en la más cruenta miseria al día siguiente de haber sido
arrasadas totalmente sus labranzas y engullidos sus animales de crianza, por la
voracidad del vecino, que penetraba en nuestro territorio al amparo de la noche.
Familias que habían levantado una heredad en el curso de duros años de trabajo
incesante, quedaban súbitamente desposeídas, frente a la tierra pelada. (67)
This characterization contradicts the account Marrero gave in En la ruta de los
libertadores, where he reported that Haitians entered the country, not furtively during the
hours of the night, but by invitation of their Dominican neighbors, to work the land. In
his articles on the border region Marrero also spoke of the emergence of a hybrid
population as a result of the sexual intercourse between Dominicans and Haitians. This
implied that both communities had a friendly relation. In his biography of Trujillo he
depicts Haitians as a terrible plague that devastated Dominican fields, leaving behind a
trail of suffering and desolation. Marrero brings the two lines of his story together, as the
tensions lead to a climactic resolution:
1937 marcó el límite de estos atropellos. Los esfuerzos de nuestro gobierno
resultaron cada vez más infructuosos frente al Gobierno haitiano para lograr que
este último pusiese coto al desorden sometiendo a sus ciudadanos al
cumplimiento de las leyes. Nuestros campesinos, exasperados, hubieron de
lanzarse a la lucha para defender lo que habían creado con su trabajo y
consagración. Se produjo el grave incidente que luego sería deformado por la
malignidad de cierta prensa y ciertos aventureros internacionales que pretendieron
darle a los sucesos carácter de agresión de nuestra parte. Todo ocurrió en territorio
dominicano, dentro de las tierras robadas de nuestros agricultores y pequeños
ganaderos. (68)
The sequence of events establishes a correlation between the Dominican government—
General Trujillo—and the Dominican peasants—the People, which Trujillo symbolizes.
Both, the People and the Trujillista hero, acted to protect the interest of the community.
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The Dominican peasants fought to defend their properties; Trujillo dealt with the political
consequences. Together they secured a moral and material victory for the nation:
Trujillo afrontó el grave problema. Durante semanas de tensión dramática, el
derecho dominicano prevaleció al reconocer el Gobierno haitiano que bandas de
merodeadores haitianos mantenían una situación violenta con sus robos y
penetraciones ilegales en el territorio dominicano. (68)
Marrero thus strikes a balance between the executive and the administrative aspects of his
epic version of the Massacre, and he manages to do this without ever stating the nature of
the “incident.” Not a single person seems to have died in the fight, since even the
reparations that the Dominican government paid were meant to compensate the small
plots that Haitians abandoned in Dominican territory:
Una indemnización fué acordada para pagar el valor de las pequeñas labranzas
que los haitianos dejaron abandonadas en territorio dominicano, pues los sucesos
de 1937 dieron como resultado la partida definitiva de los nacionales de aquel
país que vivían ilegalmente en el nuestro ... En esta forma quedó saneado
definitivamente el territorio nacional y se desterraron con la partida de los
haitianos, hábitos y costumbres que podían afectar peligrosamente la pureza de
nuestras costumbres españolas y de nuestra religión católica. (69)
One has to wonder whether Marrero was not aware of the contradiction of this
explanation. How could the Haitian farmers be the recipients of compensation, if
according to him they were illegal immigrants? Were they not supposed to be squatters of
Dominican properties? On the other hand, if one were to take his words literally, Marrero
seems to suggest that the Trujillo’s heroic solution for the border problem was to pay this
compensation, which, of course, would make no sense. The real meaning of his story then
must be found in the symbolical identity between the executive and administrator,
between the People and the Hero. In other words, the “definitive” solution to the Haitian
danger was not the payment of compensation, but the act of violence that supposedly
saved the Spanish and Catholic essence of the Dominican culture. With this implicit
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notion, Marrero abandoned the view implied in Over of a transnational Caribbean
identity based on the experience of slavery.

5.6

THE POET’S FALL FROM GRACE
We could ask about Marrero the question that has been asked about Peña Batlle:

Was his conversion sincere? Or did he really think he could use Trujillo to advance the
cause of the working class? We will never find satisfactory answers to these questions.
There is reason to believe, however, that in spite of his about-face on the issue of national
identity, Marrero never abandoned his concern for the working class—a fact that may
have cost him his life. Marrero—who was the Secretary of Labor—fell from grace when,
in 17 November 1957, the daily La Nación published a confidential report in which he
denounced the exploitation of coffee farmers by Café Dominicano, C. por A., a
monopoly indirectly controlled by Trujillo (Vega, Desafectos 248). Strangely enough, the
report resulted from an investigation supposedly authorized by Trujillo himself (Marrero,
“El Secretario” 1+). Apparently, Marrero was framed by his enemies inside the
government, as can be inferred from a note published in the same issue of La Nación. The
note, buried at end of a letter from the coffee workers addressed to the President, denied
that Trujillo had ordered the investigation:
El Generalísimo Trujillo no ha mandado al Secretario de Trabajo a hacer ninguna
investigación. Eso es una grosera mentira, pues el citado funcionario se presentó a
Su Excelencia y le dijo que él iba a investigar. De haber dispuesto el
Generalísimo tal investigación se la hubiera ordenado al Secretario de Agricultura
o al de Industria y Comercio, por ser los Departamentos a que corresponden.
La Oficina del Generalísimo conocía y había investigado el caso que nos ocupa y
comprobó que a esos campesinos los hizo firmar un traficante de nombre Virgilio
A. Pimentel Andújar, que debería estar en la cárcel.
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Cuando el Generalísimo Trujillo recibe una denuncia se la pasa al Señor
Presidente de la República, quien manda un Inspector a su servicio, y después de
practicada la investigación se refiere al Secretario que corresponde. (“Carta de los
cafetaleros” 11)
Realizing the precariousness of his position, Marrero—who at the time was
abroad—desperately fought for his life in a letter to Trujillo. Arguing that the report had
been published by his enemies, who wanted to see him in jail, he reaffirmed his loyalty to
Trujillo and portrayed himself as “[un] hombre solitario, incomprendido, que habla con
su conciencia” (“Carta a Trujillo” 249). Further on, Marrero appealed to Trujillo’s
understanding, declaring: “No es necesario que todos seamos trujillistas dentro del mismo
molde,” adding that “el inmenso caudal de tolerancia y comprensión que usted ha tenido
para comprenderlo así, constituye uno de los más hermosos patrimonios de su régimen”
(249). Marrero also referred to the fact that his condition as a Trujillista had made him
the target of criticism abroad, and he was now being attacked from inside. “¡Qué festín
para nuestros enemigos sería ese espectáculo! Crea que no se lo digo por temor a la cárcel
que en nada me arredra, sino por lealtad a usted y al régimen” (249). Trujillo answered
the same day with a telegram: “Acabo de recibir tu carta de fecha 19 de noviembre del
corriente. ¿De dónde infieres tú que puedes ir a la cárcel? ¿Acaso no eres un Secretario
de Estado con la confianza del Gobierno?” (Trujillo 251). As Diógenes Céspedes points
out, this response was clearly intended to avoid the possibility of Marrero asking for
asylum and in order to keep him under control (Céspedes, “La ideología” 183).
Marrero returned to the Dominican Republic and resumed his work under
Trujillo. He was assassinated on 17 July 1959, three days after the landing of a failed
guerrilla expedition in Constanza, Maimón and Estero Hondo.108 The assassination
108 Trujillo’s forces quickly defeated the invading army, sponsored by Cuban leader Fidel Castro, but the
expedition marked the beginning of the end for Trujillo’s regime as it set off a wave of conspiracies that
culminated with Trujillo’s assassination on 30 May 1961 (Moya Pons 371-37).
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probably took place in Santo Domingo, although his body was found on a road near
Constanza. A few days earlier, a journalist from the New York Times had published a
story about the crisis caused by the guerrilla expedition. Citing an unidentified source, the
journalist, Tad Szulc, attributed the social unrest to the public’s disgust with a growing
wave of political corruption.109 In a later article dated in Miami, Szulc revealed that he
had been in contact with Marrero shortly before his death, and said that the writer was
accused of being his source, since the opinions expressed in it “up to a point” reflected
those of Marrero (Szulc 1).110 The writer’s death, Szulc added, put an end to a persistent
and almost solitary struggle to change the dictatorial practices of Trujillo’s regime.

5.7

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this chapter, I have attempted to reopen the discussion on the work of Ramón

Marrero Aristy, establishing the discontinuities between his literary and his non-literary
production. I followed the development of Marrero’s life and works from his stage as a
desafecto of the Trujillo’s regime to his incorporation into the group of intellectuals at the
service of the dictator up to his tragic end in 1959. I argued that Marrero’s narrative
unsettles the Trujillista teleological view of history and its mythological system of
production of meaning. His major literary work, Over, deconstructs the myth of the
Haitian invaders, opening the possibility for a new way of understanding HaitianDominican relations based on the shared experience of slavery. Over lays bare the
109 The article, appeared on 12 July 1959, was titled “Corruption Held Peril to Trujillo.”
110 In his novel La fiesta del chivo (2000), Mario Vargas Llosa has Trujillo asking Balaguer whether he
believed that Marrero was the source of the New York Times article. Balaguer answers: “Con dolor de mi
alma, por el aprecio intelectual y personal que sentí por Ramón, creo que sí, que fue quien informó a Tad
Szulc” (324).
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conditions of the Afro-Caribbean diasporas as subaltern subjects of U.S. imperialism and
offers an implicit critique of the indifference of Trujillo’s government toward the
dispossessed. After his incorporation into Trujillismo, Marrero shifted away from the
narrative perspective of the vanquished towards and embraced the ideology of
antihaitianismo, although he never abandoned his concern for the working class. If
Marrero’s case symbolizes the vulnerable position of the Trujillista epic poet, it also
attests to the truth of David Quint’s dictum that the utmost expression of the hero’s power
is the power to kill (4). This is a truth that did not escape the Trujillista poets, whose
mission was to put that power in historical perspective. They did a tremendous job at it
and some of them, as Marrero, fell victims to that power while praising it. Still, all the
pages Marrero wrote to sing Trujillo’s overwhelming power could never silence the
voice—that voice that Marrero thought was never to be heard—the voice of those who
once spoke through him.
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Conclusion: The end of Trujillo’s Era

On 30 May 1961 Rafael Leónidas Trujillo was assassinated by a group of his own
collaborators with the support of the CIA. The assassination triggered a violent response
from Trujillo’s military and secret service, and most of the leaders of the conspiracy were
jailed, tortured and executed. In his panegyric, Joaquín Balaguer—Trujillo’s puppet
President at the time—thus praised the Generalissimo’s legacy:
El legado que nos deja es enorme e imperecedero. Sus obras permanecerán
mientras permanezca la República y exista en ella un solo dominicano consciente
de lo que significa el tratado fronterizo, la redención de la deuda pública, la
independencia financiera, las ejecutorias cumplidas en el campo de las obras
públicas, de la agricultura, de la salud y de la asistencia social, y de todo el bien
que ha emanado durante tres décadas de una larga paz que ha asegurado el
progreso y traído el bienestar y la tranquilidad a la familia dominicana. (Palabra
176-177)
As he had done many times for thirty-one years, Balaguer compared Trujillo to the
founders of the Dominican nation and declared that Trujillo’s spirit entered from that
moment “en la gloriosa familia de nuestras sombras tutelares” (179). Even as he raised
some eyebrows speaking of Trujillo’s sensuous nature and calling the strongman’s
collaborators “maestros de la adulación y de la intriga” (178), Balaguer spoke in the
name of all the Trujillistas as he promised to continue their leader’s work:
Querido Jefe: hasta luego. Tus hijos espirituales, veteranos de las campañas que
libraste durante más de treinta años para engrandecer la República y estabilizar el
Estado, miraremos hacia tu sepulcro como hacia un símbolo enhiesto y no
omitiremos medios para impedir que se extinga la llama que tú encendiste en los
altares de la República y el alma de todos los dominicanos. (179)
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Balaguer was forced to relinquish power in 1962 and was replaced by a
provisional government that organized the first democratic elections the country had seen
in more than three decades.111 Juan Bosch (1909-2001), a prominent writer and politician
who lived in exile since the 1930s, won the elections in a landslide. Soon after coming to
power, Bosch launched a sweeping transformation of Dominican society based on
populist and social-democratic ideas, raising alarm among members of the private sector
and the Catholic Church. He was deposed seven months later by a sector of the military,
an event that lead to civil war and to a new U.S. military intervention in 1965. After four
years in exile, Balaguer returned to Santo Domingo in 1966 and became the candidate of
the establishment against Bosch. He defeated Bosch after a bloody campaign by the
remnants of the Trujillista army, and put in place a Neo-Trujillista regime. Balaguer
would govern the Dominican Republic for twenty-two non-consecutive years, from 1966
to 1978 and from 1986 to 1996. His first twelve years as President were marked by a
brutal political repression that caused the death of more than 3,000 people and terrorized
the Dominican population. He finally stepped down upon losing in the first round of the
presidential elections in 1996. At that point, he decided to support the party of his
political nemesis, Juan Bosch, to block the impending rise to power of Jose Francisco
Peña Gómez (1937-1998), a black politician of alleged Haitian origin whose electoral
victory Balaguer had stolen two years earlier.112

111 What follows is based on Moya Pons (381-404).
112 As Samuel Martínez points out, “evidence of balloting irregularities was so widespread that President
Balaguer was obligated after the election to accept a two-year rather than a four-year term of office” (8788). Torres-Saillant calls attention to the significance of these elections: “That Peña Gómez did not become
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Of the four authors considered in this study, Balaguer is the only one who
outlived the “Era.”113 This fact alone granted him a privilege denied to the others: the
opportunity to revise his contribution to the Trujillista epic and to reframe his position as
one of the intellectuals in charge of legitimating Trujillo’s power. Indeed, after Trujillo’s
assassination Balaguer labored strenuously to excise the dictator’s name from his most
significant works while preserving the core values of Trujillismo. Guía emocional de la
ciudad romántica (1944) was reissued for the first time in 1969 without the section
dedicated to Ciudad Trujillo, in which Balaguer compared the Dominican ruler to
Spanish Governor Nicolás de Ovando. However, the book remained a nostalgic
celebration of the ideology of hispanidad and a rejection of the contributions of African
descendants to Dominican national identity. Similarly, he deleted all references to
Trujillo from a new version of La realidad dominicana: semblanza de un país y de un
régimen (1947), published in 1983 under the title La isla al revés, but kept intact the main
thesis of the book—the idea that Haiti constitutes a permanent threat to the existence of
the Dominican nation. As we saw in Chapter 3, in La realidad dominicana Balaguer
justified the Haitian Massacre by arguing that the task of ending plundering in the border
region could not be achieved “sin efusión de sangre” (91). In La isla al revés, he
the President of the Republic matters less … than the fact that the majority of the Dominican population
went to the polls and cast their ballot in favor of a black man who, in addition, reputedly comes from
Haitian parents” (“Tribulations” 133).
113 Tomás Hernández Franco died in Santo Domingo in 1952, followed by Manuel A. Peña Batlle two
years later. It may be useful to note that Peña Batlle, like Ramón Marrero Aristy—the other former
desafecto turned Trujillista—, fell into disgrace in 1952, when he was interrogated under suspicion of
conspiring against Trujillo. He spent the last two years of his life in seclusion, shunned by the regime he
had supported.
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seemingly distances himself from the mass killings by calling them “matanzas
indiscriminadas decididas por el régimen a la sazón imperante” (48), but portrays the
Dominicans who denounced these crimes as traitors to their country.114
While in the new versions of his earlier books Balaguer removed the name of
Trujillo, in works written after Trujillo’s assassination he confronts the legacy of the
“Era” in an attempt to influence the interpretation of his role as active participant in this
chapter of Dominican history. Balaguer does not hesitate to admit that he was a close
associate of the dictator, calling himself one of Trujillo’s courtiers.115 In so doing he
assumes a higher moral ground, which allows him to judge the integrity of his former
comrades. A case in point is a selection of speeches written during the “Era” and
published in 1975 under the title La palabra encadenada. Balaguer dedicates the book to
posterity, “único juez llamado a medir imparcialmente los acontecimientos y los hombres
públicos con la vara de la historia.” As the title suggests, Balaguer saw himself as a
helpless writer bound to compose those laudatory speeches. But rather than apologizing
for his actions, he chooses to spread the responsibility alleging that all Dominican
intellectuals were guilty of singing the praises of Trujillo:
Toda la intelectualidad dominicana, perteneciente a dos generaciones, la que ya
empezaba a declinar en 1930 y la que iniciaba su vida pública alrededor de esa

114 “Ofrecieron su apoyo al gobierno haitiano, hecho incalificable que demuestra hasta qué punto el
comercio con nuestros vecinos ha corrompido la fibra sagrada de la dominicanidad en no pocos individuos
pertenecientes a las clases más elevadas de nuestra sociedad” (La isla 48).
115 Balaguer titled his memoirs Memorias de un cortesano de la Era de Trujillo (1988).
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misma fecha, es culpable de haber adulado con demasía a aquel hombre de hierro
que dominó, con poder absoluto, todo ese ciclo de la historia dominicana.(9)116
While he admits to doing what “everybody” did, Balaguer points out that even in the
most flattering of his speeches dedicated to Trujillo there was always a measure of
autonomy. As further proof of his intellectual independence, Balaguer makes the curious
observation that he never wrote a poem to the dictator: “Hay algo de que puedo sentirme
halagado. Nunca escribí un solo verso en honor de Trujillo” (10). The reason, Balaguer
explains, is that poetry constitutes the most exquisite means of expression that human
beings have at their disposal, and they should only use it to express the purest and noblest
sentiments. Thus he preferred to abandon poetry altogether rather than dedicating a poem
to Trujillo (11).
To suggest that the Trujillista intellectuals could only be accused of violating the
sacred space of poetry is to lose sight of the real issue—which is the function of poetic
language (in prose or in verse form) in the aestheticization of violence and in the
perpetuation of a totalitarian regime. As I have tried to demonstrate in the present study,
the Trujillista writers legitimized the dictatorship by exploiting the conventions of the
Western epic tradition, portraying Trujillo as a heroic figure who saved the nation from
“the ax of the barbarians.” They refashioned the national past to connect Trujillo’s power
to a mythical origin and to project it indefinitely towards the future. In this teleological
construct, Trujillo’s Patria Nueva constituted the end of time, a return to the nation’s
Golden Age. It seems to me, however, that for the Trujillista poets Trujillo was never an
end in himself. One may even think of Trujillo as a creation of the epic poet, since his
symbolic power relied on the power of the poet’s imagination. As the protagonist of the

116 This accusation, of course, is false. Many Dominican intellectuals opposed Trujillo and either were
sent to jail, went to exile or paid for their audacity with their lives.
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Trujillista epic Trujillo was a symbol.117 For all the cult of personality that surrounded the
dictator, most of the Trujillista poet-bureaucrats used their hero to symbolize the
metaphysical unity of the Dominican people from the perspective of the victors—a
perspective that excluded all cultural manifestations of blackness.
The appropriation of the norms associated with the epic of the victors was meant
to endow the values that Trujillo represented—Western civilization, Spanish culture,
Catholicism—with the moral weight of uncontestable truths. To be sure, such values
existed in Dominican culture long before Trujillo’s rise to power and did not disappear
with his death. But, as I have argued throughout these pages, the victors’ perspective did
not hold a monopoly over the power to imagine Dominicans’ cultural identity. Even
within the Trujillista inner circle of power, an alternative archive emerged that provided
the unsettling perspective of the Other. The fragments of this archive (or counter-archive)
gathered to form the irregular figures of a different kind of narrative—the one that,
following Quint, I have called the epic of the vanquished. We saw how this narrative
deviates from the official discourse in the early writings of Peña Batlle, which recover the
losers’ history of resistance to imperial power. In such essays as “Enriquillo o el germen
de la teoría moderna del derecho de gentes” and “Las devastaciones de 1605 y 1606,”
Peña Batlle links the origin of the Dominican nation not to the people that colonized the
island at the end of the fifteenth century, but to the rebellions of the colonized
populations. Since those rebellions ended in defeat, Peña Batlle’s story assumes the

117 C. M. Bowra’s observation that the hero of the Virgilian epic tradition has an essentially symbolic
function may help us explain this seeming paradox. According to Bowra, “Literary epics, unlike those of
Homer, are not content to present individuals as such. They present something that is more like a symbol or
even an ideal, a person who represents something else ... The writers of literary epic are almost forced to
point a moral. Their heroes are examples of what men ought to be or types of human destiny whose very
mistakes must be marked and remembered” (16).
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pattern of a series of tragedies and false beginnings, which brings it closer to the genre of
romance. Only after he became a leading member of Trujillo’s intelligentsia did Peña
Batlle adopt the linear structure of epic, identifying Dominican nationhood with the
values of Imperial Spain.
We have seen other deviations from the Trujillista epic in the works of Hernández
Franco and Marrero Aristy. As I have argued above, Hernández Franco use race as a
metaphor for culture to articulate a devastating critique of the perspective of the victors
and of the representation of Haitians and black Dominicans as the Other. Aligning his
aesthetic project with Caribbean Africanism, Hernández Franco rejected the mythical
genealogy that traced the origin of Dominican identity to a colonial Golden Age.
Furthermore, in his narrative poem “Yelidá” he departed from the narrow-minded
nationalism that characterized the cultural production of other members of Trujillo’s
intelligentsia to embrace a transnational Antillean identity, with the Haitian Revolution as
its foundational moment. A similar discontinuity with the official discourse can be found
in the narrative work of Marrero Aristy. But while Hernández Franco’s aesthetic project
was based on a notion of race as synonymous with culture, Marrero’s dystopian
representation of the history of the Afro-Caribbean diasporas implies the idea that racial
conflicts are but manifestations of colonial relations and class struggles.
Besides rejecting the teleological structure and the spiritual genealogy of the
victors, the oppositional narratives of these writers departed from the Trujillista epic in
one important respect: the absence of Trujillo’s name. If, as I have suggested, the job of
the Trujillista poets was to relate the actions that endowed Trujillo’s name with meaning,
this absence alone should have been perceived as a troubling sign. But the poets of the
vanquished were tolerated precisely because their critique could not be construed as a
critique of the Trujillista hero. Without Trujillo at the end of their reconstruction of the
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past, their subversive discourse must have created the illusion of taking place in an
alternate reality disconnected from the present reality of the “Era.”
This brings us back to the issue of the relative autonomy of the social fields that
Bourdieu and Williams postulate. Indeed, Balaguer’s claim that he never wrote a poem to
Trujillo, in the preface of a book of collected speeches dedicated to exalt Trujillo’s name,
confirms a certain degree of separation between the fields of art and the social sciences,
on the one hand, and the field of political interventions, on the other. As I have suggested,
this autonomy may explain the discontinuity between utterances made by the same writer
from different subject positions. At issue is whether such utterances reproduced or
contradicted the set of values that the Trujillista hero came to represent. As we have seen,
Balaguer realized that the best way to perpetuate the legacy of Trujillismo was by turning
Trujillo into a scapegoat and detaching the dictator’s name from the meaning that the epic
of the victors had bestowed upon it. Many years earlier, Peña Batlle had done the
opposite. Conscious of the inconsistencies between the liberal views expressed in his
essays of historical interpretations and the conservative nature of the government he
served, Peña Batlle decided to bridge the gap between his two subject positions by
adopting the perspective of the victors. To achieve this goal, he erased all traces of
liberalism from his scholarly works and made his interpretation of history conform to the
spirit of the works he produced as a Trujillista ideologue. This also sets him apart from
Hernández Franco and Marrero, who did not make any attempt to align their literature
with the values of hispanidad and antihaitianismo. Even when as public servants they said
what was expected of them, their literary works remained as irreducible signs of
resistance to the perspective of the victors.
Seen in retrospect, it seems that the poets of the epic of the vanquished,
understood as an unexpected outgrowth of the Trujillista archive, lost their battle to
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democratize the official discourse. This appreciation is compounded by the persistence of
some traces of Trujillismo in a sector of the Dominican elite. But the struggle between
the epic of the vanquished and the epic of the victors did not end with the “Era.” Far from
it, the debate over the definition of Dominican identity, at the center of that struggle, took
renewed currency after Trujillo’s assassination. The myth of a homogeneous Dominican
culture rooted in Spanish values and the Catholic faith has been thoroughly deconstructed
since the late 1960s, particularly after the celebration in 1973 of the Primer Coloquio
sobre la Presencia Africana en las Antillas, at the Universidad Autónoma de Santo
Domingo (Deive 107). In addition, a whole generation of Dominican historians and social
scientists, including Frank Moya Pons, Roberto Cassá and Franklin Franco, has provided
arguments for alternative readings of Haitian-Dominican relations, challenging the
Trujillista accounts that portrayed Haitians as the eternal enemy of Dominican
nationhood (Martínez 85). More recently, scholars have pointed to the increased
migration to and from the United States as another source of change in Dominican racial
identity (Torres-Saillant, “Tribulations” 142). None of these events means that the end of
racism in Dominican society is near. But we could look at them as further evidence that
the victors’ power to control the life of a community cannot last forever; that, sooner or
later, the perspective of the losers penetrates even the most totalitarian discourse to
undermine its systems of production of meaning.
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